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THEME

In recent years composite materials have attracted aircraft designers for structural and
aerodynamic reasons. These materials hiave promised lighter, cheaper and possibly strongar
airframes and component parts with consequent aircraft performance improvement.
Demonstrations have occurred on real aircraft, including combat an-craft wings and helicopter
rotor blades,

Despite the physical potential of composites there is debate over their overall benefitI
technically and the implications of their use. There must be an assessment of the real cost
of aircraft as a weapon system when avionics are fully installed, Relevant research is already
being conducted in many areas but more work is required. Results of recent studies have
not been widely disseminated. The objectives of this meeting were to appraise NATOi
Nations of the technical status of the problem, provide an opportunity for exchange of
views on the Electromagnetic implications of composite materials to aircraft designers,
scientists and engineers of various disciplines, and to give operational requirements staffs

a more complete understanding of the overall effects of such materials on aircraft design.
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Electromagnetic Effects of (Carbon) Composite Materials
upon Avionics Systems

Chairman's Report

AGARD. Avionics Panel
39th Technical Specialists Meeting

Lisbon, Portugal.
June, 1980

1 I G~IENAL IMOPV1 TION

The meeting was arranged between 16-19 Juno 1980. The first three days were devoted to the technical
presentations and discussion, the fourth was reserved for a technical visit to the Civil Engineering
Facility, Maritime Research Centre, Lisbon.

The total registered attendance was 9.3and this number of delegates was mostly present right up to the
closing ceremony. The number of papers presented was 22 with only two being offered as reserves for
papers withdrawn late in the preparatory period; for national reasons.

fearly all of the papers were invited, this proved successful since the material and the presentations
were of a high standard and they fitted reasonably within the framework of the session titles.

Five sessions were arranged. Each author was allowed 30 minutes for presentation allowing 15 minutes
for discussion time. This proved useful since slow speech was possible, to aid the interpreters, and
themes could be developed adequately. The deliberate limit set on the number of papers presented was
therefore beneficial.

An unpreoedeoited number of questions and formal answers were offered. They have been recorded und edited
for publication with the proceedings of the meeting.

2, SCOPE OF THE TECHNICAL COVERAGE

Despite the physical potential of composite materials for aircraft engineering, especially carbon fibre
composites (iFC), there has been debate over their true benefit technically and the implicatioun of
their use. The promise of cheaper, lighter ali possibly stronger airframes with consequent aircraft
performance improvement has encouraged aircraft designers to include such structures as components in
demonstrator aircraft and to plan for a 4ide application of CON in future aircraft designs. The impact
of eleotrumagnetio effects generated by thu introduction of composites has been the subject of research
buat no serious discussion had oociurud prior to this specialist meeting on an international stcale, so
far as could be determined. Neither had there been a forum for an exchange of views and exporience on
this subject between the airframe designers and the avionics and electronic systems engineers. To
establish this latter point, the meeting was arranged to follow closely in time the meeting of che
Structures and Mechanics Panel of AGARD held in Greece in Maroi 1980 when composite materials were
discussed. The Avionics Panel Speoialist Meating in Libbon was opened by the Panel Chairman,
Dr Martin Vogl and the delegates were welcomed to Portugal by Captain Masoarenhas PAF on behalf of
General Bourbonne. The first presentation was offered by Mr M.G. Jub6, Chairman of the STP; it

included d summary of the proceedings and uonolusions of the STP meeting which iet the scene for the AVP
discussions in Lisbon. The Lisbon programme was divided into five Sessions comprising:

Session I Materials and Applications

Sescion II Characteristics, Measurement, Modelling and Standards
Session III Specific Topics and Research Programesse

Session IV Eleotromagnetic Effects upon Radiation Patterns, Electrostatic and Lightning Problems

Session V Protection and Trade-off Methods

.3. SESSION I

The nummary of the SMP meeting outlined several of the fabrication techniques employed and rAferred to
many of the areas in aircraft construction which will employ composites in future. The paper by Messrs
Leonard akA Mulville gave a moot valuable insight into the use of CPC in the USA. The paper by
Mr T. Sharples describing the application to military air-raft structures summarised the advantages to the
Structural engineer and he gave a very useful survey of the factors which reduce the effectiveness of

CFO. An imnortant statement covered the effects of moisture effects, variability in mechanical
performance with lay-up arrP.ngements anO the resulting material strengths, It was encouraging to note
that the airframe manufacturers were aware of electromagnetic effects such as INZC, sor'ening, bonding !
and earth returns but there was a general air of surprise among delegates at the great extent to which
aCF was to be employed in both fixei wing aircraft and helicopters of the future. Mr Leonard and
Mr SBhrples were questioned closely as can be noted from those questions and answers included in the

•' proceedings.
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14. SESSION II

Measuremenr of Electrical Characteristics

The presentations suggested that no generally accepted test methods exist. Thus it is very difficult to
coiLJare measurement data. However, the most important parameters were established as

resistivity/conductivity
ani sotrophy
inhomogeneity

Papers by Strawe/Geren (4), Smithers (6) and Walker (7) dealt with measuring methods and measurement data.

Existing Standards

The impact of electrical characteristics of CFO upon existing standards and specifications for test
methods of avionic systems have not yet been taken into account. This is especially true of external p40.
Design guides for electronic equipment should include such parameters.

Theoretical Unders~anding

The theoretical understanding of CEO is not yet fully cowplete, especially non-linear effects.

Bonding

In view of power earth returns and lightning current-carrying capability, more research is needed upon
bonding methods when using CFO. Such research will require close liaison between structural and avionics
engineers to achieve the optimum benefits of CFO application.

5- SESSION III

Six papers were presented in this session which covered some specific topics relating to lightning
effects and to the use of boron fibers.

The first paper was written by Mr R.H. Evans and Dr J.M. Thomson, both of the Royal Aircraft Establishment
at Fmhrnuorough. Dr Thomson presented the paper. It described the OnO work in the UK dating back to 1970
and indicated its relationship as part of the far wider XOD(PE) programme on electromagnetic effects.
Overall,the UK programme is aimed at ensuring that adequate information on CFO utilization is available
for aircraft and flight weapon systems projects to allow quantitative clearance for service introduction.
The paper gave a preliminary assessment of the electromagnetic impact of OnO as identified to date by the
prograwre. Major problem areas identified were:

a. H•F penetration of the OnO aircraft skin, expected to be worse than with the already difficult
aluminum akin.

b. Bonding and jointing - the major problems lie not with On itself, but with the bonding and
jointing of the material.

The paper concluded by ind-cating the future direction of the programme which was probably half-way through
its life.

The second of this session dealt with a French Programme studying the eleotromagn•1ic effects of lightning.
The paper was prepared by Mr J.o. Alliot of ONEHA and Mr D. Gall of CFAT, and presented by Mr Alliot.

Directed by the French Aeronautical Technical Services, a flight test programme to evaluate the electro-
magnetic disturbances caused by lightning was defined which has been in hand since 1978. The aircraft
utilized is a TRANSALL 0-160 from the Air boroe, which carries instrumentation to detect the phenomema
associated with direct or proximity hits, lighting current (pulsed and direct), skin currents at differert
points of the structure, interior and exterior electromagnetic fields, and overloads upon a variety of
equipment. Various recorders permit the characterization of the aircraft electrical status during
lightning strikes.

The effects of electromagnetic radiat on upon struoturxl panels made of composite materials was of

particular interest to define protection systems, After a number of modifications to the instrumentation
employed during the 1978 tests, new experiments are planned for the summer 1980 with the following
objectives:

i Obtain qualitative information regardinG the electromagnetic energycoupling modes caused
by lightning.

i* Understand the effects of a variety of struotural panels made of composite materials when" ~subjected to lightning.

iii Evaluate the electric state of a vehicle when subjected to lightning.

sic.



iv Characterize the electrical wavelengths on the aircraft structure under lightning
conditions.

A paper by Mr Ian MacDiarmid, of British Aerospace, Warton, and Mr Glenn Barton of Westland
Helicopters Limited, was delivered jointly. It first described lightning strike tests conducted on CPC
panels for the Jaguar aircraft. The results indicated were that no significant change in the E(C
clearance of the aircraft resulted from introduction of CFC panels. A second set of tests described were
conducted on composite rotor blades for flight clearance. The rotor blades had a carbon trailing edge
with a Glass Reinforced Plastic spar and titanium erosion shield. With this composite rotor, the concern
was that of certifying a design which provided an adequate electrical path to conduct moderate severity

lightning strikes. Teat results showed no degradation in rotor structural strength. Further improve-
ments are under way. Other work described on the paper outlined the irnvestigation of longer term problems
relating in general to CE effects on avionic systems, including CPO fuselage investigations, conductivity
measurements and an earth return study.

Paper four, by Mr R.Y. Kwor and Mr C.A. Paz de Araujo of the University of Notre ]ame, described some
research work being conducted on Boron Fibers. The paper was read by Dr J. Walker of the Rochester
Institute of Teohnclogy and the characteristics and typical application methods of these fibers were
reviewed. Boron fibres are noted for their low do conductivity. The research was aimed at evaluating
methods for increasing this conductivity so that its application might be practical. Tests were conducted
on both carbon diffused boron and nickel-plated boron. The conclusion showed that carbon doping cannot
be used because of limitations of mechanical properties. Nickel, on the other hand, proved to be very
compatible with boron, yielding excellent improvements in conductivity. It appeared to take considerable
effort to prepare the boron for test and the cost-effectiveness of using it as a substitute material would
have to be evaluated.

A fifth paper described the voltage induced in wiring cables in the interior of closed metallic and carbon
epox structures when subjected to a pulse of current as might be caused by lightning. It was written by
Mr D. Gall and presented theoretical and experimental results on the mechanism of induced overvoltage on
electric wiring located inside closed structures when subjected to lightning currents. The contribution
of two parameters, diffusion of skin currents and the internal electromagnetic field, was discussed for
two types of structures: aluminum alloy and carbon filres. It was shown that the frequency spectrum of
lightning at ma:imum power is at frequencies lower than 100 KGZ and that carbon fibres offer 3000 times
less protection than altuminum alloy in both overvoltage and effects of electromagnetic conditionL due to
lightning.

The last paper of Session III was written and delivered by Mr G. Weinstock of McDonnell Aircraft. Thin
paper revealed an extensive amount of effort in CFC applications by MCAIR for both the FL-18 and AV-8B
aircraft. The aircraft have extensive applications of graphite/epoxy composite material. The paper
described and discussed these extensive studies and test programs at MOAIR backing the introduction of
the G/E material to these aircraft. The work evaluated G/E shielding capability noting that the principal
reason for shielding ineffectiveness was the reduction associated with discontinuities at seams and joints

(agreeing with results of the MOD(PE)prograisno described in paper number one). It has been shown that
improvements in G/E joints can be made and are effective. Other study results indicated that 0/N ground
planes for Antenna (UHF and L band) allow proper antenna functioning. Further, adequate lightning
protection can be accomplished. Mr Weinstook stated that he had not yet found any electromagnetiu G/E

t icsue that could not be handled as part of a typical airorait development program.

In summary, there was some agreement between several of the papers. The problems encountered to date seem
to be responding with care and the application of good engineering practice.

S6. SESSION IV

In particular this Session concentrated upon the electromagnetic effects upon radiation patterns, electro-
* static and lightning problems. Four papers covered this field by authors from the US, Iranoe, Germany

and the UK. An interesting topic for discussion was the effect of introducing metal sk2nr by vacuum
deposit or other means. Pilot protection was another topic which will need further research. A very
important aspect raised in discussion but not in the presentations war' the application of fibre optics
to ensure adequate EiKO.

7. SESSION V

Sesuion V covered Protection and Trade-off Methods. Again the discussion highlighted a certain unease in
the avionic fraternity that protective methods might not be sufficient. The possible need for harder
avionic systems to meet the demands created by CPU applications indicated that the delegates were not
entirely satirfiad with the state of the art. It is likely that much more research will be needed on
this topic.

8. In conclusion it was evident that future systemo designers will require guidelines to meet the
extra electronic demands generated by the application of CMU to aircraft structures. It is clear that the
wide application of CFU may be commonplace in the not too distant future. The claim by some airframe
manufacturers that there was no problem in meeting lightning EN0 and electrostatic demands was evidently
received with some scepticism by several delegates. It was stressed many times that from now on airframe
and avionic systems designerr' must liaise closely as design. develop. The meeting revealed several new
innovations, particulrly new electrostatic disoharers and data upon CFP electromagnetio tests. It will
loe necessary to standardise dimensions in the analysis of data however to prevent prolonged argument oaer

ix



the relevance of some research results. A means of ensuring this could be an early consideration of the
topic by one of the WATO project committees.

The programmes presented are regarded by many research engineers as half complete. There was some
enoouragemnat from delegates that another review such as the Lisbon Specialists Meeting should be held
as those programmes neared completion to assess the recommended solutions to problems which have arisen
and will no doubt continue to arise.

F S STRINGER
Programme Chairman
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CURRENT AND PROJECTED USE OF CARBON

COMPOSITES IN UNITED STATES AIRCRAFT

by

Robert W. Leonard
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA, USA, 23665

and

Daniel R. Mulville
Department of the Navy

Naval Air Systems Command
Washington, D.C., USA, 20361

Abstract

Because of demonstrated weight savings and potential manufacturing cost savings, car-
bon composite materials are beginning to be used in commercial transports, general aviation
aircraft, military fighter aircraft and helicopters. Current production applications of
carbon composites range from the secondary structures of new commercial transports to wing
primary structures of fighters, and current development efforts assure their future appli-
caticn to fuselages, and even whole airframes, for performance gains and fuel efficiency.
Laminate construction characteristics, that may be relevant to avionics system design,
vary widely.

INTRODUCTION

The term "composite structures," as now generally used and as specifically used in
this paper, refers to structures comprised of filaments of one material--with relatively
high strength or stiffness per unit mass--embedded in a homogeneous matrix of another,
usually softer, material. While fiberglass" composites, consisting of glass filaments
in epoxy, have been extensively used for some time in aircraft secondary structures (1),
a primary focus of current interest is composites composed of fine carbon filaments in
epoxy (or another polymer) because of their combination of very high strength and stiffness
with potentially low cost. Research on structures molded from carbon composite systems
dates from the mid-1960's (2) and has been strongly supported by the United States Govern-
ment through the Department of Defense, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. Included has been extensive research on electrical properties and the effects of
lightning strikes on carbon composites (3,4).

While current applications in commercial transport aircraft are confined to secondary
structure, carbon composites are already being applied, in military aircraft, to empennage
and wing primary structure and limited use in fuselage structure has begun. Moreover,
development efforts toward future extensive use of carbon composites in empennage, wing,
and fuselage primary structures are underway or planned.

This paper briefly reviews the pertinent characteristics of carbon composite struc-
tures. It then outlines their current and projected use in commercial transports and other
civil aircraft, in military fighter aircraft, and in helicopters. Typical examples are
cited to display relevant details of composition and construction.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBON COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

The benefits of carbon fiber composite materials arise from their higher strength/
density and stiffness/density ratios compared to available metal alloys and othex compos-
ites. This is illustrated in figure 1, (5). As illustrated by the typical ranges of values
in figure 1, the specific strength and stiffness of fiber composite materials vary, not only
with the relative fractions of fiber and matrix, but also with the ply stacking sequence
and the directional relationships of applied loads to the directions of fibers in the plies
which make up a compusite laminate. Because practical aircraft structures are subjected
to a varied spectrum of flight and other loads leading to different multiaxial stress states
at each point of the structure, full-time alignment of fibers with stress directions is not
possible. Nor is such alignment generally desirable from the standpoint of acceptable
defect and damage tolerance or acceptable durability since concentration of too much strain
energy in today's somewhat biittle carbon fibers can lead to imperfection sensitivity andto violent failures. Added to this are low design-ultimate-strain limits (about 3000 pinl/infor commercial transport applications) which must be imposed on today's composite struc-

tures to assure acceptable long term performance of currently available epoxy matrix mate-
Srials. Thus, practical aircraft applications of carbon fiber composites now aud in the
n•ear future generally relate to the lower strength and stiffness values in figure 1. In
spite of this, they offer component weight savings in the 20-30% range and, with further
gains possible through production of tougher fiber and matrix materials, the future of
carbon fiber composites in aircraft structures seems assured.

~ ~ -
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Property variations already exist of course among the fiber and matrix materials in
use today. Table 1 summarizes some of the basit- physical properties (6) of fiber materials
that are produced In sufficient quantities for current applications. The conductivity of
individual fibers varies somewhat as indicated by the relative electrical resistance values
in Table 1 (7). These were measured by passing low levals of Direct Current through 1-cm-
long fibers clamped between gold contacts. Substantially higher electrical resistance
values for carbon fibers may be feanible, as indicated by the comparable results in Table 2
for three fibers that have not been developed to readiness for structural applications.

The conductivity cf epoxies and other polymeric matrix materials is essentially zero
so that cross-fiber conductivity of composite arrays depends on the degree of fiber-to-
fiber contact and, thus, on fiber voltune fraction. Xndtv:tive coupling between fibers is
also a factor and the electrical conductivity of finished composite laminates is clearly
a function of the fiber directional array and stacking sequence in the laminate. For
example, measured directional conductjvi.ties of a ipectrum of symmetric orthotropic lam-
inates, composed of plies of unidirectional tapes, is given in Table 3 (8).

Not reflected in such results is Lhe recent introduction of bidirectional carbon cloth
(fig. 2), which is "pre-pregged" (impregnated with raw epoxy or other resin) after weaving,
and thus may provýide more nearly isotropic conductivity within a cloth layer. Cloth is
often combined withi tape in a laminate and is frequently used as the inner surface layer of
skins and stiffener flanges to control fiber breakout in drilling of cured composites.
Exterio: surfaces, whether cloth or tape, will be painted in virtually all applications and
use of aluminum mesh or flame sprayed metal coatings over critical areas for lightning pro-
tection is not uncommon. Metal fasteners, as well as these metal coatings, will always be
electrically iLolated from the graphite with a nonconductive sealant or layer to prevent
galvanic corrosion ot the metal surface at the interface.

CARBON CCMPOSITE STRUCTURES IN CIVIL AIRCRAFT

Applications of carbon fiber composites to commercial transports and other civil air-
craft have lagged behind applications to military aircraft because, in civil applications,
composites must not only save substantial weight relative to competing metal designs, but
must be cost competitive as well. For civil transports, additional constraints are the
inherently great sensitivity of certifying authorities to the safety implications of new
technology, tne concern of users that unexpected problems may cause revenue losses from
down time, and the necess,.ry conservatism of manufacturers whose warranties include life
guariAntees. For these reasons, int.roduction of carbon composites into commercial trans-
ports can only occur gradually, beginning with "secondary structure," i.e., with com-
ponents whose failure will not threaten the safety of the aircraft and which can be
quickly replaced if failures occur within the aircraft lifetime.

Transport Secondary-Structure Applications I
Current applications of carbon fiber composite structures in 7ommercial transport

aircraft are limited to tlight service of prototype secondary structures. The most exten-
sive such application to date is the flight of 27 Boeing 737 aircraft with up to four com-
posite spoilers on each aircraft (fig. 3). The spoilers have covers of aluminum-core
honeycomb construction with carbon epoxy skins consisting of 61t fibers in a
[15/-45/902/45/-15] lamina+e formed with tape.* Three different carbon/epoxy systems
employing both Union Carbide T-300 and Hercules AS (Coqrtaulds A) fibers have been used (9).
Their development and flight service has been supported by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) and 8oeing has recently projected their commitment to pro-
duction on 737 aircraft as early as 1980 (10,11).

A cecond current application, supported by NASA in the context of its Aircraft Energy
Efficiency Program, is development and flight service of 20 composite upper-aft rudders
for the Douglas DC-10 (fig. 4). This is a two-spar, miltirib structure (fig. 5) with solid
carbon/epoxy s.pars, ribs, and skins consijting of 70% Union Carbide T-300 fibers ii tape
arranged in [0/±45]s** laminates. The aluminum alloy straps and a cable to the forward
rudder hinge bracket provide a conductive path for lightning. The first rudders began
flight service ir. 1977 and all 11&ve now been committed to flight.

*Fiber frac6io designated in thiv paper will, in every caae, refer to volume. The

arrangement of tapes and bidirectional cloth plies to form a laminate will be designated
by specifying fiber lirection in degrees for each ply, or group of identically oriented
plies (whose number ;s denoted by a subscript) progressing from the ovter to inner surface
for skins and spars. ror bidirection..J c'.oth, th, direction of the "warp" fiberc is indi-
cated. The GO direction (denotAd by 0 without the degree symbol) will refer to the outboard
spanwise direction for ving and emirpe11nnge mounted strvctures and the korward direction for
fuselage mounted structures.

**Where a subscript s follows the brackets, symmetry with respec to the centeri.ine of
the laminate thickness is indicated and the directional dezignations refer to only the
plies in the outer half-thickness.
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Current commercial flight applications of limited numbers of prototype.secondary com-
posite structures also include selected components developed in industry IRAD programs.
For example, secondary components which have been committed to flight on the Douglas DC-9

K and DC-10 aircraft, along with the DC-10 upper aft rudder, are also illustrated in figure 4.
Included are engine cowls and examples of lightly loaded fuselage surface structure (landing
gear door, tail cone) and internal floor structure as well as vertical tail trailing edge
surface panels which close the gap between the control surfaces and the rear spars.

Further commercial transport applications of carbon composite control surface struc-
ture in the near future have been accelerated by development of two additional such composite
structures in the NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program. Onc is a composite inboard
aileron for the Lockheed L-1011. This is a two-spar rib-stiffened structure where both
covers are relatively thin sandwiches with syntactic/epoxy cores (epoxy, filled with hollow
glass microspheres) and carbon/epoxy face sheets consisting of 61% Union Carbide T-300•++ fibers in 3 plies of tape. The layup for each cover is [45/0/1.35/synls where syn desig-

nates the syntactic/epoxy layer. The front spar is carbon/epoxy tape in the layup
[45/0/135/0/901. No lightning protection is prescribed. Ten shipsets of L-1011 carbon
composite ailerons will be produced for flight service.

The third NASA-supported control-surface structures effort is development of composite
elevators for the Boeing 727. Their construction (fig. 6) employs sandwich covers and a
minimum number of spars and ribs with sandwich webs. The sandwich covers have nomex cores
and carbon/epoxy face-sheets consisting of 64% carbon fibers in layups illustrated in
figure 7. Lightning protection consists of a 0.51 mm (0.02 inch) thick, 5.1 cm (2 inch)
wide aluminum alloy strap encircling the elevator surface over the outer 99 cm (39 inches)
of length (fig. 8). Five shipsets, manufactured in the NASA program with Union Carbide
T-300 fibers, have been committed to flight service with one of Boeing's customers for the
new 761; nine more T-300 shipsets are being assembled with company funds for flight service.

Thp B-721 elevator d~velopment has led tb Boeing cOofuitment to production application
of generically similar carbon composite sandwich construction in all the control surfaces
(elevators, rudder., ailerca.. and epoilers),of both the.767 and 757 aircraft for introduc-
tion into airline servicdien 19frý -and 1983 respectiV41y. As showil in figure 9 for the 767,
carbon fiber use on themairczaft, in a hybrid composite with Kevlar fibers, extends also
to the fixed trailing edge panels'behind the wing and tail rear spars, the wing-body
fairings, landing gear doors, engine cowls and wing leading edge access panels. The carbon
fiber is again Union Carbide T-300 in a tape inner layer which, with an outer Kevlar cloth
ply, makes up the face sheets of nomex-core honeycomb sandwich. Carbon fiber composites
used in the 767 total some 1300 Kg (2900 lb). Note also, in figure 9, the extensive use
of fiberglass and Kevlar composites.

While curren* plans for fuselage interior composite secondary structure on the Boe-
ing 767 (fig. 9) cite fiberglass floor panels (fig. 10), the use of carbon fibers in such
structure appears to be growing. For example, limited use of carbon composite floor panels
is already occurring on a small number of the Boeing 747's and 747SP's produced and recent
projections (10,11) indicate that by 1983, use of carbon composites, as a customer option,

A I may be extended to greater floor panel areas, the overhead storage bins, and ceiling panels.
In fact, carbon composite ceiling panels and storage bins (fig. 10) are also projected for
the Boeing 707, 727, 737, 757, and 767 aircraft with some of these applications possibly
occurring as early as 1981. And carbon composite floor beams and panels on half the
Lockheed L-1011's produced, beginning in 1983, is also projected (10). The matrix mate-
rials in such applications will probably be phenolics, but electrical properties should beI comparable to carbon/epoxy structures. Of course, in every case, this internal carbon

t composite structure is entirely surrounded by a metal fuselage shell.

Transport Primary-Structure Applications

Early production applications of carbon composites to commercial transport primary
structure are unlikely, but such structure will reach the prototype flight service stage in
1981 in the context of NASA's Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program. Primary structures under
development in this program include the Boeing 737 Horizontal Stabilizer box (fig. 3) which

T. is a two-spar structure with eight ribs and I-stiffened skins consisting of 62% Union
Carbide T-300 fibers. The skins have 5 to 15 plies of bidirectional cloth and 2 to 4 plies
of tape with the outer surface layers tape oriented in the ±450 directions and the inner
surface layer cloth. Skin stiffeners, spars, and ribs are also largely cloth construction
with six or more layers. Lightning protection is provided by aluminum flame spray over the
outer 48 cm of the stabilizer box plus metal tip, leading edge, and trailing edge structure(fig. 3).

A second carbon composite primary structure under development in the NASA program, is
the vertical fin box of the Lockheed L-1011 (fig. 11). Its construction is illustrated by
figure 12. The covers are hat stiffened skins with 10 to 40 plies of tape in the skins and
20 full-length plies of tape in the hat stiffeners. The outer and inner skin plies are
oriented in the ±450 direction. The spars have 20 to 24 plies of tape in their webs and
10 to 12 plies in their caps. Most ribs have aluminum truss members for webs. The fiber
is again Union Carbide T-300 and the fiber volume fraction is 62% to 68%. No external
li~jhtning protection for the fin covers is currently planned, although a special conductive
joint is provided between the covers and metal leading and trailing edge structure.

4The third commercial transport carbon composite primary structure, under current

development in the NASA program is the Douglas DC-10 vertical stabilizer (fig. 4). This
structure is an array of 4 spars and 13 ribs all of which have sine-wave webs consisting

j J'4
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of 2 to 5 layers of bidirectional cloth. Covers are sandwich, with 58-ply soar and rib
caps built in and nomex honeycomb with 2 450 cloth plies in the outer face sheet and 1 450
ply for the inner face sheet. Laminates are 65% Union Carbide T-300 fibers. As shown in
figure 13, the vertical stabilizer has two antennae near its upper end and lightning pro-
tection is provided by an aluminum flame spray coating over the whole surface (except the
antennae) plus aluminum tip and leading edge structure, and conductive joints at the rudder
hinges and skin panel edges.

Production applications of the carbon composite empennage primary structure being
developed in the NASA ACEE Program are unlikely because economically the competitors are
metal components well down the manufacturing cost curve. However, new designs of empennage,
for aerodynamic or other reasons, could well be produced as early as the mid-1980's in
generically-similar carbon composite forms.

The application of carbon composites to commercial transport wing primary structures
was studied in the NASA ACEE Program (12,13,14) and electromagnetic effects was identified
as a major technolcgy issue. Wing primary structure will include many plies of carbon tape
or cloth near the root, with thicknesses near the tip on the order of thicknesses of the
above-cited empennage structures. While application of carbon composites to commercial
transport wing and fuselage primary structures is certain if fuel costs continue to rise,
such applications are unlikely to occur before 1990. Thus, for current and near-future
applications of carbon composites to wing and fuselage primary structures, one must look
to smaller aircraft for private or military use.

"General Aviation" Aircraft Applications

Application of carbon composites to secondary structures of general aviation aircraft
has only just begun with the use of carbon/epoxy flaps and spoilers on the Cessna Cita-
tion III. In spite of this late start by the general aviation industry, one manufacturer
(LearAvia Corporation) has already launched the development of the world's first "all-
carbon-composite" production aircraft, the Lear Fan 2100.* This is a 10-place, twin-engine
turboprop aircraft with a 12.2 meter (40 foot) wing span and a 12.2 meter (40 foot)
fuselage length. Tooling preparation is underway and production of some structural parts
for the first (prototype flight test) vehicle has begun.

As shown in the exploded view of the Lear Fan's air frame and propulsion elements in
figure 14, the only elements with substantial metal content, besides the engines, drive
train, transmission, and landing gear, are an aluminum nosewheel-well structure and the
fuselage floor, which is paneled with an aluminum layer electrically connected to the
wheel-well structure to form a conductive path front-to-back at the floor line. Avionics
boxes are mounted on the nosewheel-well structure to provide a ground plane and electrical
conductors are routed along the underside of the floor.

Exterior skin construction (fig. 14) consists of 4 or more plies ol T-300 woven car-
bon/epoxy cloth (Fiberite "8-harness Satin") except for the tip of the forward fuselage cone
which is a Kevlar/epoxy radome. The fuselage is reinforced with carbon/epoxy frames and
stringers and pressure bulkheads are nomex-core honeycomb with woven cloth carbon/epoxy
face sheets. The wings have three tip-to-tip channel-section spars and a number of ribs
consisting of multiple layers of the woven carbon/epoxy cloth. Empennage construction is
similar. There is some use of carbon/epoxy tape in the caps of the various stiffening
elements. Design specifications call for maintaining slightly less than 60% fiber volume
fraction throughout.

Lightning protection for the entire fuselage of the Lear Fan 2100 is intended since
its full length is a direct strike zone. Aluminum strips are planned on the randome and
an aluminized fiberglass or aluminum flame spray layer will be applied over the rest of
the fuselage surface. An alternate system under investigation involves aluminum wir.
interwoven with graphite fabric. Other areas requiring this protection are the wing
roots, tips and trailing edges.

CARBON COMPOSITE STRUCTURES IN MILITARY AIRCRAFT

The United States' military services have led the way in both research and development
toward carbon composite structures and in their production applications. Secondary struc-
ture, of course, came first. Carbon/epoxy underwing fairings on United States Air Force
F-lll's were introduced into service on production aircraft in 1971 and speed brakes .n
Air Force FI5's were converted to carbon/epoxy, beginning in 1975. Production applications
of carbon composites to empennage primary structure quickly followed, builcing on extensive
earlicr applications of boron composites. For example, the Air Force F-16, with a carbon/
epoxy horizontal stabilizer and carbon/epoxy vertical stabilizer skins, first flew in 1976.
Because a detailed review of these would add littlc to what has been said above, we wil]
move on instead to examples which include the earliest applicatiuns of carbon cornpoeites
to wing primary structure and illustrate the outlook for such applications to fusolage
primary structure. We will also review the status of carbon composite applications to
helicopters and the outlook for extensive helicopter applications.

*The authors are i-n-debted to Mr. R. Tracey and colleagues of LearAvia Corporation, Reno,
Nevada for the information on the Lear Fan 2100 which is presented in this paper.
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Fighter Aircraft Primary-Structure Applications

Beginning in the latter half of the 1970's, two United States Navy aircraft emerged
with extensive applications of carbon/epoxy composites in production structure (15). One
of these is the F-18 (fig. 15) in viiich carbon composites comprise almost 10% of the
structural weight and over 50% oL the surface area. They are used in the wing skins and
the horizontal and vertical tail primary load-carrying boxes, as well as in wing and tail
control surfaces, the speed brake, leading edge extension, and miscellaneous doors.

The F-18 carbon composite wing skins are 70% Hercules AS (Courtaulds A) fibers in a
solid quasi-isotropic laminate. Thickness varies from root to tip with the minimum thick-ness equivalent to 40 5-mil plies of tape in a layup consisting of 48% each 00 and ±450

plies and 4% 900 plies. Construction of the tail primary structure is comparable.

Thp most ambitious military use of composites to date is on the United States Navy's

AV-8B (fig. 16) where 26% of the structural weight is carbon-epoxy structure. Carbon com-
posite components, with 70% Hercules AS (Courtaulds A) fibers, include the wing load-carry-
ing box and forward fuselage primary structure as well as the horizontal stabilizer,
elevators, rudder, overwing fairing, ailerons, flaps and lift-augmentation devices. Con-
struction of the AV-8B wing and associated secondary structure is illustrated in figure 17.
The wing skins are one-piece tip-to-tip laminates with a minimum thickness equivalent to
20 5-mil plies of "unidirectional broadgoods"* in a layup composed of 15% each 0o and 900
plies, 30% each ±22½° and ±450 plies, and 10% ±67½o plies. The skins are mechanically
fastened to a multi-spar sub-structure with sine-wave webs where the material is bidirec-
tional woven cloth. Aluminum leading edge and tip structures channel lightning currt-Its
around the carbon/epoxy fuel-carrying box.

As also seen in figure 17, skins of the wing trailing edge secondary structures are
also unidirectional broadgoods and sub-structure is bidirectional cloth,.,except for, the
flap slot door which is full-depth-honeycomb construction. Conatruction of the horizontal
stabilizer is similar to the wing, except for use of tape in the covers and flat, laminated
webs in the spars.

The AV-8B carbon composite forward fuselage development was initiated soma two years
ago (16,17). This structure envelops the crew station and AV-OB equipment and systems;
therefore, development testing has included assessment of electromagnetic effects. It is
all carbon/epoxy, stiffened solid lam.Lnate with aongerons, bulkheads, and frames (fig. 18).
The sidewalls are co-cured with hat stiffeners; skins are bidirectional cloth construction

4 with a mirimum thickness of 5 plies in a [45/0/45/0/451 laminate. The floor, bulkheads,
and frames are the same basic construction as the sidewalls with cloth webs and co-cured

•| ,hat stiffeners.

Because substantial further weight reduction through advanceO composites can only be
achieved by fuselage applications an,' mission requireiients establish a need for 12-15%
further reduction in system structural weight of some aircraft tyj 3s, a current majorii development thrust toward fuselage applications is underway (16). Two United States Navy
programs are addressing carbon composite structures for the center and aft fuselage Dec-
tions of V/STOL patrol aircraft, for example (18,19); one of these is an all carbon/epoxy

. stiffened-skin design while the other is a hybrid Kevlar/carbon/epoxy design. Relative
to this thrust, questions of systems compatibility, including electromagnetic interference
and electromagnetic pulse effects, are recognized as key technical issues (16).

It is apparent that carbon composite strrctural applications in flighter, and other
military aircraft will continue to increase, and that carbon composite fuselage construction
must be expected in future military aircraft. Whether fixed-wing military aircraft will
approach "all-composite" construction still remains to be seen; but projections of 50%
advanced composite structure by weight may be found (16).

• •Helicopter Applications**

4 The limited current use of carbon composites on production helicopters is typified by
u!;e of carbon fibers for rotorblade reinforcement. However, externsive use of fiberglass
and Kevlar in fuselage secondary structure is already common and fuselage applications of
carbon filaments can be expected soon. For example, figure 19 shows projected use of car-
bon on the Hughes Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) where development of the carbon composite
tail boom and vertical stabilizer have already begun. Use of carbon fibers in the tail boom
and fin of the Sikorsky Ull-60 Blackhawk (also known as the Utility Tactical Transportation

SAircraft System) is also projected, but in a hybrid combination with Kevlar. Various
miscellaneous applications, to landing gear struts, rotor hubs, rotor gear boxes, etc., are

also being explored.

S •/ *Though they have the width of bidirectional cloth, "unidirectional broadgoods" have thestructural and electrical characteristics of tape in that they consist of about 95% parallel

7 ~carbon filaments and ab-i't 5% interwoven transverse dacron filamants.

**The authors are indebted to J. Waller, T. Mazza and A. Gustafson of the Applied Technology
Laboratories U.S. Army Research and Technology Laboratories, Fort Eustis, Virginia, for the1 •, information contained in this section and the associated figures.
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Carbon fibers used in current helicopter structures applications are the same as those
used in fixed-wing aircraft structures; most current applications involve Union Carbide
T-300 fibers. The tail-boom configuration, however, lends itself to efficient fabrication
by filament winding and this approach, with realistic limits on filament tension, leads to
structures with fiber volume fractions as low as 50%. Thus, cross-fiber conductivities,
and possibly lamninate conductivities, may be relatively low in such applications.

Even more extensive applications cf carbon compocites ii. the more distant future are
likely to follow from the U.S. Army's Advanced Cumposite Airframe Program (ACAP). As
illustrated in figure 20, this program is exploring conposites application to virtually
every element of fuselage structure and both tail surfaces. Primary structure is carbon
or carbon/Kevlar hybrid composite while secondary ctructure is fiberglass. Five contractors
are completing preliminary designs of composite advanced versions of one of their existing
aircraft; the program will continue with two contractors procaeding to ietail design,
ground test, fabrication by each of one advaic-ied ccnposite vehicle, and flight demonstration
about 3 years hence. Lightning protection specifications are such as to generally require
addition of some form of protective metal scrnen.

Such art extensive application of carbon composites to military helicopters will not
likely occur for at least five years. However, competitive pressures mLy stimulate ear-
lier introduction of some of the advanced components explored in the Advanced Composite
Airframe Program, since three of the five prelininary designs are derivatives of commercial
helicopters.

SUW4ARY

Current carbon composite applications to commercial transports are limited to secondary
(non-flight-critical) structures, but this use is already extensive on two new Boeing air-
craft and w.ll soon be widespread, involving fuselage as well as wing and tail secondary
components. Carbon composite empennage primary structure for transports is also under
development and production applications can be expected by the mid-1980's. Development of
composite wing and fuselage structtire for commercial transports is certain to follow as
fuel costs rise.

"General aviation" aircraft applications of carbon composites have only just begun,
but may soon lead the way with the first all-carbon composite aircraft structure, which
is already under development for the 10-place Lear Fan 2100.

In the meantime, military aircraft production commitments of carbon composite structure
have already progressed to empennage and wing primary structure and to part of a fuselage
structure in two United States Navy fighter aircraft. Moreover, need for performance gainsis forcing the rapid development of capability for further application of carbon composites

to comgleto fuselages,

Helicopter ptoduction applications of carbon composites are also projected to soon
include tail booms and other primary structure and the United States Army is vigorously
exploring the potential of all-composite airframes, with use of carbon fibers in primary
structure, for possible future applications.

In summary, carbon composite material& are already finding limited use in both civil
and military aircraft structures to exploit their weight-saving potential for improvedperformance or fuel efficiency. Since these needs are growing, and a manufacturing-cost-
savings potential is also recognized, uider use oZ composites in Lhe near future may be
expected. Carbon composites generally involve fiber volume fractions in excess of 60% ina variety of orthotropic sandwich or solid laminates. Bidirectional woven carbon cloth,
common in recently designi'd structure, may provide higher, more uniform laminate conduc-
tivities than tape.
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TABLE 1. Pnysical Properties of Available Carbon Fibers

MANUFACTURERS MASS ULTIMATE YOUNGS ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE, K OHMS*

AND FIBER DENSITY STRENGTH, MODULUS, . .AVE.
DES I GNATIONS GMICM3  ]09N/N2  109NIM2  MAX. MIN.

UNION CARBIDE

T-300 1.74 2.24 234 6.5 5.5 6.2

HERCULES
(COURTAULDS)

AS (A) .80 2.07 193 4.9 3.2 4.0

HTS 1.72 2. 41 248 5,2 3.4 4,3

HMS L88 2.07 365 3.9 2.0 2.3

CELANESE

GY-70 L07 1.72 531 4.1 1.6 2.9

0L00 176 276k 234 8.4 4.3 6.4

APPROXIMATE VALUFS FOR COMPARISON PURPOSES, OBTAINED WITH 1 CM
LENGD" S INGLE FIBERS CLAMPED BETWEEN GOLD CONTACTS (REF 7).

TABLE 2. Electrical ResisLances of Early Experimental Fibers (Ref 7)

FIBER DES IGNATI ONS ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE, K OHMS

MAX. MIN, AVE.

DE-I10 320 160 200
DE-112 20 14 16

DE-114 89 75 80

1 APPROXIMATE VALUES OBTAINED FOR COMPARISON WITH TABLE 1
VALUES BY THE SAME PROCEDURE.

.. i
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TABLE 3. Measured Conductivities of Some Orthotopic L&yups (Ref 8)

MEASURED CONDUCTIVITY (mhos/m)
LA~YUP for current in the:

O_ _ DIRECTIONS 900 DIRECTIONS

[0 /n0s 7000 3000

[0/45190]s 5000 1700

[0 1 ±45 / 901s 8000 2500

[0 / ±45 / 0 / 901s 5333 1540

[0 / ±45 / 0 / 90 / 90]s 5000 2500

[0 / 90 / ±45 / ±45 / 90 / Ols 2500 5000

i s denotes a symmetrical layup; that is, one half the number of layers are specified

from left to right as they exist from the outer surface to the center of the laminate.

2. 0 - UNIDIRECTIONAL LAMINATE

K ISOTROPIC LAMINATE

L.0

/ S S-GLASSS/ //

/ //, ~BORON0.5 - ,

STRENGTH Pa m3 kg CARBON
V DENSITY ' STEELd A

Ti
0.2 A ,

0.1
10 20 50 100 200

MODULUS
DENSITY

FIGURE 1. Specific Strength and Stiffness of Composites and Metals
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0

FIGUMJ 2. Typical Bidiroctional Weave of Carbon Cloth

SPOILERS

- IFIGURL 3. Ca&rbon Composite Spoilers arnd Hlorizontal stabilizer on the Boeing 737
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FIGURE 8. Composite B-727 Elevator Lightning Protection
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FLOOR PANELS-~--\,

FIGURE 10. Ceiling Panels and Over'-,ead Storage Bin.3

FIGURE 11. L-1011 Advanced Composite Vertical Fin (ACVF)
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FIGURE 12. L-1011 ACVF Structural Configuration
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EFFET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT EN SERVICE SUR LES MATERIAUX COMPOSITES
(RESUME DU CONGRES D'ATHENES -- AVRIL 80)

L par

George Jubd

Paris, France

Les 21 communications qui constituajent cc congrds, r6parties en 5 sessions ant, sinon apportd la r~ponsc A toutesI
les prdoccupations, au mains perniis de faire le point des connaissances et do l'expdrience actuelles sur le coinporteinent

K des niatdriaux composites souniis a l'ensemble des agressions physiques et mdcaniques que l'on a aujourd'liui Il'habitude

de regrouper sous le vocablc d'...environnemont".

Une chose est certaine: chacun des auteurs dtait dans sa specialitmd, un spdcialiste dminent, et souvent reconnueI
conmme expriniant I'opinion la plus qualifide, de tolle sorte que l'enscinble des exposds constitue vrainient la documenta-
tion la plus r6cente et la plus pertinente sur les divers aspects de cc vaste sujet.

La premidre session 6-tait consacrde aux effets physico-chimiques de I'environnemcnt, Elle comportait quatre
exposds d'o~i deux problWnies dtaient particuli~rement pris en considdre.tion. Tout d'abord, la sensibilit6 du composite dl
I'humiujtd. 11 s'agit d'une question importante qui a justifid, chez tous les constructeurs et les argyanismes do recherche,
une immense somme de travail. La tenue A Il'humiditd est en effet la preoccupation majcure des utilisateurs de plastiques
arm~s, la manifestation essontielle du vieillissement dont la crainte se substitue, dans l'usage des polyme'rcs, A colic de la
corrosion des ni~taux.

Cette crainte se fonde sur un grand nombre d'essais de laboratoire o6 l'influence de l'humiditd est d'autant p~lus misc
en dvidence qu'eile so trouveoen combinaison avec un autre plidnoni~ne physique: chalcur,'fatigue etc.

Pendant longtemps on s'est bornd A constater le ph~noni~ne et A so contenter de mesurer la porte do rdsistance qui en
rdsulte. Ceci a donnd lieu a des wisthodes expc~inientales dites de "'vieillissenient acc~l6rd" dans lesquelles on s'efforvait
d'acccntuer, en gdndral par la chialeur, l'effet de I'ingestion d'eau sur la r~sistance et la coh6rencc de la structure. Ces
in6thodes, souvent extrdmement sdv~res, avaient plus ou momns la pr~tention de reprdsenter un analogic, par concentra-
tion du temps, avec le phi~nomdne d'exposition naturelle en service.

Cette analogie ne fut jamais parfaitement d6niontrde et les essais accdldrds ant eu surtout le mdrite do d~tenniner
un classenient dans la susceptibilit6 du mnatdriau, Ic scull admissible d'acceptation demecurant encore sujet de discussion,

Depuis quelques ann~es, le phdnom~ne de diffusion do l'humiditd dans la matrice organique est accessible au calcul
et des th~ories ont dt 6tiblies qui 2orinettent de prdvoir, dans une ambiance donnsde, la quantitd d'eau absorbde au bout
d'une certaine durde d'c~xposition. On pout alors, thdoriquonient du mains, relier cette notion A celic do l'dvolution do
la r6sistance, do la r.igiditd dans des conditions d'impr~gniation identiques. Une certaine corrdlation entre los calculs et
los essais a pu 8tre ainsi observ6e, en considsdrant toutefois que la ddtemiinatian des coefficients do diffusion caractdris-

i tiques de chaque m~sine et destinsds A dtre incorpor~s dans le calcul nWest encore accessible quo par Ia voic exp6rim en tale.

Uos auteurs ant ainsi confirmd l'influence do l'humiditd sur les composites, d'autant plus sonsibles qu'il s'agit do
parois minces. M. Bergman (RFA) a niontr6 quo l'absorption d'eau dans les rev~tements peu sdpais do panneaux sandwichs
pouvait provaquor des pertes do rdsistance allant jusqu~a 50%. L'eau introduite dans loscellules du nid d'abcilios pout

nimlme, en cas d'dchauffement ultdrieur, provoquor le d6collement sous la prossion do la vapour.V ~ Toutefois, camme le souligne M. Edge do la I3AE, los essais do laborataire conduisent g~n6raleznent A accentuer le
plidnoms~ne d'absorptian bien zu-deld des valeurs r~ellemnent observ6cs en pratique. Elles tendent A attoindre la limite do
saturation du matdriau alors quo los mosuros effectu6es sur les 6l6ments en service inantrent qu'il sembe exister un seuil
d'dquilibre qui d~passe rarement un taux d'liumiditd do I%, valour pour laquelle los pertes do propri6t~s m~caniques sont
miniznes.I ~ Los conclusions des divers auteurs W'en demneurent pas mains prudentes et coinportent le souci d'une hyphoth~se
conservative do forte absorptivitd. Lc cas d'un scdjour prolong6 en ambiance trapicale, par exeminpl, pout so rencontrer et
ddplacer ddfavorablernent Ie seuil d'6quilibre obscrvd en rdgions temp6r~es.
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L'autrc probldmc, qui retient part iculidroinent I'attention des expdrinientateurs est les comportcment en amnbiance
spatiale, et notamiment dans le vide.

L'utilisation des composites so d~veloppe sur los satellites et le risque d'alt6ration par d~gazage nWest plus aujourd'
flui considdrd comma trds important. Les travauyx rapportds par M. Tennyson (Canada) et M. Barboni (Italie) montrent
que des propri6tds importantes comma le coefficient do dilatation quo l'on sait d6tezxniner par le calcul, d'apras
l'orientation des couches, sont ldg~rement affoctdes dans le vide, 11 on est de mama, de faq~on toutcfois non inqui6tanite,
pour las propridtds mndcaniques, encore que l'agent domind par le phidnomdne de d6gazage soit gc~n~alement, at ici encore,
I'hiuiiditd.

La soconde session, sur l'environnemnent superpostd A la sollicitation indcanique, s'est attaclide A dtablir les lois
d'endommagomnent do la structure composite selon des spectres conventionnels, avec ou sans superposition do l'offet de
l'huinidit6 et de la chialaur. Cotta combinaison s'est montrde, comma on pouvait s'y attondro, netteinent plus d~favorable
au mat6riau que l'effet d'un facteur isold.

11 n'a malheurcusement pas dt possible dkdtablir des r~gles pouvant permottre do prddire, Ia durde en fatigue et une
poursuita do l'expdrimentation, par exemple, sous des cycles simulant un nombre de vols, s'av~re n6cossaire.

L'onsemble des degradations observdes sugg~re n~anmoins qu'avec: los limites de s*5curit6 actuellement appllqu6os
dans les structures, la tenue A la fatigue n'est pas un probl~me inquidtant. On peut d'aillours ajouter qu'il s'agit m6mne
1A d'un avantage tr~s important du composite sur le m6tal.

La troisidme session dtait consacri~e aux sollicitations mndcaniques a1datoires, et notamment A l'effet des impacts
accidentels.

Un exposd do M. Torres (France) sur la reniarquable r6sistance des pales d'h~licopt~ros en composite, illustr6- d'un
filmn montrant le sectionnemoeit do madriers do 20 cm de c6td a vivement lrnpressiond l'auditoire et contredit, dans cc
cas particulier, la reputation pou flatteuse du composite A cot i6gard.

L~e ph.~noin~ne do l'impact sur les composites a 6td analysd par M. Dorey (Royaume Uni) qui a observ6 une bonne
corr6lation entre l'essai Charpy et Ia tdnacit6. Lhimpact provoque une reduction iniportante do la rtdsistance qu'il est

M. Card (USA) a rapportd une s6rie d'essais Wrs significatifs sur l'iinpact de l'anneaux sous chargement en compres-
sion. Las essais ont montrd l'oxistenco d'un seull oiý un impact do 15 joules provoque l'effondrement du panneau lorsqueI
Ia deforniation imposde est do 3%, valour relativement modesteoat fr~quemmnent atteinto dans los dimiensionnements
actuols. L'essai est effectu6 avec uno rdsine A faible allongement (1I%) at ii est consid~rd qu'une plasticit6 port6e, par
example A 4% ainmliorerait consid 6rab loinent los rdsultats,

M. Aoki (RFA) indique, do son c6td, quo rdsistance A la fatigue est nettemon! mnoms affectde par 'e chioc quo la

~ I tenue statique. On retrouve ainsi un consportemont caractdristique des composites at dejA observ6 dans los zones peredes
pour fixation.

En conclusion do cette session, on consid~re quo le comporiement aux impacts est encore insuffisaxnment analysd
(calui do indtaux no l'est d'ailleurs pas, lui-niznde, do fagon parfaite) at n~ccssite la poursuite des expdriences. Ici encore,
on s'interroga sur l'influence do l'humiditd, encore raroment prise en compte dans los essais, ainsi qua sur l'historique do
Ia pidce avant l'impact at son 6tat d'endommagement.

Ua session 4 traitait des plidnom~nes physiques atmosphdriques, foudre, pr~cipitations g6ndratrices d'6rosion etc.

MM. Rouchon at Gall (France) at Schneider (USA) ont montrd qua la r6action du composite A la foudre est tr~s
difftfronto do cello des ni~taux nmais quo lo dommnage est momns alarmnant qu'on avait pu le supposer A l'origine, la foudre
n ayant pa~s l'effet destructeur quo l'on craignait.

If faut cependant souligner l'limportance du choix du nid d'abcilles et Ie probl~me pos6 par Ia continuitd dlectrique
au droit des joints. 11 axiste des rev~tements do protection efficaces, dont on souligne quo l'effet nWest pas proportionnel
A l'dpaisseur.

Une trds grave prdoccupation, qui a failli il y a 3 ans coinpromottre le ddveloppement dos mat~riaux composites,
ost Ie risque do dispersion des partacules de filaments dans l'atmosphdre lors d'un accident suivi d'incendie. If avait 60~
avanc6 quo ces particules pourrait, an se ddposant sur las dquipements dlcctriques at dlectroniques provoquer des courts-
circuits aux trd4 graves consdquences.

M. Bell (USA) a montr6 avec quel sdrieux at avac quels nmoyens consid~rables Ia NASA avait pris le probiline.

L'analyse des causes, Ia production des fibres en dL ,ension et en quantitd, feur dispersion on Wtt d~crites en d~ltail
ainsi quo I'tdvaluation financidre des dommages encourus.
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La partlo expd5riinintalo a Wt dgaioniont consid6rablo, avoc los essais en laboratoiro sur dquipernents mncnagers et
industriels ainsi quo do spectaculaires expdriences on soufflericeot l'lutercoption des panachies do fumide "grandour nature"
par d 'immeinses filets sospendus A des ballons.

La conclusion dtdinontre la faiblesso du risquc, inals la n6ccssittd do d6velopper des formnes innefensives du matdriau:
r6sincs cokc~fiables, rev~tmenints enformant la fibre dans uno gaino non conductrico ainsi quo l'int6r~t des fibres non
graphitiques.

En cc qui concerno l'cdresion, M. Torres (Franco) a niontrd los r6sultats do protections divorses do bord d'attaquo
d'hidlicoptdres. M. Springer (USA) a ddvclopp6 un inoddle inathi6matique simplifid qui relic lo ph~nomidno A la notion do
fatigue. 11 ddrinit ainsi un p6riode d'hicubation, suivie do collo oO l'onl~veniont do inati~ros commence A so nianifestor.
Lo mods~lo somnblo bien se vtdrifior par los ossais, mais l'hicubation est plus courto do plusiours ordros do grandeurs qu'avec
Jos inktaux. Coci confirnin la ndcossiti do protdger le composite dans los zones soumnises A 1'6rosion.

En conclusion do cotto 4dinc session, cominie le roznarquo Ic rapportour, M. Barboni (italic) lo phi6nomniti atmos-
phdriquo qui cemporte le risque lo plus gravo est aussi lo plus simple: la pluic.

Enfin la chinqohhnic session d~tait consacurde A une rovue gdndralc du coinportomoent en service, los orateurs roprdseii-
tant los conistructeurs ot utilisateurs dtant choisis parmnis coUX ayant accumnuld l'expdrictice [a plus significative,

La- sujot des pales d'h6licoptdres a dtd traitd par MM, B~arnard (Westland, UK) ot lirunsoli (MPWl-RlA) aoxqucls on
deit ajouter M. Torres (SNIAS, France) dont I'exposd avait dtd prononcd en Session 1ll, L'(-xpdrionce oxtr~mnieont
satisfaisante do composite dans cetto application ost aujourd'hui unanimioment roconnue,

Deux probb~nics demecurent tootctefols incomnpI~temont rdsolus:

-Ldirosion en oxtrdinitd do p~ale pour laquelle Ia romiso en dtat do Wi protection ni'a pas encore atteint on static do
ddfinition satisfalsanlt.

-Las difficultds do rdiparation par l'utillsateur (remtarquons quo la rdparation sur le terrain des pales mdtalliquos
11'a janmais idtd consoillde).

L'oxpedrience do la NASA, sur los structures d'avions do transport dont dell a suscitd le d6veloppoinont et qu'ullc
surveillo on service, met on dvidence le tr~s faible niveau do ddgradaiion obsorvd, Los durdes d'exploltatien ddpassezit
aujourd'hui winnces Ot l'accumnulation des heures do vol atteint 2,5 millions rdpartios sur 200 didinents. On ost frappd
par le fait quo Ia reprise d'hnmilditd, crainte n~ajoure, n'atteint pas 1%1/ apr~s s'Otre stabilisdo duls los premiers inois. On
constate dgalenment quo des rdshins (ex: Narmnco 5209) dent l'oinploi a Wt entz'e-temnps abandonn6 sur Ia fel des rdsultats
ddfavorables do laberatoire a cet tdgard no so cenmlortent finalemeont pas plus5 mnal quo los autres en amnbiance rdelle.

L'US Air Force dent I'introduction d'dldznicnts on vol ronionte A 1969 a dgalement accumiul6 une expdrionce
consid~rable. L'utilisation des composites sur los avoinis d'arnics s'ost progrossivomeont ddvoloppdc, delpuis los portes ot
los enmpennages~jusqu'aux caissons do veilore produits aojourd'hui, on attendant les fuselages.

L'expdrioncc montre le comportement sans relprochic des composites bore-epoxy, formulo produite au ddbut ct, A

pe0 pr~s oxclusivomnent jusqu'en 1972. Les assemblages par collage des didmients de reprise en titane, notaminient, nWont

L'armnature do filaments do carbotic, introduite par la suite a p~rdscintd A l'usage quclques cas do ddlamninages locaux

odecraquelures sur los bords des ddidments. Las plidnomniOns d'impertance et do gravitd linmitdes Waont d'aillecurs aucun

D'une manidre gdndralo, los formation estinient quo la maintenance des 616ments en composite lour cause moins do
travail quo cello des didnients mndtalliques correspondants. La, principale difficult6 rdside encore dans la proedduro
d'inspcction par ultra-sons qol est souvent laboriouse et m-al adaptde au dessin des pidces. Un systdine liitdgr6- (ddnoin~mn6
ISIS) fournissant one visualisation g~daed ap~esur dcran vient d'dtre mis au point et doit Otre trds prochainemient
expdrimcntd sur- les Bases poux contr~le do routine.

L'cxpdrience do VUS Navy, qui exploite £05 apparciln dans los conditions d'environnemient particulit'roment sdvdres,
corrobore parfaitement cello do l'Air i-orcc. Los indvitables ondommagemients sent A rolier aux tribulations do service
bien plus qu'aux phdnoindnes physiques do l'amibiance. Les proeddures do rdparation on fait l'objot d'un ddveloppement
particuli~romnent attentif Pt lour efficacitd dans Ic rdtablissement des propi~idtds initiales a dtd ddmiontrdc aussi bien par les
essais au sol quo par I'oxpdrience en vol.

En rdsumd, l'expdrienceoen vol qui est ddjA considdrablo uot los 6ldments secondairos et qui aborde inaintenant los
structures principales, s'av~re dans l'cnsemble extr~mement favorable. Ello a convorti au composite los utilisateurs dent
l'attitude d'origino dtait, cemnic on Ie comprend, extr~momnent rdscrvde. 11 semble bion quo le d&eppMonI
remarquable do l'application aux palcs d'hidlicoptdres doive so reproduire sur los structures d'avion, et los projots on ceurs,
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qu'il s'aglsse d'avions d'armos ou do transport, font au composite une place de plus on plus large, La limlitation d'emlploa
deviont aujourd'hui davantage do caract~re tachnologique et industriel,

Lo principal probbdnmo qui demouro est colul du contr~1e do qualitd.

11 s'agit d'unc part des progrcs n6cossaries de l'apparcillago et do la m6thodologlo notammnintt pour los oxamons onl
service suits dthnontage des t6l6monts, Par aillicurs onl manquo encore do doinndcs sur le scull d'adniissibilitd des d~fauts, sur
la justification d'un rebut et les pratiquos actuellos, extrmOmnient prudontes ct conservatives font do sorto quo le co~t du
contr6lo lul-mmoni ot los consdquonces do sa sdvdritd5 constituent un 6l1niont d~torminant du prix do roviont des structures

F oil composite.

Enl conclusion, onl constate quo cet important conigr~s a mis succossivement enl dvidence doux tondancos quo Von
pourrait a prominiro vue qualifier d'opposdes.b

Los Seols do la Rochorche ot do 1'expdriniontation on laboratoire ont d~crit un ensemble do plihioindhics qui
indiquent clairoment quo l'usage des-composites comtporto un certain nombro do limitations. L'influence do I'luznliditt6,
des chocs, lour combinaison d~favorable avoc los autres facteurs do l'onvironnoeont, Ia scinsibilitd particuli~ro do la sullici-
tation ile compression, sont autant do sujets qui n'auraient pas Inanqud do froiner le ddvolopponient des maudriaux
composites s'ils avaliont Wt connus A cc point 11 y a uno dizalno d'anti~s.

F F Aupr&s do cos facteurs d'inquidtude, 1'expdrionceo en service so traduit d'une faqon assoz contradictoire par la svth-
faction, l'optimlsmeo, I'absonce do dlificultds niajeuros ot onl fin do compte une vigourouse poussdc enl avant. dans laquolle
los utilisateurs emnboltent Io pus5 aux promotours.

11 ost difficile do no pas Wetrouten, duns cc dilomine, do rejuter los avertlsswemnts des solontifiques ot do consacror IV
triomplih do la pratique sur la speculation th~Sorique,

r WL question n'est pas aussi simiple, car los plidnoindnes mis ils envidence eni laboratoiro wint lnd~olables. 11 Jour
mianque simiplemlont lea doznn~cs statistiques qul pormottralont do d~finir Jour dcgrd do probabilit6S. D'un autro e~ttS, iI
est vralsemblable quo los didmonts mis onl service avalont b(Stifieid d'uno fabrication relativenient blon survollido, offectude
dans des atollers travaillant dans des conditions do fabrication prototype. Qu'on scre-NIl lorsquo le comiposite sera lptodult
enl adrlo avec des d6fauts 4 Ill limilte des conditions d'accoptatlon, losquollos auront blen da, entro temps, Wte quoleue

Lai solution finale sw trouvo done A1 la convergence dos deux cho"inom"Onts, lorsque los doux tenidanlcOs so
rojoindront ot so cominpbteront dans uno appr~clatlon raisojnndo du risqLue.

Un nouveau rondez-vous est dUJA pris, entro-tenips, tous los didminis sont rduals, poutr quo e Icmatdrizu composite

F poursuive, sous surveillance, sa croissence ot son d6voloppeinent.
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APPLICATICN OF CARBON FIBRIP, COMiPOSITLEC TO
MILITARY AI14CRAFT ýITIUCTIURE

By
T. Sharples

Blritish Aerospace: Aix-craft Group
Warton Division
Warton Aerodrome
Preston PR4 1AX
Lancnahire

England

The main purpose of the paper in to give a detailed deacription of where Composites are most likely
to be used in the structure of f~lture Military Aircraft with ain indication of the type of Componite
material and the atructural form. This in; with the intention of setting the scene for the later sessionsI
when the main theme of Electromagnetic offectto upon Avionics ';Yntemn will be takten up.

The advainteges of using CIYC are identified together with the main factors which have to be considered
a short discussion on the ponaiblo economic benefits.

B~efore closing with a brief recognition of the more obvious i2V.C problem areas, the paper describes

thle most likely aLructural configuration for each major structural component, relying liberally on sketches.

1. tuQ=1'Thle main purpoue of' thin 1paper in to give a fairly detailed description of where Carbon Fibre Composi-

ten UF.. are most likely to be used in the structures of future military nircraft together with ain
indication of the type of mntcr-ial and atructural cosfiguration. This in with the intention of' setting the
sicone for ti~e later nennionn when the main these of' the meeting (electromagnetic effects of carbon compo-
site materialsa upon Avionics llyatemn) will be taken up.

P'. ADVAVTAQU;1, OF C.10.. 0o TO Tfý; !;TL'CTuRA.J;Np.

?. Ntatic .1tontl

Carbon Fibre materials have lower mass densjities and higher mechanical untrengptha than metallic
materiaili; currently used for aircraft atructures4, end therefore they art, seon to offer sitgnificant advant-
age;; to thle LNtructurnl Nr~gincor.

hianic lini-direetionel ati- nptha of 21 to /I timen thone of' conventional] Iight-ailloyn coupled with 40,:'

less deannity a re r-eadily aul; evohi a and a nt rengthI comoari son chart, canl ba usee in Fig .1.

Tentohsv hown thatie? fatigue performaince of C...notched apecimen;; in such that the endurance

*limit in around 65,' of theý ntatic uI timate. TIhin; apllien for most ati~uctural Inyopm under typ~ical flipht-
.1 ~by-fl ight fighter wing spectrum loading and it should be noted thait, ;;nJike metallic materialo, the cri tical

fatigue loading, in coempreaaion and not tension. This compares with an endurance of about 10' of ultimate
for typical light-elloyn if we conside;r dama~ge toleranuce requ3.remonto. An typicnl mnaxinum working ntrensasi
are lessa than 60 of ultimate, it wo~uldl appear that no aipe~itil allowan~ce in necesnairy ii; C.Y.C. structures
to achieve the required in-inervice fatigue l ives;.

Fig.? shown a comparison cf C.l'.C. aind light alloy fatigue performances.

3. FACTORS Wi11CII USDUC1', TIN, J-,FF-LCTI V,4JI;Z L C '

V, I Efec of Invur

' ~A longitudinal Inyop of G.1'.C. has little or no resistance to loads applied perpendicular to the

main fibre. The majority of structures; have to cater fcr bitds in all directions which meano that, thereI
Lire very few structural rAppl icationns for ai purely 00 layop.

Atypical layup ran be taken ain having 50,,. of 00 fibres with the remainder being a mixture of 900

and + 450 to carry soher,;r and latera)lotiodn. Thir reir~uceo the lamintiote ntrenrths to about half of thalt of
a fully 00 laminate cioce the 900 fibres have no streng~th along- the 01 axis and the modulus of the 4 450

Isyup in only MO' of the 00.

[3.? Notch Sensitivity1 ~ Stress concentrations have to he connidered In the dr~nign of comrositen since they play an important
part in determining the strength Of A ]aminn1te. The material has little or no plastic z.one, which in metalo
serves to nullify the effect of stress concentration, rtni therefore notch factors have to be taken into

¶ account in thle static design.

Current manufacturing technology requires the use of bolts to attakch thle various components nod a
typical bolt hole in a laminote containing 00 fibres will aPrroximntaly halve its atrengt-..
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32Certain measures can *je token to reduce notch sensitivity, for ex~amrle by incorporat-ing low-modulus

material in way of' the bolt noles, or even to remove the need for boltiiAg by developing all-boaded assemblies.

reul Iowover, considerati-n (f manufacturing defects and Iccal in-service damage will, almost certainly

3.3 Environmental Derr'idetion

Matrix-dependent properties of CFC strucetures (such as compression and shpear) are sensitive to the

uiptake of' moisture at teaperaturo. This occurs because of the reduction in glass tranuition temperature
(which effactively reduces the allowable working temperature of the material) end tests have showit that

apply to the currently Available materials.

It is widely believed that practicable protective mesauren can only delay the uptakea of moisture and
work continues in this field as wall as towards developing improved resin s;ystems.

3.4 Variability

It is necessary to make an allowance for statistical variability of materiaa properties.4

Variability can be expected to comre from the basic material constituents manufacture of the compo-
nents and from construction of the structural components.

Analysis o1f tests to date have shown that typical mean test values should be reduced by about 20%

to obtain minimum design allowables.

3.5 R~esult ing Material Strengths

After taking into accountt nll the considerations mentioned above, structural laminate strengths for

typical fighitor aircraft environments can be calculated.I

Y1jig 3 and 4 compare CFO denign nllowlablos for varying amounts of 00 with those for current light-
alloy and titanium. These have been divided by tho relevant densities to reflect weight benefita.

lt can he neon that CFG tension propertion show a distinct benefit compared with a much reduced
advantage for compression, mainly because of environmental degradation.

4. RKA1Ii8TIC 1'UTENTIA1.

Design studies havc been carrned out to anply C.1'.G. in major ntructuron And those applicmtions have
demonsltrated that Gomposlite 6tructuros con be lighter than their metal counterparts. An indication of tile
coaiclusioiat drawn from the vnr'ioun structures ia given below, together with the expected weight savings
for eauh of the major ntructura] corrponent8.

4. 1 !iumm;Iry of~ !ýxtrrionce

Thv effect of thle use of' Gooirpeites on the structural weight can vary depending on the structural.

complexity, load 20ovls and complexity of goometric shuapo.

lightly loaded structurOLs, such as front fuselage which tend towards minimum thickness design in
mets] , irhow massi saviniogs which Approximate to that obtained by direct replacement of the metallic components
by compoilitenl.

At the other' extreme, a highly landed structure with urnavoidably complex ply layups, such an the
root region of a strength design wing ntructure - especially if' it contains a joint, would show negligible
mritiv sanvings~. Most structures lie in between those two nxtremes3 and the following table indicates a real-
intitc potential foi- moor, ravinge. Note that thin io hosed mainly on strength design. It is possible that
wingsi, finn and tailplanei; will have a stiffness requirement and, if this dominates, this could lead to an
even gtrinter maton traving advanstage by using CFC .

Hasa Sa~'ing on Composite Total Meas
Compnen Gopost Isod Util isat ion Slaving

Structure ________

Wing 2O ~70% 14%

Fin 4 -. 40 8

Tailplnne 4%40% 18%
(or 1"oreplane) 5

Front Fuse 40% 4 (% 16%
Centre Fuse 7o 40% 7

Rear' Fuse 30% 50% 15%

Applying this to the structure of a typical military aircraft shows a structural mass saving of
about l?.L for a comlponite utilisation of 4096.
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Ncte thae this does not, Include resizing benefits (Soo para 4.2).

4,2 Aircraft Resizing

The mass saving described in te.e previous piragraph would, if applied to an all-metal concept,
result in an improved aircraft performance in terms of flight envelope and range. If the mass savings
were anticipated fro, the outset, it would thnn be possible to resize in order to get the same performance
out of a smaller,.lighter aircraft.

In ordar to obtain maximum advantage of resizing, it would be necessary to change the engines,
scaling them down in accordance with the reduced mass. It is realised that this is not always possible so
the following resizing advantages are presented against two options; one assuming no engine change and one
assuming complete resizinZ including the engines.

It can be scen from Fig.5 that for a composite utilisation of 40% the reaized aircraft would show
s.ructural mass savings of 17% (no engine change) and ?1% (with resized engine).

5. ECONOMIC BENFITS

Although most of the R & D studies to data have been towards establishing 1 design technology, it has
been possible to norform economic assessments from a production viewpoint and the following points give
some indication of the current thinking. In arriving at the following cout comparisons between metal and
CFC, consideration has been given to factory overheads. This has revealed that a COF manufacturing plant

would show up favourably when compared to the conventional production one, mainly because of a reductio..
in the number of manufacturing processes, a considerable reduction in the types of material to be stocked
ane the use of lets costly equipnent.

5.1 Component Nanufacture

a) Metal Components

Producing metal components depends upon the material to be used and the processing (that is
whether made from sheet metal or machined from billet).

If it is assumed that the mnterial is light-alloy and 3(f,, is made from sheot metal with 7(Yl-
machined from billets, then an aveage cost per kg of 39 unita can be identified. Of this 9 units come
from the cost of the basic material, including a utilisation factor of O.;1 average.

b) CFC Components

In considering the manufacture of CK compononto, the following key operationr have to be
performed; comparative costs are given below.

OPERATION COST/kA, (units)

. 1aterial 25.5

. Layup 44 hand layup

4 M/C layup

. Preparation for cure 12

. Curing I

. Post Care (trimming etc) 8

It can be seen that hand layup coste dominate and it tollowo that actempts should be towards
autoating layupo, since appropriate studies have shown the cost-effectiveness of such methods.

It is considered that in a properly equipped CFC production facility with a properly planned

throughput of CFC components which have been designed with automation in mind, only 3Q% will require hand
layup. Hence the average cost for CFC components is 62 units/kg.

5.2 Component Assembly

a) Metal Components

The assembly costs will vary according to the component in question (depending upon such things
as fuel sealing, assembly of thick members with little curvature, assembly of thin sheet components of
complex shapes, numbers of components in an assembly etc). An average cost per kg of 61 units applies to
the assembly of current military aircraft structures manufactured by conventional methods.

b) CFC Components

"There do not appear to be any special assembly problems associated with CFC components.

What can be claimed however is a reduction in cost compared with metal equivalents arising from
the reduction in numbers of parts which make up each assembly.

It has been shown that the constituent parts of an assembly, whether it be a fuselage, wing or
tailplane, are reduced by at least 50,6 by designing in CFC, and also that assembly cost is proportional to
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the numbers of parts in that assembly. If consideration is given to reducing bolted joints and attachments
by using co-cured and bonded methods of fabrication, then further cost savings could be claimed but for the
purpose of this report a man hour reduction of 40/ will be assumed.

Hence cost of Cb)C Assembly is 32 units/kg.

5.3 Resulting Costs t

rManufacturing Assembly Total CostMaeral Costs (Units/kr) -Cost (Units/kp) (Unitf/khl

Netal 39 61 100

CFC 62 32 94

It is clear from the above figures that it costs more to manufacture corrpononts in CI-C than in
metal even when allowance is made for the more efficient material utilisation. Automated layu, techninues
offer significant cost reductions but at best the cost of CFC manufacture will be about 50. greater than
for the metal equivalents.

However, there are significant coat savings to he obtained in component assembly where the consider-
able reduction in parts count which has been demonstrated by designing in CFC leads to about a 50W' roduction
in assembly costs compared with metallic structures.

The indications are that structures containing CFC should cort less than the all metal equivAlentn,
especially if maximum advantage is taken of the structural mass savings. However, this would moen desi-gn-[ ~ing to maximise autometed manufacturing techniques nnd having, the necessary nroduction development.

Fig 6 shows the cost saving potential.

6. STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION

Pars 4 describes the likely composite utilisation in the various structural components and in this
para the description is extended to include structural configurations. Fig 7 shows a hypothetical fighter
aircraft configuration.

6.1 n (see Fig.P)

The torsion box will be of multispar construction and designed to carry fuel. The configuration
may well be for a through wing (in which case there would be a determined effort not to have a centre-line
joint) or for a wing which joins on to the fuselage at the body aide. Current technology would require
the skins to be bolted to the substructure but all-bonded assemblies are being persued.

Component Description j

Main skins Balanced CFC laminate containing approx 50• of spanwise fibres, with the majority
of the remainder at + 450. Local reinforcing will be necessary at load inputs
such as for flaps and pylons.

flain spars Channel section made from + 450 CFC.

Intermediate Spars Sine-wave construction using + 450 CFC. The spar caps will be mainly 00 with
some 900 material for the radial loads.

Ribs Channel or 'I' section construciion using + 450 CFC. Note that in some cases
light-alloy may be preferred depending upon the complication.

'i

Leading Edge Either GRP or CFC skins with a full-depth honeycomb.
F

Flaps Sandwich construction using honeycomb with C•Y skins.

6.2 Taileron/foreplaneo (Oee Fig. 9)

These components are fully moveable, independently activated control surfaces.

The most likely construction is full depth L.A. honeycomb supporting CFC skins containing approxi-

mately 5Wf of spanwise fibres with the remainder being mainly ± 450; a small amount of 900 being included
for stability.

Attachment to the fuselage will be through a metal spigot or actuator arm: bolted to the skins; CFC
beamp will be used to distribute the local load inputs.

Leading edge will be Old' or CFC with a full depth honeycomb and this will be bolted to the main box.

Trailing edge will be a full depth sandwich using CFC skins.
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6.3 Fins (See Fig 10)

These will be of similar construction to the tailerons.

S6.4 Fuselage (See Figs 11 - 21)

The application of CFC to fuselage is strongly configuration dependent influenced by the intake and
Sduct complexity, the position of the engines and the wing. However, the following i.3 an indication of

whore CFC is likely to be used, assuming the engines to be in the rear fuselage and the wing to be attached
to the fuselage side.

Component Description

SBulkhead Frames Made from CFC using equal amounts of 00, 900 and + 450 Stiffened by either
swages or co-cured hat sections. Skin flanges separately attached to simplify the
tooling.

I Intermed~iate framfs/ Channel or 'I' sections. May be made from cloth depending or. the curvature.
stiffeners

Longerons Top hat or 'I' sections made from + 450 with 00 in the flanges or caps. Could be

co-cured or laid up integral with the skins.

Skins Will vary from + 450 with longerons or 00, 900 and+ 450 in equal proportions
with stiffeners, depending upon the loading.

Doors and Panels Sandwich construction using honeycomb with CFC skins.

7. POTENTIAL 1NC PROBLFi ARFAS

It is recognised that an aircraft which contains a large amount of CFC structure may have unacceptable
reductions in its electromagnetic functions.

Three of the rather obvious important problem areas are discussed below in an attempt to indicate the
designers' understanding.

7.1 Screening

Thn- higher specific resistance of CFC (compared to metal) suggests that the effectiveness of the
surface in providing a screened enclosure may result in equipment operation problems.

Tests have been carried out on experimental sections of front fuselage structures to compare the
performance of a CFC structure with that of a metal one. These are reported to have shown little difference
in the shielding and what difference there was could most likely be handled by judicious siting of cables.

One important question which is yet to be answered is with regard to the effectiveness of screening
at panel and door joints where the requirement for quick release and easy access may be at variance with
the requirement for efficient screening. More research is required here in order to establish design
rules for th- attachment of Avionics bay doors for example where it is unlikely that cables can be resited.

S7.2 Structural Earth Return for Power Supplies

Measurements of resistance indicate that CFC may not be suitable for providing earth return paths
for electrical systems. A better understanding of this has to be obtained by tests on large scale struc-Stures Lnoe the provision of s'I alternative earth path would add weight.

In order to assess the significance of the problem, design studies are in hand to investigate the
us-a of concentrated structural booms of both CFC and metal which may provide a continuous electrical path
in typical CFC fuselage structures.

7.3 Bonding

It is recognised that effective electrical bonding of CFC structures will rely upon the provision
of low resistance joints within the structure.

The move towards greater structural and manufacturing efficiency by eliminating mechanical fasteners
and using bonded joints is lilely to increase the joint resistance since the adhesive prevents good contact

< between the carbon fibres.

It is necessary to perform tests on properly representative structures to determine whether the
joints offering good structural efficiencies are acceptable and, if not, to investigate improvements such
as using conductive epoxies or the use of discrete pins through the joint. See Fig 22 for typical juint
details.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The high specific strength of CFC offers weight saving potential to the aircraft structural engineers.

J Design and manufacturing studies have shown thnt this notential can be realised and that for a maximum
utilisation, where 40% of the aircraft structure is made from CFC, mass savings of about 12• can be expected.
These savings can be increased to as much as 20% if the aircraft is resized for constant performance.

' Ths aig anpromne
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Cost studies indicate that, if full advantage is taken of automated techniques and the weight reduc-
tions, structuves containing CFC should cost less thRn for the metal equivalents.

Work is Qontinuing to assess the iMC problems in order to ensure that full advantage can be taken of
these potential weight and cost sav±ins on future military aircraft.
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Fig.7 CFC, items for future concepts
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SHIELDING CHARACTERISTICS

OF ADVANCED COMPOSITES

Dr. David F. Strawe

The Boeing Aerospace Company
Post Office Box 3999

Seattle, Washington 98124 U.S.A.

SUMMARY
A considerable body of data has been gathered on the basic !lectromagnetic (E.M.) properties of graphiteadvanced composite materials. This paper presents a sampling of that data relevant to the EM shieldingapplications. A basic set of shielding parameters is introduced which descr bes the intrinsic shieldingcharacteristics of composite materials, enhanced conductivity coatings (metal foils, screens, flame spray,etc.), and electrical joints in those materials and coatings. Measurement concepts for these param&ters
are discussed which have been used over the frequency range 0 - 18 GHz.
Cross axis layups of graphite composites exhibit a uniform conductivity isotropic in the plane of thegraphite filaments. This planar conductivity normally falls in the range of 1-2 x I04 mhos/meter. Thethird axis conductivity component, generally unimportant in shielding applications, is commonly an orderof magnitude or more smaller. These composites can provide useful shielding from EM environments if theyare electrically bonded in a continuous manner to the rest of the structure. Common mechaziical jointsbetween composite sections are highly resistive and unreliahle electrical joints. Joining concepts whichprovide good electrical connections over wide frequency r•,nges have been developed and are described.
1.0 INTRODUCTION

Application of advanced composite materials to aircraft can provide significant vjeight reductions withconsequent performance improvement over conventional metal designs. Boron filament, graphite-fiber,glass reinforced epoxy composites or hybrid combinations of these can be used to advantage. A majorconcern is the impact of composite materials application eni the function of aircraft electrical andelectronic components in the high EM fields due to lightning, nucleur EMP, radars, etc.

Unlike the metals they replace, materials such as boron, graphite, and S-glass permit the direct propa-gation or diffusion of exterior surface fields to the interior where they can produce voltages and
currents at levels sufficient to upset or damage mi'sion critical electronics. Even when diffusion isunimportant, joints in boron and graphite sections are likely to be poor electrically, allowing substin-•_.= (tial field penetration.

Over the last decade a substantial body of data has been taken on electrical material and joint parametersin the 0-100 MHz frequency range. Graphite epoxy composites, metal foils and screens, flame spray
coatings, and joints in these have been measured and reported extensively. Riiable means for meas-ir inga wide range of parameter values have been developed, i.e., the "Quadrax" and "FPT" facilities. "AnechoicChamber" measurements have provided some material and jý,int data in the microwave region,

In this paper the material parameters requir-ed 'or EM couplirq analysis will be described along with
measurement concepts. In addition, measured parameters for varicus composites and coatings are presented.Some conclusions regarding the shielding capability of advanced composites are listed.

S2.0 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

2.1 Shielding Theory
The EM coupling problem can be solved with the following stef}s:

1. Calculate the induced exterior surface current and charge detisities Js and ps.
2. Using J. and p calculate interior "incident" fields in the absence of cabling whose response is

ultimatily to ge calculated.

a. Use J anu Ps to define interior shield zurface sources.4 b. Use these sources to calculate interior i~cidnet fields.

3. Using the fields of 2, calculate cable responses.
It is the specification of the interior shield surface sources(2a) with which we are ost conceriied here.In particular, it is the specification of shield material p.,rameters which allow determination of thesesurface sources from the exterior responses Js and P that we seek. A set of material shielding parameters
will be introduced which will characterize any reaso~ably good nonmagnetic shielding material. Thtmaterial may be a metal sheet, foil, or mesh; a composite laminate of good conductivity; or a composite
coated with metal foil or mesh.

As a practical matter, only graphite among the composite laminates anpears to offer good conductivity.Reliable, low-resistance composite joints have been obtained only in graphite laminates.
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Material speciflcations are commonly given in terms of electric and magnetic shielding effectiveness (ESE
and MSE, respectively). These are normally dB insertion loss field ratios for a particular shield
geometry and incident field configurations of electrostatic, quasistatic magnetic, and plane wave form.
The magnitudes of electric (magnetic) fields at a point inside the shield are related by these specifica-
tions to the external ambient. However, these are not true material descriptions since they depend uponshield configuration, shield dimensions, arid field configuration, as well as the shield material itself.

No convenient general method exists for determining shield interior fields from ESE and MSE taken in aspecial shield geometry and field configuration even when the shield is formed unifornly from one material
type with perfect joints. A iore general approach would require a specification for each material used
to form thL shield surface as well as the joints between material sections.

2.2 Mechanisms of Shield Penetration

Field penetration of shields takes place by coupling through apertures, by conduction on cables penetra-
ting the shield, through imperfect electrical joints in shield materials, and by direct propagation
(diffusion) through the shield material. If the shield material is mesh or screen (perhaps a coating on
a poorly conducting composite laminate) coupling takes place through (ideally) a regular array of
apertures in addition to diffusion through the mesh conductors. Both effects can be described by
material parameters independent of screen size, shape, or shield geometry. In the following, only the
material-related penetration mechanisms are considered, i.e., diffusion through conducting material,
mesh aperture coupling, and imperfect material electrical joints.

Vance (Vance, E. F. - 1971) has shown that the ef7ect of diffusion and magnetic aperture coupling can be
lumped together intu a transfer impedance in cable braid penetration analysis. This concept can be
generalized (figure 1) to surface penetration. In this case the tangential electric field produced on
the "back" side of a shield surface due to a surface current density 7s on the "front" side is given by

Z " T (1)

The "back" side of the sheet is assumed to be terminated in a wave impedance much larger in magnitude than
the surface impedance of the conducting surface. The above constitutes the defining equation for the
"surface transfer impedance" z . In general, mesh asymmetries cause zs to be a tensor quantity, but a
scalar approximation is often iufficient. I
The effect of electric aperture coupling is, following Vance (Vance, E. F. - 1971) and Kaden (Kaden, H. -
1959), considered to be due to an array uf effective electric dipole moments on the back side of a mesh
surface due to a normal electric field E (with its associated penetration of mesh apertures) on the
"front"side. The electric dipole momentY per unit area, d*, on the mesh surface, is normal to the surface
as directed along En. (

This is the defining equation for the "surface electric polarizability" P. j
Joints of reasonably low impedance can be conveniently described in terms of voltage V4 (open circuit)
produced on the "back" side of a jointed surface section and the current density Js on the "front" side
which produces it.

vj J sJ3

This is the defining equation for the joint admittance per unit width Y of a joint (figure 1c). The
reciprocal of Y is the transfer impedance of a unit width of a homogenious joint and Js is the current
per unit width 'howing across the joint.

2.3 Parameter Measurements

It is convenient to measure z , P, and Y in cylindrical samples of the shielding materials. Six-inch-
diameter, 36-inch-long samplei of jointeg and unjointed materials were evdluated in a quadraxial test
facility. A description of such a facility has been jiven by Knowles (Knowles, E. D. - 1969).
Circumferential joints were formed in cylindrical samples and tested in a manner similar to connectorjoints (figure 2).

Reduction of parameter data from quadrax data is complicated at high frequencies by the sample electrical
length. Straightforward transmission-line models for the quadrax cen be used to reduce this parameter
data. At low frequencies the reduction is purely geometrical; this is sketched here.

In figure 2 it can be seen that the quadrax response for a cylinder of length L and radius a is

V 'in zsL (4)
VL 2wa

The "voltage drop" across the cylinder transfer impedance zWL/2v a due to the exterior sample current in "
is 2V This drop splits equally between the inner line terminations Z = Zo. The surface transfer
impednce zn is calculated, using (4), from the quadrax transfer impedakce VL/I in* Equation (4) givus
the entire uadrax response when P and Yj effects are negligible.

1ho joint admittance per unit joint width is determined from the sample joint trunsfer impsdance, Zwhere 1
~Z zj = yj
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When the joint is much "leakier" than the sample material the quadrax response is

VL lin Zj/2 (6)

When the unjointed portion of the sample contributes significant leakage this must be subtracted out
using the s of the material and the unjointed length, L', i.e.

lin Zs L': VL VL - (7)

Except for coarse meshes the contribution of P is usually negligible in the matched sample configuration
of the quadrax. When its effect is small, it can be shown that the effect can be eliminated by merely
averaging the inner line response voltages. To isolate P in this case the quadrax can be connected with
an open-circuited drive line. The connection essentially eliminates thelsample exterior current I and
the z ', Y contributions. P is determined from the transfer capacitance between outer and inner lines
C hanci (Vance, E. F. - 1971) and Kaden (Kaden, H. - 1959) have related the effective dipole moment
of a small shield aperture to the transfer capacitance CT it pruduces in a triaxial configuration. The
dipole moments and transfer capacitances of the aperture array of a mesh can be collected and the relation
between P and CT written as Cl P. C. (8)

47a

where e is free space permittivity, and Cint and Cext are the inner and outer line capacitance per unit
length.

In general, the fields inside a shield constructed of Jointed materials without apertures, except for
those of mesh material, can be written as a linear combination of exterior J and P with parameters
Zs' P, YJ'

H~int s af ~sdiffusion + Yj Gjoint) S s + P Up 'En ]ds (9)
{HintJ

where. En n 0

2.4 Examples

Expressions for the electric and magnetic fields inside a small holl w mesh syhere can be adapted from
standard sphere solutions (Kaden, H. - 1959). In a uniform field, Einc and H nc the fields at the
sphere's center, can be shown to be given by

E = inc (3P + wE 4az
aic

H r H (10)

K--S
where a is the sphere radius. Comparison is shown in figure 3 between measured and calculated fields for 4
a 30-inch-diameter sphere constructed of 18 mesh, lO-mil phosphor/bronze screen. Actually, the measured
geometry was the equivalent hemisphere mounted on the floor of a plane wave simulator.

Similar expressions can be constructed for cylindrical shells. Fields have been predicted successfully
in d number of cylindrical shells constructed of graphite laminates, metal foils and meshes, and graphites
coated with foils and meshes.

Measured currents on axis parallel interior conductors also have been predicted with good accuracy using
similar approaches and measured zs and P data. Some examples are given in figure 4.

3.0 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

"3.1 Test Specimens for HF Measurements

Tests were conducted on samples of (1) composite laminates, (2) metal foils, (3) metal screens, (4)
aluminum flame spray, (5) aluminum honeycomb core, and (6) combinations of (2) through (5) with composite

0 laminates. In most cases combinetions were not bonded. An evaluation program showed that bonded and
unbonded shielding materials have the same shielding effectiveness. Three principal reinforcing materials
were evaluated: graphite, boron, and S-glass. The graphite fibers were T-300, HTS, and HMS, all
impregnated with 5208 resin from Whittaker. The boron was Rigidite 5505 prepreg from AVCO and the S-glass
was unidirectional Scotchply with a 1002 resin system from the 3M Corporation. These materials were
selected because they have been extensively characterized mechanically and applied to structural compo-
nents by industry.

Initial testing on a large number of the above materials was accomplished using flat-plate magnetic
shielding effectiveness (MSE) techniques, i.e., measurement of the change in coupling between two closely
spaced loops when a flat-plate sample of material is placed between the loops. This allowed the variousIi materials to be ranked so only the most promising were used for detailed parameter measurements. For
example,graphite composites (with or without metal coatings), in 00/900 layups exhibited predictable
shielding which was very significant for laminate thicknesses approaching those required for aircraft
skin. Boron composites, on the other hand, were found to be difficult to join electrically and produced
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unpredictable and mediocre shielding. S-glass composites provided no significant amount of shielding.
All test specimens for the Quadrax tests were 6 inches in diameter and 36 Inches long. The materials
used were 24-ply T-300/5208 and 12-ply HTS/5SQP8.for the composites, and a aluminum and copper foil and
aluminum and phosphor/bronze screens for coating materials.

Joint configurations that were evaluated fell into three categories: (1) structural joints, (2) screen/
graphite joints, and (3) coating joints appropriate in screen and foil overlays on composites. The
desired joint parameter is the joint admittance, Y•, and this was obtained from test data taken in the
quadrax on 6-inch-diameter test specimens, usually about 8 inches long, The structural joints selected
were typical of the joints in current use on composite structures, both composite-to-composite and
composite-to-metal. The test specimens were all fabricated with 00/900 construction (a double 900 at
mid-plane). They were precompacted and partially cured every 4 to 6 plies. Each nonrv.tallic cylinder
end was provided with an electrical attachment to the quadrax test fixture by inserting a 2-inch-wide,
100-mesh PB screen one inch into each 900 center ply, and a single screen at the double 900 center plies.

The screen/graphite joint was developed to provide the electrical contact between the cylindrical
graphite test specimens and the quadrax end-plates. It is fabricated by inserting screen between every
other ply during layup.

Screen and foil coating materials, to be effective, must be joined electrically to coating materials on
adjacent composite panels or to adjacent metal where composite attachments are made. The methods of N
joining that were tested are ultrasonic seam-weld, epoxied and cured at 90 psi, spot-weld, seam-weld,
and spot-weld with doubler.

3.2 HF Test Results

Shielding material data, z5 and P. reduced from quadrax measurements are presented in figuret 5 through 7.
Figure 5 shows the results for the coating materials alone, i.e., aluminum and phosphor/tronze screens.
The magnitude of z is shown as a function of frequency while P is independent of frequency for these
samples and is onlý listed in the figures. Figure 6 shows results for the graphite laminates alone and
figure 7 shows results for coated laminates. Examples of joint admittance data are shown in figure 8.
3.3 VHF and Microwave Measurements

Relatively little material and joint data has been taken above 100 MHz. Much of that is of questionabln
quality being apparently polluted by leakage around the sample. That involving small samples transverse
to coaxial lines and waveguides are questionable due to unusual current distributions of abnormally thin
anisotropic samples. Also, data involving closure of a box enclosure with a composite sample suffers
from the current distribution problem and is therefore not extendable or usable in other dpplications of
the same material since it cannot (or at least has not been) be reduced to basic material or joint data.

Microwave measurements of material and Joint parameters are difficult owing to a shortage of wide-band
receivers and power sources. Generally, measurements are made one octave at a time with different
sources, amplifier, plug-ins, etc. for each band. There is a general sensitivity to local geometric
detail because of the short wavelengths involved. Most of the credible data taken above 1 GHz has been
obtained from transmission loss measurements in an anechoic chamber of some form (Force, R. D. - 1979) and(Strawe, D. F. - 1980). A schematic representation of this approach is shown in figure 9.

Figures 10 and 11 show a working anechoic chamber. This ooe consists of two open-ended, flanged,Ii stainless steel boxes, two end plates, and a center plate which includes the sample holder. Two doors
were built into one of the boxes to access the sample holder. The entire chamber was lined with ablanket type microwave absorber. Antennas are mounted on the end plates at opposite ends of the chamber.

Two antennas are required to cover the I to 18 GHz frequency range. The two chamber compartments are
Ji separated by the center plate, which contains the material or jointed panel to be measured.

A simple butt type joint was fabricated in one 8-ply and one 16-ply panel. A sketch of a butt joint is
shown in Figure 12. The joint consists of a slot or gap between two panels, a cap over the gap, and oneS~row of fasteners on each side of the gap joining the three members together. This type of joint is foundon the leading edge and wing skin of commercial aircraft.

Construction of sample joint I was accomplished by first cutting a 0.12 inch wide slot 14 inches long in
a 16-ply panel, cutting a 3 inch wide by 15 inch long cap from another graphite epoxy panel (8-ply with
00, 900, 00, 9 , etc. layup), machining two rows of holes in the cap and panel, then, fastening the cap
to the panel. Each row of fasteners was Q.75 inches from the center of the slot in the panel. The
fasteners were made of titanium coated with an aluminum epoxy paint which is electrically non-conductive.
Each row contained 15 fasteners spaced one inch apart. The holes for the fasteners were a few thousandths
of an inch larger in diameter than the shaft of the fastener. This is considered a non-interference fit.
Countersinking of the holes was required to accommodate the head of the fasteners.

Sample Joint 2 was constructed in an 8-ply panel in an identical manner as joint 1. Hoýever, before
fastening the cap to the panel the mating surfaces of the panel and cap were lightly sanded to expose the
graphite surface. In joint I the mating surfaces are epoxy, a non-conductive material. In addition the
titanium fasteners used in joint 2 were uncoated and the holes were drilled slightly smaller than the
shaft of the fasteners providing an interference fit. Thus, it was intended that joint 2 would be an
improved version of joint 1 because of the electrical contact between fasteners and graphite fibers in
the panel and cap, and between mating surfaces of the cap and panel.

After construction of the Joint it was discovered that the coated fasteners in joint I made electrical
contact with the graphite fibers in the panel. Examination of the fasteners showed that the coating had
been removed or not applied properly around the head of the fastener. Every fastener in both jointed
samples was found to be electrically connected to the graphite fibers. Thus the only major differencebetween joints I and 2 is the electrical contact in the mating surface area. Figure 13 contains
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photographs of an unjointed graphite epoxy panel, and a complete joint. Figure 14 portrays the other side
of thL Joint and the joint and cap prior to assembly.

The joint admittance of the test samples is deduced from their transmission data taken in the anechoicch~mber. The transmission transfer function from input to output port is measured. It has the multiplier
TY so that Y can be determined by comparison of transmission data with that of a standard slotted

panei. The Joqnt admittance of a linear array of thin electrically short slots is easily calculated from
standard formulas (Kaden, H. - 1959) and (Marcuvitz, N. - 1951). Since the test geometries and trans-
missiun factors are the same for unknown nnd standard slotted "joints" except for the joints and their
Y 's, the ratio of transmission factors is the ratio of Y 's. Commonly, only the magnitude of Y is
obtained because of difficulties in accurate phase measur ments. If the transmission factors ar• defined
as

T a PR ýpower received) (11)
PT (power transmitted) I J

Then

S- I YJ (std) -1 
(12)

An array of thin electrically small rectangular slots tayed out, as shown in Figure 15, with slot length
W, width 6, center-center spacing S,and N parallel lines of slots has the joint admittance:

24S In 2W 12 l (13)

As an example, slotted reference 2 consists of a single line (N-l) of rectangular slots with S 1 1",
6 - .032", and W = 0.2". The above formulation ihdicates that well below slot resonance at 225 GHz the
Yj is approximated by 

28
Y 77. =(14)G~z

The joint admittanze of the slotted reference 2 and that of joints I and 2 are shown in Figure 16. Note
that below slot resonance, the reference slot array degrades monotonically with increasing frequency
while joints I and 2 monotonically improve. The improved joint (2) is comparable to the slotted referenceat S-Band but is 50 dB superior at Ku-Band. The surface sanding and interference fit of fasteners used
in .oint 2 load to 10-30 dB improvement over its untreated baseline configuration joint 1. Tile
accidental contact of the fasteners in joint 1 to the graphite fibers undoubtedly improves the joint
over the more common isolated fastener used in practice.

u4.0 CONCLUSIONS

bMuch more data has been measured than could be presented in this paper. The conclusions that follow are! based on a larger data base.

1. Single-component, multilayer, multidirectional composites composed of graphite tapes behave as 2 axis
isotropic materials and can be described electrically by the surface transfer impedance z . Joints
in these materials can be made with a very high admittance per unit width usIng screen Inierts, so
that the joints are effectively invisible electrically.

2. Graphite composites normally exhibit an in-plane isotropic conductivity of 1-2 x 104 Mho/meter for
all frequencies up to 1 GHz (Strawe, D. F. - 1975; Force, R. 0. - 1977). From 1-20 GHz there is
evidence (Force, R. D. - 1977) to indicate a decline in o by perhaps a factor of 2, although this
may be a result of measurement error. Above 1 GHz graphite, in layups of 8 or more plies, is
practically opaque, with dominate leakages coming from joints. For this case, the actual value of
effective conductivity is unimportant. The material displacement current is always dominated by
conduction current so that permitivity is also unimportant. Third axis (normal to sheet) conductivity
is normally lower by over an order of magnitude.

S3. Hybrid composites that isolate graphite plies with non-conducting plies (e.g., glass, Kevlar, etc.)
will require that each graphite layer be continuous electrically at each joint to take advantage of
the shielding afforded by each graphite ply. Such composites will, in general, not be describable
by a z, P or Y material parameter as are the homogeneous materials where the conducting plies are
in intimate coniact. For many applications, hybrid composite shielding characteristics may be
approximated using these parameters, but in others they wil exhibit effects due to trapped inter-ply

modules in the non-conducting material between the graphite plies. In these cases, flat-plate MSE
will not have a uniqueness comparable to that of the simpler single-component graphite composites.

4. Boron composites at low and intermediate frequencies are anisotropic, poorly conducting materials for

which no good joining technique could be found. This is in contrast to the graphite composites where
an excellent electrical bond to the graphite fibers was achieved by inserting screen between alternate
graphite plies. The shielding characteristics of boron composites cannot, therefore, be described by
unique values for MSE, zs or YJ which are required for a general analysis.

5. Composites made of non-conducting materials such as S-glass and Kevlar cannot be described by the
basic material parameters and have no significant shielding effect.
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6. Uncoated graphite composites and composites coated with foil, screen, or flame spray must be
electrically joined to neighboring structure, so as to form closed conducting shells, if they
are to coi-itribute optimally to the shielding of the interior. Ultrasonic seam welding of aluminum
screen and foil coatings provides an optimum coating joint, once the appropriate welding schedule
has been determined for the mesh size and alloy used.

7. The shielding characteristics of materials and joints with well defined zs, P, and Y can be analyzed
in a conventional manner, except that (a) large z may affect the exterior current r4sponse and will
produce substantial interior responses due to dirict penetration through the materill, and (b) non-
zero P will require a distributed electric aperture-coupling analysis in addition to the conventional
diffusion-type analysis involving zs.

8. Screens and foils can be incorporated within, or on the surface of, composites during fabrication
without impacting the processing or curing schedule of the material. No incompatibilities in thermal
expansion, voids, or delaminations have been detected. They are also not expected to compromise the
structural properties,

9. Aluminum flame spray is an isotropic good conductor with conductivityy 10 to 30 times below that of
pure aluminum and a density 1/3 to 1/2 that of aluminum.

10. Standard butt Joints with doubler and standard fasteners provide poor electrical joints in the 0-100
MHz range. They may be, because of the common use of corrosion protection coatings, a totally open
circuit. This would seriously affect the penetration of attached lightning currents (and other HF
region threats) into an aircraft interior. Although, required joint Yj has not been established for
aircraft skin applications. It appears that microwave leakage through Joints will present a lesser
problem than HF leakage.
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THEORETICAL CULATIO44 OF RF PROPERTIES
f OF CARBON FIBRE LAMINATES.
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SUMMARY

The purpose of the work presented here was to find a mathematical theory to describe the electro-
magnetic behaviour of material consisting of a sequence of Carbon Fibre Composite laminae. The
analysis applies to approximately-planar regions which are not near joints, bonds or other electrical
discontinuities. The vadel adopted is an infinite sheet and each carbon fibre lamina is modelled as a
homogeneous anisotropic conducting lamina. Some theoretical justification for this is given. An
alvernative theory based on replacing the entire sh.. et by a single homogeneous layer has also been con-
sidered and its range of validity investigated. The conductivities used were obtained experimentally
from unidirectional samples by other researchers.

We calculate the shieldina (0-1 GHz) of a plane wave normally Incident on the infinite sheet and
also tha reflected field. We calculate the shielding improvement for a thin aluminium coating. We
also Investigate the variation of apparent resistivity with frequency,

We show that as regards c.hielding and reflection the iafinite sheet can be characterized by

surface and transfer impedanoes. These quantities can be used to calculate electromagnetic field
shielding of finite objects. Some calculations (using the Fourier Transform) are given of shielding by

a plane screen %hen illuminated by an Electromagnetic Pulse.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In order to calculate certain electromagnetic properties of Carbon Fibre Composites, CFC, such as
shielding, antenna behaviour, it is not immediately clear how to model the CFC. Each CFC lamina con-
sists of a dielectric material within which the individual carbon fibres lie. It was decided to model
a single lamina as a homogeneous conduvting material which is anisotropic, i.e. has different con-
ductivitiet in different directions. Some justification for this is presented late-. The infinite
carbon fibre hheet is now modelled as a sequence of laminae, each with the conductivity tensor orien--
tated in a direction depending on the fibre direction, Using this model we have calculated the
shielding (O-lGz) of a plane wave normally incident on the infinite sheet. We have also calculated
the shielding improvement if a thin aluminium coating is applied. We also estimate whether antennaperformance is likely to be affected by the CFC. The variation of apparent resistivity with frequancy

is calculated and compared .ith experimental results obtained elsewhere.

We show that the infinite screei. can be characterised by surface and transfer impedances. These
quantities can be used uo calculate electromagnetic field shielding of finite objects. The surface
and transfer impedanceo are calculated by computer and no simple formula is available for them unless
the frequency is low enough.

2I
A much simpler model of a CFC sheet has also been considered. The entire sheet is replaced by a single
homogeneous layer with a conductivity tensor that is obtained by an averaging process across all the
individual laminae. Where possible the two theories have been compared.

2.0 DISCUSSION OF bIAGNIFIED PHOTOGRAPHS OF CFP LMINATS

To obtain an adequate understanding of the electromagnetic behaviour of a CFRP panel it was felt
necessary to obtain detailed knowledge of how the carbon fibres lie in a typical CFRP panel. This was
done by photographing, under magnification, cross-sections cut through various CFRP lay-ups. Some of
the photographs taken are given in diagram 1. In photograph A (magnification x 60) we can surmise the
fibre directions from the appearance of the cross-section of an individual fibre. In lamina 1 the
fibres are in the &) direction. The angle here is measured between the fibre and the plane of the cut.
The next lamina (lamina 2) is at 450 (pgroximately) since the fibre cross-sections are slightly ellipti-
cal. In lamina 3 the fibres are at 90

In photograph B (magnJ ication x 600) the locatios of individual fibres is clearly discernible. The
fibres have a diameter of the order of 8-l0 x 1o' mm. In general the fiire locations are random in
nature except that in some of the photographs, especially photograph C, there are regions where fibres
are absent. These regions generally occur between laminae. This raises the problem of possible
inter-lamina resistance. A discuss) ,n of this is given in Section 7.

3.o MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE LAMINA

We assume that the frequency is such that the diameter of each carbon fibre ar wall as the spacing
between carbon fibres is small compared to the wavelength. This is c.early the case in the range
O-lGHz. Because of the complexity of the actual di3tcibution of fibres within a lamina we aim to model
a single lamina by a homogeneous material which is anisoptropic i.e. has different conductivities in
Sdifferent directions. Such a material is ý1alled biaxial.
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3.1 Conductivity Parallel to Fibres

We follow the theory presented in (Casey, K.F. 1976). We have studied this theory carefully to ascertain
whether it is necessary to correct the familiar d.c. model of conductivity parallel to the fibres, when
dealing with the a.c. case. The d.c. model asserts that Oa, the conductivity parallel to the fibres,

- qo , where q is the volume fraction occupied by the fibres and of is the conductivity of the carbon
whicg the fibres consist of.•

We make the following assumptions:- I
(a) The distance between fibres is small compared to the wavelength.

(b) The fibre radius, b, say is small compared to the skin depth of the
carbon which the fibres consist of.

In practice (b) is satisfied. The skin depth, 6f? of the carbon is

We estimate - 7.7 x 104 mho/m. (This value is taken from (ERA, 1979) where they state that certain
fibres have rQisstivity 1.3 X f0-5 Qm.) At 1 Gdz a V.057 mm. Since b, is of the order of .01 mm
condition (b) is satisfied.

The effect of (b) is that the component of electric field parallel to the fibre axJ.s completely pene-

trates the fibre. We further assume that the current in a fibre is uniform across its cross-section.
Choose coords. (x,y,z) such that x is in the fibre direction. z is perpendicular to the plane of the
lamina. We model the lamina as a sequence of uniformly spaces fibres as shown in figure 2. The
distance oetween the fibres in the y-directlon is a and in the z direction is d.

Consider a plaoe CW-wave incident on the lamina. Assume that the x-variation of the field is e-jux and
y-variation eav The range u, v is -- to + -. The infinite range arises because the field
generated by a localized source e.g. an antenna external totthe lamina consist-s of such plane waves where
u, v can vary from -- to +o . The time variation is eab) ".

We consider a particular row of fibres assumed to be in the plane z-t.. Let the origin (0,0,0) bL on the
axis of some fibre. We analyse the electrical properties of this row of fibres by considering the
situation depicted in figure 3. It consists of the row of fibres embedded in the epoxy resin which
extends indefinitely in all directions. This amounts to assuming that successive rows of fibres inter-
act only via the plane wave reflected and transmitted by a row. This is justified in (Casey, K.F. 1976)
who shows that the reactive field interaction between adjacent rows is negligible. The electric field
incident on the row uf fibres is

inc inc inc inc -juw -jvy -jwz
E , ( E 0 E ) e ea e
_x y zI2 2 2w is determined by w k "u - v .

k 2 _ where e is the permittivity of the resin. The square root for w is chosen to represent
za wave travelling in the + direction.i.e. if u + v < k the w i.3 real and positive; if u 2 + v k,

w is negative pure imaginary.

Let Ioe -jUX be the bulk current flowing in the fibre whose axis passes through (OO,0). Then
• " e~~~-JUxe-jvna. er-<n .

the current flowing in the fibre whose axis passes through (0,na,O) is I e° e Here -<nl
0

The bulk current is assumed uniformly distributed through the fibre; All field quantities calculated
below are assumed calculated withiin the fibre passing through (0,O,O). The x-cumponent of the vector

e-jwc
potential due to I e inSI I

- I a H (2 ), where /k= - U
()4 0 0 k) /k u

( is the Hankel function of the second kind.

The x component of the vector potential due to the current in the nth fibre is

11J -ej ux e-jvna H (2) /z2 + (y-na)2) (n~o)o Io(y

PoJ -jux -Jvna (2) n imý
4 0 m m

This formula is taken from (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965) equatio.n 9.1.75. The average of this value
within the fibre is (approximately)

1••_2 . . ...•• • ••.i • • -' " • , . ........ . . • n • .. ... ... . "- -. . . . ... . "- "
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0 ~ -~ux -j vna I(2) !na
4 00

This requires the assumption that jkbI 1.

The x-component of the vector potential due to all the fibre currents in the row Is

- 1 0 .OF[)( 2) b + I j *vH(,2 ) all1ai].

The following expression can be derived (assuming va - I),

S.-jvna,,(2) (',nla)- (2)+ a-log(. ,),
Snjio + 31 1o,

we derive

A I a Ju r:731 - log (ýb) + 2- + A- log (La/210

- _ eo -+ log ( / 1b

The electric field E due to the fibre currents is

- m

m

- & 0  + log (a/2 rb)]

The total x-component of electric field is

E x . E x +~ -3 1 /(Ib c f). (By definition of a f)

Thus To b k2 + log (a/ 2 wb) ]] Enc

From (Casey K.F., 1976) we have that the electric field due to all the fibre currents, averaged along
the y-axis is

i x " 2 k2 aW 0

m

We now define the average conductivity a for the region I zI J< d/2 by
x

____inc

I - v + E ... 2
ado x x

x

Then from 1 and 2
1 F10 -- I + - - ilog (a/2wb)]-x ad a-k 2 k l /

Sf 1  3 2 f J.log (a/21b)]. 3

Thus if

- b2 21 log (a/2wb) 1 ... 4

we deduce ao - qaf

With a - 7.7 x 104, b - I x 10-5, A - 2.3 x 10-, m 3.5 £

* condition 4 becomes

i - u <2  F
"I 3.5k2  

4."""

2 2 

I
where F is the frequency in IHz. k2 - w eo~

I;



F1 .
The criterion 5 amounts to a restriction on the value of u. When considering surface currents on
aircraft this means that they mustn't vary too rapidly compared with the wavelength. At 1Ghz the
condition 5 is roughly

ju/kj << 12.

This appears to be matisfied for most cases.

We deduce that the single row of fibres depicted in figure 3 behaves as a homogeneous layer of thickness
d with conductivity . - qOf in the x-direction. Thus the sequence of rows of fibres in figure 2

behaves like a homogeneous lamina with x-conductivity q 0 f.

When we turn to the chaotic arrangement of fibres shown in photo B figure 1 it seems reasonable to
dedixce, in the light of the above analysis of a simplified model of a CFRP lamina (i.e. a regular array
of fibres), that correction terms to the volume fraction theory for x-conductivity will be negligible
in the frequency range of O-lIGHz.

The value of ax used in our subsequent analysis is obtained from experimental work (ERA, 1979) on uni-

directional material. a. - 4.76 x 104 mho/m.

3.2. Conductivity Perpendicular to the Fibres

We invostigate the average conductivity of a simple lamina in the two directions y and z. z is
perpendiculnr to the plane of the lamina, see figure 2.

A theory for the d.c. case can be based on some formulae given in (Bueche F., 1972).

The presence of conductivity in the y and z directions arises because of the formation of infinite
chains of contact between fibres. -inite chains of contnct between fibres do not give rise to net
conductivity in the y and z direction and so to estimate ay and az it is necessary to know the

proportion of fibres involved in infinite chains of contact.. Formulae for this quantity are given in
(Buiche F. 1972). We specialize these formulae to the 2-dimensional case where the "particles" are

Let q be the volume fraction occupied by the fibres. I
Let qmax be the maximum possible volume fri-ation occupied
by the fibres.

'max is determined by the densest possible packing of the fibres, and - / (2M3)

Put • - uq/•iq . If y is the smallest root of the equations-

a (-a) 4 . y(-y) 4

then the fraction of fibres, wf, involved in infinite chains of contact is given by

2 2 I
wf 1 - (1-a) y/(l-y) a).

q is typically .6 and we deduce

wf . .9985

i.e. virtually 100% of fibre# are involved in infinite chaias of contact.

Infinite chains of contact between the fibres which are responsible for the conductivity in the
s-direction involve the contact resistance R R is defined as the resistance, for a unit lengthz
iu the x-direction, between two fibres. We also define R , analojously, when dealing with infiniteyI
chains involved in the y-conductivity. Ry and R z may be different because even though photograph B

of diagram 1 appears to indicate little difference between y and z direction, the process of CFRP panel
construction, involving pressure in the z-direction may produce RZ < Ry. An estimate of the resistivity

in the y and s-directions is now possible, in terms of R and R y

pz . uR /4q and py - UR/4q.

This result is ):ised on a simplified model shown in figure 4. The fibre diameter is 2b. Then
q - hlb2a.

From figure 4 we can deduce immediately that p. Rz a/2b.

The epoxy matrix is assumed insulating. I
unfortunately tho above theory really only provides a qualitative description of the nature of the
y and z-conductivity. Estimation of R and Rh seems impossible. We must rely on measurements.

y z
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According to (Baskervi lle M.W., 1978)

a-z '-'¢L / 40 Iho/r

a (.1/P) - 100 mho/m

These are basod on measurements of a unidirectional sample. According to (ERA, 1979).

a - 105.3 mho/m
ya z w as not meaaurad.

ewase not theunedta y o we have used both 0 - 40 and 105.3. It turns out that for shielding

calculations the precise value is not too important provided it is not too low. The value of a usedSwas 105.3 mho/m. .

The above anallsis is purely d.c. We have not attempted to construct an a.c. model. Except foc'
purely unidirqctional material, the conductivit•y a (being considerably larger than a and a ) dominates

the shielding propev.ties of a CFRP sheet. In view of this and the likely complexity of the problem,
-we have nt felt it in worthwhile attempting a detailed a.c. analysis of y and z-conductivity. We
have made the assumption that we can use ay and az in our time harmonic analysis.

4.0 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF A SEQUENCE OF ANISOTR0P CONDUCTING OR DIELECTRIC LZ-I4NAXE

Figure 5 shows an infinite sheet consisting of a sequence of laminae. We suppose that the z axis
is normal to the plane of the sheet, and we have chosen Cartesian coordinates (x', y'# z) with
origin on one of the faces as shown.

•inc Hint, .. (U , v' )Assume an incoming plans wave E , _ with propagation vector kinc ,V"w

k (minOcos4, sinesino, coso), is incident on the sheet. The time variation, suppressed, is e'1

Einc Eo e-J(u'x' + v' y' + wz)
x x

and similarly for the other components.

W is determined by

W - / k 2 - u' 2 - V'
2

2 2k 2 
. W C Pot w is the angular frequency.

Tho quantities u', v' are always real. w is real and positive if U' 2 + v' 2 < k2 or negat.ve pure
2 0

imaginary if u' + v 2 > k2 .

Suppose the rth lamina lies between z * zr-1 and z - r" The rth lamina of thickness d , has a corn-
r"bined conductivity and permittivity tensor (or), which is diagonal with respect to a set of axes

(x, y, z) which vary with each lamina. The angle between the axes (x, y, z) and the fixed axes

(x', y', Z) is 0r

S-crjO + j r y 0

0 a r + jr 5 r 0
'K ~y y s)

o ~r

The equations obeyed by E and H in the r hlamina are

V'E "- -iwP H

and V XH - jw D

where D 1a E

Now 's sin x

-sin 0 cosg a v

r V
EoDefine ( cos 0 sin 8 u

r 
r)

-V -sin 0 Cos 0 v'r r
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it can be verified that

ux + vy = UkX' + viyI

th Juvy Z
In the r lamina we assume that the field variation is of the form e- (ux+IY+Wlz). The variation

ux + vy arises because of the boundary condition that at each interface between laminae the tangential

component of E and H is continuous. The boundary condition ensures that the variation in the plane of

the lamina is the same as the incident field.

2 2 2 2
Let 2 - u + v + w and n. - u/a, ny v/IB, n - w /0.

2 r r 2 r r 2 . r

x I y Zz Z

From the analysis given by (Collin 1960 on TEM waves in anisotropic dielectric media, p. 98

equation (106), we have

2 2 2 2 2 2
n k a k nk
x x + y + Z~-~- -
2_ k2 + 2_ k2 + 2_ k2

8-k a-k -k
2 2 2 x y

INow n2  - -n2 - n and so

2 k2  2 k 2  2 2 k 2x -Y- + u v) z
U_ • V_ -• -2 + ( -j• - ) *2 2 k2

I 2 1;_k2 a 22 a2 2 2

x x y y z

22 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
u (8- -Vk (8k)+ -k k-k
1hu 20 k W+ (a2 u_2 k2 • •)( 2_y) .0

The constant term of this cubic in 02 is zero, and so B2 has two possible values which can be shown to be

2 1 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2
- - u (k - k -v(k - k k (k + yk

A812 k 2 x Zy z a x y

2 1 2 222 2 2 2 222
2 2k 2 u (k-xk) -v (k - k + k Z(kx + k + yr.

where: (k 2 (k -k2 u(k 2 -k) v 2 (ky-k,)) + 4 k v2 (k -k2  (k -k)

Define w, -
4  u -v2 and w 2  - - -v

Thus 4 waves are possible in the rth lamina.

Wave 1 has field variation e 1 (ux+vy+w1Z), Wave 2 has field variation e-J (uX4vy+• 2z)

Wave 3 has field variation e- 1(ux+vy-w Z), Wave 4 has field variation e-j (ux+vy-W2z)

We now calculate E and H associated with the four waves.

eju+vy+wZ), I~ xvywZ I -J(+VW Z (ux+vy+w Z)
Wave 1. E E1  j (ux E e , Hx -H - H ei e- (ux+vy+wI )

x x y y x y y

From (Collin ,1960), p. 9 9 , equation (IL), we have

2 2
nk n k

Dx: 2_k2 0 2_k2
x y

1 r + 1 rj
Now " + w ) and D W- + X

whe2 - -k2

Thus E1 u E y IE . a E 1

x a 2 _k2 y y-1) x
From V x E =-JwpoH - -Jk_ x--E whera •_-(u,v,wl) we deduce w•o Hx "vEz- wl El

2 2 2 0x Z Y

-)(k k)

Thus HY • E1 who-re •i . Wl 2 2 o
1 y :1 -2 z

y'1 y

2 2 2 2.(81 k) (81 k)whee "."2W1
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Wave 3.

We replace wI by -w .
x E3 e-J(ux+vy-wZ)et

We can deduce

3 a 3 3 -n 3 3 3E E 1 ~ E3  andliH -- yEx y x y y y
The reason for expressing waves 1 and 3 in terms of E is that this field component is always non-zero

y
if a • . If ax - a then a rotation of the (x,y) axes is carried out which guarantees E ý 0.x y* x 2 2
The analysis for waves 2 and 4 is obtained by replacing by All field quantities are expressed

in terms of E . This quantity can always be arranged to be non-zero.x 
22 .2E2 . 2 V 2 x:

E -a E a -y 2 X 2 u 22.ky
2 y2 E

22 2
Y " 12 Ex

H2 12 Y w2 (k - k)2 - 72 1 2 2Ho 22 Ek2
a 82 - z

and

4 4
E 2 Ex Vw 2 k2 )k2 k2

4y 22 E2
4 4 1 u (8V - k2 ) k2H - k2

H 4 "y E 42 y 2'2 kx 2 x

The total field, E (E, E) and H - (Hx, H H) in the rth lamina is the sum of the fourX y z - x y zwaves above. We need only consider x' - y' - o since the variation e-j(u' x' + v'y') is common to
all laminae.

Let D be the matrix

7 1 1 a2 a

2 2T11 -ql Y; -72

1- 92 - 112

Then

E " 
0 0

H) o 3ilIZ

y iH o00 o e0w2z 0E

Thus the field components at (0, O, zr) are related to those at (0, 0, z_) by
r 3/ H (O,O,z) eJWldr 0 0 0 (r r" (Z

j(O ) dd (zr f ix (zr 1>(0,0oz0) 0 o 2 r o 1
0 ej r eJW2drj 1y (Z H (Z

( Y r y~ 0- ei r r-1

Define T =Cosor sine

" siner cosr 0 0

1 0 0 cosr sinO

o o -sin Cos
r r

Then we can transform from the co-ords (x,y) to the fixed co-ords (x', y'). Using the fact

that tangential components of H and H are continuous across the inter-lamina boundaries we deduce

l - -- ----
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S(O,O,z) T-1 / E (0,0,z)
y n ) -in-r -rl r n-r+1l y (O0,

HS (°°n) (o.z 
li, (o,o,z)

Inverting this we derive

(Ey,(xY',Zn)
EX (X',Y',Z) ) A, (x',yl,zn)

y, (x',y',Zo) 
13g, (x',y',Zn)

H ,(x~, ,Y ,z 0) 
H y ( "~

The matrix A is evaluated by computer and it connects the field components from the illuminated andshielded sides. Using A, reflected and transmitted fields can be calculated when the incident field
is known.

5.0 PLANE WAVE SHIELDING RESULTS

Figure 6 gives plane screen shielding for a normally incident electric field. The dashed curves areobtained by replacing the entire sheet; by a single homogeneous but anisotropic layer. The con-ductivities of the layer are obtained by averaging across the laminae. Table 4 gives the lay-ups.
Table 1. Plane Wave Shielding (dbs), LInc // x'

Sample Thiokness Frequency
(ma) D.C. 3MBz 1OMlz 30MUz lOOMS 300•mB

THINI .5 67.0 67.0 67.0 67.1 68.1 72.5
THIN2 .5 70.5 70.5 70.5 70.6 71.2 73.0
RAE 1.75 77.9 78.1 79.3 85.1 JO.3 131.5
SAE1 1.85 78.4 78.6 80.1 86.7 204.2 134.6
BAX2 1.98 82.5 83.0 86.1 93.3 104.9 127.9
BAE2A 1.98 82.5 82.8 85.4 94.1 106.0 119.7
BAE4 1.19 74.6 74.6 74.9 77.1 86.3 104.7
BAE6 2.11 85.5 86.6 92.4 100.0 136.8 190.2
BAEP5 5.26 87.5 93.9 09.0 136.7 189.9 253.2
am 7.92 85.0 92.5 08.8 139.5 205.5 316.9
8IWA 27.92 85.0 108.9 .29.2 164.4 235.1 350.2
sumM 207.92 85.0 128.0 .48.6 184.0 254.6 367.7
TEST 3.00 81.1 81.7 84.4 90.3 104.4 130.4
BA32AL 1.985 89.8 92.4 ý00.7 113.9 132.7 160.1

Table 2. Plane Wave Shielding (dbs), Eic x'
Sample Thickness D.C. 3MB. 10MHz 30MHz 100MUz 300AWz

(Mm)

THINI .5 67.0 67.0 67.0 67.1 68.1 72.5
THIN2 .5 61.1 61.1 61.1 61.0 61.8 61.3
PAR 1.75 77.9 78.1 79.3 85.1 101.3 131.5
BAEI 1.85 78.4 78.6 80.1 86.7 104.2 134.6
BAE2 1.98 73.0 73.0 73.7 77.2 89.2 111.9
BAE2A 1.98 73.0 73.2 74.5 70.8 90.7 108.1
BAE4 1.19 74.6 74.6 74.9 77.1 86.3 104.7
BAE6 2.11 32.6 32.6 32,.U 32.6 32.6 33.7
BAEP5 5.26 87.5 93.9 109.2 138.4 198.7 269.4
8UM 7.92 94.5 114.7 132.7 159.5 221.9 332.7
JaMA 27.92 94.5 133.7 L53.1 184.2 251.6 366.0
8KU 20.92 94.5 153.0 L72.5 233.8 271.1 383.4
TEST 3.0 81.1 80.5 74.9 68.4 66.4 65.4
BAE2AL 1.985 86,8 87.4 90.9 99.4 116.4 144.4 "A

S.. ° " ' .. . . ...
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LL5.1. samples with Isotropic Averaged Conductivity.

For certain lay-ups the averaged conductivity tensor has equal conductivity in all directions parallel u
to the plane of the sheet. It was found that the agreement. between the averaged theory and the more
exact lamina analysis is quite good. The shielding at d.c. varied from 67.04dbs for THIN1 to 87.49 dks
for BAEp5. As the frequency increased the shielding initially remained constant until about 1OHz for
the RAE sample, and until about 3MUZ for BAEP5. For higher frequencies the shielding improved.

5.2. Samples with Anisotropic Averaged Conductivity.

1ri I The agreement between the averaged theory and tUhe lamina analysis holds only for a cortain frequency
range e.g. 0-20 MHz for WA12, 0-10 14Hz for BAE2A, 0-3 MHz for 8MM. If we consider the case of the
incident field parallel to the direction of the smallest component of the averaged conductivity tensor
the averaged theory and lamina analysis are in rough agreement however up to about 300 MHz. For the
incident E field parallel to the higher component of the averaged conductivity we see that the shielding

does not increase with frequency as rapidly as is indicated by the averaged theory.

Above 300 MHz the shielding behaviour of THIN2, for Einc.L x', remained at roughly 61 dbs ito witiLin
+ 2 dbs) up to at least 10 GUz. This is in contradiction to the average theory

5.3. Saml)les with Air Gaps.

IL The effect of introducing air gaps in samples is to increase the shielding when the frequency is
sufficiently high. There is no such effect at d.c. (The sample 8MMA is the same at 8MM except that
a 2 cm air gap is introduced in the centre of the sheet. 8MMB is similar except that the gap is 20 cm).
This phenomena is a well-known property of double shields, (Rizk F.A.M., 1977).

1 46.0 APPARENT. LESISTIVrt"'L

In figure 7 we show the apparent resistivity, px' and py' calculated from the A matrix. Also shown are
some measured results based on samples 5 mm wide. The two sets of results generally agree to within a
factor of 2.

Tablý_ 3. Avaraged Resistivities Px' and Py1. at DC-.

PX1  PyI px(ERA) p ,(EIRA)

-A -4 -4 -4
Sample 10 Om 10 alm 10 fix 1. alm

THINl .419 .419

THIN2 .280 .834

VIAR .419 .410 .56 .59

""BAr .419 .419 .59 .61

BAE2 .280 .834 .31 .52

BA22A .280 .834 .31 52

BAr4 .4419 .419 .52 .55

BAE6 .210 95.0 .210 95.0

MAEP5 .419 .419 .45 1.0

8UM .280 .834

BAE2AL .121 .170

7.0 TRANSVERSE CONDUCTIVITY

The value of transverse conductivity (i.e. O z used in the calculations reported so far has been of no

significance because for normal incidence the induced currents flow entirely in the plane of the sheit.
It may be asked however whether az plays a role in shielding for other than plane waves normally-incident.
Three different values of 0 were used, viz 1.0, 40.0, 105.3 mho/m. It was found that for plane wave
shielding the precise valuezof o is not important.

The lamina analysis assumes that the laminae touch along their surfaces. This amounts to assuming
perfect electric contact. In practice there may be contact resistance between the laminae. in fact
from some of the photographs, diagram 1, there may be regions at the interface where fibres are absent
and the net result may be some form of contact resistance. To investigate whether these effects could

* affect the shielding characteristics of CFRP we considered the BAr2 lay-up but interposed at Each
interface between laminae a thin layar (.006 mm thick) of dielectric (e - 3.5c ) was located. This
has the effect of insulating the laminae from each other. However the alteration in shielding wasgenerally small.J

S• . TRANSFER AND SURFACE IMPEDANCE

For samples without air gaps it was found possible to calculate the reflected and trancmittea ffelds

that arise for incident plane waves arriving at an arbitrary angle of incidence, by means of 1urface

*(Z )and transfer (ZT impedance tensors (i.e. 2 x 2 matrices). See figures 8, 9. The off-diagonal
ST
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elements of tCe transfer impedance are responsible for the difffererce between the averaged theory and
lamin& analysis seen in figure 6.

9.0 CFC GROUND PLANE

We consider an elementary electric dipole on a CFC ground plane. Even for an extreMe example, viz.
THIN2 (thickness .5 mw) at 1 GHz (maximum component of surface impedance tensor 1.6 ohms) and polar
anglo 890, the far field reduction compared to a perfect gzuand plane was only 1.3 dbs. We conclude
tnat as regards Zar fields for most applications the CFC can be assumed perfectly conducting.

10.0 PLANE SCr.EEN EMP SHIELDING
!•:• The peak value (1.0 v/m) of the chosen normally incident EMP (a - 6 x 106, 8"8 x 107) occurs at 35 no.

It vis found that the transmitted field had approximately the same polarization as the incident field.

Table 4. Peak Values of the Transmitted Slectric Field.

Einc//x, Einc//x' Einc//y, Einc//y,

Sample Peak Value Time of Peak Peak Value Time of Peak
V/im (nanoseconds) (V/ ) (nanoseconds)

THIN2 2.97x10-4 37 8.86x0-4  36
BAEl 1 .15xlO 5 58 1.15xlO- 4  58
BAE2 6.79xO-_ 75 2.21xlO-4 47
BAE2JiL 2 37xlo 6 120 i 4.08x1_ 5  70
8MM 5.85xi0- 436 3.16x.10 207

11.0 CONCLUSIONS

The mathematical theory presented above can be used to calculate the planto wave screening and surface
and transfer impedances of CFC. Comparison has been maie with a simpler theory whereby the entire
CFC sheet is replaced by a homogeneous kut anisotropic material. The siumpler theory is valid below
a certain frequency (approx. 30 MHz for 2 mm thick sample) but at higher frequencies does not always
provide the correct polarization or magnitude.
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Table 5. Lay up of examples considered

N No.of Lay-up (wr.t. tofixedaxis x')
I:bm Thikness laminae

IThin1 .5 4 0900 90

Thin2 .5 I 4 0 45 0 45
Roe 1.75 1C 0 900 90...
'1 I. t85 0 0 900 90
Bae2 1.98 16 0 450-45
Bor2a ).98 16 45-45 4545 00000000

-45 45 -45 45

Bae4 i.19 8 45-45 .___

Bae6 2.11 16 0 ...
BaEp5. 5.26 40 90 45 045-45 0 45 90 ...
8MM t7.92 64 0 45045 ...
8MN, IQ 27.92 65 045 045... 0

"-32-•tnie 2cm air gap
i MM 20792 65 0_45 Q.. o4 0

,3_2 1-aming 20cm air C p
.. 00 45"T--3.0 3 0 45 90

Iaa !.§U5 17 SO_ 45 0-45..., 0
16 Jaminae Qluminium.005

-' ,mm

II
, J-i
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RF RESISTIVITY AND SCREENING CHARACTERISTICS

OF CFC MATERIALS

D.A. Bull, G.A, Jackson and B.W. Smithers

ERA Technology Ltd

Leatherhead

Surrey

U.K.

SUMMARY

A series of investigations have been made to determine both the electrical resistance
characteristics of carbon fibre composite (CFC) samples and their screening properties.

Resistivity was examined from d.c. to 300 MHz and certain effects of environment were

noted under d.c. test conditions.

The measurement of screening properties required much larger samples and test frequencies
ranged from 150 kHz to 30 MHz for the magnetic mode and from 50 MHz to LO0O MHz for the
electric mode.

This paper describes the methods and techniques employed with brief cordunts on some of
the theoretical aspects of conduction and screening.

1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon fibre composite materials have been subjected to intensive examinations concerning
their mechanical properties but their electrical properties, particularly at high
frequencies, are :nuuh less well-known. The performance of CFC will be inferior to that
of metal in respect of conductivity and screening and it is difficult to predict the
performance of an aircraft containing substantial proportions of CFC material without a
reasonable body of fundamental data.

ERA Technology was asked to examine a number of the basic properties of CFC materials
including the present noasurements of electrical resistance and screening. An interestirg
feature of the latter is the relationship between the results of attenuation assessment
under both near and far iield conditions.

2. CARBON FIBRE COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Although 7arbon fibres were produced commercially a century agor the use of long fibres of
controlled diameter embedded In a matrix to form a constructional material of great
strength and lightness is a comparatively recent develoi.ment. Progress has been such that
these materlals are now to bt found in iuippment for the leisure market, boat-building,
automotive engineering as weI.l as for our present concern, the aerospace industry.
Carboo fibre composites have used, for exasple, in the AV8B wing, the HIMAT experimental
model and in civil and military aeroplanes in the U.K.

Individual carbon fibres have a diameter of 7 - 8 10 m and are grouped together in
bund)es of many thousands (often 10,000) to form a tow. Such tows are coated with resin
and laid parallel and suitably spaced on a non-stick surface. A second sheet of non-
stink paper or plastic film is placed on top of the tows, the latter having a circular
cross-section at this stage. The tows axe then rolled between the two sheets to flatten
them so that filaments in adjacent tows meet, filling the gaps between them. A tow of
circular cross-section may have a diametei of 2mm but after rcllJ.ng, a spread up to 6mm
or 12mm may occur (GILL, R.M.., 1972). The accepted term for the composite at this stage
is 'pre-preg' and can be stored in drums which if maintained at a suitably lot.
temperature can have a satisfactory 'shelf-life'. The orientation of the tow is normally
unidirectional and successive plies are laid as required to obtain the mechanical
performance for particular applications.

A curing cycle at the necessary temperatures and applied pressure completes the
production of a sheet or more complex shape as desired.

3. PREVIOUS WORK uN RESISTIVITY

Measurements of low-frequency conductivity (d.c. to 1 MHz) have been reported,

xg V_
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(SCRUGGS, L.A.; GAJDA, W.R.., 1977). These measurements were made both for current flow
parallel to and across the fibre direction in a unidirectional material. At the higher
frequencies of this range, sample voltage was measured with an oscilloscope and current
was derived from the voltage drop across a known resistor connected in series with the
sample. Results gav:3aresietivity of the order 5 x 10-4 =mwhich was constant from d.c.to
1 MHz when current flow was parallel to fibre direction. The method is not suitable for
uae at frequencies very much higher than I MHz as the reactance of the sample soon
becomes comparable with resistance.

Some more recent results (GAJDA, W.R.., 1979) suggest d.c. resistivity (unidirectional
CFC with current flow parallel to fibres) of 1.0 x 10-5 0m. This value agrees more
closely with those obtained at ERA than the earlier reeults of SCRUGGS and GAJDA.

Values of resistivity at 2 GHz similar to those at 1 M}Iz wre found, (WALKER, W.F. and
HEINTZ, R.E.., 1977), when using a CFC sample as a partition across a 50 ohm line. Using
another method (strip line), however, these authors expressed doubts about the accuracy
of results above 1 GHz. In the latter case the test-sample was connected as a shunt
path and treated as a lumped impedance. By introducing composite material (unidirectional)
as part of the strip line WALKER and HEINTZ calculated resistivities of 1.2 x 10-5 Qm jt
1. GHz and 4.5 x 10-5 2m at ý GHz.

Some more recent work (WALKER, W.F.; HEINTZ, R.E.., 1979) extends these measurements
down to 75 MHz by using long samples (6 feet). The authors suggest refinements for this
technique but currently have no explanation for the manner in which conductivity
decreases with frequency.

4. TEST METHODS FOR RESISTIVITY

The measurements of resistivity made at ERA and described below generally made use of a
Q-meter (Marconi TF1245A). Small samples (25mm x 10•m and 25mm x 5mm) were used in the
frequency range 1 MHz to 300 MHz. The Hewlett-Packard Vector Impedance Meter, Model
483,5A, can measure complex impedance over the range 0.5 MHz to 108 MHz in a very
convenient fashion, but is, unfortunately, limited in performance with small low
resistance samples.

Where longer samples are available having a higher resistance the performance of the
Vector Impedance Meter is somewhat improved, but the complexities. of mounting each
sample in a tzansmission line render the method less attractive (and less accurate) than
the use of the Q-mnter with small samples. Comparison measurements between Q-metler and
Vector Impedance Meter methods are described below.

In the Q-meter method the measurement of R.F. resistance of samples is accomplished
by including them in series coarection in a resonant circuit as indicated in Figure 1.
Figure 2(a) shows the test jig used at frequencies of 50 MHz and below. At frequencies
above 50 MHz and up to 300 MHz shorter conliections are required and Figure 2 (b) shows
a 'standard' inductor, and inductor with test sample included. Figure 3 shows where
electroless copper plating is used to enable soldered connections to be made to the
samples.

In the jig of 2 (a), if

Q1= Q value obtained with the test sample shorted

Q2 = Q value obtained with the test sample in circuit and C1 and C2 are the

corresponding indicated values of tuning capacitance for resonance then

= 1 1

where Rx is the required value of the resistance of the sample.

All tests were conducted at room temperature and prevailing humidity conditions.

Additionally, resistance under direct current conditions was obtained by measuring the
test sample voltage drop using a digital voltmeter, and comparing this with the voltage
drop across a standard resistance connected in series with the sample.

A larger sample forming the inner conductor of a parallel-plate line, figure 4, was
short-circuited at one end and the impedance at the open end was measured using a
Hewlett-Packard 4815A Vector Impedance Meter at frequencies up to 100 MHz. When using
the Impedance Meter with this sample (d.c. resistance 0.18 ohms) errors were minimised
by obtaining probe readings at the 'lOO1 check' socket on the instrument, and with the
probe tip shorted as well as with the sample connected.

5. ORIGIN AND STPUCTURE OF TEST SAMPLE MATERIALS

Ten types of material were ava!lable, all from U.K. sources. Details of structure and
fibre and resin types are liven in Table 1.
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6. PREPARATION OF SAMPLES

Sheets of CFC material as supplied, were generally in rectangular form. Arbitrary
orthogonal directions x and y were noted parallel to the sheet edges and samples were
cut using a hacksaw and marked 'x' and 'y'. Additionally, samples were obtained by
cutting at an angle of 450 to 'x' and 'y'. All edges were smoothed using a medium-fine
grade of glass-paper and finished with fine grade carborundum paper. The 25mm x lOmm or
25mm x 5mm faces were not abraded as good adhesion and electrical contact were not
required on these surfaces.

Samples were then wrapped in two layers of PVC adhesive tape of width 20mm so that a
2.5mm length at each end of the samples was exposed. The samples were then immersed in
a sensitiser solution for 10 to 15 minutes, washed thoroughly and immersed in an
electroless plating solution until an adequate deposit of copper was obtained. Details
of this process were supplied by Plegsey Research (Caswell) Limited and are to be found
in the Appendix to this paper. The samples, Figure 3, were washed, dried and soft
soldered into the jig of Figure 2(a), or the inductor end-pieces were soldered as
required for tests at higher frequencies. Entry of current into the sample was largely
at the 10mm x thickness or 5mm x thickness plated areas at the sample ends.

Direct electroplating using acidified copper sulphate solution and a suitable plating
current resulted in a satisfactory mechanical bond, but d.c. tests revealed that the
electrical bond was significantly inferior.

In connection with the short transmission line tests referred to in Section 4, a sample
of unidirectional CFC material, H, 200mm x 12mm x 2.11mm was connected as shown in
Fig'..e 4. The sample was cut with fibres parallel to main current flow and electroless
copper piated at each end, thus allowing it to be soft-soldered into the line.

7. RESULTS

7.1 Aeasurements On Small Samples Using Q-meter

Some examples of the results obtained are shown in Figures 5-6 and 5(a) - 6(a).
Resistivitiesare qenerally lower for the narrower, 25mm x 5mm samples. This is
consistent with the existence of a skin effect for current flow, since in the narrower
sample the loss in effective cross-sectional area will be proportionately less than in
wider samples as current retreats to surfaces and edges with rise in frequency.

This change in distribution of current over the cross-section, (skin effect), occurs
because those parts of the cross-section whioh are circled by the largest number of
mnagnetic flux lines have a greater inductance than other parts and hence a greater

reactance. Those parts having the greatest reactance will carry the least current.
With a flat strip, as used here, the current density is greatest at the edges, reduced
at the fla. surfaces and least in the centre. Hence, skin depth of current flow controls
the resistance for alternating currents. From Maxwellian theory it can be shown (HUNDJ.
A.., 1936) (WHINNERY, J.R.., 1942) that current penetration depth is proportional to f
and high frequency resistance is proportional to f½ in a conductor of circular cross-
sectioo. Figures 5(a) -6(a), where resistivity is plotted against fh show substantially
linear relationships.

In the case of the unidirectional sample H(y), Figure 6, where the fibres aze parallel
to the direction of current flow, the d.c. resistivity is shown as 2.1 to 2.4 x 10-5 m.
These samples contain Super A fibres of d.c. resistivity about 1.3 x 10-5 Qm. On this
basis the fibre volume fraction is between 0.54 and 0.62. It has been indicated
elsewhere (WHITNEY, J.M.., 1978) that volume fractions vary from about 0.60 to 0.65.

I

4..



TABLE 1

Test Material Data

Sample Fibre Resin Number of plies and lay angles. (Detailed lay-up where
known)

"" - henolic 16 plies, 00, 900

C SUPER A Code 69 10 laye:.s of cloth) 00, 900

D SUPER A BSL 914C 16 plies; O, - 45'

E SUPER A 5BSL 914C 16 plies; 08, 458

' F SUPER A BSL 914C 8 plies; ± 450

G SUPER A BSL 914C 16 plies; o ±45

H SUPER A BSL 914C Unidirectional; 00, 16 plies

I SUPER A BSL 914C 40 plies; 0°, 90°, -45
0,0, + 45,-45,0,0,90,O,C,+45,-45,0o0,oOO,+45-45, CeIitre

-L SUPER A J BSL 914C 16 plies; 00, ±450

P5 IN (High Code 69 Quasi-Isotropic
Modulus) 900, +450 , O 450, -450, 00, 4b° 900

S8 layers repeated 5 times

Table 2 shows the range of resistivities obtained at a number of frequencies, and which
are characteristic of samples or panels where good contact is maintained by copper
plating at the current entry and e;:it surfaces. It may be expected that these resistivity
results will be applicable to large panels with the same aspect ratios as the samples,
e.g. l.um x 2.51n panel analogous to lOmm x 25mm samples and 0.Sm x 2.5m pane! to 5mm x
25mm samples.

iI
TABLE 2

Ranges of Resistivities for CFC Mateiials

Resistivity ot unidirectional
, sa pl,,'• 10- QM

Frequency flangvs c~f resistivity-all samples Parallel Perpendicular
MHz except unidirectional - 5 1 o lay to lay

10 92M

1 3 to 15 2 1100

10 5 to 15 6 1100

50 12 to 35 12 1300

100 17 to 60 16 *

300 32 to 150 30 *

Moasurement not possible.

'.g U'
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The measurement technique was verified by measuring the resistance of a 22mm length of
Eureka resistance wire of 0.13im diameter from d.c. to 250 MHz and comparing these
results with calculated values. Differences were negligible up to 50 MHz, but the
measured value was 20% higher than calculated at 250 M1Hz. There is, however, a large
transition in conductor dimensions where the thin wire joins the inductor strip used at
250 MHz and proximity effects may be significant at the higher frequencies. Q-meter
accuracy is claimed as ±5 up to 10 K4z, rising to ±12% at 250 MHz and ±20% at 300 MHz.
An assessment of overall accuracy in the determination of the resistivity of the CFC
samples is difficult, but limits of ±10% up to 10 MHz, !20% from 10 MHz to 50 MHz and
±30% from 50 MHz to 300 MHz are probably realistic. Repeatability of measurements has
proved to be of a higher order, i.e. about ±5%.

7.2 Measurements using Unidirectional Samples H(y) in a Transmission Line

As noted in Section 4 and shown in Figure 4 a sample of unidirectional CFC material H(y),
was connected as part of a short-circuited transmission line. This sample was tested
using the Hewlett-Packard Vector Impedance Meter Type 4815A, adopting the precautions
noted in Section 4 above.

Figure 7 shows the results obtained and the resistance of the sample was found to
increase markedly with frequency. The sample was then examined using the Q-meter and
these results are also shown in Figure 7. A sample of this size is not well suited
to the Q-meter technique, but the results obtained are comparable with those found
using the Vector Impedance Meter. The resistivity values obtained by Q-meter at
frequencies above 30 MHz are probably less accurate, as the jig method., Figure 2 (a), is
inappropriate and an initial Q value, Q must be obtained by using a 'dummy' shorted
transmission line in which a brass striý replaces the CFC sample.

Figure 8 shows the Vector Impedance Meter results again, but now these are compared with
those found using the 25mm x 5mm sample of 11(y) material, as previously shown in
Figure 6. The length to width ratio for the transmission line sample is 16.7 compared
with 5 for this 0-meter sample. Results differ by a maximum of 15% at frequencies up
to 50 MHz. For such low resistance samples, (the 200mm strip has a d.c. resistance of
0.18 ohms), the accuracy of the Vector Impedance Meter is much reduced above about
50 MHz, and the use of the 0-meter (with smaller samples) is preferred.

In Figure 9 the resistivity of the transmission line sample as measured by the Vector
Impedance Meter is plotted against a scale proportional to f½. It will be seen that a
linear relationship occurs suggesting the existence of a normal skin effect for
current flow.

The measurements show that results obtained using a Q-meter are in good agreement with
those made using the Vector Impedance Meter and both methods demonstrate the presence
of skin effect.,

8. THE CALCULATION OF B.F. RESISTANCE OF CFC SAMPLES

A method for the calculation of the resistance of samples over a range of frequencies
would be of considerable value and the measurements made on the ten types of material
listed in Table 1 could provide ample validation for such procedures.

Belevitch (BELEVITCH, V.., 1971) has considered lateral skin effect in a flat conductor
of thickness t and width or lateral dimension w. His analytical treatment for
conductors of eiliptical cross-section is complete, but only partial solutions were
obtainable, using numerical treatments, for conductors with sharp edges (e.g. rectangular
cross-section).

In view of these limitations in the theoretical description of the high frequency
behaviour of simple materials it appears that no rigorous treatment can be envisaged for
the more complex case of CFC at the present time.

•<I•, •A simpler approach to this problem has been tried at ERA and the obvious sample for aninitial consideration is H (y), the unidirectional material, with main current flow

in the O0 direction (i.e. in the direction of fibre-lay).

"Haefner (IHAEFNER, S.J.., 1937) described a method based on experimental evidence, for
calculating the alternating current resistance of conductors of rectangular cross-section
- see also, Terman (TERMAN, F.E.., 1943). Haefner's corroborative measurements were made
at frequencies up to 8 kHz, but his examination of data from other sources suggested
that good agreement between theory and measurement would be maintained at much higherI frequencies. Figure i0 shows how the ratio Rac/ d• is relatecd to a parameter p for
various ratiov of width to thickness of the crosa ection of the sample.

1-aefner's treatment has been applied to sample H(y), the unidirectional material, usingthe direct current resistivity as a basis for calculating resisitivity at high frequencies.
Measured and calculated values are shown in Figure C and the calculated values are seen
to be about 20% lower than those measured at 100 MHz.

• •" . .i, .... ',-.,• i .• • • .. •.-,••,,--'.-••I->•'
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Considerable fibre to fibre contact occurs in CFC material of any construction and there
is therefore, a strong tendency for skin effect to be developed as in a homogeneous
material.

Proximity or coupling effects between bundles of fibres (tows) have been considered, and
if existing, would modify the resistivity values calculated by Haefner's method and
improve the agreement between measured and calculated results. Proximity effects are,
however, insufficiently developed in a material having the resistivities of CFC materials
to have an appreciable effect on the calculations.

A specimen of H(y) unidirectional material was cut 12mm wide and mounted and polished
so that the circular fibre ends could be examined. Under microscopic observation the
ply boundaries were clearly dofined but no delineation of tow to tow boundariaa within
a ply were detectable. It is apparent that the measurements on samples H(y) of widths
5mm and 10mm vere conducted on a material composed of parallel layers poorly insulated
from one another. Measurements made perpendicular to the strips showed the resistivity
to be about five times greater than that across the fibre direction. It has not been
possible, so far, to make a theoretical prediction of the high frequency behaviour of
such a composite material.

It is instructive, however, to consider the theoretical behaviour of an hypothetical
CFC material of small dimensions, 41.57mm x 1.57mm cross-section and 10mm in length),
where the tows (4 in number and 10 fibres per tow) can be regarded as discrete
conductors when cross fibre resistivities are assumed to be as those found insamples of material type H.

Howe (HOWE, G.W.O.., 1917) gives a method for calculating the ratio Rac/Rdc for such a
sample.

Table 3 shows the results obtained and these are compared with calculations using
Haefner's method appropriate to a conductor of homogeneous cross-section.

The ratio Rac/Rdc for the composite consisting of four discrete tows, shows that the
grouping of thousands of fibres in a tow with fibre-to-fibre contact within each tow
gives rise to a strong skin effect at frequencies above 10 MHz. At frequencies up to
100 MHz the ratio Rac/ is not very different from that found for a solid
homogeneous cross-sect£.~

TABLE 3I4
Comparison between discrete tow and homogeneous structures

Frequency Rac/Rdc Rac/Rdc (Haefner,
(MHz) (Howe, 4 tows) homogeneous)

0.1 1.0 1.0

0.3 1.0 1.0

1 1.002 1.0

3 1.005 1.0

10 1.046 1.05

30 1.29 1.15

100 2.0 1.90

300 2.67 3.05

1000 4.06 5.44

9 THE EFFECT OF VARIOUS LIQUIDS ON THE DC RESISTANCE OF CFC SAMPLES

Environmental effects on CFC materials are of pri.me importance and work has been done
concerned with the effects on direct current resistance for small samples immersed in a
variety of liquids.

Water is an obvious candidate liquid and in order to reduce the time required to reach
saturation, samples were immersed in boiling water for at least 72 hours, samples
remaining immersed when not boiled. Total time of imxnersion was nearly 700 hours.

Samples were also boiled in a synthetic sea water solution for a least 72 hours and the
total time of inmnersion exceeded 1000 hours. Sample construction is shown in Figure 11
with screws, nuts and washers for electrical connection. Although in the main test
batch, such fittings were removed during boiling in sea-water, an additional sample was
fitted with brass screws and boiled separately in sea water. Corrosion effects on
these permanently fitted brass screws were found to be slight.
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The increase in voltage drop for seven samples immersed in boiling water was about 30%
for a 79 hour period of boiling. One other sample, composed of woven cloth, was
unaffected by such treatment.

Samples immersed in boiling sea water fared less well, however, and some voltage drops
increased by up to 100%. Some degree of variation may have been introduced by the 4repeated assembly and dismantling of the screw fittings duri.g the boiling period. The
sample boiled separately, only increased in voltage drop by 8% compared with a 40t
increase for a sample of the same material boiled without fittings, although the effects4
of contamination by small amounts of copper and zinc cannot be discounted. Once again,
a sample composed of woven cloth was virtually unaffected b; boiling in sea water.

The immersion of samples at room temperature in WD40 protective fluid, nydraulic fluid
and paraffin for periods ranging from 300 to 1400 hours had virtually no effect on
voltage drop.

Some of the test samples boiled in water were re-measured for voltage drop after they
had remained immersed at room temperature for a further 1400 hours after boiling ceased.
They were then placed in a vacuum chamber at a pressure equivale[it to an altitude of
21 km (about 35 torr) for a period of 16 hours. Voltage drops wore measured after
returning the sample to atmospheric pressure. No changes in voltage drop occurred as a
result of this treatment.

10 SUMMARY OF RESULTS ON RF RESISTIVITY AND FLUID IMMERSION TESTS

Ten types of CFC material have been examined over the range d.c. to 300 MHz. In the
case of unidirectional CFC the resisuivity at d.c. and low freqaencies and where main
current flow is in the direction of the fibre lay is ccnsistent with the expected fibre
volume fraction of 0.60 to 0.65.

Skin effect develops in all samples in a manner similar to thet for a homogeneous
isotrooic maierial when connections to the test samples are made in the manner described.
The effect can be measured by Q-meter or Vector Impedance Meter techniques. The Q-meter
is usable at frequencies up to 300 MHz whereas the Vector Impedance Meter is limited to
108 MHz, and is not well suited to the low resistance of CFC samples.

Water absorption to saturation has been found to increase the electrical resistance of
samples 20% to 40% with the exception of a woven sample where no change in resistance
occurred.

Immersion in boiling sea water increased the voltage drop of test Camples Ly as much as
100% but the sample of woven cloth material was again unaffected by suck treatment.

Immersion in protective fluid, hydraulic fluid or paraffin showed little effect on any
sample.

No significant changes in voltage drop were produced after subjecting water saturated
samples to an ambient air pressuro equivalent to an altitude of 21 km for a period of
16 hours.

11 SCREENING

11.1 Previoup work on screening

The literature concerned with screening by CFC is somewhat larmer than that pertaining
to resistivity and detailed comments cannot be made on it in a paper o'f this length.
V. We would instance as examples papers suich as those by !SKOUBY C.D.., 1975), (STRAWK., D;
FISZKER, L.., i975) without intending the denigration of any other works published
prior to or ai-er these dates. The authors referred to above as well as others,
described the used of a 'box' metiod for screening measurements and which is the method
adopted at ERA for this purpose.

F 11.2 Dufinitlon

The purpose of screening is to provide some degreb rf isolation between a source of
electromagnetic en2rgy or transnxitter and sensitive electronic equipment or' receiver.
The definition of screenig ability is the ratio of thŽ kield strength in the unprotected
"free space situaiion to the corresponding va2uue with the d.reen in place. The
attenuation In the magnetic moc.e AH =1H1i/H and in the electric mode A. . ZI/L whereH 1 / 2 whr
the subscripts refer to the field strength in 1 - free space and 2 - inside the
enclosures. The definition relates to the tangentLal components of the field and
makes no assumtptions other thdn tnat adequate rejection of the component not being
measured can be achieved by the measuring technique adopted. The important feature in
the separation of the attenuation measurements into ,naqnetic and electric mode values
is the use of the appropriate receiving aerials.

11.3 Techniques of Assessment

Tile concept of the perfect enclosure may be introduced at this stage. This is not an
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enclosure having infinite attenuation but one in which penetration is due to
disvributed transfer through the material of the screen only and not due to imperfections
such as joints, seams, windows etc. In the absence of imperfections, the field within
the enclosure is less affected by local distortion and the position of internal equipment
for measiremiants is not so critical. However, ideal conditions such as these are
rarely achievable in practice and the investigation on composite panel5 was no exception.
The techniques which were employed involved the construction of a l.Om copper box with
one side replaced by the panel under test. The installation of the composite panel in
the copper box inevitably results in departure from the concept of the perfect
enclosure but the methods of assessment have been designed to ensure as far as possible
that the attenuation of the complete structure is determined by distributed transfer
through the composite panel. The incident electromagnetic field consists of separate
but interrelated electric and magnetic components, complex in the near field but simple
transverse E and H components in the far field. For any incident field the pattern of
induced current flow in the screen is dependent on the particular component under
consideration as shown in Figure 12.See also MIEDZINSKI, J.., (1959). The composite
panel was fitted to the copper enclosure and the transmitting aerial was orientated to
ensure maximum flow of induced current in the panel.

The investigation was separated into magnetic and electric mode measurements, the former
using loop aerials and extending from 0.15 to 30 MHz while the latter used biconizal
aerials and covered the range 50 -1000 MHz. Separation into reflection and absorption
losses has not been included in the investigation. However, several of the sample
panels provided had a thickness of 2.Ommwhich is approximately equal to the penetration
depth at frequencies around 2 MHz. Thus the attenuation at low radio frequencies isgenerally dominated by reflection loss while at higher frequencies the effect of
absorption increases rapidly and becomes dominant in the v.h.f. band and above.

12. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Sample panels of either l.Om2 or 0.5m2 were normally supplied with imperfect edges as a
result of the curing procedure, and also had, by the nature of the curing, a resin-rich
surface preventing good contact to the fibres. Before making any screening measurements,therefore, the rough edges were trimmed by file and abrasive paper.

Initial measurements of the screening performance of each sample were made, as described
in sub-sections 12.1 and 12.2 before removal of the surface resin layer. Further
measurements were required with as good a contact as could be obtained between the panels
and test enclosure.

This was achieved by removing approximately 25mm of the top resin layer on all four
sides of one surface of the sample and electroless copper plating the exposed carbon
fibres of the surface together with the edges in the manner described in section 6.The general experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 13. The basis of all measurements
was to set up transmitting and receiving aerials at a fixed separation distance, generally
one metre, and to obtain values of received field strength over the appropriate frequency
range for a known transmitter output. The receiving system was then installed inside
the copper box with the appropriate panel in place and the measurements were repeated.

Considerable care was taken to ensure that the physical conditions, separation distance
etc., were maintained throughout the measurements.

12.1 Magnetic Mode

In the frequency range between 0.15 and 30 MHz the transmitter or power amplifier was
used to energise loop aerials having a diameterof 25 cms. Similar loops were used as
receiving aerials and formed part of the tuned input circuit in an amplifier which in
turn was connected to an interference measuring receiver. The complete receiving
installation was installed inside the copper enclosure and was battery powered. Theloop aerials were tuned to resonance at each test frequency in order to achieve
maximum sensitivity and were also orientated for maximum reception of signal. In
practically all tests the orientation was very-close to the predicted position indicating
that distiibuted transfer was the dominant mode of propaqation through the screen. Tests
were performed throughout the frequency range under the following conditions 1 1. Free
space, 2. CFC panel installed but with edges unplated, 3. Paael installed with edges
plated, 4. Enclosure alone, open on one side.

12.2 Electric Mode

Measurements in the electric mode covered the frequency range from 50 to 1000 MHz.
Considerable problems were encountered with attempts to employ rod or doublet aerials
particularly at lower frequencies, where lack of sensitivity determined the minimum
frequency at which reasonable measurements could be made. Further investigations led
to the development of scaled down bicooical aerials for transmission and reception
which gave good coverage of the frequency range without the need for adjustment.
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For reasons of operational convenience the transmitting biconical aerial was installed
inside the enclosure under test and was fed through double screened coaxial cable from
the power amplifier and signal generator. The latter were installed in a similar but
separate screened enclosure to ensure that no parallel propagation paths existed. The
receiving biconical aerial was installed at the appropriate distance outside the
enclosure under test.

Coverage of such a wide frequency range inevitably meant that resonant effects were
encountered, which tended to dominate the results. Cavity resonance in the test
enclosure occurred at about 230 MHz but the effects were reduced to negligible
proportions by the installation of resistive damping material around the internal walls.

13 RESULTS OF SCREENING M2ASUREMENTS

The results that are included are representative of many others produced during the
course of a very comprehensive investigation. The samples referred to in the paper
employed XAS fibres and BSL 914C resin. In Figure 14 the attenuation t.r the magnetic
mode is shown for frequencies between 0.15 and 30 MHz. The upper curve shows the
attenuation for a sample with edges plated by the methods described and for which good
all round contact was maintained with the metal box. The attenuation is not large
rising directly with frequency as might La expected for a panel ithose thickness, 2mm,
was approximately equal to the penetration depth at about 2 MHz. Thv absorption loss is
estimated to be less than iOdB at 1 MHz and probably no more than 40 dB at 30 MHz so
that reflection loss largely determines the overall attenuation in the frequency range
up to 30 MHz. However, the increasing attenuation at frequencies approaching 30 MHz
indicates that the absorption loss is likely to become dominant in the v.h.f. band.
It must be emphasised that the values of attenuation refer to the composite panel alone,
allowance having been made for the contribution provided by the five sided enclosure.
The reduction in attenuation due to poor joints is well shown by the lower curve which
presents the results for the same panel before plating.

Figure 15 shows the measured values of attenuation in the electriý mode over the
frequency range from 50 to 1000 MHz, again for the same plated and unplated panel. The
frequency range was restricted by the inefficiency of the small biconical aerials which
were used. The fluctuations in the attenuation are due to inperfections in the
measuring technique rather than to variations in the sample. In particular the effect
of the open sided enclosure on the small high impedance biconical aerials is much
greater than on the loop aerials used for measurement of magnetic attenuation. The
values around 90 - 100 dB are comparable with the limit of meazurement as it is
extremely difficult to provide this degree of isolation between the transmitting and
receiving systems, 8o that the inherent attenuation provided by the CFC panel is
probably much greatex than the values shown. The most significant factor is again the
deterioration in attenuation when there is poor contact betweer, the CFC panel and the
metal enclosure. The reduction shownis about 40dB and is probably an underestimate.

Figure 16 shows the results of the measurements of attenuation in the magnetic mode for
three different samples of composite panels. One panel was conventional 16 ply CFC
whereas the other two consisted of two 4 ply sheets surrounding a honeycomb in-fill of
aluminum and of Hexcelwhich is an insulating material. The mechanism of screening has
not been investigated in detail but absorption loss is probably dominant at frequencies
above 30 MHz while at lower frequencies attenuation is provided by multiple reflection

in the complex panels. The over~ill result is a level of attenuation in the magnetic
mode of comparable value with that provided by the 16 ply panel.

i'igure 17 shows the attenuation in the magnetic mode for the same panel as used to
obtain the results given in Figure 14 but obtained entirely under fay field conditions.
In the frequency range up to 1.5 MHz broadcast transmitters were usad at distances
of auout 200 km and in the range 1.5 - 30 MHz a small local source was used at a
distance of 200 metres which was at least one wavelength at the lowest test fo~equency.
Comparison of the results in Figures 14 and 17 shows close agreement.

Cailculaticn of attenuation based on resistivity may Le performed using a number of
procedures. These generally involve a calculation for a spherical shell of CFC material.
if this is done, calculated values are up to about iOdB below measured values, Detailed
investigations have not been made.

14 SUMMARY

This investigation, had, among its objectives the provision of informsatý.oon to fill a gap
in current knowledge of the r.f. pr'opeýties of composite materials. This paper has
provided a desc.ription of the techniques of measurement of the screening attenuation for
panels of CFC material. The good agreement achieved between attenuation measurements
under near and far field conditions, although investiqated at present only for the
magnetic field, is nevertheless a good indication that consistent and repeatable results *1
can be obtained by the techniques which have beoa devised.
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It has been shown that CFC panels sucnq as are presently being used in aircraft
construction are inherently capable of provid~ing high attenuation at frrquencios in the
v.h.f. band and above. In the h.f. band the attenuation of magnetic fields will. fall
approximately dire--a"y with reducing frequency and is unlikely !-o exoeed 20dB at
frequennies below 1 MHz. The importance of bondi1ng the CFC pan'ola to the main strvcture
has bs'-.en ciGarly shown and the method of electroless plating has been demnsra as one
possibility for achieving adequate bonding. Several aspects of the problem whiý:h still
require detailed study are the attenuation in the electric mode at frequencies below 30
MHz, and the performance of bonded joints between CFC panels. Furth'-er corroboratioli is
also needed of tne agreement between near and far field measurement3,
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APPENLIX

Blectroless 2lating of CFrC sam. ne,lE

Selasitisor (Note. This car, be .-ýG-used)
Add 3.5g n~ to 20m1 cone. 11C1 and add 5ra1 of 1% Pd C12 Make up to lO0ami with

distilled water. Inunerse th~e piuce to be plated for about 5 minutes ai- rooni temperature
and then rinse thoroughly (10 ininutes)

Plating solution

35g CuS0 4  5H 210; 170g sodium potassium tartrate; 50g NaOll. Make up to 1 litre with

distilled water. Just prior to use, this solution, (or part of it) , should have added to
it- formaldehyde solution in the ratio of lO0irixture: 8 formaldohydo solution. 'rho t) nsed
9specime1n Should now be pl4ced in this mixture., and loft uitil plated. Plating occurs
beut on rough ourfar~es (it duos not adhere 91(,ll to the smooth outer Layar ot rusin) . The
reselLIng copper layer is readily &loldored but overheatinq is to be avolded.
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Test Sample Rx

ShortingE/e

resistance

SCilbtne wihRsotd* Jig with shorting switch
1 i.:tindwt Rsotdusable to 50 MHz,dual

SC2 ,Q2 ,obfained with Rx in circuit inductor meihod used above
I 50 MHz. (See Fig. 2 (b))

S~Test samples are 25mm x 10mm (length x width)
S~and 25mrm x 5mam.

12 Fig. 1 Q-mneter test circuit
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Perspex
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F Inductor
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is I with no electrical
F is O'076mm I , I connection to jig
brass (oil / I "®J

1 F
N I

\I I

Shorting Sw.

Fig.2(a) Test jig I to 50 MHz

Standard inductor for 100 to 300 MHz (O'076mm brass)

•' to end- pieces

Test 7rample --

-- P35mm

'r End - piece
7,( 7

,,Standard Finductor for igsapesa 100 to 300 MH z 006mbas
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~ Plating on epoxy surface

Plating on cut and cleaned surfaces

Fig.3 Plated sample

Copper clod resin-bonded fibre glass
circuit board. Copper on outside only.

Soft Soldie

12min 25mm

00n(766brass strip

I Fig.4 Transmission line sample of unidirectional material H(y),
length 200mm, thickness 2.11Imm
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SAMPLE D(y),0* t 4 5 ,16ply Fibre Super A
0 L=25, W=1O, t =l198(mm) re Super4A

x Lm25,W =5.5,t =l98(mm) Resin BSL 914C

SI3

$0

A- 0

: DC0 03 1 
10 4 fm

13 10 30 100 300
Frequency , MHz

Fig.5 Typical resistivity-frequency characteristics

SAMPLE 0 (y)O0 0 4 5 ,16 ply Fibre ' Super A
0 L=25,W=10, t=I,98(mm)
x L=25, W=5.5, t= i,6 (mm) Resin BSL 914C

0I

10 30 50 100 '50 200 250 300
j Scale proportional to (frequency )I/2 (frequencies indicated in MHz)

Fig.5(a) Typical resistivity-frequency characteristics
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4-
SAMPLE H (y), Unidirectional Fibre Super A

0 =2,W=10 z216, mm Resin 8SL 914 C
x L=25, W 5,0ft=2-1, (mm)

0
3

Dashed lines are resistivity0
CL values calculated using the

2 treatment due to lloefner
described in section 7.

0-24 l0'4tl'1?(10mm sample)

I C 0.21 10,4 1IM(5 m~n Sample) I0

I310 30 100 300
Freouency, MHz

Fis.6 Typical resistivity-frequency characteristics

4I
4rSAMPLE H (y) Unidirectional Fibre Super A

0 L =25, W --0, t, = 2 -11 (mm) Resin BSL 914C
L=25,W=5,t= 1,Mm

0

I Saleto~frquncy½ (reuen~e inicaedIn L.

A2
'Ii,____ ____ ___ ____
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1 .5 -

0-o Vector Impedance Meter ILx-., Q-_meter /

Materl- H (y) Q-meter method of
limited accuracy at
frequencies above 30 MHz
for samples of this /
size (see Section 6.2) /

'0 .I00 /

/0

05

1hs 3bae us0n 30 ni 100

Frequency, MHz

Fig.7 Transmission line sample 200amm x 12imm x 2.1 1mm (see figure 4) -- resistivity measurementsby vector impedance, meter compared with those obtain~ed using Q-mneterA

1.5 0- 0 Vector Impedance Meter
(large somple)

)t.--. 0 -meter (small sample)

Material - H(y)

E 0

o_ /

Sr0*

2 -

(r 0.5 - 10

3 10 30 100
Frequency, MHz.

SFig.8 Transmission line sample 200ram x 121nm x 2.11 imn (see figure 4) - resistivity by vector impedance meter,
compared with measurements by Q-meter using 25mm x 5mm x 2.11 mm samples of figure 6

//I
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• ... .1.0 -

0

0

•v')I

L I

I I I I

i •t 0

00 10 20 30 4050 '080 100

Fig,9 Transmission line sample 200min x 12mm x 2.11 min. Resistivity measurements by vector imnpedance nietcr
plotted against scale proportional to (frequency) V/2 (frequencies indicated in MHz)

___ __ __ __ __ __ __5-

w/t

,- 8

Roc 16

2-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 " 8 9 10

- F~rf 11/2
pF-i 7]

LRdeIoJ
f = frequency in Hz

Rdc= resistance of conductor in ohms per metre (direct current)

Fig. 10 Resistance ratio for conductor of rectangular cross-section
in terms of parameter p
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'I Fittings are 88A bra~ss screws

~22SWG tinned copper with washers and nuts.

660m

Fig. 11 Samples for fluid immersion tests

Circulating current -- -Oscillating curredj

C F C

CFC Test

paanel

coppercrpeen
screroen

Source Source

Fig. 12 1"aterns of current flow
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Panel

,- r n ritn

Loop

Fige soc

iFig. 13 Experimental arrangement. (Loops coplanar)

110II

00 Loop separation Loop ariena taion Sample 16 ply ± 45 j
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70ý
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Fig.14 Magnetic attenuation
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110
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Fig.15 Electric attenuation
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Fig. 16 Magnetic attenuation
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II
IOk- Samnple 16 p-y' ± 45" J.

.40
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Frequency W.H z

Fig. 17 Magnetic attenuation - far field source
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THE MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY IN

CARBON/EPOXY COMPOSITE MATERIALS OVER THE

FREQUENCY RANGE OF 75 MHZ TO 2.0 GRZ

W. F. Walker
Electrical Engineering Department
Rochester Institute of Technology

Rochester, N.Y. 14623, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

A stripline technique for the measurement of longitudinal and transverse conductivity of
graphite (carbon)/epoxy composite materials over the VHF/UHF (75 MHz to 2.0 GHz range) is
described. The method is unusual in that it is essentially free of the uncertain effectu
of contact resistance between the sample and the measurement apparatus. The underlying
theory of the method rests on the relationship between the conductivity of the sample and
the lossy standing wave patterns established on the strip transmission line. The essen-

tials of this theory are presented in the paper.

In addition to the presentation of the theory behind the method, the paper includes illus-
trations of experimental models of the test transmission line. Longitudinal and trans-
verse conductivity measurements on graphite/epoxy are also presented as well as longitu-
dinal measurements of boron/epoxy and aluminum in the 1.0 GHz to 2.0 GHz range.

1. INTRODUCTION

Any technique for the measurement of conductivity o:1 carbon/epoxy composite materials
over the 75 MHz to 2.0 GHz frequency range must contend with three major constraining
conditions:

a) spurious contact resistance between the carbon/epoxy sample and the measure-
ment apparatus must not interfere with the accuracy of measurement.

b) The dimensions (in wavelengths) of the samples will be such that field and
wave analysis methods will be required rather than "lumped circuit" analysis
methods.

c) Methods based on large-sheet, plane wave excitation at normal incidence
will be impractical in all but the largest anechoic facilities.

- The slotted strip-line method described here was devised with these conditions upper-most
in mind.

2. THE SLOTTED STRIPLINE TEST APPARATUS

The basic geometry of the slotted stripline composite material tester is shown in Figure
2.-1. The line is driven from a Radio Frequency (RF) generator at one end and left "open-
circuited" at the other. The finite conductivity of the composite conductor produces
dissipative voltage-standing-wave-patterns along the transmission line which are sensed
by the probe. The E-Field squared-magnitude IE I is then given by:

SIE21 K[cosh(2ax + 2u) + cos(28x + 2@)] (2-1)

where, K - a "gain constant" in (volts/meter)2 depending upon source strength.

x - distance (meters) from the line end opposite the source.

a - real part (nepers/meter) of the propagation factor, y.

S- imaginary part (radians/meter) of the propagation factor.

y -'u + jO - complex propagation factor along tle line.

u - a "termination factor" (nepers) - equal to zero for a pure open-
i' circuit termination.

- a "termination factor" (radians) equal to Lero for a pure open-
circuit termination.

A schematic representation of the test circuit and sketch of a typical lossy-line stand-
ing wave pattern are in given in Figure 2-2. In the measurement of a eampie, the squared-
voltage-standing-wave-pattern is plotted and the parameters a9 and a, are readily deter-
mined from this plotted data.

In samples of high conductivity along the axis of the slotted line (e.g. aluminum,
carbon/epoxy and boron/epoxy with fibers parallel to the line axis) the skin depth is very
small compared to the sample thickness. The admittivity 91 - a c+j.wccl of these sampls
in the direction| of propagation along the line is then given by:

[ 0I - o +jwce I mhos/meter (2-2)
c c2 2 2 2 2 2 2

{[a282+] + 4a 82}a
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where w - operating radian frequency

ed - permittivity of the dielectric

2 2
o Io d henries

Po - permeability of free space - 4x10-7 monter

a - thickness of the dielectric spacer in meters

In the frequency band reported here, the permittivity e of the carbon/epoxy specimen is

c191ý *Tc

3. OUTLINE OF THE UNDERLYING THEORY

3.1 Samples of High Conductivity

In the case of a unidirectional carbon fiber" composite sample with fibers parallel to the
slotted line axis, equation (2-2) has taan used to relute sample admittivity to the pro-
pagation parameters (a and 0) on the line. In this case, the shin depth (depth of field
penetration into the sample) is sufficiently small so that the line may be modelled as
shown in Figure 3-1. The essential structure consists of a lossy (i.e. the composite)
"half-space" facing a pure conducting "half-space" (aluminum) with a separating layer of
dielectric (permittivity e ). Th& wave propagating along the line is then a "quasi TEM"
sinusoidal wave propa~atine in the dielectric between the two half-spaces. This field
geometry has been analyzed in the litezature (Ramo, Whinnery, Van Duzer, 1967).

Ramo, Whinnery, and Van Duzer define LhreA propagation constants, (', K and K ) which
c dcharacterize sinusoidal field behavior in "quasi-TEM" waves propagating between the two

half-Epaces of Figure 3-1..

y - a + jO - complex propagation factor in the direction parallel to the plates

K2 
- 2 +W 2  - (propagation factor) 2 .n the lossy material in the direction

cc
normal to thu plate surfaces

2 2 2 2
Kd -d ' (propagation factox) in the dielectric between the plates in a

direction normal to the plate surfaces,

The parameters £E. e Vo and W are:c d 00

c- complex permittivity of the lossy matoriAl (F/m)c

Cd - permittivity of the dielectric (real) (F/m)

-7
1O - 4w x 10 henries/meter

S= radian frequency of the propagation wave.

Equation (7), p. 381 of Ramo, Whinnery and Van Duzer relates these parameters to the geo-
metry of Figure 3-1 (b) as

kce
tan (k da) c c d (3-1)V~ dc

This equation results from matqhing boundary conditions on the F anl H fields at the
interface between the lossy plates and the dielectric. 'a" is equal to the spacing in
Figure (3-1) (a) (and in the slotted line).

In the case of a lossy material such as the composites, the complex permittivity cc for
the composite material can be expressed:

0 c jW (3-2)

where, c- 8.85 x 10-12 farad/meter0

k'- real part of the composite material dielectric constant
c (dimensionless)

U - conductivity of the composite material in the direction of
propagation (mhos/m)

For graphite/epoxy and boron/epoxy with fibers runrninc in the direction of propagation,,,
it may be anticipated that the losses will be relatively low in the stripline so that Y"
will be very nearly that for lossless boundaries. That is,

S2~ 2

y . (3-3)

- ~~ o d - -
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Then since,

2 2 2d• , " + W (3-4)

it will be true that,

IK21 << W2Uo E(3-5)

With a small dielectric thickness "a", therefore, the term (K a) will be much less than
unity and the left hand side of equation (3-1) may be approxigated by

tan(K da) Z Kda (3-6)

and there results,

Kd dKc (3-7)

or
we X

2 WE
K a ---- (3-8)
d jWe

C

Recalling that e is complex, the term (JiW ) is the "admittivity" of the composite mate-
rial and may be written

=W:, (a +jwt k')j cC 0 C

Equation (3-8) then becomes,

2 - d Kc
Kda - f+W 7 (3-9) Y

2 _ 2 2 2Now, recall that K . y + W P E 1 y- jWuj ( + Juo) k1), so that even for a 1 mho/c c 0 c 0 c
meter, K - - J(u)p (c + jWo k') for frequencies up through 10 Hz. using this approxi-

mation and squaring equation (3-9) yields,

2!Wil )W E-
K 4 2 0 d (3-10)• da (a + JWC kc)c 0

The term K may be expressed in terms of the real and imaginary parts of the propagation

factor, y, where y - a + JO. That is,

K 2 . 2+ W 2I c . (a 2 + W 2 V e 2 ) + j2aS. (3-11)d o+ ad

Then the complex admittivity of the composite slab may be expressed as:

(-jWE )W C
0

9 - (a + jWe 0k) 4 - (3-12)
K a

•d

Equations (3-11) and (3-12) from the basis of the use of the slotted stripline for the
measurement of composite material admittivity. By measuring the lossy standing wave pat-
tern along the line, the real (a) and imaginary (() parts of the propagation factor, Y,
may be determined, and these, together with a knowledge of the dielectric material,( ,
and "a", and the frequency, may be used in equations (3-11) and (3-12) to determine

(a + jie k-).
SC

In a practical example involving graphite/epoxy composites with unidirectional fibera run-
ning parallel to the direction of propagation, the following inequalities among a, 8, and
(generally hold:

o a) (2 is larger than (2 but of the same order of magnitude

b) (32 >> a2 , where (32 W 20) o o •0d"

4I! The result is that the angle of complex number K in equation (3-12) is very sensitive to
,small percentage variations in the measurement oA a or (. Correspondingly, tha angle as-
cribed to (a + jWE ) by the measurement process may be questionable. However, the magni-
tude of the admittivity of the sample fa + jut I will be given to about the same accuracy

t as the measurement accuracy of a and 8 iAdividu lly.

3.2 Samples of Low Conductivity

•.v
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The procedure described above was used in all cases reported here except the case of a
carbon/epoxy sample with unidirectional fibers transverse to the direction of propagation
along the line. In this case the conductivity of the sample in the direction of line
propagation (transverse to the fibers) is sufficiently low and the skin-depth sufficient-
ly deep to permit the assumption of uniform current distribution over the cross-section
of the sample. Under these circumstances the line can be mod.elled as a simple transmis-sion line, as in Figure 3-2. For this model:

L 0a

Cd a (3-13)
d1a

RZ
awt

where a, t, and w are as indicated in Figure 3-2. |i and C are the permeability of free
space and the permittivity of the dielectric spacer, respectively.

The line impedance z, and admittance y, per unit length are then,

z - R + JuL ohms/meter
y - jWc mhos/meter (3-14)

Accordingly, thb propagation factor y, will be:

LY -" zy - (R + JuL) (juc)

+ JWRc - ( +J) WRc for R >> WL (3-15)

and

uRc (3-16)
2

Equations (3-16) and (3-13) can then be used to relate the attenuation constant a to the
sample conductivity 0, giving

Wecd
u~d (3-17)

2a2 ta

For this case, only the attenuation constant need be evaluated from the standing wave
data.

4. DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL LINE

4.1 The "Six-Foot"Line

Two experimental lines were built and tested with carbon/epoxy, boron/epoxy, and aluminum
test samples. One line (used at lower frequencies) was approximately 6 feet long and isshown (without the test sample in Figure 4-1). A cross-sectional view of the line with
the test sample in place is shown in Figure 4-2. Excitation to the line is obtained bycontact between the center conductor of a coaxial line with a beveled end of the testsample which has been covered with conducting paint (see Figure 4-3). Figures 4-4, 4-5,
4-6 show several "exposed" views of construction of the experimental six-foot line. Fig-
ure 4-7 shows the probe carriage, slab turner and detector assembly (essentially adapted
from a General Radio 874-.LBA coaxial. line probe carriage).

4.2 The "10-Inch" Line

An earlier 10-inch line i shown in Figurp 4-8 which used a slotted section of X-band
(3cm.) wave guide as the outer conductol.

5. TYPICAL, DATA AND CONDUCTIVITY RESULTS

Figure 5-1 shows a representative standing wave pattern (i.e., ,E2 vs "x") obtained fora longitudinal, unidirectional carbon/epoxy sample measured at 300 MHz on the six-foot
line. The lousy standing wave pattern is clearly evident. Wavelength, X , on the lineis readily moasured (as indicated) frdm the cyclic nature of the pattern .t the "open"
end of the plot. The phase constant 8 is then calculated as:

g

g

The broken line on the plot represents the sketched estimate of the term, K cosh (2cy) ,
where "y" is the distance in meters toward the generator from the "open circuit" end of
the line (157 centimeters on the distance scale). Two widely separated points on this
broken line can be used to solve for the gain constant K and the attenuation constant o
as follows (see Figure 5-1) :

we have,

H K cosh (2a yl) (5-2)1 1
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U2 K cosh(2a y 2 ).

Then
HI

couh(2c y 2 ) - (-) cosh(2a yl). (5-3)
2 H1

2
This last transcendental equation is then solved iteratively on a pocket calculator to
yield a. The conductivity, 0, is then evaluated according to equation (2-2), given pre-
viously. In the case of Figure 5-1, the results were:

g 8.89 radians/meter

a Z .80 nopers/meter (5-4)

4a 1 5.03 x 104 mhos/meter

Figures 5-2, 5-3, 5-4, 5-5 show representative standing wave data for unidirectional
carbon/epoxy samples at frequencies of 150 MHz, 300 MHz, 600 MHz, and 2.0 GHz, respec-
tively. The calculated conductivity values based on these measurements were:

Frequency Conductivity (mhoo/meter)

150 MHz 6.9 x 104
300 MHz 5.03 x 10•
600 MHz 2.22 x 104

2.0 GHz 3.01 x 103

Figures 5-7 shows a standing wave pattern taken at 1.2 GHz on an aluminum sample. The
constent "through" depths indicated a conductivity of the order of 107 mhos/meter.

Figure 5-8 shows a standi.ng wave pattern for a unidirectional boron/epoxy sample @ 2.QGNr.
The .alculated conductivity was 7 x 104 mhos/meter in the direction of the fibers.

6. SUMMARY

The work reported here is perhaps best viewed as a fairly thorough demonstration of the
feasibility of the slotted stripline method over a broad range of frequencies and sample
conductivities. In the process, the measured results gave a clear indication of the
areas in which the method could be improved to the level w. .re consistently accurate re-
sults could be obtained routinely.

6.1 Results on Experimental Lines

The 10-Inch Line

This line was effective above 1.0 GHz where at least one full cycle of standing wave pat-
tern was attainable. Furthermore the mechanical precision of the line prcvided classic
lossy-standing-wave patterns at frequencies between 1.0 and 2.0 GHz. The detector probe
on this line was untuned, however, which resulted in considerable loss of sensitivity.
This loss was not serious in the case of the highly conductive graphite/epoxy and boron/
epoxy longitudinal samples, but prevented extended pattern measurement in the case of the
highly loasy transverse graphite/epoxy measurement. Tuning the probe would have greatly
increased the detector output and also suppressed harmonics (if present) in the signal
generator which could greatly contaminate the standing wave pattern.

Due to the short circumferential distance around the sample strip within this line, it
could be used readily up to about 5.0 GHz without danger of higher propagating modes.

X, The Six-Foot Line

The six-foot line was highly effective from 75 MHz to 2.0 GHz. Its lack of mechanical
precision, principally with regard to uniformity of cross-section caused some noticeable

a perturbation of the standing-wave pattern along the line. Its "carcass", however, was
simply a slotted length of stock aluminum channel extrusion. In a line with a more rigid
structure, machined with a precision consistent with standard slotted line instruments,
these perturbations would not occur.

Thor' still remained some spurious radiation from the slot which interacted with the pro-
be carriage on the six-foot line. It is felt that this interaction could be substantial-
ly reduced by a deeper slot into which the inner and outer (shield) conductors of the
probe could extend.

6.2 Recommendations for Refinement of the Method

Basic Line Cross-Section

A Sketch of a proposed improved line cross-section is shown in Figure 6-1.
In comparing this with the cross-section of the experimental line, a number of features
are worth emphasizing:

a) The entire structure is more rigid. This,coupled with machining of the
sample bed and probe carriage track will provide the uniformity in cross-

• I-I •....,I . .•....-... : " - • . . . • - -...
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section necessary for pure lossy-line standing-wave patterns.

b) The circumferential distance around the sample strip is reduced allowing
for operation at higher frequencies.' c) The slot is considerably deeper to better contain the field and shield the
p):obe.

Probe Design

Two improvements are suggested in connection with the probe and its carriage.

a) Take advantage of the shLelding features of a deeper slot by carrying both
the inner and outer conductors of the probe deeper into the slot. Probe
depth adjustment should be retained, however.

b) In any given band of operation, the tuning circuit for the probe should
have a single adjustable resonant peak. Since the system itself is cap-
ab)e of operation over a broad band, this precaution prevents inadvertent
tuning to signal harmonics, as is possible with "stub-tuning."
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EMC, LIGHTNING AND NEMP-PROTECTION-NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR

APPROVED SPECIFICATIONS WHEN USING CFRP

D. Jaeger / K.H. Aippl
Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm

Apparate -
D-8012 Ottobrunn - Germany

SUMMARY

The use of CFRP (Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics) in modern aircraft achieves good ad-
vantages for mechanical strength and is weightsaving, compared with aluminum structures
(e. g. up to one ton weightsaving for fighter aircraft). This could be very important for
flight performance and wission success.
In spite of the advantages there are also some disadvantages in using CFRP materials.
These are mainly wuiwanted electromagnetic effects on electronic equipment, caused by EMI
(Electromagnetic Interference) lightniiig, electrostatic discharges, and NEMP (Nuclear
Blectro-Magnetic Pulse). The reason for these problems is lower shielding effectiveness
of the aircraft structure compared to aluminum. Specifiactions used for aircraft today do
not pay regard to the requirements of the new materials. For NEMP-protection there are no
adequate specifications available in Western Europe. Proposals are made in this paper how
the existing documents should be modified.

1. INTRODUCTION

To achieve proper performance of aircraft avionic systems, unwanted electromagnetic
effects related to the fields of EMC (Electromagnetic Compatibility), lightning-, electro-
static- and NEMP-protection must be considered (Fig. 1). How important a good control of
these effects is, can be seen from Fig. 2.
Absolutely necessary for the function of all electronic equipment integrated in the
system is internal EMC. The necessity to manage the other problems like external EMC and
lightning protection (and partly electrostatic effects), depends on the probability of an
aircraft coming into a dangerous situation, in relation to the above problems. It is

h therefore a matter of safety requirements for the whole system if it has to operate with-
out any fault or degradation under all possible circumstances. A good compromise between
cost and probability of a hazard must be found. A special requirement is NEMP-protection.
The electromagnetic effects resulting from the explosion of a nuclear bomb exhibit a
serious threat to the electronic equipment of an aircraft. For all these problems several
specifications and regulations are existing (Fig. 3). They may be used by the aircraft
manufacturer as a basis for proper design and by the customer as a guideline for control.
Most of these documents have been used successfully during many years and they are
helpful today as well. But, as later discussed, some details do not pay regard to the new
CFRP aircraft structures.
MIL-STDs 461A/462/463 are well-known standards for EMC on equipment and subsystem-level.
Regulations for spikes and transients on power lines in aircraft are given in MIL-STD
704A. MIL-STD 1385 deals with EED's (Electro-Explosive-Devices) in an electromagnetic
environment. It represents the only specification for the management of "external
EMC"-problems. MIL-B-5087B contains some design principles for bonding and is in our case
especially interesting for lightning protection and handling of electrostatic phenomena.
MIL-E-6051D is the only existing system-specification for all electromagnetic problems
discussed in Lhis paper. As it is not only applied on aircraft but also on other weapon
systems, it can only be a general guideline for the required "state of the art" in these
fields. Detailed design criteria are shown in the "AFSC-Design Handbook" which has become
a useful resource for proper management of "unwanted electromagnetic effects".
This summary contains only a selection of papers which are currently used in military
aircraft avionics design. It should be mentioned that the so called "VG-Normen" are
prepared in Germany at the present time and that they become effective as they are
edited. They are intended to be more flexible and can therefore easier be adapted to the
specific characteristics of new materials and techniques.
To get a better impression, how avionic systems in a modern CFRP-aircraft may be exposed
to unwanted electromagnetic influence, a short overview shall be given on the related
areas.

2. ELECTROMAGENTIC COMPATIBILITY

Fig. 4 is a "classical" EMC picture and shows how coupling of electrical. signals occurs.
The susceptible electronic equipment may be influenced by conductive coupling, if ;.ý
unwanted current runs the same path as the wanted signal or if the interfering voltage is4
directly present at the equipment. Inductive and capacitive coupling is mainly presentj between cables and structure, while radiated coupling can happen between antennas and
cabling and any other equipment, if high frequency signals are involved. These principles
can be adopted for all kind of electromagnetic effects.

-- ------- -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - -
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Internal EMC, for example, (Fig. 5) stands for unaffected, simultaneous operation of all
electrical/electronical equipment in the aircraft. The interaction problem between
non-antenna-equipment is mostly solved by the consequent observation of MIL-STDs 461/2
and MIL-E-6051D. More difficult to realize is the requirement that radiation from
high-power transmitters should not have any influence on other equipment, as well as no

j electrical/electronical equipment should degrade the receiver performance.
A A major role in prevention of those hazards plays the shielding effectiveness of the air-

craft structure, as -lemonstrated in Fig. 6. Fig 7 shows measurement results for the
magnetic field shieloing effectiveness of aluminium and CFRP material. For both
materials, attenuation is increasing with frequency, while there is no attenuation
measured for CFRP material below 100 kHz. But these theoretical relations cannot be fully
transferred to an existing aircraft structure, because there are apertures and gaps in
the airframe, which set a limitation for the shielding effectiveness, also depending on
the frequency. If we assume some 40 dB as a natural limitation, a region can be seen in
the diagram where the magnetic shielding effectiveness is fairly important for the
different materials. This frequency range lies between 0 and approx. 10 MHz with the
worst case around 100 kHz. It can easily be seen that this effect must have an influence
on the requirements of the existing standards.
Regarding the internal EMC-problem again, the lack of shielding effectiveness in this
certain frequency range could generate worse conditions in a CFRP aircraft for radiated
emission and radiated suceptibility than in aluminium aircraft. According to MIL-STD 462,
for example, all radiation tests for equipment must be performed with the test sample and
its cabling on a metallic ground plane (Fig. 8), which represents the aircraft structure.
The limits for electromagnetic fields, impinging on the susceptible equipment are related
to this specific test set up. Fig. 9 shows the actual limits for "radiated susceptibilty
test RS03" according to MIL-STD 461 (3). The important frequency range is marked and some
interesting transmitters are shown which could affect the electronic equipment of an
aircraft. Besides broadcasting and navigational stations which possibly may produce an
external EMC-problem under certain circumstances, the often used airborne HF-SSB transmit-
ter becomes important for internal EMC. The consequence is, that the specified field
strengths should be increased 'if a CFRP-structure is provided for the aircraft. The value
depends on the design of the structure, but worst case requirements could be 20 - 30 dB
higher than before.
Equivalent problems arise in connection with radiated emissions (Test RE 02). Fig. 10
shows the limit according to the same standard. In the critical frequency range there are
some important navigational receivers installed in many aircraft, probably also
short-wave receivers. In relation to CFRP-structurea, a modification of these limits
seems to be necessary. The range is shown in the diagram.
Another problem arises when the limits for "conducted susceptibility" are discussed
(Fig. 11). Looking only upon the mechanism of conductive coupling, no provisions seem to
be necessary by using new materials. But there is another, necundary effect which is the
radiated coupling between antennas and electrical power leads. This could become
important for internal EMC considerations Ce. g. in connection with short-wave
transmitters). The same requirements may be applied to the "radiated part" of conducted

Semissions originating from any involved electrical equipmeit. The limits according to
MIL-STD 461A are shown in Fig. 12. How much the existing limits have to be altered, is
not very easy to be calculated, because it depends on the dosign of cabling and cable
shielding as well as on design of the whole system. Regarding "external EMC"-requi-4, rements, Fig. 13 shows the expected fieldstrengths at the surface of an aircraft in
relation to the distance from external transmitters.
There are no regulations existing concerning the external EMC-problem besides for EED's.
By the use of CFRP materials for aircraft structures, this subject becomes more important
especially in the lower frequency range. Regarding the attenuation curve of the different
materials, provisions against this effect seem to be necessary. How stringent the applied
test values should become, depends on the degree of safety which is required. In most
cases 100 - 150 V/m are sufficient for any kind of air vehicle, including lightweight
helicopters. To test the specified requirements, intensified tests on system level are
necessary.
Fig. 14 shows a summary of new EMC requtirements as a result of this chapter. Point 4
gives some ad•,ice how to manage the new situation. The use of twisted pairs, for example
is not completely new, but .iow necessary for power leads as well. Some effort will also
be necessary to introduce a good cable shield connection at both ends of the cable. The
measures discussed above will have a widespread influence on other aircraft
specifications.

3. STATIC ELECTRICITY

glectrostatic effects are threatening aircraft avionics if there is a charge accummula-
tion on the surface or inside the aircraft or if a separation of charges by external
fields or friction occurs (Fig. 15). The interference will happen if the charges are com-
pensated again by a sudden or continous (sparkling) current. 4
As seen from Fig. lb the electromagnetic noise produced by these •urrent6 may reach the
receiver input via antennas and thus reduces the operational performcnce of navigation
and communication equipment. The frequency spectrum of "coronas" and "streamers" lies in
the lower frequency region. Therefore ADF, Decca, OMEGA and probably short wave receivers
will be affected. If we remember the attenuation curve of aluminum and CFRP material
there could be an additional increase of noise at the antenna input by using composite

M....
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materials. The value depends widely on the system's design and the location of the
•IC antennas and the spark source.

Discharges inside the aircraft can be another interference source . Short duration pulses
are mainly dangerous for digital equipment. But in this case disadvantages by using com-
posite materials seem to be not significant.F The existing specification handling electrostatic effects is MIL-B-5087B and MIL-E-6051D.
The design principles described herein should be observed for metallic aircraft as well
as for aircraft with composite structures to prevent electromagnetic interference. In
addition test procedures for system tests should be provided to test the system'sperformance under these conditions.

4. LIGHTNING

The lightning threat to aircraft depends on the probability of a stroke (Fig. 17) which
is a function of flight level, geographical region of the operation, type of aircraft
and other parameters. Experience shows -that in average an aircraft is struck one or two
times every 10thousand hours of operation. How dangerous such a stroke is depends on its
characteristics, like maximum current, rise time, charge, action integral and number of
successive pulses. The mechanical destruction of lightning (Fig. 18) can be very
dangerous for an aircraft. Nevertheless "indirect effects" of lightning may be dangerous
as well if electronic equipment, which is critical for flight safety, is damaged or
degraded.
Following the coupling mechanism as described before, lightning can generate high voltage
and high currents in electronic circuits.
Fig. 19 shows the frequency distribution of a series of measured lightning spectra as a
summary of several investigations. It is interesting to see that the maximum lies in a
frequency range were CFRP structures have less shielding effectiveness than conventional
metallic airframes. This means that magnetic fields from a direct stroke are invading
without significant attenuation into the avionic compartment. Similar effects may result
from near-by-strokes.
Fig. 20 shows the values of magnetic field strengths which are present near a lightning
path in relation to the distance. They will be compared later-on with existing require-
ments.
Some important statements of MIL-B-5087B, which is the most representative specification
for lightning protection today, are listed in Fig. 21. The table contains some
"mechanical aspects" which mainly represent a guideline for aircraft construction. The
document concludes that a maximum peak voltage on powerlines of about 500 V may be
experienced (Calculated from the over all-resistance of the fuselage). The document
defines also a very simple lightning stroke which is only adequate for metallic aircraft.
Conductive composites are only mentioned as "problematic for bonding".
But there are also some other documents available which are helpful for lightning protec-
tion as shown in Fig. 22.
MIL-E-6051D for example defines some general requirements for system tests. In addition,
values for spikes on power lines are specified. But they are much too low for lightning
purposes.
Spikes according to MIL-STD 461/2 are also too low in this context. MIL-STD 704 (also
STANAG 3456) defined spikes for power lines which have higher peak voltage, but a recent
revision cut down the requirements.
The only test for magnetic fields is described in MIL-STD-461/2. Fig. 23 shows the test
set up for test RS02. The magnetic field strength produced in this test-set-up depends on
the dimensions of the equipment under test.
Fig. 24 shows the relationship between dimensions and field strength.
If we remember the diagram of Fig. 20 it is easily to be seen that the applied field

strengths are not enough for safety against lightning strokes.
Fig. 25 summarizes the existing lightning protection requirements. To solve special
lightning problems, SAE-committee AE4-L published a paper called "Lightning Qualification
Test Techniques for Aircraft and Hardware" which shall become a MIL-Standard and is

. proposed as STANAG 3659AE by the Military Agency of Standardization (Fig. 26).
In this document a new lightning stroke is Gpecified for testing which pays regard to
composite materials. The tests include also system tests on the electrical effects of
lightning and electrostatics, but only for the complete vehicle. No limits are defined
for electronical equipment. For these purposes additional test methods and limits are to
be found.

5. NEMP 1
The last eletromagnetic effect with which this paper intende to deal with is NEMP. As
seen in Fig. 27 different characteristics for "exoatmospheric" and "endoatmospheric" NEMP

must be assumed.
The threat to aircraft seems to be very similar to the electrical component of lightning.
But the pulse duration and rise time is differerst.
Comparing the spectra of the exoatmospheric and the endoatmospheric explosions (Fig.
28/29), the endoatmospneric NEMP seems to be more dangerous for CFRP aircraft because of
its low-frequency distribution. But considering ihat other effects of nuclear weapon are

4i damaging an aircraft as well, a "balanced protection" regarding A.1 these effects will be
I• necessary.
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This means that field strengths of some kV/m are sufficient for the endoatmospheric
NEMP.
In Germany the NEMP requirements are fairly new. There are no specifications available.1i besides the threat parameters. Only design guides could be recommended for NEMP- harden-
ing (Engineering Design Handbooks AMCP 706-335 through 338, Design Engineer's Nuclear
Effects Manual (DENEM), (SRD), DASA Handbooks 2114-1/2 and DASA TREE Handbook 1420).
Design principles should base on their consequent observation. In USA some other
classified regulations are in use, and NEMP-tests are performed on equipment and system
level. In Germany "VG-Normen" will bring some better management of NEMP hardening
problems. First drafts are expected at the end of 1980.

6. CONCLUSION

A summary of the present situation on applicable documents for the above mentioned elec-
tromagnetic effects on avionics in CFRP aircraft is given in Fig. 30. For EMC more
stringent requirements are recommended. New test methods for system tests are necessary
especially for external EMC considerations. For the electrostatic effects a consequent
observation of the existing specifications seems to be adequate. For lightning protection
the new SAE proposal could be helpful against mechanical destruction and partly against
electromagnetic interference. But not a.l necessary aspects are handled. Therefore
additional regulations should be worked out, even new test methods. For NEMP hardening no
adequate specifications are available . New documents should pay regard to international
experience.
As demonstrated above, a lot of paper-work has to be done in relation to CFRP materials
in aircraft, before hardware considerations are possible. But a great deal of work for
the different fields can be done together because problems are very similar (e. g. low
frequency, spikes). Time and money can be saved if these activities are well coordinated.
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dBpA-21 ~~
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Fig, 12 Linits fur emitted intirfouncl on powel linies

DISTANCE
TRANSMITTER

32 m 100 m 320 m 1 km 3,2 km

LF-, MF- 153 V 51 y 17 Y 5,6 )m 1,9 V

BROADCASTING
SOTAEV V V VV

SHORT WAVE 99 33 -j 11 j 3,6 • 1,2V
RADIO

VHF 99 V 33 V 11V 3,6V 1,2 V
BROADCASTING

V V V V V
I: TELEVISION 225 75 25 8,3 2,8.

RADAR•1350oV 450 V 150 v 17 v

1:i(PEAK)
S~~~~~~~~~~Fig. 13 Externial EMC: lilsrnt•o l'ectR,-ore



1. MORE STRINGENT REQUIREMENTS FOR EQUIPMENT

- RADIATED SUSCEPTIBILITY
- RADIATED EMISSION
- CONDUCTED SUSCEPTIBILITY
- CONDUCTED EMISSION

2. INTENSIFIED EMC-TESTS ON SYSTEM-LEVEL

ESPECIALLY EXT. EMC.
EXTERNAL EMC-TESTS EXTENDED TO AVIONICS

3. NEW TEST METHODS ARE NECESSARY

E.G. COUPLING BETWEEN CABLING AND ANTENNA SYSTEMS

4. NEW PRINCIPLES FOR CABLING, SHIELDING AND GROUNDING
MAY BE REQUIREDK

- "TWISTED PAIRS"
- CAREFUL CABLE SHIELD CONNECTION AT BOTH ENDS

E

+ +

AIRCRAFT
STRUCTURE 

+to+
+ +

CHARGE GENERATION BY
- SURFACE FRICTION
- EXHAUST OF ELECTRICALLY

SEPARATION OF CHARGE CHARGED PARTICLES
BY EXTERNAL FIELDS - MOTION OF PLASTICS
(E.G. IN THUNDERSTORMS) ETC

F~ig. I b Electrostatic phenomena
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1. INTERFERENCE IN NAVIGATION- AND COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT VIA ANTENNAS

- CORONA-EFFECT
- SURFACE-STREAMERS
IMPORTANT ESPECIALLY FOR LOW FREQUENCY SYSTEMS
(ADF, DECCA ETC.)

2. INTERFERENCE CAUSED BY DISCHARGES INSIDE THE SYSTEM

SHORT DURATION PULSES OF HIGH AMPLITUDE AND SHORT RISE
TIME.
EFFECTS ON
- ELECTRIC/ELECTRONIC (DIGITAL EQUIPMENT!!!)
- EED-CIRCUITS

Fig. 16 Eftfcts of E-static discharges

DEPENDS ON

- PROBABILITY OF STROKES
(FLIGHT LEVEL, TYPE OF AIRCRAFT, GEOGRAPHICAL REGION ETC.)
CA 1-2 TIMES PER 10000 HOURS OF OPERATION

- CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHTNING STROKE
(MAXIMUM CURRENT, RISE TIME, CHARGE, ACTION-INTEGRAL,
NUMBER OF PULSES)

Fig. l17 Threat to aircraft caused by lightning strokes

1. "MECHANICAL" EFFECTS

(CAUSED BY THERMAL AND MAGNETIC FORCES)

- DAMAGE OF STRUCTURE
- DAMAGE OF EXTREMITIES LIKE RADOM, POSITION LIGHTS, ETC.
- Mi=LTING OF TACKLE LINES
- ETC.

2. ELECTRICAL EFFECTS

- CONDUCTIVE COUPLING CAUSED BY CURRENTS ON THE STRUCTURE
- HIGH MAGNETIC FIELDS INSIDE THE AIRCRAFT

(CAUSED BY DIRECT AND NEAR-BY-STROKES)

- HIGH VOLTAGE SPIKES ON POWER- AND SIGNAL LINES

Fig. 18 Effects of lightning
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"MECHANICAL" REQUIREMENTS FOR EXTERNAL PARTS OF
ASPECTS THE AIRCRAFT

- SELECTIONS OF MATERIAL
- THICKNESS OF MATERIAL
- RESISTANCE BETWEEN PARTS OF FUSELAGE

"ELECTRICAL" REQUIREMENTS FOR "OVER-ALL-RESISTANCE"

ASPECTS OF THE FUSELAGE
- VOLTAGE DROP OF MAX. 500 V

PERMISSIBLE
-±500 V SPIKES ON POWER LINES

OTHER VERY SIMPLE LIGHTNING PARAMETERS
(200 KA; 20, S (50%); 100 kA/yuS)

Fig.2 I Important statements of MIL-B-5087B

DOCUMENT CONTENT

MIL-E-6051 D - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SYSTEM TESTS
- SPIKES + 50 % AND - 150 % OF LINE

VOLTAGE (E.G. + 42 AND - 14 V FOR
28 V LINE)
DURATION: < 50,uS, OR SEE OTHER
REQUIREMENTS
APPLICABLE ONLY ON POWER LINES

MIL-STD 461/2/3 - SPIKES ACCORDING TEST CS06
(2 x LINE VOLTAGE)
APPLICABLE ONLY ON POWER LINES

- MAGNETIC FIELD ACCORDING TEST RS01
k LIMITS TOO LOW FOR LIGHTNING

MIL-STD 704 SPIKES ± 600 V ON POWER LINES, TRANSIENTS
(Stanag 3456) HAD BEEN COMPATIBLE WITH MIL-B5087B

LATER: REQUIREMENTS OF MIL-E6051D
IN FORCE

Fig.22 Comparison of other MlL-requirements

Lw ......



TEST SAMPLE .

1/3 METER~GNEAO

SPIKE

Fig.23 Test-set-up for magnetic-field-testI

21/3-P

H 2

12/3- fii

2/3

1/13 2 /3 1 I1i/3 fo I1 Ci/3 ele 2R::/: 2 /33 31/3t

Fig.4 Lmitfor agnticfiel-tet (S0I



EXISTING
REQUIREMENTS REMARKS

"MECHANICAL" ASPECTS MIL-B-5087B NOT ADEQUATE TO
CFRP-AIRCRAFT;
SAE PROPOSAL NOT
IN FORCE

ELECTRICAL MAGNETIC MIL-STD 461/2/3 NOT ADEQUATE
ASPECTS FIELD
FOR
EQUIPMENT SPIKES ON MIL-STb 461/2/3 NOT ADEQUATE

POWER LINES MIL-E-6051 -

SPIKES ON NO DOCUMENT NO REQUIREMENTS

SIGNAL LINES

ELECTRICAL MIL-B-50878 NOT ADEQUATE

ASPECTS ONLY SOME
FOR SYSTEM DESIGN

GUIDELINES

Fig,25 Summiary of liihtning protection requirements

"MECHANICAL - STRIKE AND RESTRIKE DEFINED
EFFECTS" (ADEQUATE LIGHTNING STROKE

FOR CFRP STRUCTURES)

"ELECTRICAL - APPLICABLE ON EXTERNALLY
EFFECTS" MOUNTED HARDWARE

- ONLY SYSTEM-TEST!
- NOT APPLICABLE FOR AVIONIC

EQUIPMENT TESTS

Fig.26 Importa~it statements of SAE-AE4-propoial

A"I
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A) EXOATMOSPHERIC PULSE

AMPLITUDE: CA. 50 KV/M
RISE TIME: SOME NANOSEC
"P.-WIDTH: 0.5 MICROSEC
PULSE IS PRESENT IN A WIDE-SPACED AREA;
ALMOST NO OTHER WEAPON EFFECTS

B) ENDOATMOSPHERIC PULSE

AMPLITUDE: DEPENDS ON DISTANCE
RISE TIME: SOME NANOSEC
PR-W!DTH: SOME 100 MICROSEC
ALL OTHER WEAPON EFFECTS ARE PRESENT DEPENDING
ON I)STANCE IN DIFFERENT RATIOS.
IF "BALANCED PROTECTION" FOR AIRCRAFT:
NEMP SOME KV/M

Fig.27 NEMP-threat to aircraft

R ange of reduced attenuation

'IM

60
when using CFRP

V.

•. ,:'40- -

Distribution of
fieldstrengths

20-

* 12 103 o04  i10'610' 1 105 l1 1Y Hz :

Fig.28 Typical spectrum of exoat:. NEMP



angeof reduced attenuation when using CFRP

Distribution of fleldstrengths

++, ~.... , .. .... . . . . + @

40

20 ~
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Fig.29 Typical spectrum of endoatm. NEMP

SUBJECT PROBLEMS CONCLUSIONS

EMC -SUSCEPTIBILITY AGAINST MODIFICATION OF
RF-ENERGY LIMITS

-RADIATED EMISSIONSI
-CONDUCTED SUSCEPTIBILITY
-CONDUCTED EMISSIONS
-SYSTEM MEASUREMENT NEW TEST METHODS

NECESSARY

E-STATIC OBSERVATION OF ALL
APPLICABLE PRINCIPLES

NMECH. SAE-DOC. NOT YET IN FORCE SOLVED BY SAE-DOC.
LIGHTNING

EL. - SPIKES ON POWER LINES NOT MODIFICATION OF LIMITS
ADEQUATE O PKS NWTS EHD

- NO MEASUREMENT O PKS NWTS EHD
ON SIGNAL LINES AND LIMITS NECESSARY

- MAGNETIC FIELD TEST NOT FOR SIGNAL LINES AND

ADEQUATE MAGNETIC FIELD TESTS

- NO SYSTEM TESTS SPECIFIEDI
NEMP THREAT SIMILAR TO LIGHTNING NEW TEST METHODS

NO ADEQUATE SPECIFICATIONS NECESSARY FOR EQUIP-
AVAILABLE MENT AND SYSTEM TESTS

Fig,30 Present situation on applicable documents for CFRP-afi craft

*. .......... &- ~ ~ ' £~i
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SUMMARY

The types of joint investigated in this work included dry compression joints, bolted
joints and adhesively bonded structures. Their electrical properties were evaluated fromde up to 50 Mllz, as well as certain specific higher frequencies. A variety of pretreat-

ments and assembly methods were investigated. All the joints as initially produced to
current aircraft practice had too high an impedance for the electrical requirements of an
airframe. Various methods of reducing the joiut impedance have been proposed and subjec-
ted to electrical and environmental tests. It is now possible to produce electrically
'invisible' bolted joints and adhesive joints with much improved conductivity. It has
been found possible to permanently alter the joint impedance by the passage of a current

through the joint. This effect has been investigated and a possible mechanism of this
effect suggested.

The investigation of the possible production of radio frequency intermodulation products
at joints have been carried out, but few intermodulation products have been found from
any of the joints examined other than butt joints made with exposed carbon fibres in the
joint.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. DC and Low Frequencies

If carbon fibre composites (CFC) are to be used in aircraft then joints of some form will
be inevitable, be they between CFC and CFC or CFC and metal. These joints represent
discontinuities in the structure, and designers need to know the effect of these discon-
tinuities on the overall material properties. Much work has been reported on the struct-
ural aspects of joints and bonds but to date only a limited amount of published informa-
tion is available on the effects of Joints and bonds on the electrical properties of the
airframe. Ideally, we would prefer electrically invisible joints in a superconducting
material at all frequencies from d.c. to many 0Hz.

At first glance, CFC is electrically not a very promising material, consisting of moder-
ately conducting carbon fibres in an insulating matrix, usually epoxy resin. It might be
assumed that such an arrangement would be highly anisotropia, with conduction only in the
direction of the fibres, but much work, both practical and theoretical, has shown that' I provided that there is sufficient inter-layer current diffusion, multidirectional lay-ups
above a few centimeters in size can be regarded as being effectively isotropic (1,2).

These findings apply only to the bulk, as the conditions near the surface are somewhat
bdifferent in thaL there is an epoxy rich layer of resin on the composite surface which

has been squeezed out of the prepreg during curing.

1.2. Mechanism of RF Conduction in Carbon Fibre Composites

Most of the high-frequency currents flowing in a conductor do so at or near the surface.
For this reason, the quality of electrical joints and bonds important to DC and power
frequencies in an aircraft structure becomes of less concern as the frequency increases.
In a carbon fibre structure, when the bulk conductivity may be of the order of 500 times
worse than in aluminium, the skin depth of conductivity at 1MHz is of the order of 2mm.
The capacitance between two overlapping or butting surfaces may be sufficient to ensure
adequate RF conductivity even though the surfaces may be electrically insulated at DC.
1.3. Effects of Possible Conduction Non-Linearities4

One postulated draw-back to the use of carbon-fibre in areas where RF conductivity was
required was the possible non-linear effects of joints and bonds in the material, or
indeed of non-linear effects in the material itself. Such non-linear effects become
important in a compact structure such as an aeroplane, which carries a number of radio
transmitters capable of simultaneous operation, whilst aL the samne time operating receiv-
ing equipment from adjacent aerials. If there %re any non-linear effects in the vicinity
of the aerial system, it is possible that intermodulation products of the transmitted
signals will combine to form unwanted signals at the receiver frequencies, thus greatly
desensitizing the receiver. If there are two transmitters, of frequencies f, and f 2 ,
then in the presence of a non-linearity frequencies fip may be generated where

fip mf 1 ±nf 2

and m, n, are any integer, possibly large. The possibilities of interference occuring in
such a non-linear structure should therefore be considered. If either f, or f 2 in the
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example above is wideband modulated, then the possibilities for generation of unwanted
frequencies are greatly increased.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1. Materials

The CFC used in this work was predominantly of two lay-ups both supplied by an aircraft I
manufacturer and made to their specifications. The prepreg used was Ciba-Geigy Fibredux
914C - XAS-5 and the lay-ups were a 16 ply, 004, ±450 004, and a 40 ply quasi-isotropic
(900, +450, 00, -4502, 00, +450, 900)? lay-ups. The d.c. resistivity of these and other
CFCs used have been reported earlier (1). N

The bolts used were 5mm diameter titanium alloy countersunk or hexagonal headed bolts
typical of those used on current military aircraft although for comparison, aircraft
quality steel or brass fasteners were used on some joints. For the adhesive joints, unless
otherwise stated, Redux 319A film adhesive was used. This is a high temperature, aluminium
filled, film adhesive with an incorporated nylon spacing scrimn.

2.2. Experimental Work I
For accurate electrical measurements of CFC or joint characterisation, it is essential that
the contact between the CFC and the rest of the measuring circuit has as low a resistance
as possible. Achieving this involves very careful cutting of the composite, to ensure that
the epoxy resin is not smeared over the ends of the carbon fibres and that the damage to
the fibres themselves is minimised. For a minimum contact resistance, electrical contact
has to be made to as many of the exposed fibre ends as possible. In this work, this wasachieved by electrolessly plating the ends of the composite with copper (3). This could
be subsequently thickened up by soft soldering, or by electroplating. The leads from the
measuring circuit could then be soldered directly onto the sample.

Direct electroplating onto the composite could also be used, but although this has suffi-
cient adhesion, the electrical resistance was higher than the electrolessly plated samples.
The resistance contribution from the electrolessly plated contacts was calculated from
measurements of the resistance of different lengths of CFC and was found to be very much
smaller than the mat rial or joint resistances, having a contact resistance, unit area of
less than 2 x 10-.8m" (inversely roportional to contact area) or expressed as a contact
conductance per unit area, 5 x 10 mho/m 2 .

2.3. Measurement Technique

All dc resistance and low frequency impedance measurements were made using a four contact
technique to monitor the potential drop across the sample under test. Unless otherwise, stated, the test current used was 1OmA, 8OHz and was measured via the voltage drop across

a standard non-inductive resistor. Contacts were normally soldered to the ends of the
sample except in the case of potential mapping where sharp scalpel blades were pushed into
the composite surface.

The effective series resistance (ESR) and other equivalent circuit values were determined
using a Marconi Circuit Magnification Meter, type TF 1245A and associated oscillators up
to frequencies of 5OMHz. This was the 'Q meter' method which has been described elsewhere
(4). At frequencies above 5OMHz the samples become electrically 'too large' for realistic
results to be obtained by this method.

2.4. Investigation of Non-Linearity in Carbon Fibre Material
For the reasons discussed in 1.3 it was required to establish to what extent, if at all,
carbon fibre materials would contribute to the generation of intermodulation products (I.P.).
For ease of experimental technique and interpretation, a harmonic generation method was
used, illustrated in Figure 1. A high power signal generator, whose output is carefullyfiltered to remove all harmonics, drives an airial to illuminate the sample under test. A
second aerial, covering the second and third harmonics of the driving signal, picks up any
harmonic signal on a synchronous receiver. Due to the sporadic nature of harmonic returns,
a statistical analysis is performed on the sample, the results being displayed on an HP
3721A correlator. Typical results are shown in Figure 2.

The majority of measurements have been made with a transmitting frequency of 430 MHz. Some
more limited results have been obtained at 220 MHz and 1200 MHz. Samples measured have
included specimens of single sheets of materisl of various thicknesses, bonded assemblies,
screened assemblies, assemblies bonded to metal, :lame sprayed panels and various cut and
damaged specimens, Measurements were taken in an anechoic chamber for the 430 MHz results
and out of doors for the remaining frequencies. Second and third harmonics were examined
in each case.

3. ELECTRICALLY ALTERED JOINT RESISTANCE

One of the most significant results found in this work was the fact that the initial resist-
ance of an 'as made' joint was not stable, but could be altered by the passage of an
eloctric ctrrent across it. The effect was roughly proportional to the size of the current
so that after the resistarce had been changed, a subsequent, larger current would alter the
resistance again, whereas a subsequent, smaller one would not. The effect seems to be
permanent and has been seen with current densities as low as O.O1A/rý12 . Both alternating

-. .. •



and direct currents produce this effect, but a.c. seems to be the more 'efficient'. In
the majority of cases, the resistance of a joint has been lowered, but on two occasions
the resistance of a joint increased due to the passage of current.

This effect h"s been seen on all types of joints examined in the work. It was found with
dry joints, held together by external pressure, although not with joints whose mating
surfaces had been abr'aded, despite joint temperatures in excess of 2100C. Bolted joints
with abraded mating surfaces also did not show this effect, but~ although the effects were
masked by the presence of the electrical short circuit provided by the bolts, it could
still be found on the 'as received' joint. Adhesively bonded joints showed the largest
effects, with both abraded and unabraded mating surfaces, in some cases showing a joint
resistance change over four orders of magnitude.

Although potential mapping of the surface of the joint showed no variation, the effect
seems to be very localized. Cutting a .joint which had shown a large resistance drop into
a number of thin slices gave smaller joints who resistances varied by a ratio of 1:109.
It was impossible to distinguish any marks produced by the passage of small currents
across the joint but the passage of large current densities(up to 300, OOOA/m) produced
burnt areas of free carbon fibres, devoid of epoxy resin (Figure 3).

It was to minimise the effect of this current induced resistance change that all work,
F except where stated to the contrary, was carried out at lOmA at 80Hz. In addition an

electrical history of each joint was kept.

4. DRY JOINTS

An examination of the surface of CFC shows that the epoxy rich surface layer takes up the
shape of either the bleed cloth or the smooth backing plate used in manufacture, (Figure
4) and in a plain lap joint, any electrical contact into the composite must be ithrough
this material. On the smooth, tool face side of the material there will be many points
where the carbon fibres are exposed and contact can be made, but on the bleed cloth side,
the situation will be different. Figure 5 shows decorated CFC surfaces, where using an
electrochemical technique copper has been deposited only where the carbon breaks through
the epoxy resin. As can easily be seen, the breakthrough points occur almost entirely
at the bottom of the 'valley' caused by weave of the cloth. If two of these surfaces are
brought together, as in a dry joint, then the carbon to carbon contact points are at best

going to be separated by twice the "hill" to "valley" distance, giving a separation in
this case of %,60pm. Provided no loose fibres cross this gap, then the voltage required

air at atmospheric pressure to be around 3Kv/mm (5), this would require a potential of
-vl80V across 6O0pm assuming clean contacts. Experiments with dry joints held together
under pressure have shown that for low clamping pressures, continuous conduction does not
occur until voltages of around 200 volts ap d th ~t with increasing pressure this voltage
drops. When the pressure reaches n-20 x 100 N/mIn conduction can be obtained at applied
potentials of less than one volt. Short, intermittent discharges occur before the onset

fibres (Figure 6). As these contact and take the total current flow they presumably

4 overheat and burn out,

5. BOLTED JOINTS

5.1. DC and Low Frequency Properties

4 The layout of the bolted joints used in this work is shown in Figure 7, the dimension of
the joint being determined by the bolt separation and these followed normal aircraft
practice. The bolt holes were drilled so as to minimise the damage to the side walls of
the hole. This is very important as badly drilled holes can give rise to high and irregu-
lar joint resistance. Trace A in Figure 8 shows the joint resistance of a CFC/CFC joint
in which the holes have been drilled too quickly, giving a high resistance compared to

t that of trace B, a correctly drilled joint.

'lost of the joints used in this work were made with countersunk bolts as this was thought
to give better electrical contact due to the increased CFC/metal interface area. However,
measurements showed that a hexagonal headed bolt had a 64% lower resistance (at dc) than
a countersunk one. This was thought to be due to the pilot of the countersinking bit
damaging the surface of the -lower bolt hole and increasing the bolt/CFC resistance.
Despite this, this work continued to use this method of countersinking as it was felt to
be morea in line with aircraft practice than alternative methods.

It is also aircraft practice to 'wet' assemble joints using sealants and trace C in
Figure 8 shows the effect of assembling a correctly drilled countersunk joint using a poly-
sulphide type sealant. It can be seen that the use of sealant has only a limited effect
above a moderately high bolt tightening torque.

The impedance values of these joints remain at their de levels until frequencies of mb.7MHz,4
above which they start to fall. (Figure 9). Also shown on this graph is the effective
series resistance (ESR) of these joints derived from the 'Q meter' and these are alsoA
around the dc resistance values upto %,10MHz, above which they start to increase.

These values of joint resistance, even with the correct hole drilling, are too large for
practical purposes and efforts have been spent on reducing the joint resistance. Potential

44 mapping of the joints was carried out to try i~nd locate the source of the resistance in
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the joint. Figure 10 shows a cross section of a countersunk bolted joint with the
potential differences between the points shown marked on. Where there are three values
shown, they refer to the three bolts on the sample, the first value being the bolt
furthest into the plane of the paper. Although a constant test current was used,
because of the multiplicity of possible parallel paths it is not possible to convert these
potential drops into resistance values, although the potential drops are a reasonable
indication of the size and location of these resistances.

From these tests and from joints made with interleaved non conducting spacers,it is evid-
ent that the majority of the current crosses the joint via the bolts. In Figure 10, it
is evident that most of the resistance is located in the bolt head/CFC countersink inter-
face. Joints made with steel or brass bolts do not show the high resistance in this area
and it was assumed that it was due to the titanium oxide film present on the bolt,
Removing this film with a nitric acid/hydrofloric acid etch significantly lowers the joint
resistance as can be seen in Figure 11. Unfortunately, the removal of this anodised layer
would not be permitted in aircraft practice, nor would the use of steel or brass boltst

The nuts used to make most of these joints were hexagonal headed cadmium plated aircraft
quality steel units. Conduction into the composite nearest to the nut must be either via
the bolt shank or through the epoxy resin under the nut head, and a study of the potential
differences in this region suggest that most of the conduction is via the nuts, Figure 12.
This is despite the presence of the epoxy rich layer on the surface of the composite.
Removing this layer and replacing the nut with countersunk steel nuts did not significantly
lower the resistance in this area.

Other attempts to lower the Joint resistance centred on the sides of the bolt holes.
Coating the insides of the holes with a conductive coating should ensure that all the
exposedcarbon fibres are placed in contact with the bolt if the bolt makes contact with
any one part of the hole. Several coating methods and metals have been examined and
provided all have the same thickness and surface finish, all give essentially the same I
results. In all cases the joint resistance was very low, giving a practically invisible
electrical Joint (Figure 12). Any further improvements in the joint conductivity would
make a negligible contribution to the overall conductivity which is dominated by the
properties of the material,

An alternative approach to the reduction of joint resistance is the provision of another
electrical path across the joint. The simplest way is to abrade the mating surfaces of
the composite to give direct carbon to carbon contact. This considerably lowers the
joint resistanpe which is not significantly increased by the use of sealant (Figure 4).
However, as this method relies on individual carbon to carbon contact, the joint resistance
is still too high. It can be reduced still further by coating the abraded surfaces with

metal, which connects all the exposed fibres together. Coating the cut end also provides
an alternative current path, oblivating the need for the surfaces to be abraded (Figure
15).

5.2. The Impedance of Bolted Joints in the Range 0.1 - 5OMHz

Two frequency dependent properties of these joints have been examined, their impedance and
their effective series resistance (ESR). Although identical at low frequencies, these
could show increasing divergence at higher frequencies.

The joint impedances tend to fall inV,.,thrde types (Figure 16). These are those impedances
which tended to fall as the frequency r6se. These included the untreated, standard joints
and those made using sealants, Figure 9. The second type of joints are those whose imped-
ance rose at the same rate as the ESR and these included abraded joints and those bolts
who had the anodized coating removed. The~final group were those whose impedance rose
faster then the ESR and these included joints which had been metal coated. In all cases,
the ESR was constant upto Q3-5MHz, after which the value rose steadily.

6. ADHESIVELY BONDED JOINTS

6.1. DC and Low Frequency Properties

Due to the thick layers of adhesive which are present in bonded joints in addition to the
epoxy resin on the CFC surface, they are extremely sensitive to the effects of current
passage as discussed earlier. Consequently, reproducible results have been difficult to
obtain. It would appear that for joints made to a similar design to Figure 4, an initial
resistance (measured at lmA DC) would be in the 1-2kn region. Abrading the joint surface
prior to bonding lowers the resistance by about one half. The passage of currents from
as low as O.O1A/ml will alter this value and re3istances in the mn region have been
obtained after passage of current densities of upto 700A/m 2 . A change of this magnitude
is, however, accompanied by considerable heating and a rather acrid smellt

Attempts to lower the joint resistance of the bonded joints have centred on reducing the
adhesive resistance. Although the adhesive used (Redux 319A) is metal filled and has a
lower voluime resistiVities than other adhesives, the use of a silver filled epoxy adhesive
lowered the resistance of a joint to that comparable to a good bolted joint (n\lOOpp) Redux
319A has a nylon scrim incorporated into the film for control of the glue line thickness.
When this was replaced by metal gauzes of the same thickness the joint resistance was
reduced to less than 1% of the joint as made with nylon scrim. There was no effect of
the current dependent resistance in joints made with metal scrims. A variety of conducting
scrims were used including stainless steel and carbon fibres.
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Conducting overlays over the joint also reduced the joint resistance by providing alter-
native current paths avoiding the high resistance adhesive layer,

6.2. The Impedance of Bonded Joints in the Range 0.1 - 5OMHz.

An impedance versus frequency plot is shown in Figure 17 and is typical of all the bond.d
joints not incorporating a metal filler or gauze. The impedance starts to fall above O.5MHz
and falls in a similar fashion to the ESR. The straight line drawn on Figure 17 shows the
calculated impedance drop for a capacitor of the same size and spacing and a dielectric
conatant of 4.
7. INTERUODULATION PRODUCTS

In general, most measurements with single sheets of material, or with bonded assemblies, orassemblies bonded to metal, gave negative results. Exceptions were two experimental trim

tabs, each containing a metal hinge and from experience it was considered that the hinge was
the probable source of the harmonic rad.ation. When two cut edges were placed together
loosely, however, a strong third harmonic signal was observed, accompanied by a weak second
harmonic signal (see Figure 2). These signals are weaker than those typically received from
a metallic assembly. Results from specimens that had been deliberately cracked also showed
some small amount of third harmonic generation present.

8. ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING

For any of these improved Joints to be of practical value, they must be able to withiltand
the wide variety of environmental conditions to which an aircraft is subjucted, without any
degradation of their properties. Therefore, a series of environmental tests have been
proposed and the new jointing methods subjected to them.

The initial test has been exposure to accelerated corrosion conditions, There is no stan-
dard test for CFC and so the 1000 hour salt spray corrosion test has been used, as this
would allow direct comparison with earlier work on metallic Joints (1), Exposure of metal/
CFC couples to this test showed that, with one exception, corrosion had started within 150
hours and got progressively worse during the duration of the test, The exception to this
was the silver coated samples which showed no signs of corrosion at the end of the one thou.,
sand hours.

Several types of bolted and bonded Joints were exposed to this test, and although all of the
nuts showed evidence of corrosion, none of the electrical properties, either at do or at
higher frequencioN were effected (Figure 19), The adhesively bonded samples however,
although showing no visible signs of corrosion, had a dc resistance 15% higher than the un-
corroded specimens, even though their high frequency properties remained the same.

The adhesion of the metal coating to the CFC was tested by measuring the shear strength of
lap Joints made with the coated samples. Satisfactory adhesion was obtained with electro-
plated samples, but the flame sprayed samples only gave reasonable adhesion when the surface
was heavily shot blasted prior to coating (Figure 20). This resulted in a degree of surfaceroughness and damage to the carbon composite which is unacceptable to the aircraft industry,

These adhesion tests also showed that the use of metal gauzes in place of the nylon scriis
did not lower the joint adhesion significantly, and thbt the passage of large current densi-
ties (20kA/m 2 ) across an adhesively bonded joint chars and burns the adhesive in the vicin-
ity of the conduction point and may reduce the joint adhesion, Figure 21.

9. DISCUSSION

A major feature of this work is the effect of the passage of current on the resistance of
j" the joint. This effect may have been seen before, an indium-CFC joint at Culham Lightning

Studies Unit progressively lowered its resistance with increasing current passage, but the
phenomenon was interpreted at the time as a result of the indium ageing (6). The effect
may have serious consequences not only in the EMC field, but also on the structural integrity
of the joint and its resistance to corrosion.

SFrom the evidence of the types of joint where this effect in found and other work Carried out
at Caswell, it seems that the effect is associated with the epoxy rich surface layer and the

heat generated by the passage of the current, The passage of electric current down an
t individual fibre into the composite matrix can be followed to the point where the heat gener-ated by the current, and presumably the current itself, in diffused into the rest of the com-

posite, by the softening of the epoxy resin next to the fibre and movement of the fibre it-

self. In the actual area of contact, where the fibre is carrying all the current, the heat
was found to be sufficient to remove the epoxy resin completely, even if the sample had been
coated with electrically conducting paint. Individual fibres could be made to glow incande-
scently for several seconds without burning out, by the passage of only small, milliamp size,
currents. In the composite, the only method of dissipating this heat is conduction down
the fibre or by evaporation of the epoxy resin in the immediate vicinity of the heat source.
As a result of this, there will be an increased area of exposed carbon fibre, possibly with
individual loose fibres, Figure 3. Subsequent testing will show a reduced resistance. In
the few cases of increased resistance, it is possible that the 'twitching' of the conducting
fibre breaks contact with the mating face, or that the local current is sufficiently high to
burn out the conducting fibres.

Such a theory, whilst explaining why the effect is found only on samples which have not been
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abraded (abraded adhesively bonded samples have simply replaced the epoxy rich layer with
an adhesive layer), does not explain how the effect occurs at very low current densities.
Because of the need to locate the area of conduction, all visual evidence for this effect

i* has been from samples subjected to high current densities. Under these conditions high
* current, low voltage arcs can occur (5), but it is not clear what happens at the very low

"current region which has insufficient energy for sparking. Initial contact may be due to
local high potential gradients caused by close proximity of loose fibre ends, or by direct
contact, but more work is needed in this area.

Whatever the cause of this effect, it has serious connequences in other areas. The removal
of the plastic matrix from the fibres will lower their ability to transmit stresses within
the matrix and may cause localized failure. There is some evidence (Figure 21) that the
passage of the current will destroy an area of adhesive in a bonded joint. Although the
strength drop seen in this work was severe, it is thought that due to the small size of the
sample that it was not a representative result, as the size of the burnt out area of adhe-
sive would tend to remain the same, irrespective of the size of the joint.I!
There has been a tendency to assume that bonded aluminium/CFC joints would be safe from
galvanic corrosion due to the insulating effect of the resin and the adhesive. If however,

pasmage of a current through the joint results in a permanent low resistance path through
the adhesive, then very rapid galvanic corrosion can occur. This is potentially the more
serious problem as one way to prevent this effect occurring is to provide an electrically
conducting path across the joint. This would prevent the structural damage, but would
accelerate the corrosion of any incompatible metals present,

An improved electrical connection will be needed even for bolted joints as the resistance of
a joint assembled without any special pretreatment is still too high to be satisfactory.
A bolted joint should have a fairly low resistance as it is provided with a solid metal
shorting path across the interface, However, due to structural constraints as to the
strength, weight and corrosion resistance of the Joint, the shorting path is usually made
from titanium or its alloys. The oxide film present on the titanium cause a high joint
resistance and removal of this oxide (Figure 9), or replacement of the titanium with some
metal with a less resistant oxide would considerably lower the joint resistance, but is not
practical due to the above mentioned constraints.

The actual path taken by the current through a bolted joint is by no means clear. It might
be thought that all the current would cross the joint line by means of the bolt, but the
existence of a current modified resistance effect in bolted Joints shows that there is still
sufficient "driving force" to create new current paths independent of the bolts, The con-
striction seems to be the interface between the carbon fibre composite and the metal, be
it of the shank or thu head. The effect of oversized bolt holes (Figure 8) would suggest
the main conduction path was via the bolt shaft, but the attempt to bypass this interface
by providing countersunk nuts and bolt heads with increased CFC/metal interface area, gave
improvements of only limited value (Figure 10). This would seem to imply that conduction
also occurs via the underside of the hexagonal headed bolt and that this conduction is
almost as good as that obtained by the countersunk bolt against the exposed carbon fibre"
of the countersink. The reason for this may be that the pressure generated under the nut
and bolt head is high enough to damage the epoxy layer sufficiently to obtain a low resist-
anco path through it. In the case of dry, compression joints the load necessary to obtain
thi" condition was '20 x IOGN/mz. Due to the uncertainties of the friction, and the
presence of relative motion and other factors, it was not possible to calculate the exact
pressure beneath the nut and bolt head of samples used in this work. However, from publi-
shed information (7) and rough calculations it appears that it is entirely feasible that the
stress of 20 x I 5 N /m2 may be reached by a bolt tightening torque of 2Nm, thus allowing a
relatively low resistance path from the nut or bolt head into the composite, This low
resistance path formed at 1,2Nm would then explain the shape of the torque/resistance curves
seen with bolted joints (Figure 8),

It seems likely that both the CFC/metal conduction paths are operating at the same time, but
yI the exact balance of the current routes will depend on a number of factors, such as surface

preparation, the state of the oxide layer etc., Slight variations in these factors could
alter the balance and significantly alter the overall joint resistance.

Attempts to improve the conduction of a bolted joints have used two approaches. One, to
increase the numbers of contacts available and two, to improve the contact between the two
sides of the joint or between the composite and th bolt. The first has been achieved by
either abrading the surface so as to exposew any ca bon fibres, or to plate the carbon fibre
surface so as to connect together all the exposed libres. Thus contact to one Is equivalent
to contacting all the fibres and the current is thqrefore more readily, quickly and uniform-
ly conducted into the body of tho composite. Some ýnethods such as coating the insides of
bolt holes,use both approachesas the plating contacts all the exposed fibres in the hole and
at the same time constricts the hole, making more intimate contact with the bolt. Using
these approaches, it has been possible, depending on the method and materials used, to
produce ideal, electrically 'invisible' bolted joints.

Their electrical properties at higher frequencies depend on the pretreatment the joints have
received. The bolted joints which had no pretreatment, and those which were wet assembled
had impedances which fell below the E.SR.. In all. these cases, there was a layer of epoxy
or polysulphide type sealant between the two faces of the joint and it seems likely that
despite the presence of an electrical short via the bolts, the sample is reacting as a cap-
acitor with a low parallel resistance path. Samples which had been abraded and had no
sealant between their faces had many direct carbon to carbon contacts and so any capacitance



the joint may have had wan masked by the resistance of these contacts. The impedance o

these joints was the saeas the ESR,. The third type, which comprised of the samples with
metal coated bolt holes rose faster than the ESR. This may have been due to a resonance
effect caused by the inductance of the metal 'tubes' or it may simply be due to the induct-
ance of the system being detected at the much lower resistance levels found in these Joints.

Because of the thick layer of resin and adhesive between the faces of an adhesive bond it
is especially sensitive to the current dependent resistance effect, and it is difficult to
determine what the normal conductive state of this joint would be, As the main adhesive
used for this work is a high temperature adhesive and is loaded with aluminium powder, the
normal conduction may be by a percolation effect. The passage of current must modify this,
possibly by carbonization of the resin between the aluminium particles. There is certainly

evidence of intense localized heating following the passage of a large current through these

joints and it could be assumed that the same effect occurs, on a smaller scale, with lowerI
current densities.
To obtain electrically conducting adhesive bonds, a conducting path through the adhesive
must be made, Loading the adhesive with silver greatly improved the conduction, but only
when the epoxy rich surface layer was removed, This was true of all the adhesive bonds, as
it appears that the number of contacts through the surface layer of epoxy is a limiting
factor in improving the joint conduction, and for an 'improved' Joint the surface layer

must be removed. This in not such a serious problem as might be thought as adhesive bonds
tend to be made with abraded CFC surfaces. The use of silver loaded adhesive is a problemI
however, and not only from cost and weight aspects, as the amount of metal which needs to
be added to the adhesive to ensure conductivity is such as to seriously reduce the strength
of the adhesive. The provision of metallic conducting paths via the use of metal gauzes
does not reduce the bond strength, but does not produce as low a bond resistance as the
silver loaded adhesive, However, further work with different materials, size and weave
may improve this.

The behaviour at high frequencies of the bonds made with metal gauzes and the abraded and
silver fillea adhosive was similar to those of bolted joints, and would suggest the presence
of many, essentially resistive, parallel paths across the joint. The behaviour of the
other bonded joints however is not so easily explained, as what appears to be a capacitative
drop occurs at an order of magnitude too low a frequency. This may be a size effect, or
some change in the electrical properties of the adhesive. One interesting fact which may
or may not be significant in that the upturn in the ESH above 30MHz (Figure 17) occurs at
the point at which the curve would have intersected the ESR curve for a bolted joint if
they were plotted together. Trhis may be a coincidence or may possibly be a consequence
of the size of the samples. When all the ESH's of the joints made to this size of saluple
aro plotted on the same graph (Figure 22), their values of 40-50MHz tend to lie in the
region 0.5-1,5Ql, irrespective of their initial values which ranged from 25mQ~ to 60Q, This
may be due to the measurement system used but later results in thin work show that the
construction of the joint tends to become electrically unimportant at HF frequencies and
this may be the first indication of that,

Whilst it may not be too important how a joint is made at high frequencies, it is still
necessary to improve tholas made' joint conduction at dc and lower frequencies. It is
possible to construct electrically perfect Joints, but these are not galvanically compati-
ble, nor are they easy to make on a production basis. Improved jointing methods which are
both compatible with carbon fibre composite and capable of being used on a real engineering
basis have been produced, These are electrically considerably better than the untreated
joints but go only partway to perfection, More work is needed to combine the desirable
properties of both methods of fastening.
It should b e noted that the type of Joints examined here represent the simplest types of

joint and composite and in practice the joints will be much more complex. The composites
could be combined with non-conducting composites such as glass or Kevlar, either as inter-
layers or as surface faces. The composite could incorporate honeycombs, or be foam or
metal filled and the jointing method may be used in combination with other fastening
methods. In such cases the electrical aspects of each material and joint will have to be
considered individually until a sufficient body of information is built up to enable design
rules to be established.

10. CONCLUSIONS

1) As initially made, joints in carbon fibre composites are not good electrically at
de and low frequencies.

2) Bolted joints can be made electrically transparent with suitable pretreatment, but
such pretreatments are not environmentally stable, giving rise to galvanic couples

F with the carbon. It may be possible to use some of these jointing methods if a
suitable form of protection can be found, possibly the useof sealants.

3) Adhesive joints can also be improved electrically, but not to the same extent as
bolted joints.

4) The resistance of joints which contain a layer of epoxy resin or adhesive between
the mating surfaces can be altered by the passage of an electric current through
the joint. This effect has repercussions in the corrosion resistance and structural

$ integrity of the joint.
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;•5) The method used to construct the joint tends to be of less significance at higher
frequencies.

6) It appears from the limited results available that carbon fibre materials, in bulk,
or rigidly bonded or screwed assemblies, show no detectable harmonic generation,
and hence no I.P. generation. They may well be better than aluminium in this
respect. However, bare cut edges, if touching, may set up considerable third harm-
onic radiation. This could occur, for example, if a hatch cover vibrated against
its mounting. It would appear desirable, therefore, that cut edges be suitably
treated.
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THE UK MINISTRY OF DEFENCE PROGRAMME ON THE ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES
OF CARBON FIBRE COMPOSITES

J.M. Thomson and R.H. Evans
Ministry of Defence (Procurement Executive)

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough, Hants, UK

With some exceptions, UK work on the electrical properties of carbon fibre composites is
regarded as part of an overall programme on electromagnetic effects (EMC, EVIP, lightning,
etc). The relationship of the CFC work to the remainder of the programme is discussed,
and the principal investigations outlined and reviewed, one particular package - shield-
ing measurements at RAE on a cockpit section manufactured by British Aerospace, Warton -
is described in detail; for information on the remainder of the programme references are
made to AGARD and other papers. it is shown that the major areas of concern are the bond-
ing and jointing of the material and its characteristics at HF and below. This latter

topic has an impact on shielding (including EMP and lightning sources) and aerial
installation. Finally, the use which will be made of the information from theseI
programmes is discussed.

I INTRODUCTION

*UK work on the electromagnetic properties of carbon fibre composites is generally regarded
as part of an overall programme on electromagnetic effects (EMC, EMP, lightning, etc).
The principal exceptions are where the work is concerned with the performance of CFC as an
aerial counterpoise and the question of whether a CFC structure can be used as a power
earth return. Nonetheless, these aspects are usually considered along with the purely EMC
topics and much of the work that is done is directly applicable to them.

The UK electromagnetic effects programme is described elsewhere (Thomson, J.M., 1979). It
is loosely split into packages investigating the sources of electromagnetic interference,
its propagation through the fuselage, and its coupling into the wiring of susceptible
systems; further packages cover research into equipment and aircraft specifications, and
'design for compatibility'. overall, the purpose of the programme is to ensure that
adequate information is available for aircraft and flight weapons sys'..ems projects to
allow a quantitative clearance for introduction to service to be formulated, particularly
where flight safety or mission success critical systems are concerned.

The MOD(PE)* programme on the electromagnetic properties of CFC is therefore not an end
in itself but part of a wider electromagnetic effects programme. Irk particular, CFC has
an impact in two of the packages:4

Ci) how electromagnetic energy propagates through the fuselage,
(ii) how airframe design is affected in the quest for compatibility.

The work on aerial installation and power systeza returns is closely allied to these two
topics. The UK programme as a whole is outlined in section 2.

y From an electrical point of view composites for use in aircraft are basically of two
types. These that are electrically non-conducting, such as glass fibre reinforced plastic,
behave essentially as 'open windows' (except that they can accumulate electrostatic charge)4
and may be treated accordingly. Moreover, only a small proportion of the total surface is

*1 likely to be constructed from such materials, although the special case of helicopters
needs to be borne in mind. on the other hand, carbon fibre composites are electrical con-
ductors, although poor ones compared to metal, and the trend is t-owards constructing quite
a high proportion of the structure, particularly the surface, from such material. This
paper deals entirely with the properties of CFC-, but it should not be overlooked that there
are hybrid composites under development, containing both carbon and glass' fibres for
example, and these will have even lower electrical conductivity.

The principal characteristics likely to make CFC different from aluminium alloy are:

Mi it has high resistivity (about 25-15U ojn m compared with 0.052 VQf m for
aluminium alloy)i

(ii) it has high surface resistivity, making it difficult to achieve good ¶2
electrical contact at joints;

(iii) it is not homogeneous, consisting of fibres embedded in plastic and not
necessarily in continuous contact along their length;

*MOD(PEbz Ministry of Defence (Procurement Executive).

......... ........
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Table 1I) THE UK MOD PROGRAMME ON THE ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF COMPOSITES

Oate Performing Work item Comments
started organisation

1970 RAE Materials Dept Resistivity measurements. Part of Materials
R A D programme

1970 ERA Direct damage lightning effects using Work completed
high voltage facility.

1973 Salford University Resistivity measurements. Part of Materials
R A D programme

1977 CLSU Lightning effects, direct and indirect Work completed.
(including resistivity and shielding PV work also
i,,easursments). undertaken

1977 RAE Radio and Resistivity measurements, dc-900MHz Work completed
Navigation Dept ground plane efficiency measurements at

UHF.

1977 ERA Basic proprties (resistivity, etc) at dc Work continuing
and rfl shielding effectiveness, aerial
performancel environmental effects (water,
salt water, fuelm, eto)l work on large
structure.

1978 Plessey Caswell Electrical impedance of CFC and CFC/metal Work continuing.
joints at dc and rfl methods of improving PV work also
joints, some environmental effects. undertaken

1978 RAE Work on CFC cockpit section, includingi Work completed
(in collaboration (i) Engineering Physics - shieldingand MBL) Dept effectiveness

(ii) Radio and Navigation - aerial
Dept performance

1978 MRL Mathematical model of multi-layer CFC to Work continuing
predict rf impedance and shielding
effectiveness.

1978 Plessey Non-linear effects (harmonic generation Work continuing
South Leigh and intermodulation products).

NB: The UK aerospace industry ha& also undertaken or sponsored wjork, particularly at
BAe Warton (resistivity'measurements, system studies, electrostatic charging,
lightning effects) and WHL Yeovil (shielding effectiveness).

Legendt
BAo British Aerospace
CLSU UKAEA Culham Laboratory Lightning Studies Unit
ERA ERA Technology Ltd (formerly Electrical Research Association)
MRL Marconi Research Laboratory, Great Baddow
Plessey Caswell Plessey Research (Caswell) Ltd, Allen Clark Research Centre
Plessey South Leigh Plessey Electronic Systems Research Ltd, South Leigh
PV Private venture

RAE Royal Aircraft Establishment

WHL Westland Helicopters Ltd
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(iv) it in not isotropicp that is, if a sheet in made with all fibres aligned
essentially parallel then the effective resistivity perpendicular to the
fibre direction is much greater (about 500 times) than that along the

fibres.

2 DEVELOPMENT AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND MEASUREMENT PROGRAMMES

Table I lists the principal past and current MOD(PE) programmes on the electromagnetic
properties of composite materials. As noted at the foot of the Table some of the MOD(PE)
contractors have also undertaken private venture work for outside agencies, and some of
the UK aircraft firms have also undertaken or sponsored R 6 D work in this area.

The work has boon sponsored by both the electrical and the materials/structures branches
of MOD(PE). In the earlier days when RAE Materials Department were pioneering the
development of CFC its electrical properties were among the factors that allowed an
insight into the characteristics ard performance of the material. This was the basic
reason for the wirk at RAE in 1970 and Salford University in 1973. Similarly, the
vulnerability of the material to lightning strike needed to be assessed, so simulated
lightning tests on various composite panels were made at ERA in 1970-1974 to assess
superficial damage, loss of strength, and the effectiveness of possible protective
coatings (Phillips, L.N., and White, E.L., 1975). Further work to investigate damage
mechanisms in more detail and to include indirect effects (induced voltages in electrical
systems) was initiated at CLSU in 1977 (Little, P.F., 1980).

On the other hand, the electrical branches of MOD(PE) have only begun to spcnsor work on
composites in the last few years. Apart from the work at CLSU, in which there has always
been a strong interest, the two main planks of the programme have been the work at ERA,
starting 11 1977, and at Plessey Caswell, starting in 1978.

The ERA package includes work on the basic electrical properties of the material, its
shielding effectivoness, its performance an an aerial counterpoise, and its performance
when incorporated in a large structure (Bull, D.A., Jackson, G.A., and Smithers, B.W.,
19801 Bull, D.A., and Jackson, G.A., 19801 Smithers, B.W., 1980). The Plessey Caswell
package includes woik on the electrical aspects of the bonding and jointing of CFC, both
to CFC and to metal (Brettle, J., and Baskerville, M.W., 19791 Brettle, J., Lodge, K.J.,
and Watson, A.W.D., 1980). Also in this period resistivity measurements were made on CFC'
samples, and its performance as an aerial "iounterpoise at UHF was assessed (Bagley, G.,
1977).

Simultaneously with the developing MOD(PE) iatirest the electrical design and
development teams in the JK aircraft industry also became concerned about the possible
impact of the use of CFC in future aircraft projects. Following informal discussions
the aircraft industry and MOD(PE) met in August 1977 and agreed that research into the
subject be encouraged. This reinforcid the case for work already being undertaken, or

* being considered, at RAE, CLSU, ERA and Plessey Caswell, and also showed the need for
further studies in areas not covered by the main programmes. Accordingly, MRL wereasked to develop a mathematical model of CFC to predict its rf impedance and shielding

effectiveness (Brewster, D.C., 1980), and Plessey South Leigh were asked to investigatewhether non-linear effects would occur either in the material itsblf or in joints

(Brettle, J., Lodge, K.J., and Watson, A.W.D., 1980). In addition BAs Warton made
available a CVC cockpit section for electrical work; after some discussion, it was
agreed that it would be most useful to carry out some experiments on it in a joint
MOD(PE)/aircoaft industry/avionics industry programme, to allow all parties to acquire
some knowledge of the performance of the material. This work was done at RAE and is
reported in section 3.

In addition to the MOD(PE) programme, the UK aircraft industry has aloc undertaken or
sponsored work on the subject (Smith, K., and Barton, G., 1980). However, close
liaison has been maintained between all parties throughout the programme and collabora-
tion has generally been extremely goods this is facilitated by an advisory 9voup which
meets twice-yearly.

Thus in 1980, a co.-ordinated UK programme has been in existence for more than 2 years,
results are beginning to appear, their implications assessed, and future developments
planned. These aspects are covered in sections 4 and 5.

3 JOINT MOD(PE)/AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY/AVIONICS INDUSTRY WORK ON AN EXPERIMENTAL
COCKPIT SECTION

f One interesting example of collaboration was the RAE/BAe F'arton/MRL exercise on a closed
1? compartment forming part of a CFC cockpit section. This had been built as a structural

demonstrator and was made available by BAe Warton. Measurements were mada of its shield-
ing effectiveness and its performance as an aerial ground plane, the former are reported
here.

The cockpit section is shown in Figure 1; its dimensions are approximately 2.25 m x Imm x
1 m. Also shown is a replica in 20 gauge aluminium. This was built because it was
recognised at the outset that results from the CFC section in isolation would not have
much meaning and that most value would come from results comparing the performances of CFC
and conventional construction. The aluminium replica was built in RAE, with the bonding
being in accordance with current practices at BAe Warton.

ii4o



It was also acknowledged that the shape of the specimen could reduce the absolute, if not

the relative, value of the results: without nose, rear fuselage and wings, the cockpit
section alone would not exhibit the resonance characteristics of a typical aircraft
structure when illuminated by an external field. It also became apparent, from experience
at other sites, that perhaps the more major differences arise not when complete substitu-
tion of CFC for metal is made but when sections of a metal fuselage are replaced by CFC:
this is because the skin current distribution is substantially altered with a metal/CFC

mixture.

Despite these limitations the work still had the valuable objective of obtaining a first-
hand general idea of the performance of the material in a complete structurel it led tothe development of the instrumentation• necessary for such measurements, and to the trans-
for of RAE experience and expertise to the firms involved.

The measurements were made in the RAE shielded room facilitiesi it had been hoped to make
open site measurements but low measuring sensitivity coupled with restrictions on the
amount of power allowed to be broadcast prevented this. Certain instrumentation had to
be developed for the work: this included small electric and magnetic field probes, a
preamplifier for the small HF signals that were being measured inside the structures, and
a fibre-optic link to connect the probes and the measuring set. Examples of the field
probes ara shown in Figure 2: from left to right are a three-axis electric field probe
(about 100 or 200 MHz to 1 GHz depending on signal strength), a three-axis magnetic field
probe (1-150 MHz), and a three-axis electric field probe (1-100 MHz). The fibre-optic
link was developed for use with the 100MHz to IGHz electric field probe to make: the
signals measured in this range immune to pick-up: at the transmit end the rf is converted
to do which controls the frequency of an audio oscillatorl an audio signal is then trans-mitted down the fibre-optic link and at the receive end a frequency counter displays a

reading proportional to the original field strength.

The work as a whole, including instrumentation, in being reported (Carter, N.J.# and
Hobbs, R.A., 1980). Figures 3 and 4 show typical results, Figure 3 is the magnetic
field attenuation over the range 1-160 MHz with the incident propagation vector perpen-
dicular to the fuselage axis, and Figure 4 is the elactric field attenuation over the
range 1.5 MHz to 12 GHi with propagation directed along the fuselage axis. In both cases
comparison with the aluminium replica is shown. In general the results, subject to the
provisos mentioned earlier, do not differ much from those of other UK workers, in that
significant differences between aluminium and CFC occur only in the HF band, for magnetic
field shielding. It is also interesting to note that a reasonably close scrutiny of the
results shows tentatively that the frequencies of some of the resonances can be linked to
the structure's dimensions - those at 33.25, 66.5 and 133 MHz in Figure 3 corresponding
to a length of 2.25 m.

Table 2

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC IMPACT OF CARRON FIBRE COMPOSITES

Minor problem areas Major problem areas

1 Direct damage lightning effects 1 CFC properties at HF and below lead to

penetration through the material of
2 Non-linear effects in airframes (har- energy from on-board and external

monic and intermodulation product sources, EMP and lightningi they also
"generation) cause difficulty in HF aerial

installation.
3 Aerial installation at VHF and above

2 Bonding and jointing: without adequate
4 Power supply earth returns electrical design there can be pene-

tration of energy through joints and
5 Shielding at VHF and above difficulties with HF installations.

4 PROVISIONAL CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PROGRAMME

The essential electrical difference between CFC and conventional metals used in air-
frames is its resistivity and rf impedance. At dc the resistivity of a wide range of CFC
samples ranges from 25-150 wim compared to 0.052 unm for a typical aluminium alloy used
in aircraft construction, a ratio of about 1000. In addition the resistance/frequency
characteristic is of the same genezal form as that for homogeneous material, in that it
appears to exhibit a skin effect, although there are some variations which have yet to be
explained. The influence of these factors on the specification, design, construction and
operation of aircraft (or weapons) with CFC in their structures has not yet been examined
in detail.

Table 2 is a preliminary assessment of the electromagnetic impact of carbon fibre compo-
sites. The essential message from this Table is that the major problem areas will arise
because of the characteristics of the material at HF and below; above this frequency range
there is little difference J i the electromagnetic effects of CFC and aluminium. These
findings are true for more or less all the lay-ups examined.

4,. *A
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It appears that direct damage lightning effect. are not serious, though attention should
be paid to structures containing a metal honeycomb and to adhesive joints. Electrical
non-linearities have not been found in the material itself , but further work is in hand to
investigate the behaviour of jointsl in any event the effects of the generation of har-
monics or intermodulation producta at such a source would be restricted to the possible
degradation of radio receiver performance. Aerial installation at VHF and above is not
seen as a problem: work at RAE has demonstrated that the performance of the matorial as a
ground plane at these frequencies is virtually indistinguishable from aluminium alloy.
Although it will not be possible to use CFC for a power earth return, with careful design
even with extensive use of composites the associated weight penalty may only be a few tens 4
of kilograms, particularly if certain longitudinal structural members are retained in
aluminium alloy. The shielding properties of the material itself may be diffeai'nt at VHF
and above - not necessarily uov'ae - but this will be due to the factor mentioned in
section 3, that the pattern of surface current distribution, and hence penetration, is
changed. Some limited work on aircraft incorporating composite panels tends to confirm
this opinion. in any case, even in metal aircraft it is not wise to place reliance on
the shielding afforded by the fuselage for the protection of sensitive electrical and
electronic systems.

The characteristics of the material, and its differences from aluminium alloys, at HF and
below are that its impedance is much higher and that it offers much less shielding to
magnetic fields. These differences are important for several reasons. Firstly, in the
EMC of aircraft systems, on-board HF installations cause considerable problems in conven-

tional metal aircraft, so it is likely that there will be even more penetration of HF
energy through CFC skins. This also applies when the aircraft is exposed to an external

tranmiter.Similarly, induced voltage lightning effects are likely to be more severe
f or the same reasons, as the typical lightning current has eignificant content at these
frequencies. The frequency spectrum of EMP includes these frequencies, though it also
extends higher into the VHF and UHF regions. Accordingly, it is possiblg that electro-

will need to be made more severe in the HF band. Furthermore, when an aircraft HF trans-
mitter system uses a notch aerial, the whole structure acts as a radiating element.

~ I Whether a CFC or CFC/metal aircraft will be adequately efficient for this task is still
being investigated. In total, the deficiencies of the material in the HF band may be
Serious enough to affect the requirements and specification (airframe and equipment) of
the aircraft as a complete weapon system. As a palliative, until the advent of the all-
composite' aircraft, the rf interference problem may be reduced by the Judicious siting

of cables to take maximum advantage of the shielding offered by the metal part of the
airframe, but in addition it may be necessary to metallise the structure in particularly

The second major problem area uncovered by the research programme is that of bonding and
jointing. Time and again the report has been that the limiting factor in the electrical
performance is not the material itself but the joint. This obviously applies to use of
teairframe to carry current from power (dc and rf) and lightning sources, to its use

as an aerial ground plane, particularly at HF, and to the limitation of non-linear effects.

IT' frame and hence increase the likelihood of EMI susceptibility problems. However, the
indications, particularly from the ERA and Plessey Caswell work, are that with careful
of the joint can be made comparable to or less than that of the material. Nevertheless,

this is a highly important area where the materials and structures engineers must be
maeaware of the design measures necessary to meet this objective. It seems possible

that in a year or so realistic and proven designs meeting electrical requirements can
be recommended.
These two problem areas - properties at HF, and bonding and jointing - obviously come
together on many occasions, ansi indicate where the major effects on the EMC of the complete
aircraft weapons system will lie, and where the most attention is required.

5 THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROGRAMME

V,, The UK programme as presently constituted comprises a certain emount of work at MOD (PE)
research establishments and in the aircraft industry together with extramural research

conratswith several firms. Thus, although it was launched in a co-ordinated manner and
with consideration of overall requirements, and whilst it has been discussed regularly at
an informal joint MOD(PE)/Industry advisory group, nonetheless the principal outputs so
far are limited to research reports from the individual laboratories. These by themselves .
usually contain material that is not always directly applicable by the ultimate customers.

(4 In addition we are now at a breakpoint in time where, having identified the main problem
areas and initiated work to investigate them further, we must ensure that the results are
in a form which provides maximum. benefit to MOD (PE) and Industry. To evaluate the future
direction of the programme it is useful to consider the customers and to identify their
particular needs. In addition to MOD these include other government departments, organisa-
tions such as the Civil Aviation Authority, and the airframe, weapons and avionics
industries. With this in mind it is possible to construct a table of organisations and
their expectations from the general EMC programme and the particular topic of the electrical
properties of composites:
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Organisation Requirement

Basic scientific knowledge
Ministry of Defence and otherI
government departments How to specify aircraft/weapons/avionics

Airfame/eapns idusties How to clear aircraft/weapons to service

How to build aircraft/weapons *
How to install avionics

Avionics industry

Ho~w to design avionics

Although this is a simple model, it is nonetheless useful. It shows, for example, that
if the problem is to be explored fully there should be private venture investment from

A industry and indicates where this funding should be applied; most importantly, it

identifies in which areas the principal outputs of the MOD(PE) programmne should lie, andI
consequently assists in determining its aims and objectives.

It is evident that there are many different expectations from the research programme, .
and that the research reports at present being produced are unlikely to be sufficient to
satisfy them all. In particular, it is evident that design information and guidance is a
major requirement, and that the programme should be structured to provide this. A method
of doing this, which is currently being debated within the UK, is to channel the results
from the research programme into a hierarchy of outputs:

Research reports

Data book

Design and installation guides (non-mandatory)

Project specifications and design requirements

The first outputs are the research reports presently produced. The second output will be
a data book, which will be a first attempt at distilling the results of the iaidividual
programmes (eg data on resistivity, bond impedance. non-linear effects, lightning effects,
aerial performance) into one useful volume. The third output is the preparation of non-Amandatory design and isaltogud;prblyanumber wilb eurddaig or
example, with airframe design, avionics installation, aerial installation, etc. The
fourth output will be the influence of composite structures in mandatory Project EMC and
other specifications and design requirements..

Having this logical sequence of outputs means that the individual research contractors
can see that their work is not merely an end in itself, but that it contributes to a
greater wholel furthermore, it enables them to centre their efforts in areas which are
ultimately going to be of most benefit to all of the potential customers for their work.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The UK MOD(PE) research programme on the electromagnetic properties of carbon fibre con-
po~ites is, perhaps, half-way thrpugh its life. Some preliminary observations on its
results can be made, and useful information is starting to be fed into development

programmes. Although two major problem areas and some minor ones have been identified
these are not likely to be such as to inhibit the use of composites provided that there .
is close liaison between materials, structures and elec;:rical specialists to ensure
optimum overall design, particularly as regards bonds and joints. Other features which
must be kept to the forefront are the increased weight of wiring, anid cable screening,
the likelihood of more severe EMC susceptibility requirements in the 1Ff band, and the
possibility of metallising in critical areas.

The UK programme has focussed initially on composites intended for aircraft structuresi
work may also be undertaken on composites for weapons structures, where these are
different. Additionally, any development of hybrids such as carbon/glass composites must
alai, include the Avaluation of electrical properties, which may well be worse than those
of carbon fibre composites.

Finally, some of the outputs of the UK programme, particularly in the Jointing area,
have already been accepted by the mechanical design offices of the aircraft industry and
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influenced theJr activities. Such liaison must continue if the potential advantages of
composites are to be realised in practice.
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Fig 1 Aluminium and carbon fibre comiposite fuselage sectionsI

used for shielding measur~ements at RAE

Y"I

Fig 2 Field4 probes used for shielding measurements -(1 to r)
E-field (100 MHz to 1 GHz), H-field (1-150 MHz),
E-fiel1 (1-100 MHz)
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*1 PROGRAMME FRANCAIS DIESSAIS EN VOL
SUR LES EFFETS ELECTROMAGNETIQUES DE LA FOUDRE

J.C. Alliot
Office National d'Etudes et do flecherches A6rospatiales

92320 chatillon - FRANCE

D. Gall
Centre d'Essais A6ronautiques de Toulouse

31056 Toulouse Cedex - FRANCE

RESUMEI
Sous lt~gide des Services Tec'hniques Frangais de l'A6ronau-

tique, un programme d'essais en vol, destin6 a 6valuer les per-
turbations glectromagn6tiques de la foudre, a At6 d~fini et mis
en oeuvre das 1978.4

Ce programme d'esasis eat r6alis6 pa~r le CEAT, ls CEV at
l'ONERA ; l'avion utilis6 est un TRANSALL C160 de I'Armge do
l'Air, comportant une instrumentation approprige a la, d6tection
des ph6nomanes associ6a aux foudroiements directs ou de proximi-

t6;le courant de foudre (composantes impulsionnelles et conti-I
nues), lee courants de peau en diff~rents points do la. structure,
lee champs 6lectromagnfitiques externes iinternee, lea surten-
sions sur divers 6quipementa et circuits de bord ; diff~rents
capteurs permettent do caract~riaer l16tat 6lectrique de l'avioh
bora du foudroiement (potential d'6quilibre, courant de charge
d'origine tribo~lectrique, champ 6lectrique atmosph6rique ext~rieur).

Le comportement des panneaux de structure en mat~riau com-
posite via A vis dui rayonnement 6lectromagn~tiqufi est particu-
li~rement fitudi6 afin d'en d6finir lea syst~nies de protection.
Apr~a diversea modifications et adjonctions appoilt6es a l'instru-
mentation uLilis6e bora des essais de 1978, une nouvelle campagne
expgrimentale se d6roulera en 1980.

1 -INTRODUCTION

L1td g6n6rale des foudroienenta d'un ae'ronef en vol met en 6vidence deux types de
* probl~mes (J. Plumer, B. Burrows, D. Clifford, 1978)

* - le premier eat li' aux effets m6caniques de b1impacit de la d6charge our la structu-
re du v~hicube (fusion, d6formation, explosion,.. )

- le second *aux perturbations concernant lee 6quipements 6bectroniques embarqugs,
dues au rayonnement 6lectromagn6tique engendr6' par lee d~charges.

Dana 116tat actuel des connaiasv~nces, on estime que lea problanios ligo aux effete
m6caniquea de b'impact sont bien cerngs et qua des protections efficacies seront utilise'es,
de fagon ayst6matique, a court terne. Lea actions m~caniques des d~charges ouir une struc
ture sont, en effet, provoqu6es par des m6caniames dont lea caract~ristiques aont connuecs
et peuvent ýtre reproduites en laboratoire ,en vraie grandeur. A l'inverse, lea pro-
blames pos6s par lea perturbations 6lectromagngtiques sur lea 6quipements 6lectroniques
embarqu~s sont beaucoup moins bien connus et font l'objet de nombreuses 6tudes.

A ceba, plusieura raisons peuvent ýtre donn~es

-lei caract6ristiques du rayonnement 6lectromagn6tique engendrg par lea divers m6-
canismlis d'une d~charge atwosphe'rique (en particubier 3ea dichargen inter et intra
nuages) sont encore mal connues et me peuvent donc pas ýtre simul6es en laboratoire
de fagon catisfaisante

-lea mat~riaux composites sont de plus en plus utilis6s dana la construction a~ro-
nautiq-.1e pour r6aliser des parties de structure -, celles-ci constituent des pa.-
sages privil6gi6s de l'6nergie 6lectromagngtique si des pr6cautions particuli~res
ne soent pas prices

-l'utilisation croissants des circuits int~gr~s digitaux, fonctionnant I baa niveau
et pr~sentant des imp~dances d'entr~e et des bandes passantes glev6es, pour r6ali-
ser lea 6quipements avioniques (in-rtrumentation dtaide A la navigation et de radio-

* ~communica~tion, commandos 6lectriques, calcubateurs de bord, .. ), Os traduit par
une plus grands susceptibilitfi des appareils aux rayonnements parasites.

L'anabyae des r6sultats statistin-.es publifis our lea foudrojements directs des afiro-
nefs en vol montrs que la, probabilit6 d'impact no cease d'augmentsr an cours des ann6eu
en raison do l'accroissemsnt du trafic a~r~en qui impose, du momns pea1r lea v~hicules com-
merciaux, des plans do vol tr4S strir.+s ; .ette augmentation se traduit, sur ccrtaines
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lignes ouropgonnes, par un taux de foudroiemont pouvant atteindre un 6vgnement pour main.
do 1000 heures de vol. Lee foudrajements lea plus dangereux so produisont a bases altitude,
au moment des phases d'asconsion at do desoente des v6hicules ;cern foudroiaemnts, en
effet, so d~olenchent entre un nuago at Io sol ,etes'accompagnent d~uneg onde do courant de *
forte amplitude , 9 variation tr~s rapids, qui parcourt Ia struoture at provoque la psn6-
tration d'uno 6nergie ~lectromagn~tique vera ilintgriour du v~hiculs.

Lea Services Officials Franjais do l'A~ronautique et lee constructours ont, depuia
an dizaina d'ann6os, d~fiznis plusieurs programmes d'6tudes expgrimentales en laboratoiro,

visant A ls protection des agronars conbre l& foudre. Ces 6tudes, bas6es our la simulation
des caract6ristiquas des d~charges atmosphdriques d6termingos &partir do mosures offoo-

tu~e ausol on coduitI I oratin dun crtan nmbr delaboratoires d'essais spC-
oialis6s notamment celui du CEAT (Centre d'Esoaio Agronautique de Toulouse) udips
do mayene do simulation A haute gnergia your 6tudier ia comportement des structiaros. Pour
leas raisons 4voqu~es pr6oedemment. 1'6tude des m6canismes de couplage do l'6nergia 61oo-

tromagngtique avec lea 6quipements avioniques a conduit la Direct~ion Technique des

court terms sont lea suivants.

- Ia definitioh at la mine au point do moyens de mesures, an vol, des paramatres
Slectriques at glectromagn6tiques associgs aux dficharges atmosph6riques

- l'6tude des conditions d'inlitiation ou d'intercoption des foudroiomonto en volI
(champ 6lectrique inducteur, charge propre do l'avion,..

- ia caractgrigation dos andes de courant parcourant Ia structure du v6hicula lore
d'un foudroioment direct ainsi quo la d6termination de la r6partition do ces cou-
rants our la peau do l'aVion

isl caractgrisation des rayonnements 6lectromagnitiques, engendr~s par lea foudroie-
ments directs at do proximitfi dane une gamme de rr6quences s'Stendant .jusqu'A
20)0 MHz,

11l6tude du "durcissement" des fiquipements avioniques.

L'objectif a plus long torms set l'6tablissement de recommandati-ne at do narmes
pour prot~ger les 6cquipenorita contre lea foudi'oiementa,

L'avion retonu pour coB expgrimentations sat le C160t'TRANSALL" A014 do lfArm6e do
l'Air, qui a 6t4 muni de deux perches m6talliques do 4~ m~tres do longs situ6as a l1'avant
ot a "l'arri~re du 'fuselage, pour localiser le point d'impact at caractgriser l'ondo de
courant parcourant la structure lore d'un foudroiement direct. Plusieurs essais pr6limi-
naires do i'oudroiementsen vol ont 6t4 r6alis~s an 1978 (D. Gall. 1979) avec Ia collabora-
tidn do l'AIA (Ateliers des Industries A~ronautiques), dt- CEV (Centre d'Essais en Vol),du
CEAT, de la. SEFTIM (Soci~t6 d'Etude et do Fabrication den Techniques Industrielleu Moder-
nec) et du CESTA (Centre d'I9tudo Scientifique et Technique d'Acquitaine).

Deux programmes d'essais en vol similairea sont ac~tuollement mon6s aux Etats-Unio
par l''ir Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory" our un avion C130 (K.J. Maxwell, 1979) at par
le "NASA Langley Research Center" our un avion F106 (F.L. Pitto, 1979). D'autres program-
mes, visant plus particuli~rement l'6tude du comportement d'un type particulier d'avion
(Boeing 1147) au fuudroiemerit direct, sont en cours de pr6paration (o.J. Vonflokern, 1978).

2 - CAMPAGNE DE FOUDROIEMENTS Elf VOL EFFECTUEE EN 1978

2.1 - Choix de l'avion

Compte-tenu du caractare tr~s particulier de one essais, l'avion "TRANSALL c16O-Ao~l"
(figure 1) fut choisi pour lea principales raidons suivantes

a) disponibilitg de l~a'aDpareil,T
b) s6curit6 de l'appareill les comptes rendus cono6cutifs aux foudroiomemts des

"TRANSALL" montrent leur faible sensibilitg a la foudre,
c) avion lent :170 noeuds en conditions turbulentes (Is bases vitesue permet de

ninimiser les effets de balayage de la foudre),
d) avion 6quip6 d'un radar mtgtorologique,
a) avion cargo pouvant omL ~rquer un cadre (cage do Faraday) do grandes dimensions

pro~tecistion dpcae aou nivtucurdes do l'afronef,

- potetio spciae a nieaudesbouchons de rgservoir do carburant,

-,.~ v.iicto res Af:;a::::s ; teu ~aiu etu e qipmnsms evee npr

ticulier, dos perches.
2.2 -Description do 1'instrumentation do mesuro



Au caurs do cotte campagne d assais, I'instrumentation compartait (f igure 2)

- uric promi~ro masure du courant do faudre our la perch. avant at uric seonds our la
perch. arriare

- une masuro du champ magn6tique en quatre points situfis A l'int~riour do la struc-
ture do l'avian I

- uno memura den caurants do poau A l'inbtriour at A lt.xtgrieur do la structure
~ I- uric masuro des surtan, ions d6volopp~As our une ligne test situfie I llint6riour du

fu elage ainsi quo dos masuros de surtonuians our Is r~seau do g~n~ration glee-
trique at our certains 6quipaments do bard.

L'ansemble des moyons d'anregistrement Stait regroups & 1'intgriour du cadre blinds
qui assurait une attfinuation au champ glaotromagr~6tique parasite supfirieure A 50 dB
jusqu'a une fr~quenca da, 100 MHz.

2.2.1 - Manure du courant foudra

Lou courants de foudre,imractant la, percha avant at sortant par la parche arriara,,
6taient mesur6s A l1aide do doux "shunts" coaxiaux d'impfidance 1 mil, ayant un temps de
r~ponse do 80 no . Chaque "s5hunt" 6tait placs A Ilngiu den perches de quatre metres
do long (figures 1 at 3), Des att~nuateurs insgrfio dans lea lignas do transmission,permet- I
taient la masure do courants juaqu'a 160 kA. La transmission des informations 6tait r6a-
liege par cable triaxial ; lour acquisition 6tait offectuge au moyan d'un magn~toscope
SONY type AV36TO CR de 2 MHz do band. passante.

2.2.2 - Mesre du cham2 mant6ta ij

La champ magngtique 6tait mesur6 on quatre points A l'intgrieur de Ilavian :daux
capteurs 6itaient plac6s dana le bard d'attaquo da chaque aile ; deux autres sur le
fuselage , A l'intgrieur de la saute , l6g~rement en avant du plan des
h6licos at a 450 do part at d'autre do l'axe de symfitrie do l'avion. Los captaurs utili- i
ago, du type triaxiaux, avaient une coristante do temps T w 1 via. Les informations 4taiont

tranamises par cable bifilaire torsoidg blindg et l'acquisitian 6tait effectu6a en node
F.M., a l'aide d'un enregistreur 'nagn~tique Schiunberger ME 4050 de 400 kHz do bande
pasuante.

2.2.3 - 0enure des couranta do eau

Lea courants de peau 6taient mesur~s A l'aide do boucles de "MOEBIUS". Quatre bou-
else 6taient mont6es par paires, Iln a l'axtgrieur, l'autre A l'int6rieu:.' du fuselage,
l~ggroment en avant du plan dea h6lices. Les modes de transmission at d'acquisitian do

ces informations 6taiont idantiques h ceux des mesures pr6c~dentes.

2.2.~4 - Mesure des surtensiona our la 1 iSne teatI

La ligne test 6tait constitu6e d'un fil do cinq m~trea do long, plac6 a 0,22 m de
la parci int6rieure du fuselage.

L'une des ex~tr6mitgs du cable 6tait relifie a 1& masse do l'avion et la surtonsian
6tait mesurge aux barnes d'une inp6dance insgrge entre Ilautre extr~mit6 du cAble at la

i: masoe do l'avion. Le signal do surtension 6tait achemin6 par un cable coaxial vero un
magn6toscope SONY bype AV 3670 CE do 2 MHz do bande passante~.nodifig en conb~quence pour
ce made d'acquisit~on do donngeo.

2.2.5 - Meaurev des aurtensions sur certains eSui~Emen!ts ebr

P ~Outre lea mesures de aurtensions sur le r6seau do g6n6ration glectrique do 11'avion,
Pdivers 6quipements do bard avaient 6t6 instrument6a tels quo :10 dggivrage d'une &lace

copilote, le r~chauffage do l'antonne an6mom6trique, l'indicateur do d6bit carburant, un
fou do position, Ie radar m~t6orologique, un r~cepteur VHF et un r~cepteur VOR. Des
chatnes do transmission par fibre ap~tique assuraient la transmission does ignaux vera un

enregistreur magn~tique.
2.2.6 - Ease de tempsa

Une base do temps 6tait distribuge sur tous lea enregiatreurs magn~tiques et pernet-
tait d'abtenir une pr~cision do l'ordre do la aeconde.

2.3 - Principaux r6aultats abtenus en 1978

Durant la campagne d'easais qui event d6roulfie, au dossus du torritaire frangais
e ntre mai et juillet 1978, sept vols carrespandant A 17 heures do recherches, de condi-
tions orageuses ant permia d'intercepter 19 foudraiements dont 14 ant 6t6g;enregistrfis.
Los principales conditions~ relev6es au moment des foudroiements 6taient los suivantes

- altitude en vol :10 000 < Z < 15 000 pieda;
-vitesse do p6n6tratian dana lea nuages : 17 naeuda;

-~ ~ typ denae uuonmu isol6s ou en frain

A- turbulence :en gfin6ralmoyenne;
- localization du fuudroiement 9 !a p6riph6rie ou a l'int6rieur (1 a 2 nautiques)

du nuage.
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Cos assais ont permis

de forts courants (160 kA), ainsi qua l'afficacit6 des perches utilisfies pour 10-4
caliser Ilimpact at visualiser l'effet balayant do la foudredevrfe abnetnemcnqed elaprilg np~ec

-de mettre an 6vidence, d'une part la n~cessitfi de gfin6raliser lltlsto des
fibres optiques pour tranamottre lea signaux deamesure at, d'autre part, la

n6cesaitg dtam~liorer ia fiabilite' du matfiriel d'enregistrement magn~tique;
-de determiner l'ordre de grandeur des principales caract~ristiques des courarts
parcourant la structure de l'avion lora d'un impact sur la percho avant.

I It La figure 24 montre, k titre dlexemple, une forme d'onde do courant enregistrfie our
la parcha avant, d'amplitude voisino de 50 kA et correspondant vraisomblablement, d'apras
lea observations de lifiquipage, 9 un foudrojement direct do l'avion entra nuage at aol.
L'analysa qualitative des foudroiements, observ6s en vol, met en fividence l'oxistenco de

deux types de d~chargea celles constitu~es d'une succession d'impulsions braves, de
tant qu'un nombre limitfi d'impulsions,,de forte amplitude at beaucoup plus aspacfies lana
le temps.

3 - PERSPECTIVES DE LA CAMPAGNE DIESSAIS 1980

Une nouvelle campagne d'easais, tirant partie des ensoignaments do la premigra, so
d6roulera, au coura de 1'6t6 1980, avec ia participation de l'ONERA (Office National
ment

- ia caractgrisation de 1'6tat 6lectrique du v6hicule,
- 116tude de la fonction do transfert,du point de vue 6lectromagn6tique, do divars
-types de panneaux r6alia6s en mat~riaux composites,
-la visualisation at l'emregistrament cingmatographique do ltenvironnement nuageux
(face A Ilavion), do 1& porche avant et de l'6cran du radar m6tgorologique, coci
afin de corr6ler lea foudroienonts avec la situation m~te'orologique locale.

L'enaemble do 19ntuetto d~crite aux paragraphes 2.2.1 A 2.2.6 sara maintenue.

3.1 - Caractgrisation do 114tat 6lectrique de l'avionI

Deux ph6nonanes principaux peuvent contribuer A l1apparition do champs filectrostati-
quas sur la structure d'un avion an vol :l'action du champ 6loctrique atmosph~rique am-
biant et la prfisence dtune charge glectrique propre sur Ia structure. L'acquiaition do

cette charge propre pout 9tre due a trois procesaus d'~lectrisation (J.L. Borlay, 1979)

-la tribo6lectricitS (impacts de particules charg~es ou non),
-lea charges 6lectriquos 6vacuges par lea propulseurs,
-lea d~charges partiolles de type ttcouronnoll, provoqu6es par un champ inducteur in-
tense d'origine atmoaph~rique.

En fonction des configurations do vol, ltun ou l'ur do ces phgnomanea pout atre
pr6pond~rant mais dana 1e cas g~n6ral, 1'6tat 61ectrique du v~hicule rssulte de la, super-
position des deux 6tats pr6c6dents.

On pout montrer (P. Laroche, 1980) quo l'implantation do captours en quatre points
do mesure, judicieusement choisis sur la structure, permet do dfiterminer la charge propre
acquise par l'avion (ou son potential) ainsi qua lea trois composantas du champ inductaur
ambiant.

3.1.1 - Mesure du 6oate lectri j dolavo

La mesure des composantes du champ 6lectrique atmosph~rique inducteur et du potontid.
do l'avion oat effectu~e A l'aide do quatre capteurs, du type moulins a champ, d~velopp~s
par l'ONERA (P.Laroche, 1980).

Ces capteurs sont dispoafia dana des zones non soumises au courant d'origine tribo-I
6lectrique et sont r~partis sur la structur~e do fagon a ce quo chacun des capteurs soit

taton eteus ur ~avon"TRANSALL" sont indiqu~s chr am figure 5. L'obtention de la
valour du potantial et do cellos des trois composantos du champ ext~rieur ft~cesaite ia

conaisanc decoefficients do forme dont la valour d~pend do la g~om6tria du v~hicule

at des points dtimplantation des capteurs. Ces coefficients sont dgtermin6s, en labora-

toire, grico A una naquette conductrico, A Schello r6duita, do l'avion (P.Larocho, 1980).I
La sianal do mesure, issu do chaque capteur do champ, eat enregistr6 an mode P.M.

our un anregistreur magn6tique (figure 6).

3.1.2 - Mesuro du courant dtimELSj

La courant d'origine tribo~lectrique oat dfitectA par une sonde dtimpactg constituge
par una mfitallisation de la glace frontala cei~trale du poste do pilotage. Le courant col-
lect6 circule a travers une inpgdance do charge rgunia A la structure de l1avion la
tension d~tectge aux bornes de cotta impedance eat amplifi6e at achemin~e vera un enrogis-



treur magn~tique (figure 6).

3.2 -Mesures flectromagnfitigues &large bande

3.2.1 -Ggnfiralitgs

L. but de cea meaures eat 1.. determination simultan6e des champs Slectromagngtiques
a 1, ext~rieur et I i'intgrieur du fuselage de l'avion, au voisinage d'une ouverture, aim-
si que l'analyse des signaux parasites engeridr6s sur una ligne teat aitu6e a bord. Loa
rfisultats attondua doivent permettre di d6terminer

avec un circuit glectrique embarqL.j loraque l'avion eat soumia & un foudroiement

direct ou de proximit6
- la, fonction de transfert, du point da vue glectromagn6tique, d~n ouierture
radiotransparente de dimensi.ons g6om~triques donnges

-la, fonction de tranafert de cette ouverture lorsqu~elle eat recouverte dou pan-
neau r~alis6 en matgriau composite;
leg conditions d'initiation ou d'interception d'um foudroiement, en liaison avec
lea meaures des param~tres glectriques de l'~oe dgcrita au § 3.1. A

Lea champs glectromagnc~tiques sont mesures A l'aide des capteurs a large bande pas-
.janta ; lea aignaux sont transmis au moyen de chalnes optoglectroniques et leur acquisi-
tion eat effectuge simultan6ment par des magngtoscopes video et par des digitaliseurs ra-
pides. Ceb derniers aont g~r~s, de fagon automatique, par un calculateur qui assure 6ga-
lement le acbockage des donnges.

Le premier mode d'acquisition.op6rant de manie're continue doit permettre de recons-
tituer l'historique complet de la, d6charge atmosph~rique avec une bande passante de 10

* MHz at is second doit permettre dtanalyser des ph6nomanes, pendant une durge limit6e mais
* avec une bande passante de 200 MHz.

Ltensemble de l'instrumentation d'acquisition des signaux est dispoag A 11intgrieur
de la, cage de Faraday qui utilise un r~seau d'alimentation Siectrique autonome, d6coupl6
du r6seau do l'avion.

3.2.2 atuadchm ecrmntiu

L'implantation des capteurs do champ Slectrique et de champ magn6tique a 6tg choisie

suffisanto dana la gamme de frqec nia~.Dpuct mlcmn otSr i
dana une zone & faible probabilitg d'impact do la. foudre. La figure 7 indique Ilimplanta-

V ~tion retenue, lea deux capteurs *sont .placgoaur le c8t6 ext6rieur droit et centres sur
une g6n~ratrice du fuselage passant par le centre du hublot ; con capteurs sont prot6g6s
paruncar'nage en fibre de verre trait6 anti-statique. L'orientation des capteurs eat
choisie de fagon a permettre la, mesure du champ Alectrique normal 4 ia paroi at la mesure
du champ magn~tique tangent A la circonf~rence du fuselage.

Lea capteurs utilis6s sont des d~tecteurs acti±'a, du type asymgtrique, coinrercialisfi
, kilpar Ia socigt6 Thomson-CSF (D~partement appl~cations spe'ciales de l'instrurnentation). Ces

(module du champ filectrique E ou du champ magn~tique H) et comportent huit gammes de me-

a uras programmables. Leur forme g~om~trique particuliare permet d'effectuer des meaures
do champ tr~s intenses (t 316 kV/m ou ± ý39 A/n) dana une gamma de fr6quences comprile
entre 100 Hz at 150 MHz pour le capteur E at entre 6 kHz et 150 MHz pour le capteur H
(figure C).

b) A l'5ntgrieur du fuselage dscper ~eops a amm oit r
La dgtermination des champs 6lectromagn6tiquea 9 l'intgriý-ur du fuselage, sur l'axe

du hublot (figure 7), eat r~alis~e par dscper vlo ps prl mescg6, per
mettant d'effectuor des meaures a e champ libre dans une gamme do fr6quences co wprise entre
1 kHz et 130 MHz pour le capteur et entre 30 kHz at 130 MHz pour le capteur ~. Le pro-
Mier comporte cinq gammes de mesure,,r~parties entre 1 ky/rn et 100 ky/n et le second en-
comporte troisacomprises entre 26,5 A/rn et 265 A/rn (figure 9).

Los signaux parasites induita sur la ligne test bont d~tectgs soit aux barnes d'une
imp~dance do charge~soit & l'aide d'une sonde de courant radiofr~quence,

3.2.3 - Chatnes de transmission optofilect ronijLuEa

Lea signaux entre lea capteurs de champ et les systarnes d'acqui.sition sont transmis
j~. par voies optoglectroniquea (figure 10). Les chatnes utilis~es permetten~t dleffectuer une

transmission analogique des signaux~dans une gamma do fr6quence comprise entre 500 Hz et
200 MHz, avec une dynamique sup6rieure A 140 dB.

Ce mat~riel, commercialia6 par Electro-Optic Developments, a 6t6 modifig et adapt$
aux conditions du vol.

3.2.14 - a-~ýnE!-Laisto-t do traitement des si&LnLaux

L'acquisition des aignaux eat r6alia6e simultan6ment (figure 10)
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do 10 MHz do bands passante at de 40 dB de rapport signal our bruit, modifi6 an vue de
cette application particuliare

- par m6morisation sur des enregistreurs de transitoires de 200 MHz do bande passhnte. Ce
mode d'acquisition permet d'apprghender et d'analyser des signaux rapides dana une
fenitre de temps limit6e et utilise des digitaliseurs 7912 AD Tektronix de 10
Kmots de capacit6 m6moire. La gestion de ces digitalineurs at le transfert des donn6es
vers une m~moire de masse, constituge par une bands magngtique digitals, sont obtenus
de fagon automatique par l'interm6diaire d'un calculateur 4052 Tektronix suivant ls
synoptique repr~sent6 sur la figure 11.

Deux circuits "Trigger" at "Synchronisation" permettent respectivement, de comman-
der une acquisition des digitalisours quelle qua soit la polarit6 du signal analys6 at de

rep6rer sur l'enregistrement video des magn6toscopes BK 411, l'instant de l'acquisition
effectuge par lea enregistreurs 7912 AD.

3.2.5 - Nature depanneaux 6tudigs

Les hublots exp~rimentfs ont un diamtre de 380 mm at seront recouverts successive-
ment de panneaux en

- verre,

- verre traitt (procgdi SEFTIM),
- fibre de carbons,
- fibre de carbons avec grillage cuivre intigr6,
- fibre do verre avec grillage cuivre,
- m6tal.

Les panneaux on fibres de carbons at de verre ont une 6paisueur da 2 mm at le gril-

lage en cuivre utilis6 a une maille de 1,5 mm, un diamtre de fil de 90 Um at une densit6de 68 g/m 2

4 - CONCLUSION

Une premiere campagne d'essais de foudroiement en vol sur un avion "TRANSALL" (1978)
a permis de montrer la faisabilit6 d'une telle expfrimentation at de mieux d~finir lea
chalnea de mesure A mettre en oeuvre. Tenant compte de ces enseignoments, de nouveaux
essais sont pr6vus au cours de l't6 1980 avec pour objectifs i

- d'obtenir des informations quantitatives sur lea modes de couplage de l'nergie
6lectromagn6tique, engendrge par un foudroiement direct ou de proximit6, avec les
6quipements de bord ;

de connattre l'affaiblissement introduit par divers types de panneaux r6alis6s anmat~riaux composites
- d'6valuer l'6tat 6lectrique d'un v6hicule au moment du foudroiement

- do caract6riser les ondes de courant parcourant la structure.
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Fig. I -Photographifi de
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V I,

a) capteur E b) capteur H

Fig. 8 -Captoure de champs glectromagn~tiques du type asyu~trique

a) capteur E b) capteur H

Fig. 9 -Capteurs do champ dlectromagngtique du type symitrique.
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AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURERS APPROACH TO THE E.M.C./AVIONICS
PROBLDMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF CCMPOSI'1.E MATERIALS

by

0. Barton
Westland Helicopters Ltd.

Yeovil U.K.

I. P. MacDiarmid

British Aerospace, Warton U.K,

SUMMARY

The paper outlines, by giving detailed examples, the U.K. aircraft manufacturers approach to the
E.M.C./Avionic problems associated with the use of Carbon Fibre Composites (C.F.C.).

The first two sections deal with examples of structures that required flight clearance within rela-
tively short timescales, these are; the fitting of C.F.C. panels to Jaguar and Lightning Striks investiga-
tions or. composite demonstrator rotor blades.

SThe remaining sections (3 to 5) outline work undertaken to address the long term problems of composite

aircraft and their effects on avionic systems. This includes C.F.C. fuselage investigations, conductivity
measurements and an earth return study.

to. JAGUAR CFC PANELS

The structural trend when introducing composites on aircraft has been to replace selected existing
metallic panels with carbon fibre composite (CFC) panels. To assess the possible effects on avionic
systems and the overall Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) of the aircraft each composite panel requires
to be addressed considering such areas as material/lay-up and, position on aircraft, lightning strike
effectsantenna performance, RF effects on systems/cables running beneath; etc. with the final objective
to provide recommendations and supporting evidence for flight approval.

The introduction of CFC panels on the Jaguar aircraft is one asAch instance, and the following outlines
the investigations undertaken and the subsequent programme of work.

The proposed'CFC panels to be fitted on the Jaguar Aircraft are as listed below:-

Underwing Panel U44 18 0001
Rear Fuselage Spine Panel EM4 28 0001
Rcz-r Fuselage Tank Access Panels CF18.010.001

CF18.016.0o1

An initial investigation was undertaken considering the location of the panelewhich eAe shown in Pig.1,1
and the various systems/cables running beneath. It was concluded that only two areas of possible problems
need to be considered further:-

1. lightning Strike Effects
2. RF Effects (Possible deterioration in EM shielding properties)

1.1 Lightning Strike Effects

When it was initially proposed to use carbon fibre/aluminium honeycomb/carbon fibre sandwich panels
on the aircraft a &reat deal of concern was expressed. This was because previous work on this type of
sandwich panel indicated a possible hazard due to lightning currents flowing in the aluminium honeycomb.
The damage noted arises mainly from current being forced to cross the dielectric glue line between aluminium '1
ribbons. The subsequent instantaneous deposition of energy gives rise to three stages of failure depending
upon the magnitude of the current densities. They are:

1) Blistering and arcing within the glue layer giving progressive failure of the bond up to complete
separation of the ribbons. This occurs at very low current density.

2) Failure of the interface bond between the Carbon fibre and the aluminium honeycomb up to complete
delamination of the Carbon fibre skin.

3) As current densities and action integral increase these two failure mechanisms can escalate into an
explosive delamination of the carbon fibre skins.

When assessing the possible hazards due to lightning strike each panel was considered in turn and a
great deal of attention given to the possible delamination problem. It was condluded that the rear fuselage
tank access panels are the only panels with possible significant flight safety implications for the follow-
ing reasons:

1. Delamination of this panel could caube a serious flight safety hazard.

2. These panels arm in a high current density area and long before failure of these panels, sparking
could occur at the metal to CFC interface rasulting in ignition of fuel.

........................... ..... .. ......
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A programme of work was therefore undertaken to investigate the effects of lightning on the fuel
tank access panels. In addition to performing a series of tests to determine the performance of the
"pres, nt design, various lightning strike protection finishes were also assessed during this programsm of
worzt, in case this proved necessary.

1.1.2 Simulated Lightning Strike Tests on the CFO Fuel Tank Access Panel

The work reported below was undertaken by UKAEA, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire and

acknowledgement is given for the extracts used here from their report on this work.

The test conditions and levels subjected on the panels were de-ived from the Culham laboratory
Report "Recommended Practice for lightning Simulation and Testing Techniques for Aircraft". No CLM-R-163
dated May, 1977.

1.1.3 Test Specimens

A total of six specimens were supplied. They were:

M.F.I. Standard Aluminium Panel of present production.

J.F.2 Standard CFP/Aluminium honeycomb/CFP panel of the proposed demonstrator type.

JF.-3 As J.F.2 with a 200 mesh stainless steel wire surface protection.

J.F.4 As J.F.2 with Aluminium foil surface protection.

J.F.5 As J.F.2 with flame sprayed Aluminium protection.

j.r.6 Aluminium/Aluminium honeycomb/Aluminium sandwich panel.

In addition a mock up of that part of the fuel tank forming the immediate surroundings of the
access panel was also supplied. In this mock up the method of fixing the panel to the tank was faithfully
reproduced.

In addition to tests on the six panels mentioned above tests were also conducted on panels made
at Culham. These were

(1) A plain Carbon Fibre Epoxy Resin panel EPLA 4617 HPD having 8 laminates each 0.005 thick with the
fibre lays at Oo.900.•O0.Oo.O°.90°.90°.O°. to the direction of the current flow.

(2) A SRBP panel.
(3) A plain 2 m thick Aluminium Sheet panel.

1.1.4 Test Techniques

Zone 3 Tests

The test panel was mounted in the cimulated surround and this formed part of a parallel tratns-
mission line. The return conductor forming the other half of the system was placed opposite the outside
of the panel. See fig.1.2.

This effectively simulated the natural lightning current distribution under zone 3 conditions in
the panel and its immediate surround. The light tight box permitted photographic observation of possible
sparking at the various current joints during the test pulse.

Zone 2a Tests

The simulated surround structure was reduced in size by removing some of the outer metal panel,
and placed in the standard Culham large concentric feed arc test rig. This is designed to reduce the
effect of the return conductor magnetic fields upon the arc movement, and thus more closely resembles the
conditions of a natural lightning strike environment. The arc was struck between a jet diverting electrode
and the test piece. This electrode diverts the electrode jet, which is not representative of a natural
lightning strike, away from the test piece, and thus prevents unrepresentative damage from occuring.

1.1.5 Diagnostics

Zone 3

The total test current was neasured by using a calibrated magnetic probe and a Rogowaki coil.
In addition two flat single turn coils were placed close to the surface of the access panels on both
inner and outer sides. These coils covered half the effective width of the panel and were arranged to
detect linkages with that component of the flux normal to the surface of the panel. This indicates the
level of flux penetration of the panel. Reference levels were set by cor~ducting tests with an aluminium
panel and an insulating panel. Small holes were drilled into the CF/honeycomb/CF sandwich panel, into
which probes were inserted to measure the honeycomb resistance.

The possible presence of sparking at the panel/surround interface was detected photographically.

... ~~~ .........
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Zone 2a

No special diagnostics other than normal current and voltage measurements were made for Zone 2a
Tests.

1.1.6 Test Waveforms Used

Zon' A Tests

The width of the simulated immediate surrounds of the panel is estimated am being on5, sixth of
the total peripheral distance around the fuselar- at the fuel tank position. At this point of the fuselage
Zone 3 currjnts will be distributed fairly lri. •ly around the fuselage during natural strike conditions.
Th -req.Arei test current parameters can be reduced tnereforetby an appropriate amount from thoserecommended
in the Culham Laboratory Report "Recommended Practice for Lightning Simul&tion and Testing Techniques for
"Aircraf'." No. CLM-R-163 May, 1977. Thus the peak current can be reduced to one sixth *.e. from 200 I cAeak
to 33 IA peak, and the action integral can be red':ced by a factor of 36 from 2 x 100 A's to 5.6 x 10 A~s.
The acturl waveform oweyer is important in this case. The rise of the high current component mus be short
enough to enmure effective initiul inductive sharing of the current between the aluminium surround and the
CFP Panel, but long compared to the redistribution time of current within the thickness of the panel, whilst
the total pulse length must be long compared with the redistribution time cf current between the carbon
fibre sandwich panel, and the surrounding aluminium.

It ill be noted from the table of results, that in all cases the action integral was lower than
the 5.6 x 10nA2 s stated above, but that the peak current of 33 kA was achieved. The voltages measured in
the flux loops however indicated ',hat the high resistance uf the CFRP panels played a significant part in
the current distribution between the panel and the ývrround after the initial rise time, ana that current
had virtually cussed to flow it, the carbon fibre before the end of the pulse. Clearly the action 'Integral
for a given peak current can only be increased by extending the duration of the pulse, and there was little

point in extending the pulse beyond the time when no further current flowed in the carbon fibre. In
addition such an ixtension af time can only be achieved by also lengthening the rise time thereby decreasing
the di/dt, and the i.iitial current sharing. A larger duration pulse therefore would have been a less
severe test because of the r,.ower rise time and in spite of the higher action integral. This is a very
important point in establishing the complete validity of the tests.

Zone 2a Test3

The fuel tank acceso panel is in a region where a swept stroke reattachment could take place. There

is not a high probability of such a reattachment, nevertheless in the event the panel could experience a
restrike current plus some part of an intermediate or continuing current, in the form of an open arc on
the panel. The likely damage mechanism therefore is the mechanical forces and current sharing between the
CFC and the alurninium honeycomb d..ring the restrike period, end the high charge transfer of the intermediateSand continuing current phase. It is thb latter which generates much of the arc root energy due to the
tendency for the arc root to develop a near constant voltage.

The characteristics of the Zone 2a current i.vioforms therefore were a 100 kA short duration
(oscillatory) pulso followed by triangular pulse hav-.ng 2.7 kA peak and a charge transfer nf • 40
coulcmbs.

[ 1.1.7 Tst Results

Zone 3 Tests

Zone 3 tests were conducted on a total of 5 panels. They wcre:

(1) A present production aluminium panel and

(2) A SRBP panel

(The results fre, these were used as reference levels representing a completely conductive, and a
completely non-c,.iductive pane'., particularly with reference to the flux loops diagnostic). These were
followed bytU (3) A uardwich panel haviag aluminium honieycomb between aluminium sheets.

(4) The Culhan ma.e CFRP panel.

(5) The proposed sand..,i panel having aluminium honeycomb between CFRP skins.

The Test lev-ls used in these tests axe given in table No. 1. There was pradictably no response
from the flun loop co.1s when an aluminium panel was tested. (Items 1 and 3 above). This confirms that
th- curr-t density in the aluminium panels was the same au that in the surrounding aluminium section.
With the XRBP panel strong signals having similar characteristics were detected in both upper and lower
flux loop coils confirming that no current flowed in the SRBP panel. In the case of CFRP panels (ITEMS
4 and 5) both with and withuut aluminium hon;ycombs, examination of the flux loop output curves again
showti ve-v similar characteristics between upper and lower coils with only very smril differences in the
cur-ve prof•-e during the very early phase of the rulse i.e. during the first 0.2 psecs.

This indicates that appreciable curront flowed 3n the CFRP panels during the initial rise time
onli, and for the greater part of the pulse '.ittle or no 3urrent flowed in the carbon fibre panel. No
ex:ernally detictable damage was obser d in the CFRP pan.,la or in the honeycom.b, and the resistance
measurements conducted on the honeycomb did not indicate any significant latent damage to the honeycomb.
..f



No sparking was detected inasde the tight proof box.

Zone 2a T-.ta

The test wave-forms used on the various samples are given ir table ? together with an indication
of the damage sustained. Photographs of the panels after testing are given in Figs.1.3 tol.6. No damago
was observed between the counter sunk screws and the CFRP. This is a very satisfactory rvsult as the
presence of the gaskot forced all the current to flow through the screw/CFRP interface, and the absence of
damage indicates a good current carrying interface.

In all cases where same form of surface protection ws applied adequate protection was afforded
to the Carbon Fibre. The protecting surface however was itself damaged ard repairs would be necessary in
practice. In the case of the foil and the flamq sprayed aluminium repairs could be reasonably effected
but the SS mesh protection may prove more difficult. In all cases it may be cheaper and quicker to replace
the whole panel. Both the unprotected CFRP and the aluminium akin having a honeycomb centre were punctured
on the outer skin, but otherwise both were intact. The results demonstrated that the damage sustained would
not hazard the aircraft in flight nor would the damage be unacceptably extended by the aerodynamic forces
on it during the remainder of the flight.

r onclusior o

The Zone 3 tests indicate that the current sharing characteristics of this particular assembly
gives very good protection to the CFRP and the aluminium honeycomb. The panel should therefore safely
survive the zone 3 effects of a very severe strike to the aircraft. It must be stressed however that thisSconclusion refers soJ~ely to this particular panel in this particular position. Variations in the dimen-

.sions of the panel, its position on the aircraft, or other changes in the nature of the immediate surround-
ings (particularly changes in the conductivity of material surrounding the panel) could adversely affect!' its lightning performance.

The Zone 2a tests indicate that complete protection againt arc root damage is pssible. However
•vthere is low probability of an arc root a~tachment to this panel, and in addition the damage likely
to occur in such a rare event is extremely unlikely to hazard the aircraft in any way. The worst situation
Stherefore is ,ilikely to cause more problems than the need to replace the panel after the strike, a require-
ment that might be necessary even if protection is applied. In view of this it was recommended that no
surface protection was required on these particular panels.

S1.2 R.F. Effects

The introduction of composites on aircraft raised the question of the possible reduction in the
Electromagnetic Shielding properties of a composite airframe compared with the conventional aluminium
structure. This therefore raised the problem of EMC of the Jaguar aircraft with CFC panels fitted. It
was considered not necessary in this instance and indeed tmescales did not allow, without good evidence
to the contrary, to carry out absolute measvrements of the shielding properties of the CFC panels and

, therefore a comparison type test was undertaken.

1.2.1 Test Phtlosophy

The size of CFC panels, where they are installed, the position of cables beneath, and their
relation to other cable runs not passing beneath these panels influence the philosophy of testing and theresults signi~ficantly.

When the problem of testing the 4 CFC panels was first approached the aircraft and drawings wereexamined to ascertain which sfstems were enclosed by the panels. It was found that one enclosed fuel, one
enclosed a fuel contents sensor and fuel, and the other two covered wiring associated with the Autostabiliser

"and some other genoral wiring.

Since the Autostabiliser system has been subjected to a great deal of EMC testing both for onboard
radio equipment transmissions and for RF environments it was felt that checking for degradation of the
Autostabiliser system in the p.esence of onboard RF transmissions would be an indication of any reduction
in screening due to changing the metal panels to CFC ones. It was not the intention %o carry out absolute
measurements of screening efficiency and field strength levels.

I'IConsideration was given to the armament installation but as no armament cables run beneath any of

these panels it ws not considered necessary to test this system. Cross coupling 'down the line' between

cables was considered. However, we investigated the installation and considered that there was adequate
shielding between the cables beneath these panels and armament cables where they ran together in other
parts of the aircraft. Had there been a significant deterioration in the shielding of the CFG panels.
thereby permitting increased pick-up on the c-rles beneath the panels consideration woulu have been given
to checking the armament system wiring to enSL-e cross-coupling between wiring does not affect the armament
system. This proved to be unnecebsary.

1.2.2 Results

The tests were carried out on a production Jaguar aircraft (8162) with the four CF• panels
fitted as described earlier. The checks were in accordance with standard on-aircraft EMC clearance tests
ensuring that specified power outputs were achieved.

1.2.2.1 Emissive Equipment Checks

Tailplane and rudder and all cockpit instruments were monitored for any deviations whist the
autostabiliser system was engagd end the following emissive equipmints were activated over their operating

frequency range.*1!



t TACAN

IFF

V/1UHF

STBY UHF

RAD ALT

No interferance was detected during these checks.

1.2.2.2 H.F. Transmission Checks

The results recorded for the CFC panels vere taken during engine runs as our experience suggests
that this is the worst caee. (Because airframe vibration acts as a PFCU valve dither signal to increase
system sensitivity to demodulated signals). The tests were carried out in a similar manner to that as in
previous autostabiliner teats are compared to these earlier results as shown in Fig.1.7

The results show:-

. That checks with CFC panels are similar to those obtained with metal panels.

. The interference with CFC panels occurs within the same frequency range as that with standard
metal panels.

The measurements did not suggest that CFC panels introduced a significant degradation.

1 .3 Conclusions

From the results of these checks, using emissive equipment and HF transmissions, no significant
degradation was observed from the fitting of CFC panels. No significant change in the EMC clearance of
the aircraft therefore results from the introduction of these panels.

The results from the autostabiliser provide a useful comparison as Whs system is known to respond
to any excessive field. Only the HF transmissions resulted in noticeable interference and this was within
the levels expected.

2. COMPOSITE ROTOR BLADES

Traditionally, helicopter rotor blades have been manufactured, with a light alloy spar trailing edge
skins and tip fittings which presented a good conductive path should a blade be struck by lightning. The

introduction of blades being constructed with a Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) spar, Carbon trailing edge
skins and titanium errosion shield necessitates the development of environmental protective systems.

W.H.L. have been developing demonstrator composite tail rotor blades, constructed as shown in
figure 2.1 and lightning strike protection schemes have been considered during this demonstrator programme.
The main objectives of this work are:-

1. Provide an enequate electrical path to conduct a strike of moderate severity

2. Ease of manufacture with a minimum of operations.

The initial phase of the work was to ascertain the suitability of the proposed connections between
the erosion strip and the rotor boss to withstand the current of a simulated lightning stroke an
deflned in Culham Report CLM-R-163 "Recommiended Practice for Lightning Simulation and Testing of~ Tech-
niquqs for Aircraft".

2.1 Description of Test Pieces

(a) Straight connection (see Fig. 2.2)

This was a 9" length of the proposed er-osion strip whicrh was connected by two rivets to a 9"
length of 3/8" copper braid and attached to a glass fibre backing strip. The other end was hard soldered
to a crass connector which was bolted to a 3" x 2" x i" block of aluminium at 900 to the line of the
erosion strip representing the rotor boss connection.

(b) Angled connection (see Fig. 2.3)

This was similar to the "straight connection" except that at the boss end the aluminium block was
in line with the erosion strip so that the braid turned through 900 bolting to the aluminium block.

(c) Titanium connection strip

This was a strip of titRnium 2.5"1 x 0.8" x .020" t:ut from a small piece of the erosion strip.
Suitable connectors were made so that test pieces and titanium strip could be mounted in the "quasi-
concentric" rig in a vertical position. The rig was connected to both the 20 kV and 100 kV banks which
could be used separately or in a combined waveform mode.

~ ...........
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2.2 Test Current Waveforms

eThe tests were designed to check the specimen's ability to meet the requirements of component A of

the lightning test waveforms (200 kA peak current and action integral 2 x 10 A2sec).

Two possible failure mechanisms could result from Component A viz;failure due to the mechanical
forces arising frog týe 200 kA peak current, and failure due to ohmic heating arising from the action
integral of 2 x 10 A sec. In order to separate these two effects, two separate tests waveforms were
,wed. Firstly the mechanical failure mode was tested using a damped oscillatory pulse having a peak
current of 200 kA and a rise of - 6 ps and a total duration of w 100 us. Following this, it was intended
to assess the poss ble failure due to ohmic heating by using a unidirectional pulse havingia total action
integral of 2 x 10b A2sec. The samples a) and b) however failed on the high test current by mechanical
forces in some greas and Ohmic heating in other regions although the action integral was well below the
required 2 x 100 A

2
aduring the high current pulse.

Similar wave-forms as above were used on the titanium connection strip, but the intensity level
was reduced.

2.3 Test Procedure and Results

The "straight connector" was mounted in the standard Culham concentric test rig so that the erosion
strip and the copper braid connection were in the zero magnetic field area.

A pulse having a peak current of 280-kA and an action integral of .81 x 106 A2 sec was passed.

This produced considerable damage to the test piece. The copper braid was torn from the glass
fibre backing and also showed signs of pinching but this was largely inhibited by the epoxy resin which
had impregnated the braid. The hard-soldered connection between boss and braid had parted and the connec-
tor itself was bent at a right angle. The titanium had melted for about a J" at the point where it
connected to the copper braid (the cross section of the titanium was reduced at this point).

As no further tests were possible using the "straight connection" and the magnetic forces on the
braid on the "angled connector" would be greater, it was decided to reduce the current level to the
component D level to assess the ability of the test pieces to withstand a restrike. The "angled connection"
was mounted in the same way as the "straight connection" and a pulse passed through it having a peak cur-
rent of 102 kA and an action integral of .11 x 106 A

2
sec. (note.Component D has 100 kA + 10% and an

action integral of 0.25 x 1 0 6 A2s o 10.

This pulse did not part the braid from, the glass fibre backing but at the boss end only a few
strands of braid remained attached to the connector. At the riveted end where the titanium narrowed it
had melted but not lost any metal, the metal having cooled in popition.

Five tests were conducted passing the current through a 2" length of titanium .020" thick and 0.8"1
wide. The severity levels of the tests and a summary of the results is given in table 3 below. The
results after scaling showed that the erosion strip which was 2 3/16" wide reach a temperature of about
6000C when subject to a component A pulse.

TABLE 3

1 2 t g

SHOT TEST PIECE kA A
2 
sec.106 RFSULT

1 .8"1 x 2"1 x .020" TITANIUM STRIP 123 .22 No change or damage, some heating

2 150 .22 Metal turned blue, slightly

buckled.

33 165 .286 Metal red hot, increase in
•i • buckling.•

4 " 182 .36 Metal red hot, further distortion,

5" 8.0 .74 Test piece completely melted and bt•! ~blown from the test rig (afterI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ 60 me).

•i The results indicated that neither the braid connections nor the reduced section of the titanium
strip at the riveted connection were capable of withstanding the heating effect or magnetic forces of a

Component A waveform. The titanium erosion strip whilst not itself being damaged would become too hot
for the epoxy resin bonding to the rotor blade.

2.4 Further Work

Following these results in addition to improving the braid bonding, :Lt was considered desirable to
provide a display of visual evidence of being struck by lightning without causing struntwal damage to the
blade. The split tag method was devised, the theory being the inner and outermost parts of the tag are

large enough to ca-'ry a maximum strike (200 kA) so that the gap between, bridged only by the titanium tang
would act as a fuse and show discolouration with only a small charge. A large one would blow this fuse
and should the end of the shield turn up it would be flexible enough to distort without damaging
the main area of the shield.

...... -• ........................... .......-.............. ', .L - • .im • • `• •" • • ``• •t• • '; `• • • r . ; •
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Initial work on the braid showed that a tubular tinned copper braid L45 inside diameter 3.5 aq.mm
cross sectional area will carry a peak current of 200 kA. However during tests the braid shrank in section
and length causing the break in the braid. It was therefore decided to compress the length of the braid
(bunching) to give a greater degree of flexibility to absorb this shrinkage. The brans cuff tag and the
annealed copper spade tag at the shield end are silver soldered with Easy-Flow No.2 and both tags slotting
inside of the braid, as shown in Fig.2. 4

To obtain airworthiness approval for a limited number of flying hours for the composite rotor blade

the split tag-method shown above was employed in a complete blade and tests undertaken to assess the integ-
rity of the tip plate, carbon skins, erosion shield and braid assembly. It was planned to start testing
with a low severity strike and work up to a severe level in increments, but only two strikes were performed
as detailed:-

1at Strike 2nd Strike

Peak Current 36 kA 116 kA

Action Integral 0.09 x 10' 6 A2sens 0.77 x 10 6 A2secs

Rise Time 24 ms 27 us

Total Duration 200 ma 300 me

Following the first strikeslight delamination had taken place at the erosion shield, and the
copper braid had deformed. On the application of the second strike considerable damage occured which
gave rise to the decision to strip the blade before proceeding further.

The erosion shield was carefully prised from the blade and the tip cap was unbolted and removed
followed by an investigation of the full extent of the damage.

Dobonding of the erosion shield had occurred, caused by ionization and subsequent explosion of theair gaps between adjacent balance weights situated between the erosion shield mnd the €¢:mposite moulding.

Carbon deposits, the debris from these explosions, are evident in these areas. Only a very small area
(c. 10%) of the original shield blade bond remained intact after the second blast.

Vaporization of the free earthing braid between its tag and the braid surface had takn place
(Figs 2.5 and 2.8). Severe damage to the rivets holding the braid to the erosion shield through the
copper fusable link had also occurred together with some vaporization of the erosion shield sit itt
extremity (Fig 2.11). Eventually, small holes had been blown in the erosion shield at the locations
where it had debonded from the blade after the first blast. Thus these holes were considered A cumulative
effect (see Fig. 2.11).

The rivets attaching the tip cap insert to the blade were slightly damaged (Figs. 2.7 and 2.11)
and there was evidence of the burning of the P.R. 1221 sealant at the tip cap/insert interface.

No massive structural damage had been incurred by the composite section of the blade as the majority
of the current had been carried by the more conductive erosion shield. The only damage present the
small cracks in the carbon shin around the rivets, which attached the tip cap insert to the blade, and the
localised scorching of the glats c mposite directly beneath the positions where arf-fcg between the leadbalance weights had taken place.

It was concluded that the structuial strength of the blade had not been affected to any significant

extent but the erosion snield would not stay attached to the blade under flight oonditions following a"severe lightning strike.

Further improvements to the lightning strike protection schemes for the composite blades are being
investigated ia particular the use of a 'one piece lead', leading edge balance weight which is cast integ-
ral with a one piece copper tag, giving an area of contact of 4" span. The remainder of the 2J" long tag
is riveted to the erosion shield which. has a tong reduced in length from the original. The protruding
section of tag has a 6mm braid (C.S.A. 4.5mmn) held to it by a crimp connector. This braid will be bunched
along its 9" span and held to the inner cuff eye tAg by another crimp. The braid is restrained along its
span with adhesive to the blade. It is expected by these changes to present 3 pathr, for the atrike -
shield, lead and the carbon Trailing Edge skins so reducing the amount of current in each component and
the one piece lead should assist in reducing damage to the orosion shield as internal arcing will be
minimised.

Tooliug for casting this lead is being produced and r test blade allocated. It iqrogrammed to
undergo full threat lightning strike tests in the near future.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS OF SHIELDING XEASURDIENTS ON A C.F.C. FUSELAGE SECTIONV
In addition to measurements of the resistance of carbon fibre samples in the laboratory, shielding

measurements have been carried out (1) on a mock-up front fuselage section constructed entirely of C.F.C.
p The results were compared with identical measurements carried out on a similar structure made from alumin-

ium. In order to comment on the implications on the Aerospace industry of these results a brief sumnmary
of the results is given.

"1 A Summary of the Shielding Results

fue'Measurements of magnetic field shielding over the frequency range 1-150 MHz revealed that the C.F.C,

Sfuse.age exhibited lower shielding in comparison with the aluminium fuselage below 10 MHz. The largest. -
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difference occurred at the lowest frequency (1 MHz) showing the C.F.C. fuselage to have 20dB leas shielding
effectiveness than the aluminium fuselage.

Comparison of electric field shielding for the two fuselages indicates very little difference in
performance across the band 1 MHz to 100Hz.

These results, although useful as a first indication of any severe differences in performance
between altuinium and C.F.C., should be viewed with caution. Shielding Effectiveness can only be quoted
quantitatively in absolute terms with reference to an infinite sheet, or more practically, as a finite
sheet forming part of the wall of a totally enclosed volume.

Although the C.F.C. structure was essentially totally enclosed and therefore topologically, behaving
as an infinite sheet, the fuuelage was constructed as a carbon fibre aircraft would be at the present time.
The'e was therefore many slots and holes in the structure. These became resonant apertures at U.H.F. and
microwave frequencies and the characteristiss of these become the dominant influence on the results at
these frequencies. Differences in performance between tho aluminium and C.F.C. fuselage in the U.H.F.

band and above could be attributed to differences in the apertures between cna fuselage and another.
Although a great effort was made to ensure the fuselages were identical it is unreasonable tn expect no
geometrical differences.

Although the fuselages were representative in shape, of a typicwl aircraft design they did not
include any typical bay doors or hatches. It is these which provide the limitation to shielding effective-
ness of a complete aircraft. The shielding results obtained therefore are somewhat higher than can be
expected in practice.

3.2 The Implications of the Results

Because of the l:imitations of the measurements as outlined above, the results fall between two

ideals. At one extreme, the results are not quantitative, absolute measures of shielding effectiveness,
at the other, the fuselage has a better performance than could be expected from a final airframe design.

The results however are useful in confirming (or otherwise') some initial misgivings about the

E.M.Cý implications of using a high percentage of C.F.C. ia a future aircraft. These can be summarised
as follows.

The shielding afforded by a C.F.C. fuselage at V.H.F. and above can be expected to be very similar
to that obtained in a metal airframe providing care is taken over tho design and bonding of bay doors and
removeable panels. As an extension to this and reinforced by the results of some antenna Lieasurements

carried out at R.A.E., Farnborough (2). The installation and satisfactory operation on a C.F.C. fuselage

of antennas at V.H.F. and above is not anticipated to be a serious problem, providing, a careful bonding
procedure is followed.

The area for most concern, highlighted by the shiulding measurements is the poor shielding effective-

ness of C.F.C. at frequencies in the H.F. band and below. Modern strike aircraft with a low attitude
capability are required not only to operate, without interference problems, in the .iear-field of H.F.
antenna but also to communicate effectively with a distant ground station. This requirement must be

fulfilled by an on-board H.F. transceiver. The inetallation of such a system on-board a C.F.C. aircraft
would create enormous problems with interference with flight safety critical avionics and it is question-
able whether an efficient antenna cystem could be built into such an aircraft. Prement systems (i.e. the

H.F. botchl) rely heavily on excitation of the whole airframe in order to launch an electrovagretic wave.
The poor conductivity of C.F.C. would make this approach impossible.

4. D.C. CONDUCTIVITY OF CARBON FIBRE, COMPOSITE SAMPLES

It was decided that the E.X.C. laboratory at British Aerospace, Warton should carry out an investiga-
tion into the conductivity of various Carbon Fibre Composite (C.F.C.) samples prepared by the C.F.C.
manufacturing facility at BAe, Preston.

The aim of the investigation was to establish the effect on conductivity of the number and orientation

of the carbon fibre layers within the samples. This section of the paper describes those measurements and
the theory developed which gives good agreement between theoretical and practical results.

4.1 Conduction of Direct Current Through C.F.C.

The form of carbon fibre composite material is such that the conductivity of A\given sample is not

homogeneous. In the case of a metal sample the conductivity is essentially the saml for any direction of
current flow through the sample. If conductivity measurementr are Made on a square sheet of CWF.C. of

'n' layers orientated such that all the fibres are parallel then two different conductivities would be

obtained depending on the direction of current flow relative to the direction of the fibres. The situation

fibesIn this discussion, the analysis will concentrate on the conduction of current in the plane of the

fibres although at certain points of the analysis the possibility of current conductlvn perpendicular to
• this plane is used.

4.2 Conduction of Current Along the Carbon Fibres

Simply, the 'n' layer sample can be rerresented by In' parallel resistors of equal value, as shown
in Fig. 4.?. Althougi, conduction between layers ctn take place (see later) the potential betwenn layers
at adjacent point& in this case is negligiblIt therefore, for this mode of conduction current flow betwoen
layers can be ignored.
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The resistance RT measured along the fibres of an 'n' layer sample is given by:-
,~R1

.sT " " (4.2.1)

where R, is the resistance along the fibres of each layer.

The conductivity is given by:-

- 5- (4.2.2)
00 T

* where '1' is the conduction path length and A is the conduction cross-section.

* 4.3 Conduction of Current Across the Carbon Fibres

This case can be treated in exactly the same way as conduction of current along the fibres, however,
for conduction in a direction perpendicular to the fibres, the resistance of each layer Ri is much greater
then the res:lstance R1 along the fibres.

.. o = n1 (4.3.1)
"'1"

where R1 1 1>I

4.4 Conduction of Current at 450 to the Direction of the Carbon Fibres.

For most pracvical applications in the aerospace industry, sheets of C.F.C. will consist of
number of layers of various orientations. If attention is restricted to combinations of 00, 900 and + 450
orientatior.s this c€vers the majority of the likely lay-up combinations to be used in the near future.Py The 00 and ')00 orientations can be treated as described in the previous two sections. The +450 orientation

requires a more complex treatment.

r Consider the (ase of no fibres connecting directly between sides AB and A'B' as shown in Fig. 4.).

* If AB is at potential V1 and A'B' is at zero potential, the variation of voltage is assumed to be exponential
in the plane parallel to the y-axis. The potential variation along a line parallel to the y-axis is as
shown in Fig. 4.4. The analysis is fairly lengthy and is described in detail in an internal BAe report
(ADN 9006/3) For oortiletemess it will be outlined below.

Using equations for potential gradient across the diagonal a relationship can be formed between
current density near the centre of the panel and the potential across the panel.

By integrating the current density along the diagonal, the total current flow through the panel
due to the voltage V can be found, hence an expression for the resistance of a single layer of +45'
orientated CkM is gi 4 en by:-

a4 K4NRJ whore; R1= et and K=e

4.5. Conduction in i 450Orientated Layers

In the manufacture of composite eiterials , 
4 5"layvrs are found in +45*pairs. Consequently consider

a +_5apanel as shown in Fig.4.5.
The majority of fibres in layer 'i•,zone A1 ,ilA. be at or near potential V . The majority of fibres

in layer i+1 in zones A and B will beat or near zero potential. The two layers are connected with
transverse resistivity - over ?m area a /4 and mean path length It. The resistance of this interlAyer
connection acts in series with the resistance along the fibres. The conduction path is ohown in Fig.4.6.
The resistance of this path acts in parallel with the intrinsic layer resistance R .The equivalent circuit
is shown in Fig.4.7, analysis of this circuit leads to the following expression for the resistance of a +45
orientated layer pairL-

Using values from Table 4 it can be stated that:-

RN, 0.96R,

|..
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In other words the resistance of a square + 45° layer pair is similar to the resistance of a single

layer of the same dimension.

"4.6 Measurement Technique

Square samples, 50 x 50 -m were prepared in four thicknesses of 4, 12, 16 and 24 layers. The lay-up
orientations produced for each sample thickness are summarised in Table 4. These orientations were chosen
as typical material to be used in a future airframe.

The square samples were prepared as shown in Fig. 4.8. Connection to the sample was made via a
"wrap-around" layer of flame-sprayed copper as shown.

The resistance between the prepared ends was measured using a Sullivan Milliohmeter (Type 6666)
which uses the four-point measurement technique. The basic principle of the method is to pass current
through the sample from one contact to the other whilst measuring the voltage developed across the
sample between two contacts coincident with the current source contacts. The system is shown in Fig. 4.9.

Ten samples of each thickness lay-up combination were measured (i.e. 120 separate measurements).
The resistance values for the uame type of sample were averaged to give average resistance values for
each thickness/lay-up combination.

"4.7 Treatment of Results

As stated in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, because of the nature of C.F.C. material, conduction through it
can be treated as conduction through 'n' parallel resistors where 'n' is the number of layers of carbon
fibre.

Ideally the 'n' resistors would all have equal value in a situation where contact to the C.F.C. was
made exactly at the end. In practice this was not the case. The end contacts for the C.F.C. samples were
as shown in Fig. 4.$.

It can be seen that effectively the resistance of the top and bottom layer is reduced by the flame-
sprayed copper strip.

In practice, the total resistance RT of a sample of 'In' layers all orientated in the same direction
is given by

I (n-2) (=-l + r(4.7.1)

where Hi is the resistance of the top and bottom layer and is related to R1 by

4R1
R - (from Fig. 4.9) (4.7.2)

This assumes that copper is a short circuit by comparison with C.F.C.

From equation (4.7.1)

Pi = (n + 0.5) RIT (4.7.3)

Therefore the actual conductivity of the square sample becomes

n
0° (n + 0.5)R'Tt (4'7"4)

wh,.-e It' is the thickness as shown in Fig. 4.. and ROT is the actual resistance measured.

Equation (4.7.4) applies to all square samples in which the layers are all orientated in the same
direction (i.o. 'a' type samples as in Table 4).

For samples consisting of ni layers whose fibres are orthogonal to the other n2 layers a different
correction fautor must be derived.

A sample of the 'b' type (Table 4) with flame sprayed contacts can be represented by

1 =(nI -1) 5 (n2 -I) 5
+u-4 + + (4-.7.5)

RT R1 -1 R1 P

where n2 is the number of layers parallel to current flow.

wand n2 is the number of layers orthogonal to current flow.

From the results it is clear that R1 R
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:"or n n (ni + 0.25)

I n2 R1

i.e. a0 ( + 1 (4.7.6)
0,90 n+.5

The final type of sample investigated was of the form O0ns 90%n2, _ 450p, where 'p' was the number
of + 450 layer 2iM.

From Section 4.7 it is clear that a sample of this form can be treated am A parallel combination of
n1i l.ajers conducting along the fibres and 'p, layer pairs conducting as described in Section (4.5).

That is the measured resistance of the sample is given by
I 3.84n I + 4p + 0.96

S 3.84R, (4.7.7)

The theoretical resistance of the sample is given by

I (nI + 1.042p)

The conductivity of this tytpe of sample can therefore be calculated from the measured value of
resistance RT.

3.84 (n1 + 1.0 4 2p)

0 (3.84n1 + 4p+ 0.96) RTt (47.8)

4.8 Resultb and Conclusions

The resultq of the measurements are given in Table 4. It can be seen that the conductirity for all
corresponding sample types is fairly consistant, with maximum scatter (approximately 17) across the four
thicknesses occurring in the unidirectional samples. Poor consistancy is displayed by the conductivity
results of unidirectional samples in which current is flowing across the fibres. This is thought to be
due to variations in the effectiveness of the contact made by the flame-spray in these cases. However
enough evidence is given to show that O/ ag0 is at least 1000. This verifies the initial thvoretical
assumption that for a sample containing 00, + 450 and 900 orientated fibres, current conduction through

V •the 900 fibres can be ignored.

The results also verify the theoretical treatment of + 450 layer pairs. Consider the 'b' and 'c'

Sresistance measurement (ignoring the correction factor) for each thickness, it can be seen that the pairs
of values are very similar. From this observation it can be concluded that a + 450 layer pair has a

i" ~resistance of similar value to a single layer, carrying current along the fibres.'

•;If the results are used to compare the resistance of a sheet of aluminium with a sheet af C.F.C. of
N, 00 layers, N, 900 layers and 2N, 450 layers it is found that tuie C.F.C. has resistance of the order of

1000 times that of an aluminium sample of the same dimensions.

4,9 Earthing in Carbon Fibre Composite Airframes

"As a result of the work on D.C. conductivity carried out at BAe, Warton and the conclusicas obtained
as quoted above in Section 4.8 it was decided that a theoretical study (3) should be carried out to
:estimate the weight penalty incurred due to extra wiring involved for providing an earth return in a C.F.C.S •'•' ai rframe.

It is obvious from the results and conclusions of Section 4.8 that an airframe built exclusively
from C.F.C. could not be used as an earth return. If a modern str~ke aircraft with a multi-role capability
Is taken as the example on which to bane the study it can be shown (1) that the total earth and power
cabling in such an aircraft has a weight of approximately 93 Kg. Assuming the maximum po;wer and earth
return voltage drop to be tolerated is 2.OV. D.C. ard 4.ov, A.C. Th- increase in the weight if extra
cabling for earthing in an airframe constructed from C.F.C. would be of the order of 216Kg. This figure
represents an increase in total cable weight of 68%.

W., If earth return currents were accommodated in aluminium bars runninj the length ot the furelage,
solely for thie purpose, the weight increase could be reduced to 25Kg assuming the e'r'ssýs-8ot0on of the

• ~bars wae., optimised along the length, for minimum w,,ight.

The weight penalty could be reduced still further if a number uf longitudinal s'ractural mcm)ers
of the airc.'aft were retained in aluminium alloy. These could tlhn be used as tne earth returns for -tl
majority of equipm2ent. hetr tota. crossa-sectioa would need to he g-eater thn 150 m2 in orde, to carrypower earth return current&. Care world have tu be taken to minimi~e earth :oops aused by earthing via

a small number of discrete pathA,
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4 5. CONCLUSIONS

The paper outlines the approach, of two British aircraft manufacturers, to obtaining more knowledge

of C.F.C. as a material which may be useful in the manufacture of aircraft in the future.

One approach is to follow a demonstrator programme as highlighted in Sections 1, 2 and 3. This
method of acquiring knowledge of C.F.C. is based on using the material in a practical application and
learning by experience. Because we are still in the "early days" of learning about C.F.C. it is impossible
to use it in a situation which involves flight safety. This limits the demonstrator programme to "mock-upo"
placed in laboratory simulated situations or actual aircraft trials which do not degrade the flight safety
in the event of failure.

The other approach to acquiring greater knowledge of the basic properties and disadvantages of C.F.C.is by small scale experiments on C.F.C. samples in the laboratory as outlined in Section 4. This approach
will eventually yield an in-depth, fundamental understanding of thv electrical properties of C.F.C. With

this depth of understanding it would be possible to develop theories applicable to practical cases.

Experimental work with small laboratory samples, simplifies the testing of a large number of different
lay-upsasurface preparations, bonding techniques etc. however the time taken to obtain results which can
be of use in practical cases is significantly longer than timescales allow.

The demonstrator programme gives direct results, however trials of a number of different techniques
is expensive and inconvenient.

The approach followed by British Aerospace and Westland Helicopters is a reasonable compromise
wherebye the results of small scale laboratory experiments have been used where possible in the design of
demonstrator items.

From the work described in this paper it can be seen that the major problem still in need of a
satisfactory solution, is one of bonding. Once this problem has been solved improvemen's in H.F. shielding
effectiveness would depend solely on the conductivity of the materials included in the lay-up of the C.F.C.
i.e. wire meshes or aluminium honeycombs. Satisfactor-y bonding techniques would also increase the feasi.
bility of the installation of on-board H.F. antennas.

Another problem which has yet to be addressed is that of access panel, edge bonding. As mentioned in I
paragraph 3.1 a major cause of fuselage shielding degradation is the slots and gaps occurring around the
edges of access panels. This problem exists on aluminium alloy aircraft, it is very likely to be signifi-
cantly worse on a C.F.C. fuselage.

Theme two problems will be investigated via a combination of laboratory experiments and demonstrator
programmes with continued close liaison between the laboratory based research workers and the structural
engineers.
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Fig. 1 .5 Damage to panel with aluminium foil protection from zone 2a tests

F~ig. 1.6 Dama~ge to panel with stailesLs steel mesh p~rotect ion from
zone 2a tes~ts



TABLE 1

Severity Levels of Zone 3 Tests

HloneycombLanel Peak current Action inntegral testistance"znlkA A2s

WBofore After

Aluminium skins 33 0.74 x 104

with Aluminium 33 0.74 x 10 4  - -

I Honeycomb 37 0.96 x 104 - -

Standard Aluminium 33 0.74 x 10 4  - -

production panel 34 0.92 x - -

34 0.92 xl04 - -

I Staiidard proposed 14 0.15 x 104 1.25 0.63

Cl, panel 11 0.08 x 10 4  0.63 0.69

1.8 0.28 x 10 0.69 0.65

31 No Record 0.65 0.65

41 1.71 x 0.65 0.59
i,.

>• C1131 h m CFRP 22 ..

35 1.2 x 104 - -

35 1.0 x 104  - -

26 1.1 x 104  -4
4I

33 0.8 x 104  
- -

33 0.4 x 10/ - -

Insulating Panel 22 -

SNote. There was very little change in the honeycomb resistance after the

•.',initial discharge. In previous work this pattern has been observed where

very small currents have flowed in the honeycomb. FXamination by sectioning

and/or mechanical testing of samples showing this type of resistance change

ihas always revealed minor change only to the honeycomb nodes, the level of

which has always been too low to afford performance, or be detectable by

non-destructive tcstitngs.

A7rLt
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TABLE 2

Table - Zone 2a Test Current Parameters and
Damage Sustained

*Component D Component B
: Panel1... . Damage

Peak current Action Integral Peak current Coulomb&
kA A28 kA C

Standard 15 mm diameter hole in top skin.

Proposed 100 1 x l10 2.7 40 Erosion of a faw honeycomb cells.
"CFRP Small number of broken fibres over

q 120 an diameter area.

No damage to back skin.

CFRP 100 1.2 x 105 2.8 39 Erosion of alaurinum over 100 •

with flame diameter area. Slight scorching
sprayed of top skin. No other observed
Aluminium damage.

CFRa 100 1.1 x 105 2.7 40 Erosion of aluminium foil over

Vimtn Alumr- 40 mu dijmeter area. Damage

inium foil. to foil where it formed

overlap jolnts. Slight scorching,
of CF skin. No other damage.

CFP.? with 100 1.1 x 105 2.7 '34 Patches of eroded mash. largest

Stainless 30 mm diameter. Minor damage

steel mesh to CIr'UP in one area. \ao

damage to back of panel.

Alumirdum 110 1.3 x 105 2.1 39 Puncture of top skin in two

with Honey- places (2 =m diameter holes).

coub. tracks over surface.

X- RESULTS TAKEN FROM PREVIOUS EMC CHECKS

0- CARBON FIBRE PANEL CHECKS ON AIRCRAFT

'-4i

104 44 A-ii~ht• t1 4-P4 - ' -

AL

.. ....{.4 . :

, Fig. 1A Comparison of test results
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4 ~ ~ AA.A. 4A A A A. ~ 4~,AA T. ~ - ~.. .
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VOI•FOAM FILLER WRAPPED WITH

EROSION SHIELD
TITANIUM 002 GLASS

GLUE LIN

NOSE MOULDING FILLER

LEAD WEIGHT

Fig.2.1 Composite tail rotor blade

Fig.2.2 Connection between erosion strip and rotor boss - straight connection

.; ., ., . ..... .... Y '

AI

Fig.2.3 Connection between erosion strip and rotor boss - angled connection
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Fig.4.1 Non-homogeneous conductivity
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Fig.4.2 Equivalent circuit of a CFC sample
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SIIFig.4.3 A 450 square sample of thickness T'
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Fig,4.4 Potential gradient from A to B'
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Figure 4.5 Fig.4.6 Current conduction between ±450 layer pairs
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Fig.4.8 A typical test sample Fig.4.7 Equivalent circuit of a ±45° layer pair
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Fig.4.9 Resistance measurement technique
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CONDUCTIVITY MODIFICATION OF BORON FIBERS

Richard Y. Kwor and Carlos Alberto Paz de Araujo
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Notre Dame

Notre Dame, IN 46556

SUMMARY

Boron fibers have high specific strength and specific modulus, and are widely used
in advanced composite materials. Its weakness lies in the low d.c. conductivity. Two
possible ways of increasing the fiber conductivity to alleviate electromagnetic effects
are investigated. The first is the doping of boron fiber using high temperature carbon
diffusion. It is found that if the temperature is kept low enough not to deteriorate
the mechanical properties of the fiber (< 850 0 C) then there is no conductivity enhance-
ment even after 24 hours of heat treatment. The second method is to electro-plate the
boronL fiberb with Ni. Plated near room temperature, the Ni forms a thin sheath around
the boron fiber which retains its superior mechanical properties. The electrical prop-
erty of the plated fiber is characterized and the effect of high temperature (up to 11000 C)
on the Ni-B system is investigated using a scanning electron microscope.

i. INTRODUCTION

Boron fibers have been widely used in Advanced Composite Materials(ACM). These mate-
rials consist of oriented layers of fibers embedded in an epoxy matrix. Because of the
high tensile strength and high Young's modulus of boron fibers, boron-ACMs have begun to be
used as structural and surface components of modern aircraft. The density of boron fibers
further enhances its attractiveness for aerospace applications. A measure of the true
potential of a material for aerospace applications comes from the values of its specific
strength and its specific modulus (the strength and modulus divided by the density).
The mechanical properties of boron fibers are unexcelled in the combination of the two
quantities described above. Compared with graphite, another common fiber used in com-
posite materials, boron does not have the potential hazardous environmental problem
caused by flying fiber fragments.

Boron has a very small d.c. conductivity at room temperature. Immediate questions
arise concernihg the shielding effectiveness against electromagnetic interference and
electromagnetic pulse effects. Further, because of its low conductivity, boron composites
cannot withstand a lightning strike without damage. A solution to the problem of light-
ning susceptibility and shielding is necessary if the composite material is to achieve
its full potential in aerospace applications.

Boron is a classical semiconductor and doping techniques could be used to enhance
its conductivity. Carbon is a known dopant which when in relatively large quantity can
significantly increase the conductivity of boron. This paper describes the attempt to
dope boron fiber with carbon at temperatures up to 9000C. Problems associated with the
process and the reason for its failure will be assessed.

The second approach of increasing the conductivity of the composite material is tocover the fiber with a conductive coating. Among several candidate metals, nickel (Ni)

is the most attractive. It forms a strong bond with the boron fiber and makes an e::-
cellent electrical contact, If the Ni coating is thin, there will be no mass density
increase problem. Furthermore, Ni is ferromagnetic. Its high permeability c6n improve
the shielding effectiveness of the composite material. The Ni coating technique using
electroplating and the conductivity measurement of the Ni-clad boron fibers will be
presented here, along with a study of the temperature effect on the Ni-B system.

All the boron fiber specimens employed for this work were supplied by AVCO Systems
Division with a nominal diameter of 8 mil (203pm). These fibers were chemical.ly vapor
deposited by hydrogen reduction of boron trichloride on a resistively heated tungsten
wire substrate of approximately 20 pm in diameter. We hereby refer to these fibers as
B-W fibers.

2. EXPERIMENTS ON CARBON DIFFUSION IN BORON FIBERS

2.1 General Oackground

Early alloying experiments Phowed that carbcn dissolves rapidly in molten boron.
(HAGENLOCHER, A., 1.959, 1960) With 3% of carbon, the conductivity of boron increases
by two orders of magnitude at room temnperrature. In other investigations, appreciable
carbon diffusion into boron at 20350C (still below the melting point of boron) was ob-
served. (GEIST, D., 1965) Carbon diffusion at a much lower temperature range has also
been reported. (STERN, D. R. and LYNDS, L., 1958) In experiments of' hydrogen reductionof BCl 3 on heated graphite fibers, the surface temperature of the fiber was only in the
range of 10300-11250C, yet the carbon concentrattIon in the deposited boron reached as
high as .4%. These results were encouraging for the prospect of doping boron fiber with
carbon to increase its conductivity. However, due to the special broperties of the B-W
fiber, experiments of carbon diffusion in tlhe boron fiberg must be limited within the
temperature range where the mechanical properties of the fiber are not degraded byheat treatment. Such a degradation for B-W fibers ILs well known and reported by several)
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researchers. (GILLESPIE, J. S., 1966; WAWNER, F. E., 1967; THORNTON, H. R., 1968) The
B-W fibers have an "amorphoud" or glassy structure described in several literatures
(LAUBENGAYER, A. W. et al, 1943; TALLEY, C. P. et al, 1960; GILLESPIE, J. S., 1966;

WAWNER, F. E., 1967; LINDQUIST, P. F. et al 1968). It was suggested that the fiber
str cture is not genuinely amorphous. Instead, it is a structure composed of microcrystals
(20R - 301) distributed throughout the microcrystalline matrix. The identifications of
these microcrystals vary. Both a- and 0- rhombohedral modifications of boron have been
suggested. (HOARD, J. L. and HUGHES, R. E., 1967; OTTE, H. M. and LIPSITT, H. A., 1975)

P Submicron-size inclusions of well-crystallized a- and 0- rhombohedral boron, distributed
thro'ighout the microcrystalline matrix, indicate the tendency of the boron to establish
greater long-range order. Because of this unique structure of the fiber, some transfor-
mation takes place at elevated temperatures. The critical temperature for the traasfor-
mation lies somewhere between 6000 C and 9800C, depending on the ambient atmosphere and
the surface condition of the fiber. And the nature and rate of transformation depend on
the ambient, heat treatment duration, temperature and surface condition of the fiber.
The surface of the B-W fiber transforms to the macrocrystalline structures at or above
the critical temperature, thus weakening its mechanical properties. At or above 1300°C
the transformation is predominantly 0- rhombohedral. (DICARLO, J. A., 1975) The surface
crystals formed between the critt.cal degradation temperature and 1300 0 C has not been
completely identified.

Fiber degradation was observed in our diffusion experiments. The critical temperature
was near 9000C at pressures slightly below l1- 5 torr. The SEM micrograph (Fig. la) shows
the macrocrystalline structure on the degraded boron fibers. The picture of an untreated"
fiber is shown in Fig. lb for comparison. A series of experiments were done to investigate
possible carbon diffusion below the fiber degradation temperature. They will be described
in detail in Section 2.3.

2.2 Method of Conductivity Measurement

Various contacting methods have been used in the electrical measurement of boron:

platinum contacas, (DIETZ, W. and HERRMANN, H., 1965) fused platinum, (GREINER, E. W.
and GUTOWSKI, J. A., 1957) tungsten tip, (SHAW, W. C. et al, 1957 fused silver, (NEFT, W.
and SEILER, K., 1965) and alloyed gold (GEIST, D., 1965). In our experiments, a simple
and reliable way was used--electroplated Ni. Electroplated nickel adheres strongly to
the surface of the boron fiber and provides an excellent ohmic contact to the fiber.
Besides being simple and easy, the process makes It possible to control the geometry of
the contact area. Phis is important in the calculation of the fiber conductivity. The
plating technique and bath composition will be described briefly in a later section of
this paper. Detail information on the plating can be found in the reference. (ARAUJO,
C., 1979) To find the conductivity of the fiber sample, Ni sheath of 1 cm length was
plated on both ends of the fiber. The tungsten core of the fiber is much more conductive
than the boron. In order to relate the measured conductance to the conductivity of boron
the core was isolated from the nickel plating by covering the fiber tips with Apiezon-Wwax, as shown in Fig. 2a. As described elsewhere (GAJDA, W., KWOR, R., and ARAUJO, C.,1979) the conductivity of boron is given by:

* (I)[LnCR/a))L

where V is the applied voltage, I is the measured current, L is the length of the sheath,
R is the radius of the fiber and a is the radius of the tung3ten core. (Fig. 2) The
conductivity of sample fibers were found before and after diffusion experiment to see if
there was any improvement.

2.3 Experiments

The sample fibers in our experiments were purchased from AVCO Corp. and the fiberdiameter is 8 tils (203 um). All the sample fibers were cut into a length of 7 cm which

we found to be a convenient length to work with. A critical factor for repeatable re-
liable measurements of conductivity, especially in the electroplating technique, is a
clean boron surface. The sample fibers were first subjected to a routine organic solvent
cleaning cycle in an ultrasonic cleaner: Trichloroethylene, acetone, methanol and de-
ionized (DI) water. They were then dipped in hot concentrated sulfuric acid for 5 min.
(90* - 1000C). This hot surfuric bath removes surface oxides and contaminations (ELLIS,
R., 1960). After a thorough rinse in DI water, these fibers were then blown dry with pure
nitrogen. Several control fibers were then plated with Ni and their conductances were
measured. The remaining fibers were divided into three groups. The fibers in Group I
were covered with a suspension of pure powdered graphite in DI water and those from Group
II were coated with PELCO's #1603-15 colloidal graphite (aqueous base) solution, Group
III were Just of plain clean fiberA. After those coated fibers had been dried under an
infrared heat source, they were loaded individually into the quartz tube in a furnace. p
The tube was then evacuated to l0-5 torr prior to heat treatment. Temperatures ranging I
from 800 0 C to 1000*C were used. Three heating periods were chosen: 6 hours, 12 hours
and 24 hours. The residual carbon on the heat treated samples was subsequently cleaned
in an ultrasonic bath and the fibers were Ni-plated for conductivity measurement.

2.4 Discussion of Results

All the 10000 C treated fibers and some of the 950 0 C treated ones showed severe sur-
face (igradation. These fibers became very fragile and difficult to handle. Little
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degradation was found on samples heat treated at 9000C. However, there was no clear
indication of any increase in conductivity for graphite coated samples from both Group I
or Group II. Measured resistances for these fibers varied from 1000 0 to 2000 a, com-
pared with the 800 n for the OGoup III Control samples. (The maximum variation of the
resistance for the control samples was less than 8%.) The data d.id not show any consistent
difference between the first two groups. We believe that carbon diffusion in boron fibers was
not appreciable at this temperature range. We arrived at this conclusion partly because
of the results from our experiments, partly because of the lack of other research results
contradictory to ours. In comparison, Hagenlocker's and Geist's experiments were done at
a much higher temperature and the high carbon diffusion rate can easily be explained.
On the other hand, the carbon movement into boron in Stern and Lynds' experiment might

* not be due to simple diffusion since chemical reactions were involved. (However, the re-
sults did suggest a possibility of improving the conductivity of the boron fiber by modify-
ing the chemical vapor deposition growth process for the fiber.) Our experiments showed
that at temperature range below the critical degradation point, whatever amount of carbon
which has diffused into the boron, fiber does not enhance its conductivity. We do not see
the solid state diffusion of carbon as a practical means to improve the conductivity of
boron fibers.

3. CONDUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT OF BORON FIBERS USING Ni PLATING TECHNIQUE

3.1 Ni-B System

It is possible to increase the conductance of the boron fiber by electroplating them
with a thin coat of some metal. There are many metals commonly used for contacts, but
most of them, including Cu, In, Pb and Sn do not alloy or form compounds with B easily.
Several of them do not even wet the boron surface. (HANSEN, P. M., 1958; ELLIOT, R. P.,
1965; and SHUNK, F. A., 1969) Noble metals such as Ag, Au and Pt make good contacts when
fused to boron (NEFT, W., 1965; GEIST, D., 1965; GREINER, E. W., 1957) but they are too
expensive for fiber applications. Nickel, on the other hand, is one of few metals which
alloy and form compounds easily with boron. There are five known B-Ni compounds: B2 Ni,
BNi, B3 Nil;, BNi 2 and BNi 3 , (MOFFATT, W. G., 1977) and among all the binary systems of B,
the B-Ni system has one of the lowest eutectic points (9000C, about 81 atom % of Ni).
Meanwhile, as already mentioned before, it is quite easy to introduce Ni onto boron fibers
using electroplating technique. The process is simple, economical and reliable. The Ni
electroplating techniques are well developed. The aspects of research immediately related
to the fiber applications are then two-fold: to investigate the property of Ni contact
on boron fibei and to find the temperature effect on the Ni-B system. The latter is
necessary because of the lack of information available in the temperature range below the
critical degradation temperature of the boron fiber.

3.2 The Ni Plating Experiments

The plating solution used in the experiments was a modified Watts Bath. The main
constituents of a basic Watts Bath are nickel chloride, nickel sulfate and boric acid.
(METAL FINISHING, 1979) Some additional reagents were added for optimal result. Detail
description of the bath and its preparation technique can be found in the reference.
(ARAUJO, C., 1979) Temperature, agitation, PH level, anti-pitting reagents and anode-
cathode current density were carefully controlled. By setting the bath temperature at
60 0 C + 20C, the PH at 4.5 and plating current density at 500A/M 2 at the cathcde (fiber),
best results were obtained. As briefly mentioned in Section 2.3, the surface of the
fiber must be free from contamination. Boron oxide on the surface causes uneven plating,
therefore, must be removed with hot concentrated H2SO4 prior to plating. Due to the high
resistivity of the boron fiber, the -ection of the boron fiber being plated had to be
limited to 5 cm or shorter for uniform plating. For the Ni-B contact characterization,
1 cm. of Ni sheath (,.12 um thick) was plated on each end of the boron fiber (with the end
covered with Apiezon-W wax to isolate the tungsten core). The resistance measurements
showed that the plated Ni provided excellent ohmic contacts to the fiber. There were no
non-linear effects sometimes found in other metal contacts. The resistance of the 7 cm
boron fiber with 1 cm. of plated-Ni as contact at each end is found to be 800n (+8%
variation for flifferent samples). When the entire length of the fiber is coated with 4
11m thick of Ni (W core not contacted), these fibers exhibit a resistance of 4f.

3.3 Temperature Effects on Ni-covered Boron Fiber

Heat treatment produces various changes on boron fibers. In order to eliminate the
effect of oxidation, the experiment was done in vacuum (approx. 10-5 torr). The Ni-covered
samples were heated in an evacuated quartz tube to various temperatures ranging from 5500C
to 11000C for 6 hours. Figure 3 shows the furnace and the vacuum system.

The heat treated samples were analyzed using a scanning electron microscope. In
addition, the resistances of these fibers were measured and compared.

3 .4  Experimental Results

3.4.a Heat Treatment at 5580C

1V'ibers exposed to temperatures in this range show no apparent change of surface
characteristics. The "corn cob" or nodular anpect of the surface is clearly visible in
Fig. 4. There is some evidence of nickel sheath "peeling" away from the fiber at some
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locations. This is believed to be due to the difference in the coefficients of thermal
expansion of Ni and B. Underneath the Ni film, some B movement into Ni is seen. The
interaction of Ni and B at this temperature produces compounds at the interface. Thecontact resistance was found to have increased. (Please refer to Table 1, the Summary ofElectrical Measurement Data.)

3.4.b Heat Treatment at 678 0C

Fig. 5 shows four indentifiable regions on the heat-treated Ni-clad boron fiber. In
Region A the Ni sheath has moved away from the fiber as a result of the difference in
thermal expansion. There is no Ni-B interaction and the Ni sheath appears to retain the
original qualities of the plated Ni -- smooth and without crystallites. Region C is where
the Ni and b have been in direct contact, some nickel borides form and crystals are seen
throughut the entire thickness of the Ni sheath. Under higher magnification, these
crystals are clearly visible (Fig. 6). Region B is the boundary between A and C. Here
the nickel-rich crystals have a different form as those in Region C (Fig. 7 and 8).
Region D (Fig. 9) reveals the interface region between Ni and B, similar to that shown in
Fig. 4. Significant increase in the condrctances of these fibers occurs. The measured
average value of conductance is 2.1 X 10-5 mho, an increase of 40% over the conductance
of untreated fibers.

S3.4.c Heat Treatment at 7380C

In this experiment, thinner Ni sheath (N6 um) was plated. Fig. 10 shows that whenever
in contact with B, this thin sheath is completely converted to nickel-boron compounds.
There is a mass transfer of B which has been in contact with the Ni. Nodules are still
evident where the Ni sheath has beeri peeled off early before any reaction can occur.
These Ni-B compounds have increased the fiber conductance significantly. (Table 1)

3.4.d Heat Treatment at 8040C

We now return to the thicker nickel sheath ('1l2 um for 6 min. plating). The higher
temperature brings about more expansion of Ni relative to B, and thus the dramatic result
shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 shows a higher magnification cf Region B of Fig. 11. Large
crystallites are visible alng with some unreacted Ni sheath. The average conductance of
these samples is 3.88 X 10- mhos.

3.4.e Heat Treatment at 9140C

At temperatures above 900 0 C, surface crystal formation of the boron fiber becomes
evident. The deterioration of the mechanical properties of the fiber is immediate. The
samples become brittle and easily shattered (Fig. 13 and 14). The nickel sheath, on theother hand, has turned into nickel borides as shown in Fig. 15.

3.4.f Heat Treatment at 1011'C and 11121C

At 10111C, large crystals appear throughout the boron fiber and on the Ni sheath.
Severe differential mass transfer of B underneath the Ni sheath is evident in Fig. 16.
The same picture also shows an interesting result: there is no crystal seen in the cross
sections broken after the heat treatment. On the other hand, Fig. 17 shows an end of a
fiber treated at 11120 C. There are many crystals formed on the cross section exposed
during heat treatment. This clearly indicates that the boron fiber transformation from
"amorphous" to crystalline states is a surface phenomenum. In this temperature range,

* the surface degradation is very severe and cracks sometimes develop in the Ni sheath
(Fig. 18 and 19). Because of the fragility of these samples, electrical conductivity data
are not available.

"4. CONCLUSION

It has been shown in this work that the simple and obvious doping technique using
carbon diffusion cannot be used to increase the conductivity of B-W fibers. The main
limitation is the deterioration of mechanical properties due to the surface degradation
of the fibers. At 10-5 torr, this degradation temperature was shown to be near 9000C.
No appreciable carbon diffusion occurs at this temperature after 24 hours of heat treatment.
Since it is known that carbon diffusion occurs near 11000 C in the hydrogen reduction of
BC1 3 on graphite fibers (STERN, D. R. and LYNDS, L., 1958), two approaches can be made in
the future research of fiber conductivity modification using carbon. The first is to use
inert gas atmosphere instead of vacuum for the ambient of heated fibers. It was reported
(DICARLO, J. A., 1976 and GILLESPIE, J. S., 1966) that Ar environment offered a desired
result of no surface cry'cal formation up to 11000 C (one hour treatment). It is worth-
while to perform some experiment to see if conductivity enhancement can be obtained at
1100*C in inert gas environment such as Ar, He, N2 or even H2 . The second approach is
more basic in nature. In the early investigation of pure boron crystal growth, carbon
was found to be one of the common inpurities. The chief source of contamination had been
the gas reagents such as BC1 3 and BBr . If the introduction of carbon into B fiber is

* the main purpose, then it is conceiva le that some carbon impurity can be deliberately
added into the source gas and in the subsequent fiber growth the carbon can be incorporated
into the boron f iber in a controlled mann~er. Research in this direction should be
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very fruitful.

The study of Ni-clad boron fibers revealed that Ni makes excellent contact with
boron. Nickel borides with higher conductivity than pure boron begin to form between
500 0 C and 600 0 C. The Ni-plated B-W fiber is seen to have high conductivity. With
approximately 4 pm thick of Ni, the conductance of 7 cm. length of the 8 mil fiber in-

creases by a factor of 200. While this increase is largely due to the Ni sheath itself
rather than the boron fiber, it can be argued that since the plated Ni forms a strong
bond to the fiber, it can be considered as a part of the fiber. Because the plating
technique is a simple addition to the existing fiber manufactur'ing process, this method
may prove to be very attractive. The fiber leaving the growth furnace can be fed via an
In-Ga eutectic or a mercury contact into a plating bath near-by. The plating is done as
the fiber is continuously moving through the solution. Such a system should be quite
cost effective and easy to operate. The Ni-clad boron fiber can be a worthy alternative
candidate for advanced composite materials.
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Table 1. Conductances of Heat-treated Boron Fibers. (with Ni sheath
at each end.)

Temperature (°C) time of heat treatment(hrs) G(mhos)

Sas grown -- 1.25 x 10-3

5580 6 6.896 x 10678 O-3
678 6 2.100 X

7380(*) 6 5.88 x 10-

S8o4° 6 3.508 x 10
0 -3

91 6 6.536 x 10

()Different thickness of nickel was plated (6um). All other
samples have a thickness of l2jim,

Is

4kp
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Fig. 1(a) Macrocrystalline structure of degraded fiber after 6 hours

of 90000 treatment. (20OX, 30 angle)

AI0.

Fig. 1(b) Untreated "as grown" fiber. (200X)

Al
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*~4

Fi.ý. 3 The furnace and Vacuum System for Fiber Diffusion.

;II

Fig. 4 Section of Ni-Clad boron fiber heated at 558*C for 6 hours. (SOOX,

570 angle)
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Fig. 5 Section of Ni-clad boron fiber heated to 678*C for 6 hours.

Region A shows the Ni sheath retaining its surface characteristics.

Region C shows places where the nickel is in contact with the fiber.

Region B is the boundary of A and C. Region D shows the interface

between Ni and B. (200X, 650 angle)

Fig. 6 Region C of Fig. 5 showing crystallites of nickel-boron compounds.

(2000X, 650 angle)

ll At

~~,-
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Fig. 7 Region B of Fig. 5 showing large nickel rich nickel-boride crystals.

(2000X, 650 angle)

4;,v

Fig. 8 Same crystals shown in Fig. 7 at higher magnification. (5QOOX,

650 angle)
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F ig. 9 Region D of Fig. 5 at 2000X, 650 angle.

''Ob"

Fig. 10 Ni-clad fiber heated to 738*C, showing complete conversion of the

thin (6 micron) nickel sheath. (200X. 680 angle)
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Fig 12 Hihrmgiiaino einBo -i.1. (0O, *age

.J4J
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Fig. 13 At 900 0 C, some crystallites appear on the surface of the boron

fiber. (200X, 30 angle)

F.

* Fig. 14 Region A of Fig. 13 at 2000X, 30 angle.
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Fig. 15 Ni sheath heated to 914*C.(2000X, 67* angle)

Fig. 16 Sections of Ni.-clad boron fiber broken after having been heat

treated at 1011%C. (200X)
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Fig. 17 Boron recrystallization on the cross-section heated to 11120 C.

(200X, 75' angle)

dI
t ' 1

Fig. 18 Cracks in the nickel-boron sheath heated 1112 0C. (200X, 41i angle)
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TENSION INDUITE DANS LES CABLES A L'INTERIEURt
DE STRUCTURES FERMEES METALLIQUES ET EN CARBONE

EPOXY SOUMISES A UNE IMPULSION DE COURANT TYPE FOUDRE
par

Denim GALL
CENTRE O'ESSAIS AERONAUTIQUE DE TOULOUSE

23, avenue Henri GuillaumetA
31 056 -TOULOUSE CEDEX7

Franc.

RESUME

Ce document prhcentvd lee rdmultate d'dtudae thioriques at expirimentalem cur le micanisme d'induction
de*seurtencions doen lee cibles ilectriques situic A l'int~rieur do structurem feredee, loruqus celles-ci

@ant parcouruem per une impulmion da courant type foudre. La contribution des deux peramitrac, diffusion
du courant do peau ut champ megnfitique interne, ect misc an ividunce at comparie pour deux typee de
structurm : alliaga d'eluminium at fibre de cerLone.

1- INTRODUCTION4

Lorcqu'un avion est foudroy6 en voll1 1limpulsion de courant ilectrique qui Is percourt
circule gindralament par con revItement extirisur. Ce reviltement, conmtitui, jucqu'b ces dernibrec
anniaa d'alliegac ligeas, bone conducteurs ilectriquas, semure, outra, lee fonctions marodynemique
et miceniqus, ln rifirance ilectrique do l'a6roncf, On comprend die lors, qua le passage d'unc
impulsion de acurant doenIs satructure ect musceptible de perturber ou de modifier in fonctionnement
des iquipemente ilectriques at ilectroniquec da bord, l'importance et Ie farina da coo trensitoires

fddipendant 6troitement dee caractirictiquas ilectriques do Ie peeu atructurala.

IiL'dtuda prhmenthe doen le document aborde, epris un rappel cur leam phenomhnes de tension
induite dane lee ciblagee ilectriquas, lea problImem nouveaux iritroduits par Ilutilisi~tion des fibres
de carbon.; coc problimom mont mim en ividance en comparunt las risultats obtenius cur une structure
en all~iage liger do 2 mm d'ipaimseur et une structure en fibre de carbon. da mime Apaiseaur.

2 TENSION INDUITE DANS LES CABLAGES CLECTRIQUES

2.1 -Circuit de simulation

Pour abordar ce problima, conaidirons Ia figure 1 qui raprhmente una simuletion simplifiie
d'un circuit ilectriquc do bord.

L

1 ]A !I dintB

/ Jext ~ ~ A

-Fig. 1I

F La peau de l'eironcf constitude d'un matiriau do permiabiliti megnitique1.A. at do conducti-
vitA 6lectrique 0 , d'une 6paicceur 1 eut parcourue per una impulsion de courant type foudra

If- I a TDE

La ciblege filectrique est constitud d'un fil relid h la structure au point A Cc~ti alimen-
tation non rapriaantde ) , chaminent &i une hautaur h da Is peau at eliinentant un Aquipement
d'impidance ZA* Ce circuit e'.t citud & Ilini.e:73.eur d'une etructurti entibrainent fermi.,

c'mmt-&-dire no comportert pas de fenitres 6l.ictromngnitiquac.
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La surtansion VA qui apparalt aux borne. do 116quipament, lorsque Ia structure ant

parcourue par Ilimpulsion do courant If ant dOe h doux offets

-un offot 11 rdimitif 11 do la structure

-un offot a' induction 6lactromagn~tiquo done la boucle constitudo par le cable at la

structure

3 -EFFET RESISTIF ".INFLUENCE DE LIEFFET DE PEAU

A l'intfirieur d'un mat6viau conductour,

do conductiv~itd donniu 4: , an rdgima per-

r ~manant do fr6cquence f, la donsit6 do

courant diminue an fonction do Ia distance

do p~nitratiari. On appall. dpaisssur do

peau d la profondeur & loquolla le chomp

E - J/9- not une fraction -da la valour

qulil a dans Is conducteur prbs da la

tT7 int urface.

d rmt6rbiau magndtique du

1= i eemeurconductivit6 du matiriau1= 6paisI
L'analyaa do la ripona. indicimlim do Is peau permat dr dkfinir una constants do temps do

p6ndtration r~ reprdeontative du ph~nombne do diffusion,.

T p 7T rdeietivit6

Jint (t)

O.3Tp6 Tp

F ia. 3

L'epplication d'uns donaitd do courant J ext au tamps t -0 our le paroi externe d'un

conductour conduit & l'apperition ratardiia 0,3 T d'uni densite do courant .J int. our la face
intarnat dont 1n velour attoint lenturnant cella correspondent & un courant continu vera t ow 6 T

p

4A 41ý,, -,Q L. ,: Alii
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Or done une configuration do cibloga avion convantionnel (fig. 1), la poau servant do r6?fron-
ce masse 6Iactrique pour lea 6quipaments, le passage d'una impulsion do courant dana Is pa•u not donc
susceptible do g6ndror une difference de potential entre les 2 pointc do r~f6loncs.

V - R x I x f ( Tp, I(t), t
4ýAB d, x

avoc f ( T, I Wt), t) C (0,1)
Rd r~sistance da I. structure entre A at B masur6a an courant continu.

si 1>> d on a f (Tp , I (t), t) 0

si l1<d on a f (Tp , I (t), t) -

V max eat born6 sup~rieursment par la loi d'ohm classique

VA xmOx = Rdc x I

L
avac Rd = (

si /* eat faible R net faible, Tp est qrend at f ( Tp, I (t), t) o. 0 car i1, d.
dcp

3.1 -Aplication A des structures en allieae l6ger

Des essais ont ýi,, effectu~s sur una structure C fig. 4 ) en AU4 G de 2 mm d'6pieissur syant

pour cawactdristiques

. =3. 10O X-8 .. m 1000

SID glet en AU4G

-- ,
!V

70 c

e 2mnm

I /

Ail plaqu6 contre la paroi

Afin d'6viter toute influence de l'effet inductif, Is fil de mesure a 6t6 plaqu6 contre
la paroi de l'eprouvette.

L'impulsion de courant utilis~e est repr~sent6e figure 5.

Lt t
I kA If = I e- -e 77

1,9 D T 1,3 . 0-5

Ine mx Fia.5

a 4&

{,-
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Le spectra an fr64uenco

do uotte impulsion
I -20 dB / ddcade not ropriaent6 fig. 6

I. f'2 "88 kHZ "T

If' " - ) I - 40 d13/dd cade
0,1 I •a f (KHz) F•

I a- tS p e c t r e d e I- ao T - . , -•

Pour :atte forms d'unds, at dans lea conditions d'essai, an admettant une rdparmit..on
unifnrm. do densiti do courant axta•rne, la velour thdorique donne Vint 8 B,5 mV,

f ( T , I (t), t ) = 0,56 ), 19 velour musurde a 6t6 de Vint - 7 mV. La difrarnce a'expliquo

par lea effete de bord qui introduisunt use r6partition non uniforms do courant ( fig. 7 ).

Isxt � Ein tenant compto ds coo effeta

do bord 116cart sat romarni

- Iaxt unu velour do 1'ordre ds 0,5 mV

Si on oxtrapol as rd6sulats & I - 100 kA, pour 1. forms d'ondu do courant utiliad., on
obtient un. surtension per m do structure V int 0,53 V/m. Ii faut noter quo Im loi d'ohm
classique slappliqua & toutes lea compomantes apectraiem du courant dont 116painssur d( pesu
correspondente d 1 set sup~riaure h 1i6paiasaur micanique de is structure.

Dana Is cas da I'AU4G de 2 mm d'6paissour

__ donna f 2,4kHz,

on obtient donc 1. diagramma suivant fig. 7bis.

Vint
RDCw x Vint

1I -120 dB/d~cade

a- zone do lin~arit6 do la _j'
Is lot d'ohmi II 't. iis ioid~ohmFig. 7 bis

104 105 10 !10•

f (Hz)
fc :2,4 kHz
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Lis figure a montra lot courbes do ripons.. d'ailiage liger do diffirentes 6poisuouru.

Vint Wx/ Vin~t

X-2 mm

x - 0.2 F- 240

9

X-0 , 25  
F 153s

F x' Fp fonction do x (mm)

/ structure AU4G

5 I5

3 F .q nF.

3.2 -Application 6 i~Doe tr~uctures en fibre dol carbone

Los massais ont 6t e1ffoctu~s our le cylindre repr~sent6 figure 9.

L -1000 ambouts anAL4G

a- 2 inc

VcD

fcD

10 J0 mSrcuee Debn px

Ci.

Cett sUJct'o mmt costtted'r cli n i re do carbons d po x 4m 'pisu

tise~s per des plii h 900p 1'orm6 6 ass 2 extr~mit~s per des emboute massif. on AU4 G
emmenchdo h force & l'int~rieur du cylindre.

Le courant I eat injact4 grace h 4 reprises symitrique3 fix~as our chac4ua embout.

*La r~uistance do co cylindre vanut 92 m SLO. eoit -11 11,6 10 IJ2.. M

Le constants do tempo do p~n~tration eat :T- 4,4 10- a = 4,4 no.

Ls friquence fc pou laqualim 1'ipeisoeur do peau d e ____ at 6gals 4
1'ipioeur pymius u meiriu 1eat onne pa f _______ 7fMH

c

?74

i- ý ; -.I ;' ,
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L'appiication lindaire do Is loi d'ahm rest@ donc valabim sur 1. paroi interne do
1. structure do 2mm d'ipeisaaur pour lee frdquencem infdriourem ou dgaleia T ,3 MHz.

Lee amssia ant it& rialinds an injectant don impulsions do courant oacillente.

a morties dont Ii pseudo ftdquance max attaint uns centaine do kHz. La rslation
Vext - Vint a dtd canfirmdo par Ids meaures. La virification expdnimentale I doe
frdquoncos mupdrioures h 7t3 MHz n'o Pu 6tre riolimia avoc lam inatallations utilishea.

Le figure 10 montre lee courbo. do riponoos do structures on fibres do carbon. do
diffironta. 6paimuours.

Vint (x)/Vint x .2mm

x a0,2F *730 MHz
10

9

x ,5F 4TiB

Fp fanction do x (mm)

/ structure carbons

3 I
2

riu, 10

3.3 - oviioormison do lleffet do Peau our don structures ,, alliaao lhoor st on fibre do carbon.

Los rdoultaot pnicidonts montront quo 1. pfindtration d'uns impulsion do cour~nt h
Ilinthriour do Ii peau d'un aironef out diractement lido aux ciractiriatiquim du mitirivu
ot on particulier h an slgitivitd lei at par yois do conaiquonco h In constants do tornps

dopinitration T

Le diagramme f'igure 11 montra llaccroisaommnt do l'~airo d'application do Is loi
d'ohm, qui dan. i. cia d'uno structure donnia ein. daniu 1. rapport don rmisjtiviti. des
matinieux. Dane is cam particuliur don fibrma do carbons, at do l'alliage liger, cm
rapport out d'onviron 3000.
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dD 120 log (Vint Fc/AU4G

+~RDC 2 1 0,5 ky/rn RDC2  3000 RDC1

+50

+40

+20
+0

0,1 '1 fpt 2,4kHz 1 1000 fpIz7,3 M~z 1
AU4G42mm i,11carbonet 2mm

4 -EFFET INDUCTIF DU AU CHAMP MAGNETIQUE INTERNE

Noun vanone do voir Ia pa~rt qua reprdsento Is composanta r~sistive dOe h Una dies
conemuigunces lleffat do peau dens la murtansjor, qui apparalt aux bornas d'uns impedance Z ral16a h
Ia moose. Nous allons maintu;nant 6ivaluer In composantat de Ia uurtanulon dO. h 1l'induction 61actro-
magndtique V -- &travars Ia surfaice qua rapr6nontm le c~blage situ6 h una disatnce h au-dessui

do In structure fig. 1I)
L'inductior, 61actromagn~tique B at assantiallemant cr6de par lou filaments do courant

qui circulant' uur In fac6 interne do I. structure. Ce r,'rultat fondamental a pour implication diricto
Is fait qua 1. chomp magn~tique interne apparalt retard6 par rapport ou courant qui I's ingendr6,

ph~nombno do diffusiLn h travere la peou. d

14 41 - hamo (Unctromsone:-tious, h 1' intr~rirnkr d' kin: otrtisntirn on nflu inn Winer AU4I6 do ?mm d'ftu~imesur

Lo caisson qui a airvi aux essais oat Is mimu quo colui qui a 6td utilis6 pour l'6tuds

do I'iffat rduiutif ( fig. 4 ).

Le chomp 61 ectromagnitique interne Hint ant un champ dont l'4volution tamporilli ant en
phase avic Is dunsiti5 don courd nt Jint it proportionn#9l b cello-ri. Cu ph6nombna eat parfiniti-
mint min an 6vidence our ls@ photos figures 12, 13, 14 qui ropr6seniunt auccessivtamentI

- Is courant total travirv~ant Is structure

- la champ mngn~tique ra.aev6 caissaon ouvart c'oat-1-dirn obtunu par couplage direct 1
le chomp 61actromagn~tiqui not on phase avac Is courant

- 1. champ magn~tique relavd caianoon farmei :Is maximum du champ tnagn~tique pr6bonte un
retard do 68 ,sa our Is courant inject6.

figure 12 figure 13 figure) 14A

Courant I (t) Champ mugn~tique H (t) Champ magndtique

x - 20 ., /div :aisson ouvert caisson farm6

- 0,10 kA/div x - 22 ,ýsldiv x 5 ,1- u/div

t - 5 2,. a y- 20 mV/div y - 10 mV/div
max
Ime a - 1,2 kA -ma 5ý 8 Vmax - 1

1-1,max -67 A/m Hmix - 14 A/in
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Dan mesurar offectu6so an injectant una impulaion do courant oacillante samrtie ant pormis
do vdrifiaz' quo llettdnuation apportdm par l~a structure an alliaga ligar, do 2mm d'dpai~sour

le niveau 0 db a dtd prim pour loa pseudo pdrioda To .5ý a s uit parfaitomant l~a courba
thdorique -figure 15.

20 log (aB)

125 Laurbo thicnrimua
&adiattinuation do

lo psau

\ p'ilnt do

30

A~iv du clam A mgniqiAt;pAchu



C. rinultat confirm@ 11hypothhes melon laquallm is champ magndtique interne done uns
structure farmia @at sasint~illement cr66 par in courant circulant our 1. peari interne do is
structure.

4.2 -Chomp iluctrumnandticuu h l'intiriour d'une structure an fibre do carbon@ do 2mm d'domismsur

Des @semi@ partials ont 6ti offactudi our is cylindre min an oeuvre pour lea dtudim our
Il'ffet do peau,

Las installations utilities W'ont purmiu quo In gindration d'impulaliom do courant

(t) a T a e voc

TE * ,B 4a TI a 1! a

cleat-&-dire des impultion. dont Is apantri do friquanci no comportainnt pea do friqusnoim
auffiaamment dlovima pour vdrifiar lem calculi thioriquss. Cosam aisi confirmant conindant qUa
lea moyannom friqumnaum no aunt pan atthnuiaso

4.3 -Tonsion induite dOe au champ Alectromionitioug interns

La tension induitm dO. ou champ dlectrrnmagndtique internu a dtd mime in sbvidonc* un
utilimant is montage reprimanti figure 16 dans. Is can do structure an AU4G,

0 C

ON - Vi- a -

Lous fonrmal dasnda d ofotnuiuotpri d drqu stnin induiti v avn dn pirlr ukbra dun chomup

conatitud d'uns boulea avec I puint unique I In maves.

HJ

V I,

-tension induita lorequo Is champ magnitique interne ant ratardi cam do l'AU4G)(Fig.1T)
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i -ONCLSION

Le tableau suivant rdeume l.ee obervations don- In com do structures an AU4G at fibre do
carbone do 2mm d~dpeiseeeur,

,--s--:'-w------------'.. -- ...... n'"'"flh '" .... '""t~
a" Hitoivit Caýnutsnts ~jUFrquen a Attinuatiw¶ U-R! pour U -w

di temp , dH d I, o 100I M pour 1 in
' de ra-it.-% cupure ; dt a c tinu d-50;!."\•~~~ ht I f"o ,?=00 k= 0 H

tioa I iO kHzI I
, AU4 G 3,4.10 , 1 i 5s 1 2,4 kHzi - 60 dB 1 0,5 V I 05 V

'I a AU4G

aCarbons a i4a:Epoxy 12.104 414 hS 1 713 MHzi 0 d 1 1,5 kV 1 0,5 kV

SCarbons1 30O0 t 3000 1 O 3000 ! 6U dU i TO d8 a 60 dB
E oyI I I I I I

I. montrai compta tonu du spectre an frdquence do I* fo'odre oC I. maximum dOInergi.
amt oitud A doe friqumno.e infirouursm & ILJ0 kHz, quo I* fibre do carbona offi ume immuniti
.nviron 3000 foie infd•:iurv & culls d'un alliago Idgir, oumai bien an I chute do tmnalon
qu'en transp•rence ou chomp iluctzumagndtiquo.
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"ELECTROMAGNETIC INTEGRATION OF COMPOSITE STRUCTURE IN AIRCRAFT

G. L. Weinstock
McDonnell Aircraft Company

St. Louis, NO 63166SUSI..

Present U.S. Navy and Marine Corpe aircraft being designed and produced by the
McDonnell Aircraft Company, a Division of McDonnell Douglas Corporation, have significant
portions of the skin and substructure fabricated from graphite/epoxy composite material.
The F-18 Hornet has approximately 501 of its surface area composite and the AV-80 V/STOL
utilizes composite material for its wing, tail and forward fuselage. Extensive analysis
and testing han been performed during the last seven years to define those parameters
necessary for successful electromagnetic integration of graphite/epoxy composite into
these aircraft. Descriptions of the tests, analyses, and design processes including
procedures, methods# results and design improvements are presented in this paper. The
specific investigations addressed areo (a) basic material propertites (b) inherent
electromagnetic shieldingi (c) intermodulation effectas (d) effects on antennas; (a)
panel shieldingl (f) joint effects and improvementul (g) joint impedancel (h) access door
design and improvementop (i) bondingp jj) large fuselage section shieldingi and (k) com-
plete wing shielding. The above tests and supporting analyses were performed on
different types of composite construction, thickness, and site and were usually related
to comparable aluminum articles. Some of the variations assessed and described in the
paper are aluminum honeycomb, syntactic core and monolithic materials, combinations of
lap and shear joints and selected metallic coatings.

Production designs developed for cost and weight effective incorporation of
shielding and bonding improvement are noted in the text,

Introduction

f McDonnell Aircraft Company (MCAIA), a Division of McDonnell Douglas Corporation, is
producing aircraft for the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps that utilize significant amounts of
graphite/epoxy (G/E) composite structure. Approximately 500 of the surface area of the
I-18 Hornet is G/E, as is the wing, tail and forward fuselage of the AV-SB V/STOL air-
craft. The growing use of U/E on military aircraft has raised questions regarding

t•Ij Toeasible adverse electromagnetic effects. However, MCAIR has succev-fully been able to
integrate 0/0 structure electromagnetically with high performance avionics subsystema.

The integration effort can be divided into three steps. The first step is to deter-
mine what external electromagnetic (EM) fields an aircraft may experience. Second, a
practical susceptibility threshold is postulated, This susceptibility threshold inclides
all standard electromagnetic interference (CHZ) uppression meaUres, such ass line
filtering, wire ahielding, bundle shielding, usage of balanced signal circuits and
MIL-STD-461 compliance. The remaining differences between the external EW field level
and the internal avionics SMI susceptibility threshold, must be supplied by airframe
shielding. This in generally 15 to 30 dS.

The third step is to assess the actual aircraft structure and where required mako
the necessary design improvements.

Various analysis and text programs have been condunted to support MCAIR'l program.
They include the following topics as discussed in this papers

o Inherent Shielding
o Panel Shielding
o Joint Leakage

Joint Impedance
o Fuselage Shielding
o Syntactic Core Fuselage Shielding
o Statid Wing Shielding
o Antenna PerZormance
o Intermodulation Effects
o Lightning Rffects

Lnderent Shielding

Investigations were initially performed to determine the inherent shielding proper-
ties of G/E. Washer specimens were cut from 1, 2, 4 and 8 ply G/E panels. Theme were
tested in the coaxial line fixture shown in Figure 1.

The coaxial fixture was fabricated from aluminum and wan actually an enlarged coaxial
line wiLh air dielectric. It had two identical sections, connected together with the
test up.cimen between them (Figure 1). To determine the shielding of the specimens, cCW
signal waa inserted into one end of thý fixture and the received signal was measured at
the other end. This determined the inherent shielding level of the G/E specimens to a

"'A. rplane wave field.

It'
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i��The inherent shielding curve which was derived (Figure 2) provides only the upperlimit of the shielding that can be obtained from G/E since it doees not account for joint

leakage. Howover, it is of major uignificance because it shows that its inherent
shielding is far in excess of that required for the skins of military aircraft. Thus,
successful aircraft can be designed using G/E fuselage and wings with no metal coatiti, if
joint an4 seam leakage is co|trolled.

These tests also showed that the shielding is predominantly by reflection rather

than absorption, since the thickness of the panel (after accounting for polarization) had
little effect.

Panel eh~elding

Other tests wee performed to determine panel shielding of G/E using a cubical
copper box approximately 25 cm per side as shown in Figure 3. A parallel plate line was
used as the plano wave source for frequencies below 70 Maxe. For frequencies above 70
MHz, testing was perforthed in an anechoic chamber or outside on an antenna range* where
the far field of an antenna was used as the plane wave source.

In these tests square panels were mounted on the opqn face of the fi.iturs. The
panel and fixture were then illuminated by a plane wave that was linearly polarized. The
shielding was then computed by using the panel on' and the "panel off" field strength
readings taken via a rod antenna inside the box.

These tests were conducted for O/ panels of various thicknesses (1 ply, 2 ply1 4

ply# and 8 ply) and construction types (monolythic, honeycomb and syntactic core).
Different types of panel attachment wore also evaluated. These were: (1) contact

mounting, where the panels were held tightly against the box, (2) conductive mounting,
where the fibers of the O/ were conductively connected to the box by a conductive epoxy,
(3) fastener mounted panels, where fasteners wore used to connect the panels to the box,
(4) oapacitively mounted panels, where a conductive foil was wrapped around the passim

and the flange on the box, and (5) panels with beryllium copper finger stock of various
sizes mounted around the panol, both with and without a conductive foil. Typical resultsof theme tests are shown n Figures 4# 5# and 6.

Panel/Joint RP Leakage Comparison Tests I
The panel/joint tests were used to evaluato the RF leakage characteristics ofvarious joint manufacturing teohniques. The test artiolv, onsisted of thirteen panels

of various configurations as shown in Table 1. Nine panels had joint# and four solid
panels were used for baselines. The jointed panels were constructed with various environ-
mental seals, and some included other EMI protection devices.

Figure 7 illustrates the net-up for the joint leakage tests. The panels were
mounted over the open end of a five-sided copper box and bolted to the flange murrounding
its open end. Measurements were made by locating a signal source antenna insivla the

copper box and probing along the outer surface with a receiver probe.

Table 2 prements tho performance of each panel. The leakage data was analyzed and
the panels were assessed with respect to performance in preventing leakage. This was
done for both S and H field leakage. Those joints that appear to perform best at pre-
venting EM leakage were assigned a figuro of meLit of 100, and the other panels assigned
numbers of lesser values.

The important conclusions to be drawn are:

(1) Tin plating can provide appreciable improvement ir, the protection against
electromagnetic field leakage through G/B single lap xhear joints. The
addition of finger stock does not provide a signifIoant amount of protection
above that which is obtained with the use of tin plnting alone. Possible gains
can be realized if the surface layer of epoxy is removed prior to plating the
material with tin. This would provide better electrical contact with the
current carrying fibers, and a better contact for the finger stock.

(2) Fing*r stock appears to be most effective when bonding is desired between a
metallic panel and a G/E panel. In this case both the electric field and the
magnetic field leakage is lower. The magnetic field leakage is controlled more
by the presence of tin plating on the 0/E panel than with finger stock alone.

(3) Tin plating of non-jointed G/E panel increases shielding effectiveness for both

electric and magnetic fieldo,.

Panel Joint Imoedanca Tests

The electrical bonding achievwd with various methods of joint fabrication was also
tested. DC resistance And RP impedances were measured across the joints to obtain the
information relating to electrical current continuity.

Table 3 lists the panels that were used in the impedance teslm. As stated above,
the joints were single lap shear and double lap shear joints. Non-jvinted panels were
used for baselines.
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Each test panel was injected with a current, by means of copper gloves electrically
bonded to the panels on both aides of the joints. Seven measurement points were probed
cated by the letters in Figure S. The voltage drop at each point was recorded. Measure-
ments were made fromn 14 KHz to 500 lKis.

Upon comparing the voltage drops at the joint. of the various panel., it in evident
that the effects of the impedances can be diminished by improvements added at the inter-
face. The voltage drops across the "good* joints do not differ appreciably from that
which is seen across any other two point, on the panels.

Table 4 lists tho results of these tests, comparing the various joints tested to L~he
apparent impedance of the material from which they have been fabricated. The higher
ratio of joint impedance to bulk material imkpedance indicates the degradation of current
continuity by the joint. The addition of tin spray at the joint interface Improves this
ratio, in the frequency range tested, to a ratio of about one. That is, the joint is
about as good as the bulk material, and its impedance is decreased. Therefore, the same
procedures utilized to protect against EMI can also improve joint continuity for the
currents on G/E structures.

Fuselage Shielding

Tests were conducted to determine the voltages iaiduced in typical avionics wire
bundles enclosed within G/E structures when irradiated by ai external EM field and to
provide comparison with metallic structure.

Two test boxes were fabricated, one of aluminum and one of G/O simulating the for-
ward fuselage avionics bay. Figure 9 shows one test box In its location on the AV-8D
aircraft and as it was constructed for these test~s. The two boxes contained identical
wire bundles and load terminations, routed along identical paths. The boxes contained
doors, seams and joints to simulate the different types of apertures through which EM
fields can penetrate an aircraft's skin. They were tested over a frequency range from 14
KHz to 18 GHs. Voltages induced on the cables were measured across the loads.

As shown in Figure 10 there were two cable bundles running~ along the length of the
boxes. Each path was designed to parallel regions of possible electromagnetic leakage
from the exterior regions of the boxes. The cables were intentionally routed close to
joints and door seams to maximize induced voltage pickup. Within each cable was a single
wire and twisted pair to be tested. These are typical wires used for data and control
information transmission between equipment subsystems.

The low frequency (14 ICHz to 100 M4Hz) portion of the test was performed outdoors at
a site isolated from local EM interference. The high frequency (200 14Hz to 18 GHz)
portion was done in the MCAIR anechoic chamber.

Various test configurations were used, including combinations of open and closed
side door panels, cable load terminations, and side orientations. Measurements were made

* at both the loaded and non-loaded ends of cables.

Results typical of the different test configurations (104 in all) are shown in
Figure 11. The results show that in actual structures the leakage effects of joints for
depending upon the actual aircraft there may be little difference between G/E and
aluminum.

Syntactic Core Fuselage Tests

The effect of using syntactic core (micro-ballons) between thin layers of G/E was
* investigated. Two large samples representative of an aircraft fuselage with a removable

1~ door were fabricated, one of aluminum and one of G/E with syntactic core. Typical
aircraft wiring was located inside each sample. The samples were then irradiated and the

* induced voltages on wires recorded.

The test net up and results are shown in Figure 12. The results show little differ-
ence between the G/E syntactic core sample and the aluminum sample.

Static Wing Shielding Tests

Tests were made on the shielding effectiveness of a representative G/E wing. The
test article was the right side of a full size YAV-8B wing assembly with an EMI-tight
termination box at the wing tip. Both the skin and substructure of the wing were fabri-
cated from G/E. The leading edge was metal. The purpose of the tests was to compare the
induced voltage in wire located under the metal wing leading edge with the induced voltage
on the wires located under the G/E torque box section of the wing.

Wire cables were installed as shown in Figure 13. E and H field probes developed at
the Navy Postgraduate School, were also installed in the torque box as shown. Each wire
bundle'consisted of one single wire, one twisted wire pair, one twisted shielded pair
(TSP), one coaxial cable, and an additional TSP loop, which acted as a digital data link
from the instrumentation box, along the wing to its tip and back.
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The EDI measurements were made for incident RF fields from 14 kHz to 18 GMz, divided
into a "low frequency* region (14 kHz to 100 MHz) and a *high frequency" region (200 1Hz

12 to 18 GHz). The high frequency measurements were made in the MCAIR anechoic chamber, as
shown in Figure 14, and the low frequency tests were performed in an outdoor open area on
the MCAIR complex, as shown in Figure 15.

The test setup generally consisted of an antenna positioned one meter away from the
upper surface of the right wing.

The test results were similar to those previously shown and little difference was
seen between the induced voltage on wires located under the G/E and metal.

Antenna Performance Tests

Pattern, gain and VSWn tests wore conducted, to investigate antenna performance
effects. Various test contigurations were used to determine the effects in terms of the
type of composite, the ground plane configuration, and the type of antenna mount.
Metallic ground planes were used for reference tests.

In one test series G/E ground plane test specimens were used to conduct gain, pat-
tern, and VSWR tests at 400 Mhz, I GHz, and 10 GHz. Similar tests were made using metal
ground planes for reference. UHF and TACAN blade antennas were used at 400 1Hz and 1
GHz, respectively, while a radar beacon stub antenna was used at 10 GHz.

ixhe tests for gain and pattern were run by using the test specimen as a ground plane
for a receiving antenna, with the antenna and ground plane mounted on a rotator inside
the anechoic chamber. The VSWR tests were performed by using the test specimen as a
ground plane for a transmitting antenna.

Comparison of antenna patterns for all of the various ground plane specimens and all I
types of mounting shows only small pattern and gain changes, regardless of the ground
plane or base mounting. Thus, composites form effecti'•.e ground planes and metal is not
needed. VSWR tests show that the slight changes in gain between various configurations
is attributable to slight changes in input impedance.

INTERMODULATION EFFECTS

Concern has been expressed regarding intermodulation effects prodiced by the graph-
ite fibers used in the composite matrix. However, this phenomenon is found only where a
small number of fibers are involved and may be attributed to the "point contact" effect,
where the tip of the graphite fiber forms a nonlinear junction with another mnaterial. NO
intermodulation effects have been found in the bulk material. In fact, M4CAIR tests have
shown that, within the limits of measurement, no harmonics are generated by passing high
levels of current through the various types of G/E joints or bulk composite material used Iin airframe construction.

LIGHTNING

Structural Damage - Extensive testing has been performed to define current transfer $d
capabTITyfd7 G/E. it has been demonstrated that G/E airframe structures have sufficient
current carrying capability to withstand the high level lightning threat without damage,
except in the immediate vicinity of the strike attach point. All damage can be eliminated
by applying thin metallic coatings.

Lightning Induced Current/Voltages

The threat posed by induced coupling from nearby lightning is similar for G/E
composite vehicles and metal. The primary reasons are:

o For nearby lightning, the amplitude of the induced transient may produce upset

but is not high enough to cause burnout, provided proper EMC measures have been
taken to minimize the coupling in the low frequency regime where the composite
airframe provides a poor shield. t?1t these low frequencies, avionics equipment is
relatively immune to interference. In the mid-to-high frequency region, the 4

coupling occurs primarily through the aircraft apertures (i.e., radome, c:anopy,
seams, cracks, etc.) and therefore is approximately equal to the coupling into a
metal aircraft.

o In cases where lightning-generated upset does occur, it does not present a pro-
blem for analog systems because the upset is in milliseconds and the linear con-
straints of the aircraft response are much longer. Digital systems upset can
also be restricted to milliseconds or less provided the system is designed to ,
reject the induced transients as "bad data" (by means of parity checks, redundant
data, etc.) so that the "state" of the digital system is not permanently altered.

Lightning Attachment

Tests and aircraft strike histories ;learly show that, for metal aircraft, lightning
zones can be defined by attach point tests on a metallized scale model (except foc non-
conducting components-radomes, canopy, etc.). This method should also be valid for a
vehicle utilizing composite parts if the composits conductivity is good enough to allow

AA.I
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the required current flow during the early strike phases. If the charge transfer and
streamering which occur prior to the actual strike, are riot inhibited, the zones for a
partially composite vehicle can ba determined from tests on a metal model.

While the conductivity of G/E (a " 104 mho/m) is much less than metal (am 5107 iho/m),
it is much greater than tha o a ie ectric (a - 10-15 mho/m). Thus, G/E should behave
more 1=ea metal than a dielectric.

Tests were performed to determine conclusively if any significant differences exist
between the attach point characteristics of metal and G/E composite.

To accomplish this, similar sized G/E and aluminum panels were fabricated. The
panels were grounded and a high voltage probe was positioned 72 inches above and equi-
distant from the upper corner of each panel as shown in Figure 16. Using this arrange-
ment, the attachment behavior of G/E and aluminum samples was directly compared. At each
probe position, several arc attachments were initiated to determine the Opreferred"
attachment locations. For post tests both panels were grounded, but the horizontal test
was repeated with the G/E panel ungrounded. The relative arc capture areas of each panel
are summarized in Figure 16.

To investigate the arc attachment effects of metal beneath the G/E, a thin monlythic
panel and the honeycomb panel were each tested with a sharp ground probe centered two
inches below them. The tests showed the grouM probe had no discernable influence upon
arc attachment.

The results of all teats conducted during this effort show no measurable difference

in attach point behavior between metal and G/E structure.
Conclusion

We at MCAIR have been addressing the electromagnetic effects of composites since
1971 and have been heavily involved n G/E electromagnetic integration into aircraft
since 1974. The following summarizes our findings:

o G/E has a significant amount of the inherent shielding capability.
o The principal reason for shielding effectiveness reduction in G/E structures is

discontinuities at seams and joints.

o our teets show little difference in shielding between O/E and aluminum structures
because of joint effects.

o Designs to inmprove G/E Jcint effects can be effective.

o Antennas for UHF and L band systems function properly when using G/H groundplanes.

o Lightning protection designs are available if complete damage protection isrequired.

G/E aircraft structure can be designed to provide adequate electromagnetic shielding
for avionics and electrical subsystems. To date, we have not found any electrcwmagnetic
G/E iasue that cannot be handled as part of a, typical nirciaft development program.

ij
'4.
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TABLE 1

EMI LEAKAGE TEST PANEL LIST

CONFIGURATION

IDENT. CONFIGURATION JOINT JOINT SEAL CONFIGURATION

A G/E Tape Mat'l None None

B G/E Cloth None None

C Aluminum None None

D G/E (Tin Plated) None None

G G/E-Aluminum Single Lap Form-In-Place (FIP) Seal
Shear

H G/E-Aluminum Single Lap Tin Plated-FIP Seal
Shear

j G/E-Alumilnum Single Lap FIP Smal
Shear

K G/E-Alumilnum Single Lap FIP Seal-Finger Stock
Shear

L G/E-G/E Single Lap Tin Plated
Shear

M G/E-G/E Double Lap Fay Seal
Shear

N Aluminum-Aluminum Double Lap Fay Seal
Shear

P G/E-Aluininum Single Lap FIP Seal-Finger Stock
Shear

R G/E-G/E Single Lap Tin Plated-FIP Seal-
Finger Stock

mI
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TABLE 2
TAI TEST PANEL DATA

Relative Performance of Panels with Seams

Ralative

Test Panel Description Seam Preparation (5) Performance(I)
E( 2 ) H(3)

N Aluminum-Alflminfuf None Double Lap Shear' (DLS) 100 97

L Graphite/Ep.xy Cloth - Graphite/ Tin Plated, sa~led 94 84

Epoxy Cloth

"P A.uminum - Graphite/Epoxy Cloth Bonding strip, Sealad 69 79

R Graphite/Epoxy Cloth - Graphite/ Tin Plated, Bonding Strip 64 78

Epoxy Cloth Sealed

G Aluminum - Graphite/Epoxy Cloth Sealed 58 99

H Aluminum - Graphite/Epoxy Cloth Tin Plated, Sealed 49 96

, Graphite/Epoxy Cloth Graphite/ None (DLS) 50 4

Epoxy Cloth

K Graphite/Epoxy Clcth - Graphite/ Sonding Strip, Sealed 37 55

Epoxy Cloth

" Graphite/Epoxy Cloth - Graphite/ Sealed 10 68

0 inpatdEpoxy Cloth
SC Aluminum ( 4) 99 99

D Tin Plated, Graphite/Epoxy Cloth(4) 95 89

A Graphite/Epoxy Tape( 4) 80 71

* B Graphite/EpOXy Cloth( 4 ) 70 79

NO. All panels show relationship to best panel whose value is 100

L 2. E (electric field)
3. H (ma netic field)
4. One piece panels (no seams)
5. Single lap shear (SLS) unless otherwise indicated

SI TABLE 3

JOINT IMPEDANCE TEST PANEL LIST

CONFIGURATION
IDENT. CONFIGURATION JOINT JOINT SEAL CONFIGURATION

B G/E None None

C Aluminum None None

G G/E-Aluminum Single Lap Shear 2-Ply Cured Fiberglass

H G/E-Aluminum Single Lap Shiar Tin Plate & Form-In Place Seal4 G/E-Aluminum Single Lap Shear Form-In-Place Seal

M G/E-G/E Double Lap Shear Fay Seal

P Alweinum-G/E Single Lap Shear Pip Seal-Finger Stock

R G/E-G/E Single Lap Shear Tin Plate-Pip Seal-Finger Stock
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TABLE 4
RATIO OF IMPEDANCES

D.C. Ratio of Joint-Impedance to Bulk Material
RESISTANCE

PANEL TYPE (OHMS) 14 KHz 42 KHz 112 Kht 500 KHz

3 All G/E SLS 0.03 7.0 10.4 5.9 1.8

M G/E DLS 0.41 42.5 42.5 42.5 30.0

G G/E-Alum SLS 0.013 2.3 2.4 2.1 2.8

H G/E-Alum SLS 0.01 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

P G/E-Alum s5s 0.013 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
R G/E SLS 0.012 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

B G/E Cloth 0.03 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

C Aluminum 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

I,
' , I t

2 I
iili.I
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FIGURE 13 -EMI TEST ARTICLE

FIGURE 14 -EMI TEST SET UP IN ANECHOIC CHAMBER
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FIGURE 15 - EMT OUTDOOR TEST SETUP
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ESSAIS EN VOL POUR LIjETUDE DES PERTURBATIONS RADIOELý`TRIQUES
D'ORIOINE ELECTROSTATIQUE

P. Laroche
Office National d'Etudes et do Rocherches Agrospatiales

92320 Chitillon FRAXIE

R. Weber
Soci6t6 Nationale Industrielle A~rospatiale

92153 Suresnes - FRANCE

D. Gall
Centre d'Eusais A~rcinautiques do Toulouae

31056 Toulouse Cedax - FRANCE

RESUME

Los C--rviceas Officials Frangais de l'A~ronautique sent 9
l'origine d'un programme d'essais en vol our avion METEOR NF11
dont la finalit6 set la reduction des perturbation. radio6lec-
trique. d'origins Slectrostatique.La protection antistatique
d'un avion consists I rendre lam parties isolantas de la struc-
ture conductrices en surface at I installer des d~perditaurs de

v potential. L'axp~rimentation en vol a At pr~c~d~e par des essais
at u el do polarisation haute tension, destin6m k simular lea af-
fats do la, tribotlectricitC. Lea d~perditeurs de potential ont
Wt expdriment6g en rendant l'avion entiarament conducteur ;des
panneaux di~lectriques instrumentgs ont ensuite 6tCi mis en place
pour dttecter l'apparition 6vantuelle do d6charges Slectriquea
rampante.. Quelques r6oultats g~n~raux concernant can esosai sent
donn4s dens cat article.

I - NTR2.DUCTION '

Las perturbations radio~iectriqiaes sour agronefs cons~cutives A l'Clectrination puar
tribo~lectricit$ constituent des problames importants depuis plus3.~urs d6cades ; dks Ia fin
do Is. seconds gubrre mondiale, des 6tudes th~oriques et exp~rimentales ont 6ti entrepriaaw
ouir ce suJet aux Etats Unis (un, 19146). Ellen co mont concr~tio~ee, dana lea arnnes 60,
par Ia misc au point do d~perditeurs passifin pour avion, assurant une 6vacuation des char-
gas Slootrootat4.ques avec un bruit radio~lactrique r~duit (Nanavicz, 19614). Depuis, lea

conditions de la circulation a6rienni ont 6volu6 vera une g6n~raliaation dos proc~dureaI do vol aux instruments, dontant una plus granda importance aux moyans do radiocommunication
at de radionavigation. Or, ce sent cen moyana qui sent susceptible. d'Stre perturb~s par
lea pr~cipitations atatiques.

Los mat6rinux composites I base do fibres do verre oti do fibres do carbon. interviarr-
nent do plus an plus dena la fabrication des 616menta Uo structure des avionsaen raioon
do lour faiblo m~ese volumique at de lour grand. r~sistance ngcanique. Lour utiliaation,
sans protection antistatique approprige, me traduit par tin risque d'apparition do d~char-
gas glactriques de surface trio perturbantes.

Afin do d6finir concrAtemant lea problames do perturbations d'origino 6lactroatati-

qua feour avsous la d~ivurletionrdormane DTC (Direction Tehiquedeis Consrtructions anre-
itatique, les Services officiels Frangaim do l'A~ronautiqua ont min en place un programme
d'exp6rimentatiot en vol. Los easais, doht Is phase active a d6butC an automno 1979, ont

nautiqueo) at ont 6tC ooordonn6a par le CEV (Centre d'Essaisaen Vol). La CEAT (Contre
d'Sessis A~ronautiques do Toulouse) a aasur6 lea essais do polarisation haute-tension au
mol, la SNIAS (Soci~t6 Nationale Industriello Agrospatiale) a conduit l'exp6rimettation i
relative aux traitoments antin'tatiques des parties atructuralas di6loctriquesaet 11ONERA
(Office National d'Etudes at do Recherches A~rospatiales) a 6t6 chargC de l'6tude des
performances des installations de d6perditeura do potential.

itApras tin bref rappel concornant la nature des problames traitgs, le programme
d'eosaim at 1 isrmetto mis an oeuvre sent d~crits . Lea s ~b-d en vol et lour ex-
ploitation h,'Ctant pa. termin~a, souls wont pr~sent6s lea premiers r6sultats g~n~raux.

2 - PROTECTIONS ANTISTATIQUES D'UN AVION

Troia typos de ph6nomneno 6lectroatatiques cons6cutifa a l'Clectrisation d'un agronef,
peuvont 9tre A l'origine do perturbations radio~lectriques ;il peut staoir soit d'arcs
entre des surfaces m6tsJlliquea isolges entro alien, soit de d6charges ampne e
pai'oim di~lectriques soit de d~chargea par effet~'couronna7 our Is structure m~tallique de
l'avion.

4Le risque d~apparition d'arcs 6lectriquss entre 616ments atructuratix m~talliques non
reli6s cat sis~ment aupprifiC par l'application d'une proc~dure de "m6talliaation" qui fixe
1ea valours maximales des r6sistancea admissibles entre diff6renta points de l'avion.
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Cepondant, iLutilisation g~n6ralis6e do produits tels quo des mastics d'6tanchgits ou
des rev~tements destinfis a r~duiro lee frottements our axes ot gliss2.~res read plus cti-
tique l'application do cette proc6dure.

2.1 - Traitoment des Rarties diflectriguos

Loa 6l6ments didlectriquos sur la surface d'un avion sont en ggn~ral constitugs par
lee ouvorturos optiques (hublots, verri~res,. ... ), les panneaux deo ~tructures en mat6riaux
composites (fibre do vorre, do bore ou do carbono) ot lea carfinages des antennas.

Lea traitoments antistatiques consistent 9 rondre COB 616ments conducteurs on Surface

a~fin d'emptchor l'apparition do d~charges rampantos. Lea ouvortures optiquos soot trait~es

verbs par un shoopagoe (aluminium, zinc) ou par un clinquant m~tallique, ils pouvont itre

(de 11ordro do quolquos Mfl carrg) do fagon A conserver ume radiotransparence compatible
avec Ilutilisation normale des a~ri ens.

V 2.2 - Evacuation des charges 6lectrostatigues

L1641fvation du potential do l'avion, consfiquence do la charge acquiso par tribofilec-
tricitS conduit infivitablement 1 l'apparition do d~chargos "couronne" sur des zones de
la structure h faible rayon do courbure. Le signe do la charge 6tant em gfingra). n~gatif
(Harper. 1967), los d6charges "couronne" correspondent au r6gime impulsionnel do Trichel
(Loeb, 1965). Le role dos d~parditeurs do potential passifs eat d'organisor oem d6charges
en lea d6couplant des antennas do reception. On pout concevoir des systames do dfiperdi-
tours actifs (Ftlici, 1979), mais 6tudige essentiellement pour Isa protection des h6licop-
tares, leur utilisation I bord doi. avions no so justifie pas.

Dana le cas des d6perditeurs passifs, le d6couplage des d~charges pout Stre obtenu
grace a trois proc6d6s (figure 1)

-lepremier sch6ma(a)consiste & relior 1e point do dgcharge @ A la structure a
l'aide d'une imp~dance r6partie (r6sistance stria, capacitg parallale)(Nanevicz, 1964)de
nanigre a filtrer le couirant 4mis par la, structure ot I r6duire le couplage capacitif en-

tro la dficharse et lee a6riens

1; second consists, en plus do la pr~sence do l'imp6dance ripartie, dirigor 1is
courant J do la d~charge orthogonalemont au champ radioglectrique qui sorait rayonn6 par
lea agriens en 6mission (sch6ma b) ;le principe do r6ciprocitt pr~voit, dens ce cas, quo
la, d6chargo no provoque pas do r~ponae aux bornes dos antennam consid6rges (Nanevicz,1964).

Le dispositif A do la figure 1 eat. bast sur cos deux proc6d~s do d~couplage.;

onfin l'utilisation d'une r~sistanco homogane at r~partie do forte valour Csupg-I
rioure 9 100 Nfl) (sch~ma, c) empiche 1e d6veloppoment complet do Ilimpulsion
do Trichol, co qui so traduit par uno modification do la r6partition opoctrale du champ
6mis par la d~charge 10 spectre de raies disparalt au profit d'un fond continu do don-
sit6 spectrale plus faible, ue qui eat par cons6quent favorable a la r6duction du bruit
parasite A l'entr6e des r6cepteurs qui mont A bande passante r~duite. Le dispomitif B de
la, figure 1 applique ce procfid6, le dispositif C eat uno version am~liorfie du dispomitif
B (Boulay, 1979).

3 DEFI~NITION DUPROGRAMME D'EXPERIMENTATION EN VOL

3.1 - Objectifa

Lea easais devaient mettre on 6vidence les perturbations radiofilectriques provoqu6es
par lee phhnom~nes d~crits pr6cfidement et permettre d'effectuer uno analyse quantitative
do l'efficacitg des protections antistatiques appliqu6es.

Ainsi, par adjonction syst6natique de panneaux di6lectriques de structure, onprovoque,
dans dos conditions d'6lectrisation glevge , l'apparition do d~charges rampantos ; la
perturbation qui en r~sulte ost alorm caractgrim~e et diff~rentes protections mont ensuite
mimes en ocuvro dont l'efficacitg pout itro 6valuge. Par ailleurs, a partir d'un
avion & structure m~tallique, ii oat possible do mosuror llficct d'uno installation
de d6porditeurs sur l'6quilibre filoctrostatique do ltavion et our le nivoau de bruit ra-
dioglectrique parasite. Lea r~sultats obtenus au cours do cos essais doivont pormettre
uno validation des techniques utilisgoes pour 1e choix des zones d~implantation des d6per-
diteurs do potential sur avion.

L'avion utilisg pour ces essais est un birfiacteur METEOR NF-11 (figure 2) ,bien
qu'il soit do conception ancienno, les r6sultats obtenus peuvent 6tre ggngralisisa Id'au-
tros avions do configurations plus modernes.

3.2 - 4~j~_.jq ojesi
3.2.1 - D6finition do l'16tat 6lectriS2ue dol'avion en vol

Le courant do :.harge lit a l'offet tribo6lectrique eat ind~pendant du potential 6lec-
trique do l'avion par rapport au milieu.

Leasch6ma 6lectrique do l'avion chargfi fait intorvenir 1e courant d'impact totftl Ii,
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lei courant Id 6vacu6 par lea dfiperditeure do potential, Is couranit do d6charge paramittt
* par offet "couronno" Ic our Is. structure et is courant Iu 6mis par lea pi-opulsoura (figu-

re 3). En suj~posant l~avion 6quipotentiel, son S1tat 6iectrostatiqup eat d6crit par Ia re-
* lation suivanteA

1i. Id(V) mi Ic(V) C CL

C oat la capacit6 propre de l'avion et V bonl potential.I Un 6tut d'6quilibre pout a'6tabiir et oat d6fini par la relation
1i - Id(V 0 ) -Ia - Ic(V0) 0 , V0 fian le poeta d'6quilibre.

Ic et~ Id d6pendent do la preasion et do la, tewrp6rature ; ii. no mott "an des fonctiona vam-
plea de V. Sn fait, Id pout itro formulfi ainsi

N
Id k 1j(p.8) . V(V - Vj) pour une installation do N d6porditeurR

'Vj oat Is potential dtamorqago du dOperditour J, kj oat un coefficient do forma, P at 8
sont la yrossion et la tempgrature) (Loeb, 1965). Une formulation identique pout Stre

* propos~o pour Ic

Ic- Ai (p.0) .V(V -Vi) dune Is cas oA1 M points do Is, structure sent I.
V i-I miage d'une dficharge 1 couronne".

3.2.2 - Mtoooi

Llexygrienco a com~port6 quatre phases principalas qui sont pr6sent6ea ci-desuousI
dana ltordre logique d'ox6cution.

a)LSRo~iisRrjiiminaireo au± so! out consist$ A simulor1 sur l'avion 6quipfi do 1 i us'
trumontation do meaiure; d6finitive. des perturbations reprfisentatives do cellos
q~ui devaient 9tre analysg6s en Vol de aniare 9 v~rifier ltad64uation des
inatruments do meaure choisis.

b) Los essisdo jolarisation haute teson au nivoau du so2. ont simuiG lleffet sur
ls bruit radio lectrique du pot3 to do1 l'avion at done du courant Achanag ontre
l'a6ronef eb lo miliou ; eot essai Stait ls soul pormottant d'eatimor, au molt lea
performances dos d6perditeurs passifs ( influence do leur nombre at do lour on-
placement).

c) Les easais an vol do l'avion "6.quipotentiel" sont intorvenus ansuite pour l'6itudeI
ds intaltin dededtunpsife. Four cotta phaso do ltesaai, toutes loa
parties structuralon ext6rieureu do l'avion 6taient conductriceo (verri~res, hu-

blot, ... ) ot la totalitfi do la zone d'impact de l'apparoil 6tait couvorte d'uno
painture conductrice do faible rfiaistivitg. Toutes lea antennas 6taiout car6n~es
at trait6oc par una peinture antiatatique A haute rfiaistiviti.
Pans cette configuration, Ie niveau do perturbation 6tait tout d'abord mosur6 sur
l'avion non nuni do d6perditeurs ; lea d6perditaurs 6taiont onsuito progressive-
mont implantgo afin do rocherchor lee neilleuras configuratioins do protection.

d) Los essais en vol , concern ant l'efficacit6 dec protec tions ant intatiluos appii
~u~a urlassu fco dilotr~us d iav onaot cons~t efctuer uno

impl-a-ntai-non pro;gr-e-so-i-v-e do -pa&nn-ea-u-x dirgloctiques A partir de i'avion tn confi-
guration 6quipotentiollo ot Squip6 do i'installation optimalem da d~perditeurs
pasuifs. On a cherch6 dams can conditions A caract6risor lea perl~urbationa provo-
qu~es par lea d~chargos rainpantos et A localiner les endroits do la, structure oO
alias apparaissaient ; ainsi inapt panneaux m6talliqueo 6taient rempiac~q par lours

homologues on mat6riau composite, recou-rerts d'une peinturo do finition isalante- i
Can pannoaux Staient iristrumdntgs pour perrnettre la d~tection de chatrges d'in-
pact dtorigine tribo~iactrique ou coils de d~charges rampantes et on cherchait
Sigalomont a mettre on 6videnca une augmentation des perturbations 6iectromagn6ti-

f ~qua. directanant li~es & ia naturo di6lec1trique de l'avion. La traitement antiata-

senca do perturbations dn pr~sence de pr~cipitations statiques importa1Ates:

4 -DESCRIPTION DE L'INSTEUMENTATION DE MESURE

L'impiantation g6n6raie dos capteurs eant indiqu6o sur 1% figure 4.

* 4.1 - Manure du potentiel flectrique do l'avion

Loraque i'avion fivolue dans un nuage charg6 9 l'intgrieur duquol ragno un champ 610c-
trostatique at si co champ inductaur eat uniforme our des dist~ances gra~ndam devant lea disou-
sioris do l'appareil, le champ en un point A quelconque do la. viirface do l'avion oat une
forme lingaire du champ extfirieur et du potentiel propro do l'avion

EA A Ax+ BA y + Az A

(E , Ey , E nont lea conposantas du champ ext~rieur suivant un triadre do r6f6rence li6
a aV eat le ptnildO I& charge 6lactrique port6o par i'avion, a. 6. Y.
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sont des constantes). Pour d6terminer lea valeurs do V at do E, il suffit done de mesurer
is champ 6lectrique en quatre points ind6pondants de la surface. En fait, your valider
lea hypothases our I& configuration glectrique du milieu, la mosure eat faite en cinq
poinlts.

Les capteurs utilisge sont du type "moulin Achamp" (figure 5). Les coefficients P
y A at XA correspondant a chaque point A sent d~termin6s par doe peo 6as Slectromfitri-

ques our une maquette a 6chelle r6duite do l'av:.on :une sphare d'gpreuve m~tallique per-
met de pr6lever our Is maquette conductrice,ple~cie dans une configuration do champ connue,
une quantit6 do charge proportiannelle au champ local (figure 6).

4.2 - Evuluation du courant de charge d'origine~ triboglectrigue

Le courant do charge eat estin6 eai isclant des zones impact~es do la structure et em
lea reliant 4 l'enaemble do cotta structure au mayen d'un disopsitif Slectranique de me-
sure do courant (convertiosour courant-tension). Troia sondes do courant d~impact ont 6gg
ainsi conatitu6eo sur l'avion :deux sonides identiques our lea bards d'attaque (surface
droite 0,256 Mn

2 ) et une our le radome (surface droite 0,64 i).Le rev~teinent don sondes
do bards dtattaque 6tait id.entique I celui do la partie frontalo impactfie do Ilavion
(peinture co0nductrice) ; It radame ftait traitg par un revitemont antistatique radiotrano-
parent.

La. surfa'ce frontalo totale do Ilavion, pour une incidence faible correapondant au
vol rectiligne eat do 8,32 m 2 ; l'installation permet dt6valuer en principe des courants
d'impact maximum compris entre 500 VIA et 3,5 MA.

4.3 - Meoure des bruitb radio6lectriquen Parasites

Leo -uits radioglectriquegsemnt d6tect6s & l'aide do r~cepteurs do labaratoire on
do bard. Cen derniors ne sent peas modifi6s mais lea informations caract~ristiques do la
valour des perturbations saint pr6lov6es our chacun d'eux au mayen du circuit de controls( I automatique du gain. Les mesures sont effectuges dams lea cinq bandos de fr~quence sui-

vants ~10 kHz (bande pasoante 500 Hz, fr6aquence de fanctionnement du syat~me 0m~ga), par

un r6cepteur do labaratoire dant Is seuil eot do b M~V associ6 a unf a~rien capacitif
dont Ia hauteur effective eot d'.nviron 20 cm

-a 250 kHz (bande pasoante 3 kdiz. fr6quence radiocompas) par un r6cepteur do radio-
conpas (aenil vaisin do 1 1MV naooci6 9 nine antenna do lov6e do dante do 10 cm do

-A20 MHz (bande paosante 3 kHz, radio-communication) par un r6cepteur BLU dont 1e
senil eat de 1 VV

-a 130 at 390 M4Hz (VOR et 11,6) par des r6cepteuro do communication A modulation
d'amplitude (senil voisin do 1 IJV) aliment6a par une antenne V-UH7.

Chqu dpedieu d oteta d merdtgur laio a rnliS 6lectriqnornont la I truc-

ture an mayen d~n r6oiotance de meoure,de faible valour MRk) qui ne perturbe pas le

d6rerditeurs do l'ardre do 3 mA.

4.5 - Instrumentation des surfa~ces di~lectriaueo

Le redome, diff~rents panneaux de structure, le asuman, 1e volet d'intradeo,. le bard
d'attaque vertical do la d6rive, Ia glace frontale et un hublot lat6ral ant 6t6 inotrumen-

a) Mesrje2_du po~tentiel do surface

Le "potentiel do surface" d'un pannean isalant eat celui auquol il i'aut porter un
panmeau m6tallique do forme identique pour obtenir le mgme champ 6lectriqne our un capteur

* ositu; & quelques contim~tros sous 1e pannean. Cette grandeur eat inesur~e sons leu panneaux
isolants non trait6s qui peuvent se charger par tribo6lectricit6 on par conduction (firu-
re 7a). Le capteur utilisg eat ilu type A lame vibrante et fonctionne Suivarit le principe
Og~nral des "Moulins I champ".'

b) Me1auro du courant do our face

Le curat eiculnt etreun panneau diglectrique et la structure pout 9tre dl. sait
A unimpct rib~letriuesoit a 1'6quilibrage par conductibi..iti do surface, provoqu4

par la variation du potentiel do l'avion, sait A une d~iharge rampante vera la structure.
Ce courant eat recueilli (figure 7b) par un encadremeat conducteur plac6 A a Ispriph~rie '

c) L4S6rieux diile ctrilLues -1et rtections antistatiLuos

Les meatgriaux choisia pour leo essais sent repr~sentatifs do ceux utilisgs actuel-
* lement dana l'agronautique ; il s'agit de composite verro-rfiuine drap6 multi-pl. 0+. do

composite carbone-rgsine tiss6 drap6.

* F Les protections appliqu6es our ces matgriaux saint des peinturos fortemr-nt c'nnductri-
con au carbone (R < 10 hQ) dana he ceo g6nfiral at des peintures semi-canductrices pour
la-e fengtres Alectromaon6tiquea (1 MOl < R < 10 Mnf).
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Loe glaces frontales de la verrigre sont recouvertes d'un mylar m~tallisS par d6-
p8t do nickel-chrome .t 1ea hublots sent recouverts d'un terfan m6talliag par d~p~t

4 d'aluminium asmurant une transparence dans Is visible 9 80 %

5 - ESSAIS AU SOL

5.1 - sai Dr~liminairge

La partie la plus significative do eec essais consistait I provoquer des perturba.-
tions par d~charges rampantes ou par effet "cuon" Llavion fitait pos6 aur des cale.
is9olantes do 20 am d'6paiuseur ; ii Stait reli6 a ia masse par uric imp~dance r~partie do
15'Mfl a&fin do conserver un potentiel flottant pour lea fr~quonces ouu~rieuro. A 1 k~z.

Un d~perditour pass~ifiou une points m6tallique non prot~g~e)6tait morit6 aux emplace-
menits pr~vua our l'avion. Uric d6chargo "couronne" 6tait &lore provoqu~e our l'extr~mit6,
A l'.ide d'un dispositif do polarisation d~coup16 (figure 8a). Les courbos do la figure
8b mortront I. niveau de bruit dO I une d~charge negative non protggge A proximitt do
l'antenne 10 kHz at do 1t a6rion V.UHF ; uno d~charge "couronne" slamorgant direotemont
sur Is. structure provoque done uric perturbation notable 1 10 kHz, 350 kHz ot 130 MHz,Gii
le coupling. avec l'antonne do rfiception est Slev6 . Par contre, A la frSquence do 350 kHz.,
Is, perturbation eat d~oslable quel quo uoit I. point doc l'avion oti apparait I& d6-
charge.

L'utiliaation d'un Sjecteur do particules chargcSo permettait do provoquer our la
peinture imcoanuierecouvrant la structure m~tallique, des d6charges rampantes r~pstitivem.
On a obtenu un faiblo niveau do perturbation A 10 k~z (20 dB au-demunudu bruit. do fond)I
Maim un niveau S1ev6 a 350 kHz (sup6rieur A 1 mnV ramen6 A llentr~e du r~cepteur).

5.2 - Essais~d d.o rioation h&812enio

Le principo do l'essai Stait de porter 4 une hauate tension l'aviorA gloign6, mutant
q~ue faire so pout, des manses filectriques. Pour c. faire, l~avion,pesant 7 tonnes, a its

K placg our des pieds do 2,5 m rgalis~s I partir d'isolateurs an cgramique (figure 9). Le
courant dormS par l'avion et le potential de Itappaireil Staient enregistrts I bord. Le
ggn6rataur utiling par 1e CEAT permettait d'appliquer une tension positive ou n~gative rfi-i
61lable entre 0 ot 500 kV. Los essais ont it$ effectuds initialemont sans protection, I
ýpsrtir do ltavion Squipotcntiel. pitis avec une implantation progressive do d~perditeurs.
De mgmo,un montage progreusif des panneaux di~lectriquos a permmi de comparer l'effet

des difffirents trait~mento antistatiques.

Leus points essentiels alors mis on 9vidence sent lea suivants

isl caractfiriatique global. tension Qppliqu~e/courant AvacuSi d~pend peu, A forte
tension (au dell do 100 ky)1 du nombre de d6perditeurs, do lour emplacement et do
lour type

-par contre, a taiblo niveau, le souil d'apparition du courant out abaiusa lorique
lea d6perditeurs sent months at,&a potential constant~le courant Svacu6 eat plus

des essais effectugs dens ltobscuritg ont montr6 quo certaina points de l'avion
mont le si~gg do d6charge 11couronne" ; il o'agit des pitots qui mont install~s
sum le bord d'attaque (figure 4) ot des car~nes d'antonnos V.UHF qui sont situeso
our l'intradoa on oxtr~mit6 do voilure. La d~chargo "couronne" our l'a4rien V.UHF,
qui eat car6ng et tag, est peu perturbanto en basso fr6quence (10 kflz, 250 kHz)

Aq oum le radio~conpas par contre~,la d~chuarge hux r'.xtrgmitgs des pitots provoque des
perturbations tras importantos en basse fr6quence

-dons lea conditions du montage, le seuil d'apparition des d6charges "couronno aur
~4. lea pitots eat voimin de 50 kVo un masquage de coin demniorsaet dd l'extrgmitg des ca-

r~nes d'antenneo augments 1e acuil d'apparition des dficharzes "couronne" .lusqu'A
Ij ~170 kV *

4 -dana 16 configuration 6quipotentialle. los d6chargea "couronne" no provoquent pan
do perturbation on VHF ot en UHF. Par contre, avec des panneaux dihlectriques. lea

r~aultato ont 6t6 peu'significatifa.

'5-ESSAIS EN VOL

Au cours d'environ 60 hodres do vol, 9 houres utiles d'impact tribo~lectrique ant 64
obtenuas ; cc programme d'ossaix n'est pas totaloment achevS e n effet, une partie im-
portante des configuratioina di~lectriques n'a Pu 9tre exp6riment6e.

A Le yh~nom~ne d'impact a 6tt recherch6 I l'int~rieur do cirrusgentre 6000 et 10 000 m
d'altitude,ot aux aormmts dm nuages plus douses, glacSm ou non, entre 3000 et 4000 m. Bien
qut des o6quances d'i~mpact intense tient 6tS obtenueo dano lea cirrus, lee nuages plus baa.
tela quv des altocumulus, out donn6 lieu A des courants 6lev~s plum fr6qaonts, On note
que, smut pour do traiu rareb p~riodem, le courant d'impact charge l'avion n6gativoment,

I'~2 ce qui eat cont'orrne aux rgaultats d6ja acquis dana ce donaine par dtautres exp6rimentateurs
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En ragle g6ngrale, le calcul du potentiel,effectufi par la m6thodo d~crite an J4.1,a
donn6 des r6sultato satisfaisants car les velours d6duites do I& combinaiuon quatro par
quatre de. cinq mosures de champ sont sensiblemeat identiques. Toutefois, dans certainefs

configurations tras perturb6es (champ ext6rieur 6lev6 et inhosiogano), ia, corronpondance
&lore essentielle pour supprimor toute indication aberrante.

Le caractare essentiel do ces mosures eat que,pour la ma~jorit6 des vols r~alis6s' lea
hypothases our I& nature gloctrique du milieu s6nt valid6ea e n particulier, ni is
charge d'ospace do sian. contrairo laiasag par Ilavion par tribo6lectricit6, ni IL char-
go dlespace cr~te par loa dfiperditeurs do potentiel n'ont d'influence notable our Is champ
6lectriquo mesurg our la structure.

6.2 - Mlosure du courant d'im~act

On a tout d'abord constatg on vol une mimeo tondanco entre leas indications des trois
sondes d'impact et la valour du potential :mime sign., miem sons do variation. Cepondant,
1e rapport entre loa indications respectiveo do con capteurs n'ent pas constant ; lea son-
des uituges our los bords d'attaque, qui sont idontiques, fournissent toujours des indicer
tions tras voisines ; par contre, le courant rocuoilli our 1& sonde do radomo n'Svolue pa
dana un rapport constant avec colui des sondea lat~ralea. Ainai au coura d~uni travers6e
a vitesso constants dans lea pr~cipitations. l'effot do Ilinhomog~n6itg des constituents
locaux a pu 8tre observS par do brusquea variations do r6gime entre los sondes lat6rales
et l& sonde frontalo.

Toutefois, dana is plupart dos can, 10 r6gime do fonctionnmemnt de coo sondos route
6tabli pendant Is, traverage du nuage.,ce qui permat d'6valuer le courant total rei~u par
l1 avion.

6.3 - R~sultast obtonus

Plusieurs vola r6slis~s par beau temps ant montr6 quo los propulseurs do l'avion
n'ont pas d'influonce our 1e potential de l'agrcnef.

Len courbos do is figure 10 montrentle bruit radiofilectrique enrogistrA A 10 kHz et
350 kHz on fonction du potentiel avion et lea couranta dtimpact pour un vol 6quipotentiel
sans d6perditekirs ,on diatingue l'apparition brutale d'un bruit a 350 kHz loraque le pa-
tontiol d~passe is valeur do 90 kV. Pour d'autres vols avec d~parditeurs, on a remarqu6
quo co bruit apparait senniblonont pour la nmim valour du potentiel at ceci ind6pondam-
mont du nombro et do l'emplacement den d6perditeuis ce i,.iint a pormis ainsi de confir-

mor llamorgage don pitota situ6a nur lea vailuron.

Af i do poursuivre utiloment 1 1exp~rinientation dans des conditions d I lectri autiori
plug o6vares, une protection antintatique expgrimontale dos pitots a 6t miso en oeuvre.
L'adjonction do cen protec'tions a 4~lev6 le souil dtapparition dtune d6charge non protgtjge
perturbante sur l'avion ;ce seui3. eat pass6 de 90 kV A 250 kV.

Los mesuros do bruit radio6lectriquo dans Is configuration 6quipotentiello ont mis
on 6videnco lea points suivarits

a) pan do perturbations d~tect6es dans Io domains VHF ou UHF, iges k l'apparition de
d6charges "couronne" sur Is structure

b) ces m~mea d~chargea "couronne" our is structure pravoquent tin brU5.t do valeur
mayenne 6levge A la fre'quence do 350 kHz (fr~quenco situge dans "a* bands d'utili-
nation du radio-compcas ellba provoquent tine perturbation faible a 10 kHz mime
dana le can d'un couplage important avoc I'agrion de menuro (6 dB ati-dosnus du
bruit oxt~riour)

a) tine premiare analyse den r~sultats portant our ltofficacit6 des d~perditeura non-
tro quo pour do faibles valours du potontial do l1avion, 10 nombre do dfiperditeurs
intorvient our Is valour du courant 6vac'a6 ; par contro~lorsque Ie mombro do d6-
porditours eat suffisant, l'efficacitg do d6charge n'on d6pend plus ; con r~sul-
tata apparaissent clairoment stir lee courbos de is figure 11, lea vols 6tant of-
fectu6s senniblomont a is mime altitude

d) aui cours d'un vol 9 4000 m d'altitude,l'avion 6tant 6quipg d'une installation do
d~perditeurs aucune decharge "couronno" parasite no asIamorco nur Is structure alors
quo le potential a atteint 300 kV pour un courant d'impact voinin do 1 m.A

e) une promiare comparaisom entro len essais do polarisation haute tension r~alis6s
au sal et lea essais en vol pout 9tre 6tablie a l'aido des courbes de la f4 "gure
12 ;on constato quo is caractgristique dlefficacitfi des d6perditeursaon vol.
correspond A tin courant 6vacu' nettenen%- plus 6lev6 qulsu ool. Deux offets sont
L. Ilorigine de cotte diff~rence d'efficacitg
-lea essais au sol ne font pas intervenir l'offet du vent stir le courant 6vacu6
par los d~perditeurs

-l'offet dtaititude correspond k tine diminution de is pression et se traduit par
tine augmentation du courant 6vacu6
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f) l'implantation do panneaux ditlectriques non traitgo our ltavion aloat oaraot~ri-sso par l'apparition de d~chargo. rampantes. Les courbes do la figure 13 montrontJ'offet do aes dficharges our 1l16volutjon du potenitial moour$ derriarodeux panneaux partiouliors trait6s ; coin d6charges provoquent des perturbationsA fr6quonco. 6lev~es (130 MHz at 390 MHz) ; com r~sultats sont on cours d'analyso.

7-ý ýN

Des Ossajsaon vol sur un avion METEOR ont permis do mottro on 6vidonce l'amportancodes perturbations d'origine Sloctrostatique. 10 domain. do tr~quonce 10 plus affects 6tnta
coluj correupondant auradio-compas. Llavjon pout attaindro en vol dos potentiols 6lovS.d6passant 250 kV pour dos courant. d'impaot do l'ordro do 1 mA. On a montrSi quo, our do

Ltapparjtion do dfichargou rampant.. our des parois digloctriquom non prot~gfies a6galomont fitS miss on 6videnco on vol. La r~alisation d'omuais oomplSmentairom ainsi quol'oxploitation dos r6oultat. de vol doit as poursuivro pendant l'annte 1980.

j c

. ....
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THE BEHAVIOUR OF CFRP PANELS IN METAL

AIRCRAFT DURING SIMULATED LIGHTNING STROKES

B.J.C. Burrows and A.W. Hanson
UKAEA Culham Laboratory

Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3DB
England

SUMMARY

The current flow-pattei.n in a CFRP panel. and the surrounding metal skin changes signifi-
cantly during a current pulse simulating a lightning stroke. Measurements of the current
distribu-ion changes are made and compared with a theoretical treatment. The effects of
different lay-ups of CFRP and different m..thods of mounting the panel are described.

Observ t.ions are madue of the influence of thin metal foils used to cover the outep sur-
face on the screening provided by CFRP panels to simulated lightning current pulses.
Screering by complex panels consisting of an aluminium honeycomb sandwiched between two
CFRP ikins is comparel with these results. The direct damage suffered by both types of
pai,els is also described, and their behaviour analysed theoretically.

i. INTRODUCTION

In parallel with research and development on the mechanical properties of carbon fibre
reinforcud plastic (CFRP) composites for aircraft use, the electrical properties are
being examined in several centres. Lightning poses a special type of electrical threat
to aircraft arid must be considered where carbon fibre composite is used as a skin
material. There is then the possibility of a direct lightning attachment to the CFRP
panel, or more frequently, to a pulsed high intensity conducted current.

This paper rcviews some of the contributions by Cuilham Laboratory Lightning Studies Unit
on the electrical performance of CFRP skin panels in a metal aircraft, and discusses
current flow, screening of induced voltages, protection techniques and direct damage.

S2. COMPARISON OF METAL AND CARBON FIBRE STRUCTURES

An all metal fuselage of conventional. construction uses aluminium alloy skinning, at the
very least lmm thick and more normally 2mm or more. Fortuitously, alumin.um is one of

the best electrical conductors, endowing the aircraft with a very effective self-
shielding to lightning current since the high amplitude fast rising pulses of current
flow only on the outside skin ('skin effect') and neither magnetic flux nor currentdiffuse to the inside surface in times of interest. The current distribution around the

fuselage is riot resistively controlled, but inductively controlled and depends on the
fuselage or wing cross section profile. For example a wing shows a larger surface
cu.ýrent density J. at the leading and trailing edges than at the mid-chord position by a
factor of approximately 4, whereas the thickest metal and hence lowest resistance is in
the centre box section. If current flow were resistively controlled, the box section
would carry most. However, carbon fibre composites have a resistivity of three orders
of magnitude (101) greater than aluminium and skin effect is not discernable below
approximately 1OMHz. (The diffusion time to the inside surface of a 2mm CFRP panel is
a few nanoseconds only.)
Significant resitive voltages will be produced in a CFRP structure - up to lOOOV/m.
The diffusion flux will couple to circuits within the aircraft close to the skin,

generating voltages of the same order in the wiring.

3. RESISTIVE AND DIFFUSION FLUX INDUCED VOLTAGES

As an illustration of the importance of resistive voltages in aircraft containing carbon
fibre, Figure 1. shows a metal 'fuselage' with a carbon fibre skin panel. Diffusion flux
is shown penetrating the carbon fibre panel, so that it enters and leaves the internal
volume, but it does not cut the metal. The similarity between the flux patterns in
Figures 1 and the open aperture flux in Figure 2 is clear.

However, the time variation of the flux within the interior is not the same in the two

figures. In Figure 2, the rate of change of flux is proportional to the rate of change
of lightning current. By contrast, do/dt within the interior of Figure 1 is proportional
to UR (the resistive voltage along the CFRP panel). This can be verified by considering
a closed path ABCD and (ABC'D') on the inside surface of the metal and CFRP as in Figure
3. Path AB is in the centre of the panel. The total sum of pd's and induced emf's
around the path ABCD must equal zero. Therefore the resistive pd along path AB must be
balanced by an emf generated by the diffusion flux rate of change 3OD/dt entering via
ABCD and leaving via ABC'D' as in Figures 1 and 3. All other pd's in this loop are zero
since skin effect in the metal keeps current mainly to the outside surface. Therefore

d (
R: ... Pm -T
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JB is tha local bulk current density in the CFRP (assumed constant across the thickness
of the panel) and pm is the mean effective resistivity of the CFRP.

CarbonfibreAperture

Fig. 1 Magnetic diffusion flux entering fuselage Fig. 2 Magnetic flux lines in an aperture
interior through carbon fibre composite of a metal structure
panel. Field lines cut the CFRP but not
the metal

Two important conclusions from equation 1 are that diffusion flux induced voltages will
have nearly the same waveform and spectrum as the current pulse, so lacking the high
energy at high frequencies which aperture flux voltages exhibit, and that the maximum
voltage which can be induced on a single turn loop by diffusion flux is equal to the

peak JB p voltage on the panel
through which the diffusion flux
is penetrating. Diffusion flux
voltages can therefore be calcu-
lated quite simply from the re-

'arbon fibra sistive voltage as described pre-
viously. Thus it can be seen that

1`1 if the CFRP panel is sufficiently
"".�~ .thick JB p will be small so pro-

riding gooT screening against the
C C '0' changing magnetic field. Also,
Curran because CFRP is a conductor, it

alai acts as a Faraday shield to exter-
nal electric fields and shields
them effectively even in thin
sheets.

CI(b)

S~Current

C11"• f...k o fibre

d 0 from t.•Tm, to t 2" ,,DM2 surfaer

Figurn 3 Interior flux distributiors for cylindrical model

(b) is on enlmgsd view from the inside of the
cylinder, of the dcahed loop shown in (a)

4-v,-+-
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4. CURRENT DENSITY IN CFRP PANELS 13

In considerin* CFRP metal structures we use JB, the bulk or volume current density in
(A/r 2 ) which is the appropriate current density for consideration of local voltages
within the metal. The electric field along the surface of a conductor is JB P where
JB is the current density in the surface layer. However, in any discussion ofmskin
effect and inductive current distribution, the surface current density Js (A/m) is a•,"useful concept. It is a measure of current flowing along a conductor per unit width. .

The two are related (in CFRP panels in which skin effect is negligible) by the following
equation, in which h is the panel thickness:

JB "s (A/m (2)

Now, owing to the very fast diffusion time in CFRP referred to above, the value of JB
does not vary through the thickness of the panel for all the components of lightning
less than about IMHz, but at high frequencies skin effect is apparent. Above 10MHz
appreciable variation of JB will occur through the thickness of the skin material.

Regarding the low frequency current distribution across the width of a panel, measure-
ments were made of the low frequency variation of Js (and hence JB) on a CFRP panel
covering a square aperture in the Hawker Hunter fuselage using a fast pulse waveform.
Current densities were obtained by taking measured values of' voltages between three
pairs of contact points as shown in Figure 4 and dividing by the mean bulk resistivity
pm, which had been established in previous work on a small test fixture (Burrows, ýuther
and Pownall 1977). For these panels which incorporated 8 x + 450 plies and 8 x 90 piles
i•m 7500 x 10-' 0m. These values were then converted to the surface current density Js"

,igure 5 shows the variation of
peak current density over the

ns wA u h panels as measured in the tests,
Diagnosticssuing both halves of the panel.

da defuselage are symmetric.

. ,. The dashed line indicates the mean
r_ surace current density df (mean)

-"- -around the approximnately circular
S38(36) M ,. .fuselage estimated from:

I. ... I .. e * " ... CMiddle

-E *.*.A 4 nner J5 (man -

IT%r LMjr t I 1OintS b8 a X 10 .114 x 1.0' (A/) (3)

I - j On(ifduml) 11 x 1.3

I I The peak Current density in the
I I centre of the panel is seen to be
L .- -- .. . .. .very close to the mean current

density around t:he fuselage so
Underside view of fuselage confirminý the observation above

tha3t the anductive voltage from
such a high di/dt pulse is suf-
ficient to drive nearly the full"average current through the highly
resistive (FRP panel. Hence a
first estimate, a 'worst case'figure, of maximum; current density

: Fig. 4 Test arrangement for current density in the centre of a carbon fibre
and voltage measurements panel can assume inductive sharing

of current around the fuselage or
wing. The humped nature of the
current distribution might seem

surprising at first, but an insight -to this distribution can be obtained by consideration
of the rectangular path ABCD of Figure 3. If f~lux is entering and leaving all over the
area of the CFRP panel, then paths similar to ABCD, but with AB closer to the metal., will
enclose less flux, and from equation 1, the local JB (and hence Js) will also be less,
so giving the peaked profile observed.

The time variation of current distribution further complicates the analysis, and the
above discussion applies to peak values. To understand the time variation, let us take
a fast rising unidirectional pulse of current through the whole structure as in Figure 6
(lower trace).

The voltage along AB (Figure 3) has the form of the upper trace indicating a reversal in
current flow at two divisions after the start. Although initially this is also sur-
prising, clearly all the flux that diffuses in to give the pattern shown in Figure 1 has
to diffuse out again when the current falls, so dive/dt must change sign, and therefore Js
(or I) changes sign within the CFRP. This would not occur in a circular hiomogenous
structure of CFRP but will occur in any representative structure in which high and low
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conductivity materials are
used, or where construc-
tion gives the possibilityF of current concentration
e.g. at longerons. This
effect has been observed

l1x ---03 --- ------ in numerous tests.

10

Fig S.urenPdesity acros CFRP pnanel ig 4
I i7

LA

=. V * Induced voltage waveform.
-Vertical sensitivity - 51 V/DiVision.

Time base - puI/DivisLon.

Unipolar' test current wavefors.

Fig 6 IR voltage measured as in Fig 4
showing current reversal. This
occurs when the CFRP is shunted
by metal structure.

5. EFFECTS OF CARBON FIBRE PLY LAY-UP ON RESULTS OF TESTS

The effective panel resistivity in the direction of current flow determines the magnitude
of induced voltages and the magnitude of the internal flux densities. Basically panel
resistivity depends on:-

i . Numberi of piles at 00 or 450 to direction of current flow (900 plies

do not contribute to the conductivity):

2. Presence of a conducting honeycomb (see belo4):

3. Fixing techniques, ie., whether countersunk screws, quick release
fasteners, or simple hinges are used on the side perpendicular to the
current flow direction.

6. 'FOIL SCREENING

Some work hae been done on induced voltage reduction on carbon fibre panels using 5pm
(0.2 x 10-1 inches) aluminium foils. In the testsstrips were stuck to the CFRP test
panel measuring .5in x .5m, both overlapping and butted. In some tests the foil joints
were parallel to the ciirrent flow and in others perpendicular.

The results of the tests indicate that:-

1. For parallel strips, the induced voltage could be easily predicted from
the combination of the parallel resistance of the foils and the CFRP
panel, and the joint type was immaterial. 5m foil improved the
screening of a thin CFRP panel by a factor of 20.
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2. For perpendicular joints in the foils, sparking occurred at both butted
2.andFoverlap joints and the induced voltages on wires within were much

higher than at one above and more variable from pulse to pulse.

7. ALUMINIUM HONEYCOMB/CARBON FIBRE PANELS

Aluminium honeycomb sandwich panels having carbon fibre skins provide much technical
interebt and complexity owing to the large number of variables:-

a) Ply lay-up, thickness of skin, and orientation of laminae in the outer
skin:

b) Properties of any insulating layer between outer skin and aluminium.

ii c) Thickness, density and ribbon orientation of honeycomb.

d) Properties of any insulating layer between aluminium and second laminate.

e) Ply lay-up etc. of inner skin.

ý f) Design of close-outs.

g) Fastening techniques.

k h) Moulding techniques.

Whereas carbon fibre laminates, within themselves are linear over more than five orders
of magnitude of current density (Burrows, Luther and Pownall 1977) the joints to
fasteners, CFRP/aluminium interfaces and the close-outs give considerable non-linearity
in the V/I cbar-acteristic as a function of absolute amplitude (Burrows, Luther and
Pownall 1977). For example, a certain type of joint design was shown to have a V/I
characteristic as below:-

V ' JO a" (4)
so dc testing will give misleading results since current densities have to be low to
avoid heating. The characteristic given in equation (4) was obtained in fast pulse
tests. More'recent tests have shown that the ribbon orientation (ie., parallel to or
perpendicular to current flow) and the extent to which the ribbons make contact with the
fasteners determines the overall performance as lightning screen.

The non-lineaity of this and other composite materials has important consequences re-
garding the testing of large structures, which require very high current pulses for
realistic results (Burrows 1980).

8. NOMEX HONEYCOMB/CARBON FIBRE PANELS

Nomex honeycomb sandwich panels do not display the same complexity as aluminium honeycomb
since nomex is an electrical insulator. Therefore the performance of the sandwich panel
depends upon the CFRP skins only, anO the close-out and fastening details. The same
applies to all insulating honeycomb materials, e.g. the new glass fibre honeycomb.

9. DIRECT DAMAGE TO 'FRP AND CFRP/HONEYCOMB PANELS

Direct damage to carbon fibv'e composites may occur as a result of:

9.1 Arc attachment damage.

9.2 Ohmic heating.

9.3 Sparking at glue lines or other insulating boundaries in either the
CFRP itself or in metal components imbedded in it (e.g. aluminium
honeycomb).

9.1 Arc Attachment Damage

As with metal skins, direct arc attachment to a CFRP skin causes arc root damage due to
the intense local heating by the arc and by the high local current density. However,
the laminated construction of CFRP helps to minimise burn through by the arc because of
the electrical and thermal insulation between layers. Usually no more than three plies
are burnt rhcough, and the damage sustained is confined almost entirely to the surface.
The resin is burnt away, the carbon fibres break, and this produces the typical tufted
appearence of arc root damage. Thin panels can be punctured, or fractured by the acou-
stic and magnetic pressures caused by very high pulsed currents. This damage differs
from that described above in that the resiln is not burnt away, and the composite is
delaminated, fractured, and splintered, but the splinters remain discrete pieces of com-
posite complete with their resin. Should a high pulse current be followed by a contin-
uing current, the splinters of composite will be subject to damage from the arc as will
any material behind the panel such as the core of a sandwich panel.

4 ,,-
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9.2 Ohmic Heating

Ohm's law is obeyed in CFRP both for low dc currents and high pulse currents of short
duration with low action integrals where the temperature rise is small. This is true
over a very wide range of current densities. However, in 1977 Scruggs and Gadja ob-
served that the temperature co-efficient of resistance of the fibres becomes negative
above 850C, and the bulk resistivity of their sample became non-linear at the transition
temperature of the resin system used (u 1lO0C). Relaxation of the interf.bre contact
pressures prcbably caused this non-linearity. Since CFRP laminates have an effective
bulk resistivity of around 3000 to 3750 x !J-6 nm (= 10 greater than aluminium) greater
temperature rises will occur than would 1e experienced in a metal. Temperature rises
should be kept to below 65 0 C.

9.3 Sparking'at Glue Lines and Interfaces

Current crossing interfaces within the composite or at metal/composite joints is often
forced to take a disadvantageous path through the CFRP e.g. crossing interlaminate
boundaries. There is therefore a far greater potential hazard at such interfaces than
exists at a metal/metal interface.

Particular care must be taken at glued interfaces where there is a possibility of current
crossing the glue line. In such cases current will tend to concentrate in voids in the
glue causing explosive expansion of the air in the void, and subsequent failure of the
glue line.

In a similar manner aluminium honeycomb in CFRP sandwich panels can give rise to explo-
sive delamination of the panel when current in the honeycomb crosses the honeycomb inter-
foil glue lines. Aluminium honeycombs are very sensitive to this type of failure and a
detailed investigation of the lightning hazards must be made if they are used in air-
craft.

10. SURFACE PROTECTION OF CFRP WITH METALLIC LAYERS

Protection against the effects of arc root attachment damage can be achieved with little

weight penalty, by the use of very thin surface layers of aluminium; flame sprayed or
foil. This layer can be painted, and acts as a 'sacrificial' layer in the event of a
lightning attachment, and is preferentially vaporised by the arc owing to its lower arc
voltage thau carbon rich arcs. Such a layer protects against both the arc root and the
ohmic heating damage referred to above.

11. CONCLUSIONS

From the structural engineers standpoint, CFRP offers many advantages in terms of
strength, weight, and stiffness. However, the electrical properties of carbon fibre are
such that great care is needed in the application of CFRP to aircraft structures to avoid
EMC and lightning problems. This paper has illustrated some of the characteristics,
some problems and solutions which are important for proper use of CFRP.
To build safe aircraft, contairing large amounts of cormposite, will require close co-
operation between the electrical and structural engineers.
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INFLUENCE ON ANTENNA GAIN AND POLARIZATION PURITY OF REFLECTORS

MANUFACTURED FROM CARBON FIBRE COMPOSITE MATERIALS

L. Heichele
MOB Antenna Department

Munich, Germany

SUMMARY

The effects on the RF-antenna perfcrmance of reflectors manufactured out of carbon fibre rein-
forced plastics (CFRP) have been investigated by experimental work. The test equipments used, are de-
scribed and an extensive number of results arLA given in this paper. The measurements cover the frequency
range from 2 GHz to 18 GHz. The polarization dependency of loss and the effects on the phase are given
for different CFRP-types. The RF-tests of a realized offset reflector satellite antenna manufactured from
CFRP with an aperture diameter of 2 m are described. The measured far field characteristics are shown and
compared with theoretical results and CFRP sample measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing interest in communication satellite systems has stimulated the development of new
technologies for satellite reflector antennas. The demand for narrow cpaced commun4 .cation services and
for frequency bandwidth has led to the development of antenna s: ,tems which have to achieve extremely
high electrical performances. Therefore the trend in the design of advanced communication satellite an-
tennas necessitates high efficient multiple beam - or shaped beam antennas using dual polarized feed sys-
tems. Particularly thp most essentill electrical characterfltics which should be performed by these an-
tennas are:

- high radiation efficiency (00 % - 60 %) in the single beams or
shaped beam in order to minhoize the necessary power supply

- low controlled sidelobe radiatton (< -30 dB) to avoid interference
between neighbouring communication services

- high polarization purity (< -35 dB) in order to allow frequency
re-use within the same antenna beam or to provide high isolation
between neighbouring beams operating in the same frequency band

- high pointing accuracy (.,1/10 of the helf power beamwidth) Is
also important in order to perform iccurate coverage of the service
area and to avoid interference with other services

These stringent electrical requirements on the satellite reflector antennas are closely associ-
ated with the mechanical and thermal behaviour of the reflecting structures. A complex interrelation be-
tween electrical and mechanical properties has to be treated in order to find out the optimum design of
an antenna for space applications. The main depandencies influencing the eiectrical and mechanical per-
formance of a reflector antenna are shown in the block diagram of figure 1. It is obvious that the reflec-
tor material is of significant influence on the electrical performance in satellite antenna systems,
where rigorous restrictions on mass exist. The important mechanical characcer -tics of a reflector like
mechanical stiffness, surface accuracy and thermal behaviour usually can be ,proved by taking more mass
into account, or by using new more advantageous reflector materials. The ca. an fibre reinforced plastics
(CFRP) appears to be a most favourable material for the construction of light-weight antenna reflectors.
The use of CFRP-materials in reflector antennas leads to a considerable improvement in the requirements
of low mass, accurate surface and high stiffness of the structure because of the low density, high modu-
lus of elasticity combined with a low thermal expansion coefficient of the material. It was shown by re-
cent measurements that the RF-reflectivity of these materials is close to that of metallic surfaces.
However, these investi.ations have also pointed out that CFRP-materials can have serious losseý and ef-
fects which are polarization-dependent caused by the structure of the fibres and from the manufacturing
process.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF CFRP-MATERIALS

2.1 Typical Mechanical Properties of Carbon Fibre Laminates

CFRP-materials consist of layers of thin carbon fibres incorporated in an epoxy resin system.
Two types of carbon fibres are considered: the HM-fibre type having a high modulus of elasticity and the
HT-fibres yielding high tensile strength.

Yarns of these fibres are tied together in manufacturing processes to mainly three CFRP-struc-
tures. These arrangements of the fibres are the unidirectional carbon fibre layers, carbon fibre skins
which are produced by a filament winding procedure and the fibre materials woven like fabric. The surface
structure of these types of carbon fibre mate'ials are shown in figure 2.

L I••••••... .. . . .. .... . .................,,
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fibres are deposited on oneanother. The angle between the direction of the fibre layers of the different

sheets can be chosen in such a way that the CFRP-materlial performes orientation-independent mechanical
characteristics. The unidirectional carbon fibre material is generally pre-impregnated with the epoxy
resin system (Prepreg) and hardened under pressure in moulds at higher temperatures.

In the filament winding procedure, carbon fibre skins are deposited by winding fibre yarns on a
large rotating drum. The axial traverse of the yarns produces a typical pattern on the rotating cylinder.
After this procedure the cylindrical fibre skin is opened and can be cut In pieces for further manufac-
turing.

Common known pattern of fabric can also be produced with carbon fibre materials and pre-impreg-
nated with the epoxy resin system. An example of perpendicular woven fibre tapes is shown in figure 2.

The mechanical and thermal performances of the CFRP-materials depend on the manufacturing process,
on the structure and the thickness of the skin and on other specific mechanical and geometrical aspects.
Therefore only some very typical average values can be given, describing the main mechanical properties
of the CFRP-material.

Typical mechanical values of CFRP-skins:

fibre diameter 7/um - 8 /um

ply-thickness 0.5 mm - 0.05 an

fibre volume 50 % - 60 %

thermal expansion
coefficient I - 2 x k06 K" •22 x 10- 6 K"I AL)

temperature range 100 - 400 K

density 1.6 g/cm3  (2.7 g/cm3 AL)

Young's modulus in fibre direction
HT-material 130 kN/mm2

HM-material 225 kN/mm2  (70 kN/mm2 AL)

tensile strength in fibre direction

HT-material 1.6 kN/mm2  I
HM-material 1.4 kN/mm2  ( 200 N/mm2 AL)

For some purposes it may be useful to compare the above values with those of aluminium. This corn-
parison indicates the mechanical advantage which achieves the CFRP-material and which makes it to one of
the most favourable materials for spacecraft reflector antennas.

2.2 Electrical Properties of CFRP

2.2.1 Measurements of the RF-Losses of Carbon Fibre Laminates

Recent publications have pointed out that the RF-reflectivity of carbon fibre laminates can be
close to that of metallic surfaces. However, materials consisting of fibres or grids do not usually yield
a homogenous surface for microwaves. In order to investigate the effect of carbon fibre layers on micro-
waves a number of different manufactured probes of carbon fibre laminates have been tested in the frequen-
cy band 2 GHz to 18 GHz. The general test equipment used for these investigations is shown in figure 3.
The CFRP-probe was aligned accurately near the aperture of a small corrugated surface horn. Balancing the
RF-bridge with the precision attenuator and the movable short located in the other arm of the bridge, the
reflected wave can be determined from the position of the attenuator and the movable short. For the call-
"bration of the bridge the probe was replaced by a polished aluminium plate of the same size. The magni-
tude and the phase of the RF-reflection factor of the probe material with respect to the aluminium sur-
face was then calculated from the difference of the adjustmen* of the attenuator and the short. In order
to prove an orientation dependency of the carbon fibre laminates the measurement was carried out several
times aligning the probe in different angular positions with respect to the radiated electric field of
the horn. A selection of the measured magnitude of the power, reflection coefficients is given at discrete
freqOencies for meshed carbon fibre laminates in table 1 and for unidirectional CFRP In table 2.

The essential aspects which can be derived from the measurements are that carbon fibre laminates
can perform extremely high reflectivity. But the investigations also point out that the RF-losses of car-
bon fibre layers show a more increasing tendency than metallic surfaces. This degradation from the RF-
performance i3 mainly caused by the macrostructure of surface pattern of the layer and the microstructure
of the carbon fibre epoxy resin system.

In general the properties of the investigations of carbon fibre laminates can be summarized as
follows:

Meshed carbon fibre structures such as filament wound and carbon fibre fabric act as a homogenous
surface at microwave frequencies. A condition for this behaviour is that the meshes of the structure are
orthogonal symmetric and small compared with the wavelength. The ineasured frequency dependent reflection
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coefficient for a typical example of a filament wound carbon fibre skin is shown in figure 4. The meas-

ured values are independent of the angular orientation of the probe with respect te the incident electric
field. However, the shape of the phase indicates that the wave penetrates into the material. Therefore
it can be assumed that the decrease in reflectivity is mainly caused by the losses of the epoxy resin.

Unidirectional carbon fibre layers generally produce an orientation dependent reflection loss
and cannot be considered as homogenous materials in the microwave range. This effect is caused by the
orientation depenident depth of penetration of the wave into the material. The experiments have pointed
out that this depth of penetration and consequently the losses caused by the epoxy resin is d function of
the fibre orientation, the thickness of the layers and the value of the fibre fraction in the layer.
Figure 5 shows the measured orientation dependent reflection factor of a typical unidirectional carbon
fibre material. Comparing the RF-reflectivity at one frequency point of unidirectional carbon fibre la-
minates with different ply thickness the measured values show approximately a linear dependency. For the
frequency 12 GHz this was evaluated and drawn in figure 6. The dependency of the RF-reflectivity on ori-
entation angle and ply thickness indicates that most of the carbon fibres are not in a conductive condi-
tion in the layer but are isolated by thq epoxy resin. The microstructure of some carbon probes (figure 7)
has shown that this assumption was realistic. In addition, areas of low fibre density can be found in the
microstructure which allow also a penetration of the incident wave. In the case of the meshed carbon
fibre materials the areas where the fibres cross mutually are filled at the surface with pure epoxy resin
which causes remarkable higher losses at microwave frequencies.

The knowledge of the interdependence of the microstructure of CFRP-materials and the RF-losses
can give hints for the manufacturing process of laminates of high RF-performance. The characteristic prop-
erties of these laminates should be:

- thin ply thickness of the surface layers 0.05 mm
- high fibre fraction in the surface layers 60 %

- smooth surface and avoidance of epoxy resin residues on the surface
- use of carbon fibres with high electrical conductivity (HM-fibres)

Recent publications /1,7/ have pointed out that the DC-conductivities of the carbon fibre types
show remarkable discrepancies.

The longitudinal conductivi~y values mentioned there are for the high tensile strength (HT) car-
bon fibres appro 4imately 3 - 4 x 10 S/m and for the fibres with very high modulus of elasticity (HM)
about 7 - 8 x 10 S/M.

The effect on tne RF-reflectivity of these two fibre types was found by comparing the measure-
ments of two probes manufactured with the same epoxy resin system. The measured magnitude of the reflec-
tioin coefficient for 'a HM- and Hr-fibre laminate shows the frequency dependent difference drawn in
figure 8.

2.2.2 Measurement of CFRP-Effects on Polarization Pui ity

The orientation dependent surface loss of unidirectional carbon fibre laminates causes crosspolar
components in a reflector system. In order to investigate the level and the angular dependencies of the
effected depolarization of an incident wave on a carbon fibre surface a measurement wds carried out which
is sketched in figure 9. The test setup was a quasi-monostatic radar cross-section measurement system.
The linearly polarized transmitted and received signal was separated by two closely located horns. The
target was a plane disc of an unidirectional carbon fibre skin fixed on a turntable. The microwave circuit
was calibrated by replacing the carbon fibre disc by an identical aluminium disc of the same size. Effects
of the support structures have been cancelled by feeding a smpll signal with opposite phase in the receive
channel. The test results for parallel and orthogonal linear polarizations of the two horn radiators de-
pendent on the orientation of the surface fibre direction of the laminate are given in figure 10. These
measurements verified the orientation dependency of the loss of these types of fibre laminates with or-
thogonal orientated fibre directions in the first two sheets. In addition the effect of depolarization
with a maximum near the 45 degree plane could be demonstrated in a convincing manner.

3. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE RF-EFFECTS OF CFRP-MATERIALS

3.1 Electrical Model for Carbon Fibre Laminates

Carbon fibre layers of the meshed type which have effected no orientation dependent RF-losses can
be sufficiently considp-ed taking an additional surface roughness and small ohmic surface losses of the
reflecting layer into .-count.

The RF-reflectivity of unidirectionalal fibre structures depends on the orientation of the inci-
dent electric field in relation to the direction of the carbon fibres. Therefore this characteristic may
be described approximately by defining an orientatlon dependent reflection factor. The electric field
orientated in the plane of the reflecting carbon fibre surface can be separated in field components per-
pendicular and parallel to the direction of the fibres of the first layer. These field components are then
multiplied by different reflection factors and transformed again to the original coordinate system. The
mathematical relationship for a normal reflected wave can be given by a matrix equation for the complex
components of the electric field.
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fEx~ \ cosW sinif r \ josw -sir\ (Ex\

Ey sin cos o r0  sinW co k,\EYI)

ExR, EyR are the reflected field components parallel to the plane of the reflecting layer

ExiEyI describe the incident field parallel to the plane of the reflecting layer

rP, ro are complex reflexion factors parallel and orthogonal to the carbon fibre orientation

W is the orientation angle of the carbon fibres in reference to the field coordinate
system.

This theoretical approach was applied in the case of the plane CFRP-material with normal Inci-
dence of the electromagnetic wave. Using measured reflection coefficients for the two orthogonal planes
sufficient agreement has been obtained with measured data (figure 10).

3.2 Theoretical Investigation of the Carbon Fibre Effects on a 2 m Diameter Offset Antenna
For the study of the effects of carbon fibre laminates on the RF-performances of a realistic

reflector antenna a focus fed offset antenna configuration was selected. This configuration was chosen

for realization in a feasability study for a communication satellite system. The geometry of the reflec-
tor is sketched in figure 11. The main characteristics of the antenna configuration are:

- approximately circular aperture of 2 m diameter

- focal length 1.2 m

- the antenna is illuminated by a corrugated surface horn yielding a
rotational symmetric pattern with -13 dB taper at the reflector edge

- frequency: 12.2 GHz

- for the reflector surface an unidirectional 00/900 CFRP-material was assumed

- the fibre orientation was -45 degree with respect to the symmetrical
plane of the reflector.

The reflector configuration was installed in a computer program using the physical optics ap-
proximation for the induced currents on the reflecting layer.

J w n x (Hi + Hr)
with: J current density on the reflector

n normal vector of the reflecting surface
Hi, Hr magnetic field component of the incident and the scattered wave.

The incident electric field was described by the far field pattern of the corrugated surface
horn and the reflected field of the former assumed by the scattered fields on a carbon fibre surface.

In addition it was assumed that the orientation dependent reflection coefficient shows also a
dependency from the angle of incidence, different from the normal direction. The factor used for multipli-
cation of the RF-losses and the path length of the wave in the surface layer was:/n/ /s/

with: n= surface normal vector
s= position vector of the surface point

This factor describes approximately the increasing deoth of penetration of a part of the elec-
tromagnetic fields into a homogenous dielectric layer where the direction of incidence is different from
the normal.

In order to compute the surface currents on the reflector, for field behaviour was assumed for
the association of the magnetic and electric fields. Figure 12 shows the approximation of the reflector
geometry in the electrical integration grid model.

The computations have been carried out for three types of reflector surfaces, the ideal reflec-
tor and two cases of high efficient unidirectional carbon fibre surfaces.
The orientation dependent reflectivity derived from measurement was:

r• fibre direction orthogonal
/r/ phase (deg.) Ir/2 phase (deg.)

ideal surface 1.00 0 1.00 0
CFRP-material model 1 0.99 0 0.98 2CFRP-material model 2 0.99 0 0.97 3

The far field pattern have been calculated at the frequency 12.2 GHz for vertical linear polari-
zation orientated at 45 degrees with respect to the fibre direction of the surface.

Comparing the results, it turned out that, the degradation in the copolar pattern is unessen-
tially small if the considered high reflective CrRP-materialsare assumed as reflector surfaces (figure 13).
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The effects of the fibre surface can be seen more clearly regarding the crosspolarized pattern.
In the symmetrical plane of the offset reflector where high crosspolarized levels usually exist also in
the ideal reflector case, the crosspolarized pattern becomes asymmetric and the nulls are filled up by
the effects of the fibre surface as can be seen in figure 14.
In an ideal surface case only some crosspolarized radiation induced by the horn exists in the plane of
asymmetry.
Therefore the depolarization effects of unidirectional fibre surfaces can be immediately observed by the
increasing beam of the crosspolarized component (figure 15).

Offset reflector antennas fed by a circularly polarized wave produce no crosspolarized waves,
but a small beam squint of the copolar characteristic is effected by this configuration. The far field
pattern of the considered offset antenna, fed by a circular horn was also computed assuming the same
reflector surfaces as in the linear polarized case. The computed pattern of figure 16 and 17 show again
only negligible effects of the fibre material on the copolar pattern but essential degradations of the
crosspo ar components. The essential values evaluated from the computation can be given in a short sum-
marization:

ideal surface CFRP-material CFRP-material
model 1 model 2

linear polarized antenna

antenna gain 45.0 dBi 44.94 dBi 44.9 dBi

first sidelobe -24.2 dB -24.0 1dB -24.0 dB

crosspolarized -19.0 dB -18.3 dB -18.0 dB

circular polarized antenna
antenna gain 45.0 dBi 44.94 dBi 44.9 dBe

first sidelobe -23.6 dB -23.5 dB -23.5 dB

crosspolarized -50.0 dB -35.2 d8 -31.8 dB
beam squint 0,09 deg, 0.09 deg. 0,09 deg.

4. COMPARISON OF THE RF-CHARACTERISTICS OF A REALIZED OFFSET ANTENNA WITH COMPUTED RESULTS

An antenna reflector of the dimensiuns under consideration has been available for electrical

* tests. This reflector shown in figure 18 has been designed and manufactured by Dornier Systems. Mechani-
cal qualification tests have shown a very high surface accuracy with measured deviations from the ideal I
parabolic curvature of only 0.13 mm RMS, The carbon fibre material used for manufacturing the reflector
was of a type with high electrical conductivity. The reflector surface consists of eight unidirectional
layers wit a ply thickness of only 0.05 mm. The carbon fibres of the surface layer have been orientated
at 45 degrees with respect to the axis of symmetry of the offset configuration.

For the electrical performance tests a small corrugated surface horn with a rotationally sym-
metric radiation characteristic was installed in the antenna. The concept for the electrical tests was
to rotate the linear polarized feed around its symmetry axis in discrete steps and to measure in each
case the far field pattern. The expected discrepancy in these patterns should then indicate the polari-zation dependency of the antenna surface Figure 19 shows the horn and its device for rotation. The meas-
ured RF-patterns of the horn are shown in figure 20. The measurements have been carried out at the fre-
quency 12.2 GHz on the MBB far field antenna range 1000 m in length. However, despite taking care to
align the horn, the carbon fibre antenna and the range antenna very accurately, an essential difference
in the copolar pattern could not be noticed.

Nevertheless small polarization dependent effects could be round measuring the crosspolarized
pattern. Figures 21, 22 and 23 compare measured patterns in the main axes of the antenna with values of
one of the studied antennas. It can be seen that the co- and crosspolar pattern correspond very accu-
rately. Therefore an estimation can be given for the polarization dependent reflectivity of the realized
antenna surface. It can be confirmed that the reflecting carbon fibre layer has nearly an orientation in-
dependent reflectivity. The orientation dependent loss for the carbon fibre skin is less than -0.05 dB.

'•5. CONCLUSIONS

The investigations have shown that CFRP-material can have an extremely efficient RF-reflectivity

up to frequencies of about 20 GHz. Especially laminates consisting of very thin layers of carbon fibres
behave like metallic sheets at microwave frequencies. The degradation of the RF-performances observed in
antenna reflectors manufactured from CFRP are mainly gain loss and depolarisation. These effects can be
avoided by metallizing the surface or loading the epoxy resin of the surface layers with metall or graph-
ite powder. But these procedures are difficult and would probably degrade the mechanical performances of
the materials. The investigations have also indicated that the depolarization due to the inhomogeous sur-
face of CFRP is similar to the depolarization effects caused by poor adjustment of the horn or an unbal-
anced polarizer in the antenra feed system. Therefore the degradation from the polarization purity caused
by the carbon fibre material can be compensated by tuning the feed system. On the other hand it should be
mentioned that crosspolar components on the reflector can be improved by choosing a location dependent
orientation of the carbon fibre layers. However, these compensation methods maybe impractJble in dual
polarized antenna systems.
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Probe Carbon fibre Epoxy r ms manufacturing fibre geomtry angle between frequency (Cb)

. p type prcess number.direction and electric field

thickness of sheet fibre directi, 2 4 6 B 12 Ii 16 ,8

I TGRAYCA CIBA f I Iw.ent wound I x 00/90, 5/go 99.6 99.0 9.0 8. 2 6.,• 92.a i7.5 81.3 r/2

40-3000040A CY209/H1972 closed layer 0.55 M

2 TOkAYCA CIBA fi lawfut v,',;nd Ix (0/900 00/900 99.6 99.0 99.0 96.1 97.* 93.3 57.0 84.5
Mt40-300x40A CV209/HT972 open Iayer 0.5 m9

jrid holes

3 7T0PAYCA CIOA filament WouK• A x 00/900 00/9"o 98.4! 98.0 97.0 96.1 96.5 Be.$ 80.0 68.1

4 0CC THORNEL CIM filament Wound a +450 0.45m 00/900 99.9 9g,0 99. 90. 95,5 92.9 92.t 4.
75 S CY209/HT972 closed layer I a 900 0.45 me.

5 UCC ,li0RNEL CIVA fIlament wound 2 x ± 450 045 mm 00/900 99.399.5 98.8 AR.4 93.2 89.9 82. 73.0

75 5 CY209/HT972 closed layer

6 TORAYCA CIBA filaent wound I a 0x°190 0.45 Im 00/900 98, 98.2 9,80 97.C 96.0 95.0 93,0 91.5
TJOO-300040A CY209/HT972 closed layer

7 TORAY HIT Forthergi.l fabric 2 x 00/900 0,20 am 00/900 96.094,9 93.091.0
T300 and Harvey prepreg

Code 92

Table 1: Magietude of the power reflection coefficient for meshed CFRP-samples

Prot) Carbon fibra Epoxy rosin Tmanufacturing fibre geopetrl angle betweon Ifrequency (Wia)
fir. type type process nueber.d!rect on anu electric field.

thicknes$ of sheet flore directio! 2 4 6 B 12 14 &1 Ig

8 WRAYA CIBA filament wound 00 g, 90 o,09000 90o 09M40-3OOOx40A CY209/HT972 40 0,4 m 0 1 %:0 ' : 91171 W

9 UCC CIBA filament wound +300.-300 900°-300. 900 90.5 98.0 37.0 97.0 U8.1 7 2. 62,0
THOME0 75 S C0209/iiT972 430000 100 100 99.0 98.5 90. 9. 98 96.0

4 x 0.2 m

10 TORAYCA CA 2000 Prepreg 00, 900, 900, 00 900 98.5 98.0 98.0 97.0 92.0 85.:4 73.0 62.04 140-3000a40A TORAY 4 x 0.25 am 00 100 l00 99.0 99.0 99 99.0 9.2 97.5

11 TORAYCA !A 2000 Prepreq 90 0, 00, 90o 900 90, 98.5 90.9 97.7 90.0 85. 79.5 712.0
T300-3000x40A TORAY 4 x 0,13 me 0 99. 99.5 96.1 90.5 97.0 98. 93.5 91.5

12 TO7MCA CA 2000 Prepreg qo, 90 . 0 g0o ;90 90.0 90.6 5.5 9.2 Be, 84.C 800T300-3000x40A TsmAY sooth 3urface 4 x 0.2 on 0 99. 99.0 99. 98, 97,0 95. 93.7 92.0

13 TORAYCA CA 2000 Prepreg 00, 900, 90,. 00 9d 90,5 98.5 97.6 96.6 92.0 67. 80. 73.0
7300-3000x40A TOMAY rough surface 4 x 0.2 am 00 99.0 99.0 99.0 98.5 96.0 95. 92.5 91.0

HSS 3 me 1 973 hrt of 0.12 100 99.6 92.0 98.5 97.7 97.5 97.0 95.0

3 no length

C5 Courtaulds X 210 Peprt +45°,-450,.45o°,5° 900 99.0 98.0 97.0 94.0 86.0 75.0 66.0 6.0
T BF3 MCA rough surface10 4 x 0.37 m 0 0 10 99.0 98.5 97.0 94.5 92.0 91.0 90.5

16 TORAY Code 92 Prepreg 900,00'00900 $y. 90: 97.0
HT T300 0 Forthergill 8 x 0.05 We 0 99.0 96.0

and Harvey

00.+60600
17 Cojrtauids Code 92 Prepreg 9,- sym. 900MM ISO Forthergil| 6 x 0. 127 am 00 97.•94" 96.09'

SC 10 000 and Harvey

Table 2: Magnitude of the power reflection coefficient for unidirectional
CFRP-material
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Figure 1: Main dependencies between mechanical, thermal
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Figure 4: Amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficient of a filament wound
CFRP-material.
Carbon fibre: TORAYCA T 300-3000 x 40A, Epoxy resin: CIBA CY 209/HT 972
"one layer 0/900, thickness 0.45 nm
orientation fibre direction - electric field 00/450/900
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Figure 5: Amplitude and phase of the reflection coefficient of an unidirectional
Si prepreg

Carbon fibre: TORAYCA M 40-300 x 40A, Epoxy resin: Forthergill and Harvey Code92

4 layers 00/900/900/00, thickness 0.2 mm
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Figure 6: Dependence of the RF-reflection coefficient for a unidirectional
carbon fibre surface from the ply thickness (12.0 GHz)
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magnification factor I : 100 magnification factor 1 50

Figure 7: Photographs of the microstructure of carbon f'hre laminates
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Figure 8: Measured RF-reflectivity of- - - - - - -
HM- and HT-fibre laminates -HT/I
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Figure 9: Microwave circuit for measurements of the orientation dependency
of loss and crosspolarized level of CFRP-materials
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Figure 19: Corrugated surface horn adjiisted Figure 18: Focus fed offset reflector system on
in a device for purposes of axial the antenna test site. (The reflector
rotation was manufactured by Dornier Systems)
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LIGHTNING THREAT DEFINITION FOR COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT

Dr. Preston Geren

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
1 P.O. Box 3707, Seattle, Washington, USA

SUMMARY

An approach for calculating the transients induced in aircraft avionic systems by lightning is presented.
The method has been applied to an aircraft geometry having various combinations of metal and graphite-
epoxy structure. The effects of graphite-epoxy joints are considered. Results are shown for common mode
open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current induced on two representative wire bundles (cockpit to tail

k •and cockpit to wingtip). The approach employs standard analytical techniques from transmission line
4' theory and antenna theory to obtain lightning-induced fields on the airframe surface, including the
i. effects of airframe resonance. Both the directly attached and nearby lightning strikes are considered. A

* •method for obtaining the concentration of fields as a result of noncylindrical geometries (e.g., along the
leading and trailing edges of a wing) is described. The physical coupling mechanisms for penetration of
exterior lightning-induced electromagnetic fields into the aircraft interior are explained.

The Pierce (or B'uce-Golde) waveform is used as an analytical tool to represent the lightning current in
the channel and is related to lightning statistics for nominal severe and mýerate strokes. Calculated
results for an extremely severe stroke of 200-kA peak amplitude and 7.2 x 10 A/s peak rate-of-rise are
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

At present, commercial and military aircraft have primarily metal structure. With the current trend
toward the use of composite structural material, it is likely that future aircraft will use increasing
amounts of nonmetallic structure. Aircraft with an all-composite fuselage are on the drawing boards
today. Composite material has one major disadvantage for the EMI engineer: it has lower electrical
conductivity than aluminum (e.g., about three orders of magnitude for graphite-epoxy) and provides poorer
shielding against external interference sources, such as lightning. In parallel with this development in
aircraft structure, avionic systems are becoming increasingly reliant upon the use of low-level digital
circuits. The combination of the two trends, together with the incidence of lightning strikes to aircraft
(about one per year for commercial and once every 10,000 to 30,000 hours for military), makes it essential
that EMI engineers continue assessing the impact of the reduced shielding properties of composites upon
avionic system performance. The first step in this assessment is prediction of the lightning EMI threat.
With a realistic threat definition, one can then perform the necessary trade-offs between the advantages
of composite structure and the penalties associated with its reduced shielding effectiveness.

The lightnipg threat may be divided into two categories: direct effects (physical damage to aircraft
structure) 'and indirect effects (upset or damage of circuits). This paper will deal with indirect
effects.

Figure 1 shows a flow chart for calculation of lightning-induced transients. The input to the analysis is
"the primary threat; i.e., the waveform of the current in the lightning channel at the altitude of the
aficraft. The outputs are the transients induced at circuit loads.

The first step in the analysis is to obtain the current and charge distribution on the conducting external
surfaces of the airplane. These external fields prnetrate into the interior via joints and apertures as
well as diffusion through conductive surfaces. In additicn, some conductors may be directly exposed to the
exterior fields (e.g., an electric windshield heater element). Given the electromagiietic fields incident

2ý upon the conductor of interest (usually an interconnecting wire bundle), one can then calculate the
equivalent voltage and current sources by application of the reciprocity theorem. These source terms are
then input into a transmission line model to obtain the transients at the terminating loads.

2. LIGHTNING THREAT

The cloud-to-ground lightning strike begins with the leader process; i.e., the formation of a plasma
channel of ionized air. This is followed by a current surge, the return stroke. During the leader
process, the average currents are on the order of IOOA. Return stroke currents have peak values of tens of
kiloamperes. A positive strike consists oF a single return stroke; a negative strike will have from 3 or 4
to as many as 26 coi;secutive return strokes (Uman, 1969, P. 4) and has a duration on the order of tenths of
a second.

Figure 2 depicts the two types of lightning threat--direct attachment of the lightning channel to the
aircraft and a nearby strike. For the nearby strike, the dominant threat is the electromagnetic field
associated with the main return stroke. For the directly attached case, there are two separate processes:
initial leader attachment and return stroke (or strokes). The latter has much larger associated surface
currents and is considered to be the dominant threat of the two. Tiis paper will deal only with the return
stroke threat, although the analysis method& are also applicable to leader attachment.

The starting point in threat definition is the lightning current waveform at the aircraft altitude. The
M ; most important lightning current parameters for induced effects analysis are peak amplitude, peak rate-of-

rise, and total charge transfer for a single stroke.
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Research scientists have been measuring lightning currents for many years, both directly (instrumented

towers) and indirectly (magnetic fields). Unfortunately, all of the direct measurements and almost all of
the indirectly measured data give information only on the current near the ground. Several U.S. agencies
(NASA, NOAA, NSSL, and Air Force) are sponsoring In-flight measurement programs for the 1980 thunderstorm
season. These in-flight programs will provide statistics for lightning currents at altitude, but a large
data base is some years away. The lightning threat decreases with altitude. Until a complete in-flight
data base is obtained, liqhtning protection design will be determined by the more severe ground-based data

and, therefore, somewhat conservative.

As suggested by E. T. Pierce (Pierce, 1976), the double exponential waveform (see fig. 2) is a useful tool
for calculating lightning-induced transients. This waveform is also referred to as the Bruce-Golde
equation (Golde, 1977, p. 331). The three parameters of the double exponeitial are fit to the anticipated
lightning current threat parameters (peak amplitude, peak rate-of-rise, and total charge) and then input
into the analytical model to obtain predicted lightning-induced transients at the circuits.

For example, one nay choose severe and moderate threats as follows:

Severe:
Peak current - 200 kA 1
Peak rate-of-rise - 2.1xi0" A/s
Total charge = 41C

Moderate:
Peak current - 20 kA
Peak rate-of-rise = 5.4x10 A/s
Total charge = 1.6C

These two threats are composites based on statistics for cloud-to-ground positive strokes, negative first
strokes, and negative subsequent strokes (Golde, 1977). Since all three categories of strokes are
possible, the statistical data were treated inuependently.

It should be emphasized here that the double exponential is intended to simulate only the so-called
"current peak" of the stroke (see Uman, 1969, pp. 131-133) The current peak has a duration of a few
hundred microseconds and is followed by a slowly varying continuing current (also referred to as inter-
mediate current) that lasts for several milliseconds. This low-frequency continuing current does not
excite appreciable induced transients. It does, however, drive potentially damaging dc currents through
circuits that use airframe for ground return. For circuits without dc conductive paths through airframe,
the dominant threat is the current peak, and the intermediate currents may be neglected.

The severe stroke parameters chosen above fall in the upper 1% to 10% of the statistical distribution; the
moderate stroke parameters are around the median. For example, the severe and moderate p9ak rate-of-rise
values correspond to the upper 1% and upper 30%, respectively, for negative subsequent strokes (Golde,
1977, p. 326)

3. LIGHTNING-AIRFRAME INTERACTION

The lightning column-airframe interaction determines the current and charge densities over the conducting
exterior surfaces of the airfraie. These quantities are then used to obtain the fields at the lncation of
wire bundles as described in section 4. There are two cases for which this interaction must nodeled:
direct attachment and nearby strike.

3.1 Model for Direct Attachment

The lightning column has a diameter on the order of centimeters or less (Uman, 1969). When the small
diameter lightning column attaches to a large diameter body such as a wing or fuselage, the impedance
mismatch at the discontinuity causes reflections resulting in a high-frequency oscillatory waveform
superinposed on the relatively low-frequency lightning current waveform. This effect maT be approximated
by modeling the ai'frame-lightning column as a mismatched transmission line (see fig. 3).

In figure 3,

ZL = characteristic impedance of lightning channel

ZAC = characteristic impedance of airplane

IL = lightning current waveform In the channel with the airplane removed

LAC electrical length of current path through the airplane

This simple model gives the total current and charge in the airframe at any point along the current path.
-The surface current and charge are then obtained by calculating the effective circumference at the point of
interest, using a two-dimensional field mapping. The current density on a conductor of elliptic cross
section, for example, is given by the equation

s= I/C

Ceff (x,y) Fa -7e2 x2 2I

where e = eccentricity, 2a a length of major axis, and x is the distance from the center along the major
axis. Thus, the current and charge density along the leading and trailing edges of an aircraft wing
(approximated es an ellipse) will be enhanced twofold or threefold above that for a rylinder of the saine
circumference.
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3.2 Model for Nearby Strike

The surface currents and charges induced on an airframe by a nearby strike may be obtained by using a
method of moments computer code to model the airframe. A simpler approximate model is to represent the
fuselage or wings as an elliptic cylinder. The induced surface currents may be decomposed into common
mode, obtained from the equations for an excited dipole, and differential mode, which may be obtained from

£ the expression for an elliptic cylinder excited by an incident plane wave. Below dipole resonance, the
differential mode dominates. The lightning fields incident upon the Aircraft are obtained by modeling the
lightning column as a long straight wire.

F 4. COUPLING MECHANISMS

Four basic coupling mechanisms for induced transients are listed below:

a. Exposed conductors--conductors directly exposed to the lightning fields

b. Apertures--nonconductive portions of airplane exterior (Some examples are the cockpit canopy,
windows, and fiberglass acress doors.)

c. Joints--4lectrical discontinuities 'in aircraft exterior; e.g., the narrow gap between a metallic
access door and underlying airframe no the interface between two graphite-epoxy panels

d. Diffusion--low-frequency penetration of fields into the interior of metallic or graphite-epoxy
fuselage, wings, etc.

The first three coupling mechanisms are important for both aluminum and composite aircraft. Diffusion is
more important for composites than aluminum because of its lower conductivity.

The analyis methods employed for the various coupling mechanisms are as follows:

a. Exposed wires. Using the method described in section 3, one obtains the fields directly. For more
complicated structure, such as landing gear, it is necessary to do further analysis to obtain the
fields on structural members protruding from the basic airframe.

b. Apertures. When a conducting surface is interrupted by openings, the exterior surface fields
penetrate into the interior (see fig. 4). At low frequencies, this Coupling mechanism may be
decomposed into magnetic and electric coupling (Vince, 1978), or, equivalently, stray inductance
and capacitance between conductors in the interior of the body and the exterior surface. The
magnetically and electrically coupled interior fields are proportional to the surface current and
charge density that would appear on the shorted aperture. The magnetically coupled interior
fields may be modeled, with certain restrictions, as those due to a magnetic dipole. Likewise, the
electrically coupled interior fields may be modeled as those uf an electric dipole, with similar
restrictions. In the general case, one may solve for the interior fields by calculating the fields
in the aperture and using the equivalent sources, distributed o=r the aperture, to solve the
interior problem. The process is simplified by the fact that, for the lightning frequency
spectrum, the apertures of interest are electrically small, reducing the problem to a quasi-static
one.

c. Joints. Joints may be divided into two categories: 1) slots and 2) strips having a constant
admittance per unit length (see fig. 5). On equipment bay doors, for example, the hinge and latch
sides make good electrical contact with structure, while the two other sides form narrow slot
apertures. The fields of the slot may be modeled as those of a magnetic dipole. For wires lying
across the slot, however, the voltage induced in the wire is simply the slot voltage at the wire
location. The strip of constant admittance per length is quite similar, except that the voltage
appearing across the strip is approximately constant along the strip as indicated in figure 5. For
either type of loint, the interior fields may be obtained by using the fields in the opening to
obtain the equivalent souces for solving the interior problem.

d. Diffusion. This ccupling mechanism is illustrated in figure 6. In the low-frequency limit, thi.s
mechanism i- equivalent to what has been referred to in lightning studies (Fisher, 1977, p. 271)
as the so-called "IR drop." For all-aluminum aircraft, this mechanism is important only for the
low-frequency continuing current and is a threat only to circuits using structural return. For a

P igraphite-epoxy aircraft, however, the electric fields associated with the high-frequency peak
current can diffuse entirely through the structure, inducing considerable voltage in interior
wiring. Figure 7 illustrates measured data for a typical graphite-epoxy transfer impedance.
Comparing this with the lightning spectrum, it is apparent that the effective transfer impedance
is well-approximated by the low-frequency asymiptote, 1/(conductivity times thickness).

5. WIRE MODELIN6

The geometry of aircraft wiring lends itself naturally to transmission line analysis. Figure 8 is a
lumped-element representation of a rne-wire excited transmission line. Both electric and magnetic
coupling may be important, ,ut, for small gauge wiring, magnetic coupling dominates. Electric and
magnetic coupling are inserted in the model as distributed current and voltage sources, respectively. See
appendix A for proof.

Transmission line parameters are obtained from computing self and mutual inductances and capacitances for
the individual wires in the bundle, along with wire and ground return resistance. These parameters are
obtained from wire radius, wire-to-wire separation, height above ground plane, and dielectric constant of
insulation, using textbook formulas.

Uf... .. .
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Wire bundles having three or more conductors way often be modeled as random lay (i.e., wire-to-ground and
wire-to-wire parameters the same for each wire and wire pair) with common mode •ources. Differential mode
effects are included by unequal loading at the bundle terminations.

6. PREDICTED INDUCED TRANSIENTS FOR COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT

The analysis methods described in sections 4 and 5 have been verified by comparison with measured data
obtained from metal aircraft. At present, little or no data are available from composite-structure
aircraft. There are substantial data, however, on the shielding properties of graphite and boron
composites, as well as composites coated with shielding material. In addition, measurements of admittance
for a variety of composite-to-composite and metal-to-composite joints have been obtained (see Strawe,
1975).

Using the data from Strawe, 1975, an analytical study was performed (Force, 1977) upon an idealized
aircraft to scope the impact of graphite-epoxy upon avionic systems. The object of the study was an
airplane of the size and shape indicated in figure 9, with two interior wires as shown. The wires were
assumed to be single-wire transmission lines of 100 ohms characteristic impedance terminated at the
wingtip and tail in 30-ohm loads. These wire models provide estimates of the common-mode threat to
equipment in the cockpit in the form of open-circuit voltages and short-circuit cuFrent waveorms.

The common mode model provides estimates of the worst-case wire-to-ground threat to equipment. The common
mode voltage Voc approximates the maximum line-to-ground voltages in the corresponding cable bundle. The
comnmon mode current Is. approximates the short-circuit bulk cable current. Individual wire current will
normally be substantially less than the bulk current, although occasionally individual wire transient
currents may equal or exceed the common mode current because of differential mode cable resonances.

Electronic equipment does not normally use structural ground as an equipment ground although connections
to it are not uncommon. Ground or return wires (e.g., signal common) are normally provided. It is the
wire-to-wire voltages and currents that represent the actual threats to circuits. Common mode responses
(especially Isc) tend to contain low-frequency tails of high energy content. These long-lasting responses
are not often seen in the wire-to-wire voltages and currents because of the use of floating ground (return
wires). The common mode responses for lightning are then excessive over estimates of circuit threats.
Hence, for a more realistic threat definition; one must employ multiwire cable models so that both wire-to-
wire and wire-to-ground response can be obtained.

Various composite and metal-composite configurations were compared in the study. An all-metal aircraft
with electrically open cockpits was included for comparison. The configurations were as follows:

a. An all-composite (graphite-epoxy) skin of uniform thickness (0.1 in - 0.0025m) and perfect elec-
trical joints (This serves as a baseline compavison for other configurations.)

b. An all-metal aircraft except for a composite (skin thickness = 0.1 in. = 0.0025m) vertical
stabilizer, with perfect electrical joints

c. An all-metal aircraft except for a composite (skin thickness = 0.1 in. 0.0025m) right wing, with
perfect electrical joints

d. An all-metal aircraft with an imperfect resistive joint at tie juncture of the vertical stabilizer
and fuselage (The joint admittance was 15 mho/m.)

e. An all-metal aircraft with in imperfect Joint at the wing-fuselage juncture (the joint admittance
was 15 mho/m.)

Tables 1 and 2 list the peak induced currents and voltages appearing on the two wires at the cockpit end.
Figures 10 and 11 are representative wavefprms. All transients were computed for an extremely severe
stroke of 200 kA peak current and 7.2 x 10's a/s peak rate-of-rise. For the nearby strike, a vertical
lightning column at a distance of 100 meters was assumed.

Table 1. Peak Transients on Nose-Tail Wire

NOTE: Values are given for open-circuit voltage (Voc) and short-circuit current (Isc) from wire to
structural ground.

Configuration
All-metal

Threat Transient (open All Composite tail
type cockpit) composite Diffusion Joint

Nose-tail Voc 4500V 32,OOOV 23,OOOV 2,100V
attachment Isc 67A 1,100A 750A 70A

Nearby Voc 90V 250V 54V 21V
strike Isc 1.3A 8.2A 1.8A O.70A

+iD
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Table 2. Peak Transients on Nose-Wingtip Wire

NOTE: Values are given for open-circuit voltage (Voc) or short-circuit current (Isc) from wire tostructural yround. !-
Conflguraiion

Theat Transient All Composite wing
type composite Diffusion Joint

Nose-tail Voc 6,500V Not Applicable Not Anplicable
attachment Isc 220A Not Applicable Not Applicable
Nose-wingtip Voc 17,OOOV 11,300V 2,800V
attachment Isc 550A 370A 95A

All the waveforms had the same shape as those of figure 10, except for aperture coupling through the
cockpit, which is shown in figure 11.

7. CONCLUSIONS
General methods have been presented for 'he calculation of lightning-induced common-mode transients in
composite aircraft. Results obtained from application of these methods to an idealized aircraft have been
presented. As indicated in the text, these preliminary analyses considered only common-mode transients in
the absence of nearby wiring. In real-world aircraft, the presence of nearby wire bundles, metal hydraulic
lines, and other metallic components will partially shield the wiring, raducing the threat levels. A cost-
effective protection system will take into account this gratis shielding. This does, however, complicate
the analysis and requires measured data from full-scale low-level tests, as described in appendix B. I
In summary, simple analyses provide design requirements for wire shielding and circuit protection. In
order to take full advantage of the inherent protection afforded by the airframe and wire routing, it is
necessary to obtain data from full-scale aircraft tests.
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APPENDIX A

FLECTRIC AND MAGNETIC COUPLING FOR WIRES

Cotisider a wire loop shorted at both ends (fig. A-i) exposed to currents flowino through the ground plane.
The short-circuit :tirrent in the wire at x - 0 is given by Weeks (1964) as

h L
I f Y(o,o,z) A(OM oz + EUx,o,h)G(x)dxz'o x=O

0+ f" Ez(L~o,z)G(L)dz Ai
zIh (

where G is the appropriate Green's function.

For h <<X, Ez(O,OZ) I Ez(O)

Ez (L,o,z) & EZ(LOO)

E (x,o,h) A h8Ex/6 z

h hEz/x -J 0Byl, so (2)

hf 6Gx 4

Ljf Ex Gdx =-Jwh f By Gdx - hrt EG dx (3)

X=O
L

+ h Ez(x,O,O) G(X)

(i), (2). (3) 1 s -Jwh f By Gdx

-h f Ez dx (4)

In equation (4), the first term is the magnetic coupling term, while the second is .lectric couplitg. The
Green's functions correspond to those for distributed voltage and current sources (Weeks, 1964), hence the
identification of magnetic and electric coupling with voltage avid current sources.

APPENDIX B

TEST METHOD FIR LIGHTNING COUPLING ANALYSIS

The Boeing Company has developed a method for performing low-level measurements to obtain transfer
functions for lightning coupling (Young, 1978).

Figure B-1 illustrates the electronics; a typical test configuration is depicted in fig. B-2. The systam
may be tziought of as an FM transmitter and receiver, with the receiver phase-locked to the narrow-band
transmitter. As the transmitter sweeps through the frequency range, the received signals arc, plotted as
functions of freauency. Transfer functions may be measured directly uy comparison of the drive and
response channels (A and B in fig. B-i). As is apparent in figure B-2, the test configeration affects the
distribution of currents and charges on the airframe. Field mapping of the airframe may be used to measure
this effect. To apply the measurements to the in-flight case, ýne modifies the ground-based data, using a
combination of analysis and field map data.

•,I
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ELECTRICAL/ELECTROMAGNETIC CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH ADVANCED COMPOSITE

MATERIALS IN AEROSPACE SYSTEMS

CHRISTOPHER L. BLAKE
JOHN C. CORBIN, JR.

Aeronautical Systems Division
Directorate of Avionics Engineering
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

SUMMARY

This paper presents an assessment of the potential electrical/electromagnetic impacts created by the
application of advanced composite materials to aerospace systems that was conducted by the United States
Air Force 1979. Technical specialists from three Air Force organizations (Aeronautical Systems Division,
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, and Space and Missile Systems Organization) comprised a
working group that elicited responses from specific Government agencies and aerospace contractors
involved in the application or studies of composite materials. In addition to onsite visits and brief-
ings to obtain information, a major source of data used in formulating the assessment was responses
received to a broadly defined questionnaire sent to involved organizations. The assessment was
specifically limited to two predominantly used varieties of graphite composite materials, GY-70 and
T-300, and to Kevlar. The GY-70 has the higher conductivity and is used primarily on missiles and
spacecraft. The T-300 grade has a slightly lower conductivity than GY-70 and is the material commonly
applied to aircraft based upon its mechanical properties. Kevlar, a dielectric material, has varied
aircraft, missile and spacecraft application. Specific areas of electrical/electromagnetic concern
were surveyed. As a result of the survey, a number of significant concerns were defined. There are,
however, no "show stoppers" in the use of composite materials. Leading concerns include shielding
effectiveness (a lack of standardized material characterization within acceptable and defined error
bounds), joint design (bonding of joints and seams), fuel tank design (spark-free fuel tanks), power
system grounding, low frequency antenna performance, analytical techniques (lack of validated computer
codes for designers), combined space environment effects, and design guides (lack of handbook information
on composite materials). Recommended actions include technology development programs and the establish-
ment of a combined Tri-Service/NASA effort to address the composite electrical/electromagnetic technical
base and to collect, analyze, and distribute related data, establish standard test methods, develop
design guides/handbooks, and develop applicable specifications/standards.

1. INTRODUCTION

Advanced composite materials in the form of fiber.-reinforced matrix compounds (e.g., qraphite/epoxy, Kevlar/
epoxy) are being used in increasing amounts as structu•ral and surface members in aerospace systems
(aircraft, missiles, spacecraft). This growth has progressed over the past decade from limited use in
empennage and secondary structure to major use in body enclosure and primary load bearing sections. The
drive behind this transition from metals to composites has been the markedly improved strength-to-weight
ratios of these composite materials. As composites are used to reduce the weight in major elements, a
combination of increased performance, greater payload, and/or fuel savings can be realized.

As designs transition from metal to composites, electromagnetic characteristics of the aircraft can sub-
stantially change. Largely taken-for-granted features of the all-metal aircraft such as (1) readily
available "common ground" return paths for signal and power, (2) a low impedance, high conductivity
outer skin for carrying direct lightning strike currents and dissipating precipitation static charges,
(3) shielding of 20 db or more between the external electromagnetic environment and internal aircraft
electronics, and (4) relatively unbroken counterpoise systems for aircraft antennas will have to be
re-examined. A new technology data base will have to be established if design changes have to be made to
assure safe and satisfactory aircraft operation.

S2. INITIATION OF STUDY

As a result of concern within the Air Force that the electrical/electromagnetic (E/EM) issues were not
being adequately addressed in balance with associated structural development technology, an assessment
study was requested by Air Force Headquarters. An Assessment Group representing the Aeronautical
Systems Division (ASD), Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL), and Space and Missile
Systems Organization (SAMSO), all of the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), accomplished the study.

The primary objective of the assessment was to determine the status of advanced composite material
development in areas associated with possible E/EM impacts to aerospace systems. Fundamental to this
effort was an examination of the potential E/EM susceptibilities of aerospace systems which utilize
advwnced composite materials. With an understanding of the possible system susceptibilities, the study
centered on the research and development balance between structural and E/EM issues and on the evolution
of a technology data base needed to support composite systems acquisitlon activities.

A further goal of the study was to involve a large cross section of the composite and electrical
communities in order to determine a balanced concensus and also to learn minority opinions. A very
significant result of the study was the exchange of data, information, and ideas among researchers
and users.

I,~
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3. CONDUCT OF STUDY

The study was conducted over a six month period from April to September 1979. A questionnaire was prepare'
and sent to Government agencies and companies known to be involved in composite activities. Responses
were received from twenty-four separate organizations. These responses represented a major source of
data used in formulating the assessment conclusions. In addition to the questionnaire, visits were
made to ten organizations for in-depth discussions of specific sensitive areas and precise interpretation
of written responses to the questionnaire received earlier.

On 22-23 June 1979, the Assessment Group sponsored a joint Government/Industry meeting at Wright-Patterson
AFB which consisted of a series of invited technical presentations, a presentation of consolidated
questionnaire responses, and an exposition of preliminary findings and probable recommendations.

A final briefing was prepared in Seotember. Formal briefings up to Headquarters Air Force and Office
of the Secretary of Defense level w2re given from September to December 1979.

4. SCOPE OF STUDY
The Assessment Group was tasked to assess the status of research and development efforts associated with
the application of advanced composite materials to aircraft, missiles, ard space s.stems.

Key to the study was a close examination of the basic technology issues (e.g., defining the appropriate
E/EM environment, acquiring the technology data base, transitioning the data to the user, and educating
the designer in the use of composite materials for various system/subsystem applications). By examining
a broad spectrum of responses to questions on these issues, the Assessment Group established a sound base
or which to make recommendations for future actions.

To limit the study to a manageable size, two widely used graphite epoxy composites (T-300/AS and GY-70)
and a glass laminate composite (Kevlar) were chosen for evaluation. This limitation of materials
restricted the electrical/electromagnetic concerns to two different conductive varieties of composites,,
the graphita epoxies, and to a nonconductor (Kevlar) with electrical properties similar to fiberglass.
Gf-70, a high modulus of elasticity material, is typically used in missile, spacecraft, and specialized
aircraft applications. GY-70 is characterized as conductive, since it is only 10-3 less conductive than
aluminum. T-300, a high strength material, is generally applied to aircraft and is only slightly less
conductive than GY-70.

All other available epoxy composite materials have conductivities which are bounded by the graphite
composites and Kevlar. In addition, there is a basically linear relationship between conductivity
and modulus of elasticity which will be discussed later.

Topics surveyed were generally grouped under the major headings of implementation issues, E/EM concerns,
and future development needs. Implementation issues involved design capability and design data. E/EM
concerns included the direct and indirect effects of lightning, antenna performance, effects of static
electricity, radar cross section (RCS), electromagnetic interference (EMV), electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC), nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP), power subsystem design, system generated EMP, other nuclear
effects, and space environmental effects. Development needs considered both long and short term goals.

5. TOPICS SURVEYED

5.1 Implementation Issues

The current capability for design of an advanced composite aerospace system which requires an extensive

data base on material characterization, acceptable design approaches, and life cycle acceptability of
design methods was one target for examination of this study. The other study target, E/EM concerns,
will be discussed later.

* 5.2 Design Capability

As should be expected, the E/EM data base supporting composite application is fragmented because the
pieces have been generated by many different, essentially unrelated research and development programs.
Although a great deal of data exists, the lack of necessary data collation and distribution of these
resources is an obvious weakness in this development process. No formalized guidelines or utilization
docurrnats are available which address electrical or electromagnetic topics. A document of E/EM information
would be invaluable to provide design alternatives, a basis for risIc assessment, and an education tool
for the inexperienced composite user. An existing document, the DOD/NASA Composite Design Guide, might
be expanded to include this information.

From available data, deviations to EM-related specifications and standards necessary for controlled
composite application are understood. However, the evaluations required to identify resulting implications
of these deviations are yet to be accomplished (e.g., the 2.5 milliohn bonding requirement of MIL-B-5087B
cannot be attained; however, it probably need not be an absolute requirement).

Computer programs, used extensively in the engineering design process, involve obvious assumptions of
metal-peculiar characteristics requiring reconsideration. Computer codes developed by the Nuclear
Electromagnetic Pulse (NEMP) community can be adapted to composite system evaluations by factoring in
conductivity changes. Those codes used by the Electromagnetic Interference and Compatibility community
(e.g., IEMCAP, SEMCAP, etc.) are nt capable of considering composite uniquenesses (Note: Unfortunately,
this is an insignificant point because these codes are not mature for metal systems).

An underlying awareness which surfaced during this study was a lack of maturity of E/EM supporting
technology involving durability, maintenance and configuration control issues. Although solutions to
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technical problems are, or can be, readily available, premature utilization of unproven or unverified
technology could create long term risks.

5.3 Design Data

Three major elements of an electromagnetic design data base which most concern composite users are
material properties, configuration parametric description, and life cycle information.

Many different composite materials appear to be available for the aerospace application. However,
based on mechanical characteristics, only certain materials are being used or considered for use.
Kevlar applications utilize fiberglass electrical protection technology based on conductivity
similarities. Graphites, on the other hand, are much nearer in conductivity to aluminum (10-3 as
conductive) and need not rely on fiberglass technology. Thi imodulus of elasticity, which is batically
linear with conductivity, -0 a well controlled parameter of graphite epoxy composite3 and thereby
effectively limits variations in conductivity.

Good material characterization is required to define system parameters. Information available on
conductivity has yielded many different desmriptions of system parameters such as shielding effectiveness,
joint impedance, or transfer impedance. A major dilemma exists because there are no uniform definitions
or standard measurement techniques for these parameters. The varied data available from ciposlte
research programs are not universally accepted for this reason. In fact, one company can't, or won't,
use another's data due to lack of standardization.

With respect to life cycle cost issues (e.g., producibility, maintainability, durability, repairability,etc.), little effort has been expended to assure reasonable design considering life cycle tradeoffs.

Although some programs have addressed limited aspects, th3re are no guidelines for building cost
effective composite systems. Again, this is not to imply an inability to produce a design, only to
indicate an area requiring development to reduce long term acquisition risks.

Composite material E/EM technology has matured sufficiently so that researchers have begun identifying
tradeoffs between structural hardening, subsystem hardening and interface hardening. The limitations
caused by issues previously mentioned and by some as yet unresolved E/EM concerns still impede this
effort.

5.4 Electrical and/or Electromagnetic (E/EM) Concerns

Table I categorizes the E/EM concerns into five levels - insignificant, minor, intermediate, major or
unknown on the basis of current understanding and risk associated with the application of composite
materials to aerospace systems. The text supports and explains the various categorizations. The E/EM
concern is also identified in Table I in terms of conductivity, transfer impedance, joint impedance,
and grounding.

5.4.1 Lightning Direct Effects

Natural lightning presents a very large, potentially damaging electrical event to aerospace vehicles.
Currents from direct lightning attacfinents can burn, pit, arc and cause significant damage to the
aerospace structure. Entry of lightning energy into the vehicle can damage internal subsystems.
Further, arcing and/or local heating may result in fires or explosions in fuel systems. Such lightningeffects, however, present manageable challenges to designers of metal technology aircraft. Using

composite materials complicates the designer s task.

Lightning interaction with fuel systems may be the most serious complication resulting from composite

applications. (Golam, G. ... 1978). Specific concerns are possible dangerous voltage potentials
caused by end-to-end I-R voltage drops, arcing between conductive plumbing lines permitted by increased
bonding resistance, or possible hot spot (point of attachment) release of heated material causing vapor
ignition. Specific development activity will be required to fully resolve these issues.

With respect to other direct lightning effects, intensified research &ccomplished in the early seventies
has led to a relatively good definition and understanding of the potential physical damage mechanisms
involving composite structure. A variety of options has been developed which provides designers with
guidelines for selection nf particular design approaches (Schneider, S. D ... 1978; Fisher, F. A.
1973; Quinlivan, J. J. ... 1971; Brick, R. 0. ... 1972). In essence, the need for lightning protection
of composite structures of aerospace systems can be determined and, if needed, effectively provided.

5.4.2 Lightning Indirect or Induced Effectn

Lightning induced effects refer to the responses within the aerospace system caused by electromagnetic
energy released during a lightning event. The technologies associated with characterization of the
lightning event, the analytiral prediction of effects, and the prevention of unacceptable responses
Are immature. Government sponsored R&D programs have recently evolved a number of techniques which offer
potentially valuable guidance to designers of composite vehicles in providing resistance to lightning
induced energy (Wallace B. J. ... 1978, Wallace, B. J.; Burrows, B. J. C. ... 1978). Much of the basic
work necessary to develop protection techniques for the induced lightning threat has either been completed
or is being addressed in continuing and propused programs (Wallace, B. J. ... 1978; Wallace, B. J.;
Burrows, B. J. C. ... 1978; Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, 1978). However, due to the inability
of designers to analytically determine hardness margins (measure of immunity to electromagnetic effects),
the application of protection techniques cannot now be optimally matched to protection requirements.
The application of graphite epoxy composite in areas on aerospace systems which contain electronics or
wiring reduces material conductivity and increases structural joint Impedance, resulting in a reduction
in the shielding ability of the structure. Once provided with the basic data and methodology needed to
perform tradeoffs, system designers may combat increased levels of electromagnetic energy by either
increasing the immunity of subsystems or improving the shielding properties of the structure.

.' . . .Jk .i .a ....... ....
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TABLE I

I II III IV V A B C

LIGHTNING DIRECT EFFECT

Structural Effects X

Fuel System Effects X X X X

LIGHTNING INDIRECT EFFECTS X X X X X

KNTENNA PERFORMANCE

HF & LF X X X

VHF - L Band X X X

Above L Band X X X

STATIC ELECTRICITY X X

OADAR CROSS SECTION X X

Low RCS Observable Case X X

EMI/EMC/EMP X X X X X

POWER SYBSYSTEM X X X X

YSTEM GENERATED EMP X X

TTHER NUCLEAR EFFECTS X

SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS X

I - INSIGNIFICANT - No implication due to composites.

II - MINOR Sufficient data available to allow design alternatives.

III - INTERMEDIATE - A d ta base exists; however, R&D is necessary prior to or during
development program.

IV - MAJOR - Insufficient data available to preclude high risk application, or data
indicate significant risk.

V UNKNOWN - impact unknown since no data are available.
A - CONDUCTIVITY - Concern relative to increased impedance.

B - TRANSFER IMPEDANCE - Concern relative to conductivity changes resulting
in reduced shielding effectiveness.

C - JOINT IhPEDANCE - Concern relative to reduced Joint conductivity, (involving
electrical continuity and electrochemical isolation).

D - GROUNDING - Concern involving electrical signal reference to composite.

S....:• v:i •:•-••"1.
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The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory has prepared a Technology Program Plan (Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory, 1978) which specifically addresses the induced lightning problcm with the
goal of demonstrating protection technology for tomorrow's aerospace systems. This (rogram has added
importance in that it addresses other primary concerns identified by the assessment.

5.4.3 Antenna Performance

The impact of composite materials on the performance of antennas varies depending on the type of antennas
involved and on the type of material. Nonconductive composites, such as fiberglass or kevlar, may use
metallic surface treatments to preclude antenna impact. *However, graphite epoxy materials serve as
adequate ground planes for some antennas (Skoby, C. C. ... 1975; Hudson, J. L, ... 1974). Little data
exist as to the performance of antennas operating above one GHz and below 30 MHz, Increased Joint
impedance will likely affect HF aad LF antenna current circulation and, therefore, the performance of
those antennas.

The many varied potential composite applications involving spacecraft antennas require significant
examination to preclude inappropriate use of fiberglass technology and to retain weight savings
benefits.

5.4.4 Static Electricity

The potential for encountering static electricity problems is a surface conductivity issue. For theboundary cases, Kevlar requires a surface treatment while graphites do not in themselves affect the

charging character of aerospace systems. Graphites are sufficiently conductive to preclude charge
storage; however, a fundamental conflict between conductivity and corrosion control may present a
significant task to the designer. A potential electrochemical corrosion problem with the aluminum
to graphite joint is solved by electrical isolation which is contrary to most electrical design
approaches. The development of conductive, non-corrosive joints will preclude any static problems.
Relative to conductivity, the benefit of properly designed joints to other electrical issues should
be obvious.

5.4.5 Radar Cross Section (RCS)

RCS (a measure of radar power reflected from a structure back to the radar transmitting antenna
proportional to the area of a sphere which wlien radiated produces the same return power as that of the
structure) was anticipated to be significa1,tly impacted by the application of graphite composites to
the aerospace structure. Tests comparing aluminum t'j graphite, however, have shown no significant
difference in RCS (Hudson, J. L. ... 1974).

- I Low RCS observable requirements may be cause for concern because the joints in the material may pro-
duce larger radar returns than those in metal structures. The level of concern is low due to factors
associated with reducing other more significant return 5ources. However, if a low RCS observable
design is -0o be realized utilizing graphite composites, the joint question should be answered.

5.4.6 Electroma netic Interference (EMI). Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) and Nuclear
Electrroma111gnetic Pulse (NEMP) ..

These ispues embody the fundamental concerns associated with the use of composite materials. The

technical disciplines of EMI, EMC and NEMP are all directly related by the same physical laws and
are controlled by the same design concepts. In a very general sense EMI, EMC and NEMP involve the
generation of, detection of, susceptibility to, and protection from electromagnetic energy associated
with electrical and electronic svisystems, natural sources and nuclear events. The design of the
structure, which contains electrical or electronic equipments, is of primary Importance given that
most control techniques are associated with or referenced to the system structure. Fundamental tools
of the EM designer are the equipotential ground plane and "Faraday Cage" typically provided by metal
structure as mentioned earlier. When the metal structure, or portions thereof, is replaced by graphite
epoxy, these fundamentals may be degraded. Again, the reduced material conductivity and joint impedance
are the sources of concern. The impacts may include reduced shielding effectiveness of the structure;
degraded electrical filter operation; increased bonding resistance for boxes and siqnal and shield

N teminations;degraded interface references; etc. (Wallace, B. J. ... 1978; Wallace, B. ... 1978;
Skeby, C. D. ... 1975; Hudson, J. L. ... 1974; Force, R. ... 1977; Maxwell, K. J. ... 1979;Kim, 0. G. .... 1974). The severity of such impacts depends heavily on the configuration of the
material and the structural concepts utilized. A correct interpretation of available data is necessary
to define degrees of concern with particular issues, eg., shielding effectiveness may be reduced
significantly at specific frequencies but may be "as-good-as-metal' at others or the insertion loss of
a filter may be reduced an order of magnitude at a specific frequency but may be adequate to ensure
proper operation. Taken individually, these issues are not major concerns; however, the combined
effects should be taken seriously. Given sufficient attention, many EMI, EMC and NEMP problems may
be precluded. However, the fact that graphite composites present a reduction in the ability to control
the effects associated with these EM sources must be a consideration in applications until defined
control techniques are available. Further, trends toward more sensitive electronics and more powerful
EM sources add an additional complication to this issue.

5.4.7 Power Subsystem Design

The lifeblood of the electrical and electronic subsystems is electrical power. In the aerospace
vehicle the electrical power distribution systems are relatively complex and significant portions of
the hardware. The supply of direct or alternating current to equipments is accomplished with a large
"amount of wire with the current returned typically through the structure. Because of the low resistance/
impedance of metallic structure, the losses associated with this technique of power distribution are
manageable. The increase in resistance/impedance due to composite materials results in additional
distribution losses which range from marginal to unacceptable relative to system performance
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(Wallace,B. J ... 1978). Alternative design concepts may be available that provide acceptable performance
given due consideration to system tradeoffs involving net weight savings.

Lightning induced effects are particularly critical because of the large voltage created on the power wires I
during lightning events. Experiments have shown that designs using structural return are likely to
encounter large I-R voltages created by the resistance of the composite material (Wallace, B. J . .. 1978).
The currents which result from direct or nearby lightning events exist in metal and composite structure,
but due to the increased composite resistance, the resultant voltage is m-ch higher in composites. The
obvious concern is overvoltage to subsystems or the need for special design methods to preclude a major
problem.

5.4.8 System Generated EMiP (SGEMP)

SGEMP (Secondary electron emission resulting from free electron release caused by radiation effects) is areal concer, for metal aerospace structures. However, for composite structures, the emphasis shifts to
internal radiation effects at the box level. Little is apparently known relative to SGEMP impacts on

equipment; therefore, the level of concern has not been established.

5.4.9 Other Nuclear Effects

This area has been lift as a catch-all for nuclear effects produced by gm radiation, X-ray radiation,
etc., which may or may not degrade the effectiveness of hardness measures applied to aerospace systems.
The level of concern is low based on anticipated hardening approaches. However, it is an issue which
should be considered since little data currently exist.

5.4.10 Space Environmental Effects

The concern here is, in p-actical terms, essentially identical to that of Other Nuclear Effects, with the
exception of space charging. Very little is known of potential EM interactions of the enviroonmental
degrading effects encountered in space. There are programs underway to address these issues, since
experience has shown definite cause for concern.

6. STUDY FINDINGS
Of the issues considered, the leading concerns were:

Lightning spark free fuel system designs

Lightning indirect effects

Bonding of joints and seems

Corrosion control

Electrical durability

Structural integrity

Producibility

Power system grounding

HF and LF antenna performance

Combined space environment effects

Specific data on parametric values

Transition of technology

These leading concerns are direct reflections of differences between the properties of composites and
metals and of limited data and experience. The property differences resulting from decreased conductivity,
reduced shielding effectiveness, and increased joint impedance are major factors in all the concerns
mentioned.

The level, or ranking, of concern over various topics between industry and Government engineers is
primarily dependent on their experience with these topics. The more experience engineers have with
the E/EM topics, the fewer their concerns. An unfortunate fallout of such experience has been the
development of pockets of company-owned data unavailable to the general engineering public. The feeling
of a need to develop company-owned data bases can only be eliminated by providing a common data base and
means for distribution of available information.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Even with the changing roles of materials, thr use of more sensitive electronics, and potentially more
severe electromagnetic enviroments, the engineering community as a whole Is optimistic that the benefits
afforded by using composites can be sustained. Although E/EM development appears to be lagging structural
development, it is considered in balance as compared to any normal development effort. There are no show
stoppers precluding the use of advanced composite materials in aerospace systems. There are, however,
specific areas requiring clarification and development. Based on the findings, a series of recommendations
to Air Force activities responsible for research and development have been made. The study group concluded
that technology development is essential in five major areas:
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1. Shielding characterization and standardization are necessary to provide the user with basic
electrical characterizations of designs and with universally accepted data (to eliminate the "not measured
here" issue).

2. Effective, durable, maintainable, producible electrically conductive joint technology is
necessary to allow accurate design characterization and to eliminate many design concerns.

3. A lightning proof fuel system design is required. In addition to the usual problems of arcing
and sparktng, the problem of hot spot ignition is of major concern.

4. Design alternatives require definition and demonstration to preclude distribution loss and• lightning induced transient problems with sensitive, critical electronic systems and power system returns.

1; L. Because little date are currently available, the effects of the space environment on the material

and E/E•E related design features require definition.

Obviously, other technical areas are involved (e.g., EMI filter efficiency, signal return impedance,
chassis ground impedance, etc.); however, these are secondary because the assurance of good conductivity,

iva good joint designs, can be expected to preclude many secondary problems.

Based on available research data, the revision to current specifications and standards should resolve to aI• inumbers game (increasing bonding values, increasing permitted voltage losses, etc.). The data necessary
to take an initial cut at these changes, while examining implications, are available.

Finally, to preclude duplication and assure a close working relationship, a dedicated tri-service/t4ASA/FAA
working group is necessary. Primary responsibilities would include program coordination, developmen•t of
design guides and handbooks, information exchange, development of specifications/standards or changes,and development of standard test methods for critical areas such as shielding measurement.

The Air Force has taken an active interest in this subject and indications are that Command support for

necessary research and development is likely. Current Air Force activity includes a planning effort to
scope necessary development and produce a roadmap outlining Command responsibilities, A key to successful
composite utilization on aarospace systems will be inittiyve and cooperation on the part of the total
composites community, structural and electrical, contractors and Government.

..
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IN DEPTH STUDIES OF
COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT ELECTROMAGNETIC PERFORMANCE

BY

J. A. Birken
Naval Air System Command
Washington, D.C. 20361

SUMMARY

Five years ago the development of Naval aircraft with composite materials replacing
selected metallic areas prompted the initiation of the program "Electromagnetic Charac-
teristics of Composite Aircraft Structures and Electronics (EMCCASE)". Two years ago a
parallel program "Composite Aircraft Generic Electromagnetic Protection (CAGEMP) was be-
gun which employs the data acquired from the EMCCASE program to optimize weight penal-
ties required for composite aircraft electromagnetic protection. The program further
investigates the structural-material-electromagnetic interactions experienced by protec-
tive coatings in severe Naval aircraft carrier electromagnetic environment and overall
life cycle modification. Two avenues being used to disseminate knowledge gained from
these programs are a composite aircraft electromagnetic design manual and the incorpora-
tion of electromagnetic effect parameters into currently employed aircraft structure/'
material design programs. While voids remain, this paper demonstrates that thin metal
coatings are a weight efficient means of improving graphite/epoxy low frequency perfor-
mance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Last generation aircraft designs utilized small amounts of different composite materi-
als. Current airframes entering the production phase commence construction of major
structural areas from graphite/epoxy material. Projections (Stanaberg, 1979) indicate
that 55% of all aircraft, helicopters and missiles will be constructed from composite
materials. While future designs may tend toward new developed materials, graphite/epoxy
is currently the dominant material whose utilization will continue for many years.

Composite material electromagnetic properties differ substantially from established
aluminum electromagnetic properties. This paper will review the electromagnetic proper-
tieo of various aircraft materials with primary concern given to graphite/epoxy. It
will be shown that the low frequency transfer impedance of graphite/epoxy ic 3800 fold
less than an equal thickness of aluminum thereby significantly reducing the low
frequency airframe shielding customarily provided by aluminum airframes. The electrical
conductance across the joining of a graphite/epoxy panel to an aluminum panel cannot be
as easily detined. Some joint designs have a dielectric coating placed between the
imetal and the composite material to prevent galvanic corrosion, thereby forming a slot
antenna. Other joint designs use a poorly conducting adhesive to connect the composite
material to aluminum causing similar leakage. Joint designs most currently encounteredconnect the graphite/epoxy to aluminum with titanium rivets. These offer limited con-
ductivity ranging from .06 to .006 ohm-M with significance dependence on manufacturing.
Electrically invisible joints can be formed by co-curing metal tabs into the composite
material. Strawe successfully used this method to measure EMP and microwave joint be-
havior but this has yet to receive widespread application in the aerospace community due
to its impact on manufacturing. Current composite joints exhibit poor electromagnetic
integrity and fail to satisfy existing military specifications. Diffusion coupling
through graphite/epoxy is inversely proportional to frequency and dominates joint coup-
ling below approximately 0.5 MHz. How to compensate the increased composite airframe
electromagnetic coupling requires the ability to describe each contributing parameter at
all frequencies of interest. Such information combined with weight, cost, manufacturing
and environmental considerations is required to determine the final aircraft design.

The interdependency of today's new disciplines no longer allows isolated structural-
avionic-electromagnetic design until the detailed design phase at which point only minor
variations in their mating can be made without significant cost overruns. Modern tech-
nology requires consideration of all disciplines in the preliminary design stage to pre-
vent many expensive design iterations. Today, with the exception of joint coupling,
graphite/epoxy electromagnetic properties are adequately understood to allow very early
interdisciplinary design iterations to be mathematically performed. Such design algo-
rithms are one avenue the United States Navy is employing to disseminate its composite

V material electromagnetic data base for use in early aircraft design to prevent costly
later stage redesign. Two other avenueu being used are the compilation of composite ma-
terial electromagnetic design guidelines and specifications/standards. Table 1 provides
the current outline for the composite material design guidelines. The refinement of
certain graphite/epoxy parameters and protection techniques combined with the parameters
of emerging composite materials will require periodic updating of the guidelines. An
overview of some of the well understood graphite/epoxy electromagnetic parameters and
the void regions which constitute current areas in need of investigation follows.

The open circuit black box voltage Voc induced by an external electromagnetic field may
be estimated from Voc , D(f) lr7Tn (f? with the seven frequency deoendent paramete~rs
D(f), Tl(f), T2 (f) .... T6 (f) shown in Figure 1. D(f) is the f. ency dependent inten-
sity of the external electromagnetic environment; Tl(f), the frequency dependent air-
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frame material electromagnetic shielding transfer function; T2(f), the shielding influ-
ence of the airframe shape; T3 (f), the frequency dependent joInt leakage term; T4 (f),
the cable shielding transfer function; T5 (f), the frequency dependent subsystem suscep-
tibility transfer function; and T6 (f), is the additional protection transfer function
required to reduce the aircraft internal electromagnetic field to tolerable levels.
Knowledge of each of these terms allows evaluation of avionic subsystem open circuit
voltage which must be kept adequately small to prevent avionic subsystem temporary upset
or permanent burnout. Each of these terms will Le discussed to form the foundation for
composite aircraft electromagnetic protection, and weight penalty tradeoffs. To date
studies reveal that protective metallic coatings on graphite/epoxy can conveniently pro-
vide one-hundred fold improvement in low frequency shielding without significantly af-
fecting the weight or structural advantage of graphite/epoxy. The corrosion and other
life-cycle degradation of such coatings, have had limited investigation. Efforts to
fill these voids are underway. Further considerations must be given to coating manufac-
turing feasibility before optimum protective techniques from weight, cost and time pros-
pectives may be determined.

The need of a protective metallic coating for a graphite/epoxy material airframe stems
from the material's 3800 times higher resistance or 3800 lower conductivity than alumi-
num. Table II lists the conductivities in mhos/meter for aluminum, graphite/epoxy,
boron/epoxy and kevlar. As illustrated in Table II, graphite/epoxy is the highest con-
ducting composite material in production. Among all materials, graphite/epoxy ranks as

2a fair conductor. Indeed it is vastly better than kevlar which ranks as a dielectric
with a conductivity 6.10-9 mhos/M. Initial investigations into the variation on graph-
ite/epoxy 10,000 mhos/M average bulk conductivity due to manufacturing processes have
revealed a +2 to -4 fold variance. Current Naval objectives are to determine avionic
voltages and currents within an order of magnitude. AS the conductivity variance is as
much as 4 fold, measurement of samples from production lines can reduce the uncertainty
for each company. Implementation of protection techniques discussed later in the paperwill negate the effect of material conducting variance.

2. INTERNAL FIELD DEPENDENCE ON MATERIAL AND AIRCRAFT SHAPE

The effect different airframe material conductivities have on magnetic shielding effec-
tiveness (G. Dike, R. Wallenberg and J. Birken, 1979 and R. Wallenberg et. al. 1980)
SH(f) - Hexternal/Htnternal of a s8,tall cylindrical 8 ply thick (.00107M) test sample
is illustrated in Figure 2. The lower the conductivity of the material, the poorer the
magnetic shielding and the higher the frequency beneath which the shielding is negligi-
ble. Shielding is a frequency dependent variable with significant changes from VLF to
microwave which cannot be represented by a single number. Aluminum, the traditional
airframe material exhibits excellent shielding properties. It has excellent shielding
for almost the entire portion of the spectrum. Composite materials have an unshielded
low frequency window below .1 MHz for graphite/epoxy and below 100 MHz for boron/epoxy.
Revlar with 1010 fold lower conductivity than graphite/epoxy possesses negligible
shielding throughout the spectrum.

The magnetic shielding effectiveness discussed in the above paragraph was for a particu-
lar shape with a specific volume to surface ration. Neither magnetic shielding effec-
tiveness nor electri'.al shielding effectiveness SE(f) - Eexternal/Einternal can be
measured on the single size sample and then be used for alI other shapes and sizes con-
structed frcm the same composite material. Figure 3 shows the significant shielding
effectiveness diif•rences of different canonical shapes composed of the same material.
The large variance between the flat plate and other sample shapes stems from the lack ofcirculating currents induces on a flat plate. A flat plate sample is a finite section
of a cylinder whose infinite radius does not exist in the real sorld. The closed real
world approximation to a single finite plate sample is a pair of parallel plates whose
boundaries are electrically coupled. At low frequencies an aircraft wing is a close
approximation to the parallel plate canonical case. As Figure 3 illustrates parallel
plate representation of a wing does not eghibit the abnormally high shielding effective-
ness implied by the measurement of a single plate. To account for aircraft shapes other
than magnetic field codes are being adapted to allow accuzate calculation of composite
aircraft electromagnetic performance. The extremely low frequency large wavelengths in
comparision to an aircraft size reduce the differenc.ý between the shielding of a circu-
lar and eliptical cylinder. Where the wavelength approximates .1 resonance, aircraft
low frequency canonical approximations must be supercoded by more precise code calcula-
tions. The significance in aircraft current density JS variance due to airframe
doors, apertures and joints will be determined this year when actual aircraft configura-
tions are modeled with detailed codes. The significant shielding variation for differ-
ent volume to surface ratios for an all graphite/epoxy cylinder is depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4 again emphasizes the non-uniqueness of shielding SE(f) and SM(f) and the
consequential difficulty of comparing different measurement experiments. The figure
further shows that the frequency beneath which negligible magnetic shielding is exhibit-
ed becomes lower as volume to surface ratio increases. Consequently, large aircraft
structures have better magnetic shielding than small missiles. A collection of pub-
lished ata on graphite/epoxy shielding is shown in Figure 5. The different values ob-
tained by various parties may be correct for their test configuration, however, not
realizing the dramatic differences caused by different measurement setups, has caused
confusion in comparing test sample data.

To avoid thiu confusion by obtaining an unique material shielding parameter requires the
introduction of terms other than SH and SF.. The EI4P community has long used the term
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transfer impedance ZST to uniquely describe material shielding properties. Transfer
impedance

E internal (f)
tanZST(f) external (1)

surface (f)
determines the internal tantential electric field normalized to the surface current den-
sity distribution. This removes the drastic effect the different shape current distri-
butions shown in Figure 3 have on SH(f) and SE(f). For low frequencies the asymp-
totic of ZST(f) is accurately represented by

ZST I/ad (2)

where is the material conductivity dii;cussed earlier and d the material thickness.
The JS independence of equation (2) allows it to serve as a material shielding prop-
erty which different parties can measure in different facilities and be able to compare
their data without being puzzled why two carefully done experiments produce very differ-
ent answers. The effect on the current distribution perturbations caused by apertures,
joints and aircraft body shape can be evaluated for low frequencies with method of mo-
ments and finite element codes which have been developed for metal aircraft. The con-
ductivity of graphite/ epoxy is adequately higher than most joint and aperture imped-
ances to allow surface current calculations to be performed similar to metal calcula-
tions. Boron/epoxy conductivity is too low for the convenient metal approximation
Zmaterial << Zjoint.

Transfer impedances ZS (f) for different aircraft materials with a common .00107 meter
thickness (the thickness of 8-ply graphite/epoxy) are shown in Figure 6. The transfer
impedance value is unique for all Ahapes. Efforts are underway to adopt it as a stand-
ard measurement of shielding in the United States. With composite materials receiving
widespread aviation industry application in the 1980's efforts should be put towards
making transfer impedance a NATO standard. The low frequency asymptote of Figure 6 is
simply limZsT(f) - I/ad. The remainder of the transfer impedance curve is:

f -OVLF
ZST = (/ -/a) sin (V •i-a ) (3)

where w, p, a and d are respectively, the angular frequency, permeability, conductivity,
and thickness of the airframe.
3. JOINT LEAKAGE

The third contributing coupling mechanism T3(f) shown in Figure 1 is the electromagnetic

leakage through joints. A joint is formed by the joining of two originally separate
aircraft components by adhesive or rivets. Both joining methods generally create a sig-
nificantly lower conductivity than that of the panels being joined. The presence of
lower conducting boundaries on an airframe's surface impede current density JS in cer-
tain directions. The greater the JS disturbance, the greater the electromagnetic
energy coupled into the aircraft interior. The disturbed currents create spatial var-
iant Js terms which can further increase coupling into the interior of the air-
craft. An avionic bay door composed of graphite/epoxy with poorly conducting joints can
force current to circulate about it forming a "magnetic well". Indeed graphite/ epoxy
possessing a conductivity 3.8 x 103 lower than surrounding aluminum can substantially
alter aircraft surface current distribution even with ideal joints. The significance of
the two dimensional joint effect is frequency dependent. Skin depth 6-2/wpa in graph-
ite/epoxy and aluminum differ, as 1 - e-1 of the current travels above skin depth.
Current reactive and cavity properties have been found to substantially reduce the two
dimensional JS above 1 MHz.

To describe joint leakage, (Strawe, D. R., 1980) and paper number 4 of this conference
defines joint impedance as

AVjoint - Zj Js (4)

where V~oint is the contribution to Vjj, caused by the higher joint impedance Zj per
unit wid h through which surface current density JS flows. Figure 7 illustrates three

Sjoint designs and the joint admittanc. Y - 1/Z variance resulting from the different
mechanical designs. The skirt joint sho~n in Figure 7, which adhesively connects two
graded material sections offers little opportunity for the electrically conducting
graphite fibers to contact the other section. Consequently, its electromagnetic proper-
ties are undesirable. A joint connected with fasteners is the most frequently employed
aircraft joint design. This joint's electromagnetic properties can be improved by the
use of special fasteners designed to provide contact to the graphite fibers and by con-
sidering the electromagnetic consequences imposed in the manufacturing processes. A
frequently occurring joint design problem arises from the differences in electromotive
series of the two jointed materials. The galvanic voltage generated in the humid envi-
ronment electrolyte experienced by aircraft carriers produces corrosion. Graphite/
epoxy, aluminum or cadmium plated steel produce approximately 1 volt accompinied by a 15
ampere per aquare centimeter current flow. A dielectric coating is frequently placed
between the different materials to inhibit the corrosion. Such a coating prevents cor-
rosion but creates significant electromagnetic leakage through the non-conducting
dielectric electrical cracks. The but joint shown in Figure 7 with titanium rivets cor-
rectly inserted in manufacturing are one means o' offering a pathway to electromagnetic
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Ifi• current flowing along an aircraft fuselage with dielectrically isolated joints. Mea-
surements of new uncorroded joints when manufactured for high electromagnetic integrity::• can exhibit low frequency asymptote joint impedances as low as 5 to 10 miliohms/meter.Without special manufacturing considerations typical Zj values lie in the 50 to 100

miliohms/meter range. Joints designed for electromagnetic integrity exhibit a low fre-
quency asymptote Z- 01 -0.1 miliohms/meter. The above values show that the UnitedSStates Military Stlndard Specification requirement of 2.5 miliohms is only satisfied ingraphite/epoxy joints with specially designed joints.

All the above values are for new uncorroded joints. The difficulty of freshly produced
composite joints to satisfy military bonding specifications has overshadowed considera-
tion of environmentally degraded joints. Graphite to graphite bonding diminished 100
times when aged with humidity salt spray over a 20 day period. Further efforts are re-
quired in this area to produce a sufficient data base, however we!ý. established metal to
metal joint environmental degradation combined with the significant graphite/epoxy alum-
inum galvanic corrosion indicates this to bn an area of concern.

The study by Strawe, D. F. and Piszker, L. D., 1980 was initiated to determine the capa-
bility of different composite material and composite joint measuring techniques. It was
well established at the onset of the effort that graphite/epoxy transfer impedance
ZsT(f) could accurately be predicted with equations t2) and (3). However, it was
originally felt that joint admittance Yj(f) would have to be determined empirically. To
optimize selection of a test facility and firmly establish each facility's behavior each
approach was analyzed. The results of this effort are included in paper number 4 of
this meeting. Table III summarizes the frequency range, ZST(f) and Y,(f) parameter
sensitivity, dynamic range, estimated measuring time and estimated accuracy for each I
test facility. The meximum frequency is fm (MHz). As one would expect the least expen-
sive Flat Plate Tester (FPT) provides the minimal frequency range and sensitivity. It
does offer the advantages of expedient testing of simple flat plate samples. The most
expensive are the quadrax and stripline (Whitson, A. L. and E. F. Vance, 1977) which
offer the highest sensitivities. The principle drawback of the quadrax is its require-
ment for cylindrical test samples. This prevents it from being used to examine samples
directly from the production line. It should be noted that even though the remaining
test facilities are capable of measuring flat samples, co-curing of metal strips into
these samples for intimate extcrnal electrical continuity is required. This can easily
be accomplished by selecting production line samples before they are wired and adding
the metal strips. The lack of microwave coupling data through graphite/epoxy joints
resulted in the decision to build the anechoic facility. Results from this effort plus
(Harrington, R. F. and Aukland, D. T., 1979) and (Wallenberg, R., et. al.) have revealed A
current composite-aluminum joints to be severely resistive damped. This inhibits reso-
nances to play a dominant role in the microwave region. Wallenberg shows this resistive
damped. This inhibits resonances to play a dominant role in the microwave region.
Wallenberg shows this resistive damped joint admittance to take the form

S •anc~ab 2j ln [CHaW] 2j ln [CHcW]I X +n X - --77n (5)
a a coc a a c c

4. CABLE AND SUBSYSTEM TERMS

The transfer function T4(f) for different cable configurations is available from (Vance,
E. F. 1974), (Frankel, S., 1974), (Fisher, F. A., 1977) and (Kaden, H., 1959). As with
airframe shielding it is important to evaluate the shield current flow from which the
internal wire field may be evaluated. Of similar importance is the connector transferfunction and its grounding configuration. The high shielding values obtained under lab-
oratory conditions are not found in the less than ideal configurations exhibited by the
multiple wires with different shielding characteristics that are bundled together inside
airframes. Fiber-optics offer high electromagnetic immunity if the avionics box is notcon|taminated by its unshielded power cables.

Figure 8 depicts subsystem susceptibility transfer function T5(f) and airframe material
trends over the last 30 years. (Entner, R., Birken, J., 1977 . The pre-1950 vacuum
tube upset voltages were 250 volts. Upset voltages diminished to 12-23 volts with dis-
crete transistor deployment. Progress in providing many transistors on a single inte-
grated circuit (IC) chip further lowered the upset voltage to 5 volt region. The upset
voltage remained nearly constant with the development of Large Scale Integration (LSI)
in the late 70's. However, the significantly larger number of devices per ship reduced
the total energy required to burnout different LSI functional regions. Upcoming Very
Large Scale Integration (VLSI) is expected to diminish the upset voltages to the 1 to 2
volt region and further reduce required burnout energy.

As eluded to above, both upset voltage as well as the energy delivered to the device
must be considered in protecting graphite/epoxy aircraft avionics from high level elec-
tromagnetic environments. Software techniques such as circumvention can reduce the
probability of short term lightning (LEMP) and nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) up-
sets from threatening the aircraft's safety. If, however, the short term pulse is very
intense, semi-conductor devices will be bu;.nt out rendering circumvention ineffective.
Figure 9 (E. Blume and M. Rose, 1975) provides the upset and burnout energy for a wide
spectrum of electronic components. Key facts to be noted are that digital integrated
circuits are the most susceptible and the Eupset 0.1 Eburnout.
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5. UNPROTECTED AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

The proceeding discussion provides the parameters needed to evaluate the ij subsystem
open circuit voltage Vij and short circuit current Ilj. The airframe surface current
distribution Js (r, 0, , f) is evaluation for the aficraft of interest using Method
of Moment (MOM) or Finite Difference Techniques. These techniques require input regard-
ing the physical location of the metal and composite sections, joints, aircraft shape
geometry, and cable routing. Analysis of a direct lightning strike is simplified by the
major lightning energy content lying in the very low frequency region (centered about 50
kHz). Consequently, lightning, whose intense energy wavelengths X>> Lairrraft, is al-most quasi-static. While new lightning threat data indicates higher HP (i > I MHz)
energy content, the low frequency susceptibility of graphite/epoxy causes the intense f
<50 kHz region to be of primary concern. Aluminum aircraft exhibiting 3.8 x 103 greater
conductivity than graphite/epoxy are not VLF susceptible. Consequently, metal impedance
aircraft joints are the major electromagnetic coupling mechanism causing lightning HF
content to be of concern for metal aircraft.

Table IV lists voltage, currents as well as energies lightning and nuclear electromag-
netic pulses couple onto an unshielded wire the len.th of the composite aircraft. Ar
all aluminum aircraft struck by full level lightning produces 10.1 volts at .3 amp on a
common mode wire inside fighter size aircraft. The same size aircraft constructed with
graphite/epcxy produces 32,000 volts at 1100 amps under the above cited conditions. The
lower conductance of graphite/epoxy creates a low frequency transfer impedance ratio

1e/Z -. (ad)A.!./(od)g/e . 3168 times as discussed earlier. Lightning 100 meters
frgm aircraft will induce approximately 250 volts at 8.2 amps. Table IV lists voltages
currents, maximum power and energies caused by LEMP and NEMP external fields in aluminum
and graphite aircraft with different quality joints. Figure 10 shows voltage caused by
direct lightning attachment studies to e graphite/epoxy forward fuselage (Borrows, BJC
1978). Evaluation of the tested configuration of Figure 10 %ith the same equations used
to produce Table IV provides excellent agreement. Careful use of protection devices
could protect most avionics. The United States is currently considering a 500 volt
avionicu box hardening specification. Alone it would not suffice hardening for NEMP
through a cockpit aperture or direct lightning strike voltage. NEMP aperture coupling
is not unique to graphite/epoxy aircraft as diffusion and joint coupling. The remainder
of the paper will deal with graphite/epoxy protective trade-off techniques that result
in significant protection for direct strike and nearby LEMP, NEMP, radar, and las!r pro-
tection.

6. PROTECTION TRADEOFFS

The destructive avionic system voltages selected electromagnetic threats can create in a
graphite/epoxy skin aircraft has prompted the United States to initiate signfficant pro-
tectiye technique efforts. T6 (f) is composed of the subgroups T6 - Tl 6 mater a +
T36 joints + T46caole + T56cox where each of the Tm6 terms is the improvement in electro-
magnetic vulnerability resulting fom diffeirent protection. The introduction of compos-
ite materials has altered T1 6ma erlal, T3 jolnt, and T5 box whereas alteration of the re-
maining parameters is caused by other technology advances. To compensate this, primary
Naval effoits are being directed in hardening the material and joint configurations and
developing electromagnetic hard fiber optic lines. The Air Force is actively engaged in
developing device hardening techniques which is also needed to suffice metallic aircraft
EMP hardness requirements.

In the following discussion it will be shown that current material hardening can offer
50 to 300 fold improvement without imposing significant we',ht penalties. If we assume
a 100 fold improvement due material and joint designs the cemaining 38 fold can easily
be obtained by specifying currently available fiber optics and protective devices. The
Navy has begun work on a material shielding specification. This needs to be extended to
other United States services and NATO countries. Likewise the Navy intends to actively
participate in box hardening specification development which should also be extended to

NATO countries. The combination of material hardening and box hardening will offer sig-
nificant electromagnetic hardening for present and upcoming threats. Material hardening
also corrects composite water absorption and lightning fuel tank spark ignition.

Figure 11 depicts the electromagnetic hardness of composite and metallic materials. All
"values are calculatable from equations 2 or 3 and have been confirmed by measurement.
Low frequency lightning directly striking an aircraft produces the highest avionic volt-
ages from the threats considered in this paper. Conseqiently, the low frequency asymp-
totic ZST values represent maximum lightning energy transfer shown in Figure 11 are
design standards., Note the 75 dB higher voltages graphite/epoxy allows to be induced on
wires than an equal thickness aluminum. To compensate this deficiency elegtromagnetigSprotection method.s must be invoked. Recalling EM protection T6 - TI6material + T36 joint

+ T4 0cable + T56box maximization of payload necessitates minimizing the weight of T6,
retaining adequate protection, and preventing protection life cycle deqradation.

Figure 12 illustrates how much EM protection different coatings provide. A 4 mil coat-
ing of copper diminishes the internal field (Etan) 325. An equal thickness of aluminum
reduces the internal field and resulting avionic voltages 140 fold. Nickel and tin
coatings respectively reduce avionic voltage 58 and 40 fold. The attributes of Nickel
and Tin are their low corrosiveness with graphite/epoxy. Implementation of aluminum on

-o-. copper coatings require anti-corrosive measures. The United States Navy is currently
developing highly conductive non-corrosive coatings. Aluminum 120 mesh, aluminum flame
spray and titanium coatings, 4 mils thick, do niot significantly diminish avionic volt-



ages. The lightweight character of aluminum flame spray is attractive if techniques to
increase its conductivity can be developed.

The 150 fold reduction in avionic voltage provided by aluminum would reduce the 36,000
volts resulting from a direct lightning strike to 240 volts. Increasing the coating
thickness to 8 mils would further reduce the voltage to 120 volts. Further coating
thickness increases begin to impose excessive weight penalties for fighter size air-
craft. Consequently, wire shielding, fiber-optics and/or protection devices must be
added to reduce the avionic voltages below the approximate LSI 2.5 volts or average 26
volt respective upset and burnout levels. Mission critical systems which cannot toler-
ate logic being changed for the duration of lightning impose the severest protection re-
quirements and are best served by fiber-optic immunity. The isolation between well-
shielded fiber-optic signal lines and unshielded power cables must be accounted for as
poor lower line to signal line isolation will allow large powerline transients to appear
at the signal lines via intra-box coupling.

Figure 13 depicts the weight penalties and weight density imposed by the coatings illus-
trated in Figure 12. The 100 square foot surface area was selected due to its numerical
convenience and close approximation to a graphite/epoxy fuselage under development.
While copper provides the most protection per unit of thickness, it also offers the
highest weight penalty. Copper locating a 100 square foot aircraft area adds 18.4 lbs.
weight. Constructing 100 square foot fuselages from graphite/epoxy provides an approxi-
mate 36 lbs. weight savings over the same fuselage constructed from aluminum. Adding a
4 mil copper coating imposes a 52% weight savings penalty. Aluminum foil offers the
next best electromagnetic protection from the considered materials. For the fuselage
area under discussion adding 4 mils of aluminum foil diminishes avionic voltage 141
fold. Such an aluminum coating imposes 5.52 lb. weight penalty or 15.3% reduction in
composite material weight savings. This weight penalty is based on an eight ply thick
graphite/epoxy fuselage. Graphite/epoxy wing designs have thickness from 24 to beyond
96 ply. Assuming an average 24 ply wing, a 4 mil aluminum foil protective coating im-
poses only a 5.1% weight savings reduction. Losing only 5 to 15% composite material
weight savings for 100 fold electromagnetic immunity improvement is an affordable weight
penalty. Studies have shown that metallic coated graphite/epoxy exhibits significantly
less water absorption than uncoated G/E as well as being a vaftly superior lightning
fuel tank ignition design. A greater weapon immunity is also acquired by the use of
metallic coatings. Weight penalties for the remaining materials in Figure 12 are shown
in Figure 13. The very low weight penalty of aluminum flame is intriguing if its con-
ductivity could be increased. Methods of realizing this are under discussion.

Shielding merit, SM, the avionic voltage diminishment per weight of one square foot of
coating material is shown in Figure 14. SM is simple

Eg/e/•coated
SM tan tan (6)

a f dS

where a is the protective material volume weight density. In terms of the surface den-
sity c. of Figure 13 it becomes (Egie/Efoated)/asd. The lightweight high shtelding of
aluminum foil causes aluminum foil 9 offer the greatest shielding per unit weight. The
high conductivity of copper overshadows its high weight. Aluminum flame spray due to
its very lightweight exhibits the third highest shielding merit. Increasing aluminum
flame spray conductivity as little as 3 fold would place it as the leading protective
metal coating. The remaining coatings which exhibit less corrosive properties do not
exhibit the excellent low weight penalty and shielding offered by copper or aluminum.
An aluminum foil protected graphite/epoxy has recently been developed which is expected
to be corrosive tolerant. Further electromagnetic, structural, and life cylce degrada-
tion of this design will be performed in 1980.

Highly conductive surface coatings composed of the material described above can only
provide from 50-500 fold reduction in avionic voltage. To optimize the weight penalty
imposed by such coatings the minimum manufacturing feasible thickness should be used.
Such a thickness lies in the 4 mil inch region. Thin coatings are optimum since the
first few mils of say aluminum reduces avionic voltage 140 fold at a 5.6 lb. per hundred
square foot weight penalty.

Greater aluminum foil thicknesses of 8 and 16 mils would provide 280 and 560 fold volt-
age reduction at respective weight penalties of 10.8 and 21.6 lbs. Above the minimal
thickness a 6 dB reduction in voltage doubles the weight penalty of conducting coat-
ings. The 140 fold reduction is well justified by the 5.4 lb. weight penalty while the
21.6 lbs. weight is far less attractive. Continued protective coating thickening turns
a composite aircraft into a metallic aircraft. Further work is underway to select opti-
mum protective coating thickness. The remainder of the required protection will be pro-
vided by T4 6 cab e and T5 6 box protection (Table V (Corbin, J.C., 1978)). Metallic coat-
ings need to be complemented by hardened joints. If one commences graphite/epoxy air-
craft design with a metallic coating the design of hardened joints will be significantly
simplified. The United States Navy is pursuing a program which will use developed hard-
ened joints for metallic coated composites.
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CONCLUSIONS

In summary, unprotected graphite/epoxy aircraft avionics are significantly more vulner-
able to lightning strikes than metallic aircraft while only slightly more vulnerable to
nuclear EMP. The addition of a thin highly conductive metallic coating on the surface
of the aircraft can significantly reduce this vulnerability. The additional reduction
may be readily obtained with currently available box hardening devices. Composite air-
craft hardening soley with devices is questionable. The use of a minimal weight savings
penalty selection of coatings, hardened joints, and device hardening wili raeulf in air-
craft electromagnetically safe from radar, nuclear EMP, lightning and severe future
electromagnetic environments.
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TABLE I

Composite Aircraft Electromagnetic Design Guidelines

1.0 Introduction

2.0 Electromagnetic Threats

3.0 Impact on EM Performance

4.0 Present and Future Composite Material Applications
5.0 Intrinsic Material Properties

6.0 External to Internal Coupling Phenomena

7.0 Component Et Subsystem Susceptibility

8.0 System Analysis/ System Tradeoffs
i~i•9.0 Measurement Test and Evaluation

10.0 Protection Methods and Techniques

S11.0 Design Guidelines

TABLE 1i

Material Conductivity
Low Composite Material Electrical Conductivity

Provides Low Electromagnetic Shielding.

160 Metals O
I-
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TABLE III

Estimated Performance

Cumrent Probable PaateEstimated Estimated
Frequenc Frequency Sont ic MMsul t Heasurement

,Extension yUlJ -lrn s© T..eu

Quadrý-% .001-100 MHz 1000 191Z 4x406 2xl0'6 130 40 2 Samples/Day 2 d0 (6 dll)

FPT .001-100 1M1z 300 Melz 4x10 4  4Xf0" J1+J n I 70 dO 12 Sa.Impe/0i 3 i0 (6 1 dl)

..A;+ I 2 I'

StripltnS .001-100 MHz 1000 Mliz 3X04 7x00"1 95 d 6 Sa-+les/DAY 3 do (6 do)

Anecholc* 1-18 HZ . 300 2x10" 2  80IS 6 Samples/Oly 6-10 do

TABLE IV

Voltage, Current, Power and Energies Caused kv LEMP, NEMP External Fields
in Aluminum and GrapL, - Epoxy

AVIONICS POWER AND ENERGY

i'2

% A1

Baseline (All Composite) Geometry

Peak Power and Maximum Energy
il Vil 14•p E4l

Direct Strike V1  ra's
(Volts) (Amps) (Kilowatts) (Joule)

Nose/Tail Wire (N+ose/Tail Attachment) 32,000 1,100 3,520 1036.2 J
(Nearby Strike) 250 8.2 2 0.069 J

Nose/Wing Tip (Nose/Tail Attachment) 6,500 220 1,430 42.06 J
Wire (Nose/Wing Tip 17,000 560 9,350 275.0 J

Attachment) _
Vi ... "
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TABLE V

Filter Comparison Matrix

FLLTXI rtLg USEFUL SIGNIFICANT I5zONUpwANTC/dUSi 5•YFI r IUQUEHCNY IUUIGI ADV/AO&GrU DISADUNMTAO

(Us)

Discrete to Le C 1, 3, 3# 4 to ls@ versatile Large fg iLov Frequency
LOV Cost LOW 0

Ferrite..adn 1. 10' -L 0o Versatile spuriouas Resonances
Dissipative With SatuXraLonf

Lov Faso land
Loss

rilte. Conneotor 1 210 - l0' Desgn Integra- spurious Resonances
Len SiapL- SaturetiLom

, D:1811patLve

Coauial I, tI 3, 4 10' Lo20' Nigh Frequeney Large iLae

Low PearaLties

Ceystsl 3, 40 mb104 - 1.10@ Nigh 0 Spurious Resonances
&Sml Size Nigh Cost

Ceramic 3 10' - 0' NiqghQ spurious Resonances
60411 Sizle Not Ic Compatible

Moehanical 3, 4 .L 2X•. 0 Nigh a Limited Rang:Not IC Com~pat~ible
Nigh Insertion Loss

Active 1 2 3 4 to t0o small sit*e PIowotequirementGain Provision Limited RangeI
Damge au sceptibilLty

I . Low passo# - Nigh Flasl 2 l Sandpaong 4 lW &aJoeect

I
TABLE VI

Comparutive Values of Several Surje Protection Devices

VARZSTOR tIcER
PAPAglMZM SPARX GUS

DUVIZCS 0Z1002S
TypLoal surge ourrent
capability Mamps) 11,000 S00

Renponse time (Sea) I* mOs 10m

Capacitance (fd) 1.0-1 0o1 Wi0to

Voltage Range (Volts) 90 and higher 40-700 2-300

Insulation Rauesanao. Nigh (10' ohm) ModLum Radium

li-Polar Operation Yes T•ea to

Flailure Hode short short short

Activated state Short Circuit Clame Clamped

... . . b " ..... ...
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D f) + TilI0 + T2 10 + T3 f) + T4(f) (0t+ Tgj . Vf) To I)

C-

Si VHF

I rWAVt t

UDV

I K-NAY

I CIINC-

MATERIAL SHIELDING (TI)

Composite Material Electromagnetic Shielding

21000 SE Boron Epoxy 8 E Graphite Epoxy a" ,1umlnum

u0.0

MOE Graphite Epoxy
to-* 104)

MSE Boron -poxy

O.OLLLA~~( I it- 10)
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 1.0 7.0 1.0

LOG 10 (Freqiency)

Fij..2 Magnetic and electrical shielding effectiveness for various materials
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AIRFRAME SHAPE IT,)

The Shape of an Aircraft Influences EM Coupling

MAGNETIC SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS for a Uniform Incident Magneic*
Fleki. SHIELD CONDUCTMTY - 104 0/m. Shie8 Thickness - 0.00107 mr
(CORRESPONDING TO 8 PLY Compot•ek Material at 0.00625 In/Ply)

S200

~ 160

120 

"

so Flat Plate

40 I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I

LOG16 (Frequenoy

Fig,3 Magnetic shielding offectivoness for various shapes

AIRFRAME SHAPE IT2)

MAGNEiTIC SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS of an Enclore Under a Uniform
Maetic Field as a Function of Voiume-To-Suraoe Ratio. SHIELD CONDUC-
TIVITY w 17500 //m. Shield Thiolnees - 0.00107 m (CORRESPONDING TO
8 PLY Composite Matecial at 0.00525 In/Ply)

IGO
11100

120'(V '1

U

40 o I
0 1 a 3 4 Ie o 7 I

LOG.I l(heneyl

i'i•;;l'','::..iFig,4 Magnetic shielding effectiveness as a function of volume to surface ratio NI•
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PUBLISHED GRAPHITE/EPOXY
MAGNETIC -IAND
ELECTRIC I -Igo SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS
MEASUREMENTS

STHEORETICAL

i140

120 2/211GRAPHITE/EPOXY

100 ~GRUMMAN J

6 MC DONNELL-

-0--0%

40

0I
0.01 0.10 1.0 10.0 100 1000

i 1: N~FREDUENCY (mHz)

f0 GRUMMAN

0NAVAIR, BOEING, SACNAS
[3 MC DONNELL

0 D. 0. KIM. st al THEORETiCAL
w AND

___MEASURED

0.10.10 1.00 10.0 100 1000
it ~PREOUENCY (mlix)

Fig.5 Published graphite/cpoxy magnotic and electric shiolding effectivene~ss
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MATERIAL THICKNESS CORRESPONDS TO 8 PLY COMPOSITE
MATERIAL AT 0.00525 IN/PLY

LW- BORON EPOXY (a 30)

GRAPHITE EPOXY (a " 10
ii ii ]O0•HTE (a a 1700

I0I

14'

ki

.0 3.O0 .. 7.

LOG 1 (Fmyuency)

Fig-6 Surface transfer impedances for different materials
0 1|$ S

1.060 (F~l~mc•,)I

Fig I.6 ufc -trase impe~dancsLL I .Lr dVli-'fcrent m ,atI~teias a<
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103

=10

2~ cA

0.01 0.1 1. 10 100 ld I 1K 1K1OO

FREQUENCY (mHz)
Fig.7 Joint adrnittance/ unit width as a function of frequency

DISRET INEGRTEDLARGE SCALE VERY LARGE SCALE

TUBES TRANSISTORS CIRCUITS 11,C) INTEGRATED INTEGRATEDCIRCUITS

TO-S

250V 12V-24V SV-12V SV-TV t.SV-SV
I WATT/DEVICE 1-1-210-2-10-31 10-3-10-4 e14

WATTS/DEVICE WATTS/TRANS WATTS/TRANS 1VATT8!TRANS

GLASS/ METAL/ METAL/ METAL/ CERAMIC/
METAL/ CERAMIC CERAMIC/ CERAMIC/ EPOXY

CERAMIC EPOXY EPOXY7

F-9 F-4 F-14 F-1i VSTOL

ALUMINUM ALUMINUM ALUMINUM/TITAN GRAPHITE-EPOXY GRAPIIITE-IIPOXY. 4
ALUMINUM '

PRE-19SWs low$s low$, 11570' te

Fig.8 Aerospace technology trends
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EM SUSCEPTABILITY (TS)

Upset andc Burnout Energies for Various Circuit Elements.

to-I Low-NoW"
•, Trmanabtar

0 1o-' - f Diodes
o-0"* O-@-~ THkohSpeed

I 10-0 10"45 T" iTtors,
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Tranabsows Raonclson
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1 1' Treefer

Power Powr Diodes

Least
Susceptible 101-- 102

UPSET BURNOUT

Fig.9 Electronic component upset and burnout energies
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Fig. 10 Ligliting test induced voltages
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EM PROTECTION OF METALS AND COMPOSITES (TJ)

Transfer Impedance Shielding of Structural Materials and
Protective Electromagnetic Coatings

(Valid for Frequencies Below 100 Hz)

50 40 30 20 10 0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -0 -70 -U 0 -00 -0-110db

Aluminum Panel 0.001069mI

Copper Foil 4 mil i

Aluminum Foil 4 roll |

i |i
Nickel Foil 4 mil

Tin Foil 4 m Il

Aluminum Mesh

120 4 mil

Titanium 4 mil 
g

Graphite Epoxy
s Ply

Boron Epoxy
S Ply

+ 224 db KEVLAR

Fig. 11 Transfer impedance shielding of structural materials and prutective EM coatings

EM PROTECTION (T6)
Protective Coatings Improvement Relative to 8-Ply G/E

(Valid for Frequencies Below 105 Hz) -.

ZnT (8-Ply Graite Epoxy)SZST ( CO•]-•"
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i I

!i•! io Ti Foil 4 mUl

A;Aluminum Mesh 120 4 ml

AAluminum Flanm Spray 4 mil

FTigan.2mr Foil 4 rotl

,,a,.Fig.12 Improvement protective coatings provided relative to 8-ply graphite/epoxy
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ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLk4G TO ADVANCED COMPOSITE
AIRCRAFT WITH APPLICATION TO TRADE-OFF AND

524CIFICATION DETERMINATION

I-i by

P R. Wallenberg
E. Burt
G. Dike

Syracuse Research Corporation
Merrill Lane

Syracuse, New York 13210

SUMMARY

A mijor concern with the increasing use of composite materials and low voltage electronic3
is the amount of electromagnetid coupling to the interior of an aircraft and to the cables
and electronic devices within it. This paper describes simple methods for determining the
shielding provided by an aircraft's exterior surface and the coupling of the interior
fields to cables and transmission lines within aircraft cavities. The results can be used
to determine trade-offs between electromagnetic shielding, weight, and cost.

The expected threat to a US Navy advanced composite aircraft is defined. The concept of
transfer impedance is used to decouple the interior problem from the exterior. Penietra-
tion through joints in composites is discussed. Upper bounds are obtnined on the open-
circuit voltage, short-circuit current, power, and energy at the terminals of an
unshiesded transmission line. Comparisons are made to typical device upset and burnout
levels.

1. INTRODUCTION

A major concern with the increasing use of composite materials and low voltage electronics
is the amount of electromagnetic coupling to the interior of an aircraft and to the cables
and electronic devices within it. This paper describes simple inethods for determining the
shielding provided by an aircraft's exterior surface and the coupling of the interior
fields to cables and transmission lines within aircraft cavities. The results can be usedto determine trade-offs between electromagnetic shielding, weight, and cost.

As a startinq point, the expected threat to a US Navy advanced composite aircraft ic de-
fined. This Includes dircct strike and nearby lightning, the nuclear electromagnetic
pulse (EMP), and the radio frequency (RF) shipborne threat.

A formulation will be presented for coupling to the interior of a composite shell.
Approximations will be made which decouple the interior problem from the exterior problem
by the use of a surface transfer impedance. The transfer impedance concept is applicable
to shells whose local radius of curvature is large with respect to the wavelength in the
shell matorial and which are thin with respect to the free-space wavelength.

The other exterior aurface coupling mechanism which will be discussed is penetration
Y. through joints or seams between composite-comporite or composite-metal surfaces. A model

which describes the penetration will be formulated and examples will be given which can
be related to measurements of shielding effectiveness or joint admittance. Coupling by
composite joint penetration to the interior of a cavity containing obstacles that might
represent an avionics bay will also be discussed.

Given an estimate of the interior field levels caused by diffusion or joint penetration,
simple expressions will be presented for upper bounds on the open-circuit voltage, short-
circuit current, power, and energy at the terminals of a shielded or unshielded tranamis-
sion line. Examples will be illustrated for lightning, nuclear EMPs, and radar pulses.
Finally, typical device upset and burnout levels will be showii and comparisons will be
made.

2. ELECTROMAGNETIC THREAT

i, A brief description is given of the threats considered against a US Navy advanced compo-
site aircraft. T'he threats considered include nearby and direct strike lightning, the
nuclear EMP, and the RF threat to aircraft aboard US aircraft carriers caused by naviga-
tion aides, high frequency (H?) communications, and carrier-based radars.

Direct Strike Lightning (LEM-P)(FISHER, F.A., 1977)

It is the return strike current which dominates the overall lightning flash current wave-
form, and which is often modeled when effects due to lightning are being analyzed. A
double exponential of the formA

SI~t) = Io~-at -5e-t)i

where 1o = 206 kA, t = 1.7 x 104 s-", and 5 = 3.5 x 10 s-I are often used to represent
the return strike. A peak amplitude of 200 kA translates roughly into an axial surface
current density of 200 kA/2n•r 64 kA/m for an average aircraft fuselage radius of 0.5 M.

4'A
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Nearby Lightning Strike:

The fields produced by a lightning strike near an aircraft can be approximated by those
due to an infinite cylindrical current column with the same current as in the direct
strike case. The magnetic field is given by H - I/2nr, where I is the current waveform
and r is the distance from the lightning strike to the aircraft. In particular, if R -
100 m and lmax - 200 kA, we have Hmax z 320 A/m. The induced surface current density
would then be Jmax • 2 Hmax - 0.64 kA/m. This is two orders of magnitude smaller than
the surface current due to a direct strike. Generally, the currents induced by a nearby
lightning strike can be expected to be small when compared to the currents due to a direct
strike.
Nuclear EMP Threat (NEMP):

K, A nuclear detonation is accompanied by an EMP, generally referred to as EMP or NEMP. This
EMP should be distinguished from other nuclear, shorter wavelength, electromagnetic radia-
tion associated with a nuclear detonation such as visible light, X-rays, or gamma rays.
The EMP threat studied here is the high altitude burst threat which is commonly used in
the open literature. The incident field is assumed to be a plane wave with an electric
field waveform given by a double exponential function. Analytically, this waveform is
given by Equation I with Io replaced by Eo and we will use the following typical values
for the parameters: Eo - 58.15 kV/m, a - 6.3 a-1, and B - 189 s-1. This waveform has a
peak value of 50 kV/m with a rise to peak time of 0.019 ps and a time to half-peak ampli-
tude of 0.18! ps. The H-field is assumed to be given by H - Eo/no. where no - 377 Q is
the impedance of free space. It is interesting to note the differ6nce between this threat
and the double exponential LEMP threat. The time scale of the LEMP is about 100 times
that of the EMP. it is really this difference in time scale that makes the two threats
appear so different with regard to threat analysis. This difference shows up clearly in
the frequency domain. A comparison of the lightning and nuclear spectra show that the
nuclear EMP waveform has a much higher frequency content than the LEMP waveform, These
results tend to verify that for an aircraft size target, the LEMP can be treated fairly
ancurately using low frequency techniques whereas the EMP threat cannot. For example, at
1CO MHz (correspcnding to a wavelength of u 10 ft) the amplitude of the EMP is about 10-2.5
times its peak value. The LEMP amplitude at this frequency is down from its peak by a fac-
factor of 10-7.

Shiphorne RF ThreatL

An cnclassified threat level presented by McDonnell Douglas Corp., St. Louis, Missouri, is
shown in Figure 1. it shows the peak values of the carrier deck environment expressed in
V/rm. Only the more powerful aircraft carrier transmitters are shown: a navigation aid at
300 to 500 kHz, HF communications at 2 to 30 MHz, and radars at UHF (200 and 450 MHz) and
n•icrow•ie frequencies (greater than I GHz). Many other emitters of lowpr power are not
known.

Radar and communication sources are specified in terms of their effective radiated power
(ERP*. The peak ERP is available on many emitters. This quantity can be measured on non-

cooperative emitters and it can also be estimated fairly accurately from knowledge of
transmitter output, line loeses, zind antenna gain. The peak ERP represents the peak power
ia a pulse or continuous fave/amplitude modulation waveform and the average power in acontinuous wave/frequency modulation waveform. The average ERP is calculated by multiply-
ing the peak ERP by the duty cycle for a pulsed radar. Both peak and average ERP are use-
ful for studying electromagnetic interferences, with the peak being used to estimate the

voltage spikes induced in the electronics and the average being used to determine heating
or burnout levals. RRP has "he units of power (watts, kilowatts etc.) and is frequently
Sexpressed in decibels referred to a milliwatt (dBm), so 1 W 105 mW - +30 dBm. Typical
pulse widths are around 0.4 Vs and pulse repetition frequencies can vary between 10 and
1I00 pps up to thousands depending on the application.

3. Penetration of Electromagnetic Waves
through Lossy Shella (HARRINGTON, R.F., 1980)

Consider the problem of field penetration into an interior region completely enclosed by
a sheet of lossy matter. For simplicity, we will consider the lossy matter to be linear,
homogeneous, and isotropic. Figure 2a illustrates the general problem to be considered.
A time-harmonic electromagnetic field Ei, Hi is incident on a body defined by the external
surface Sl and internal surface, S2. Loss is taken into account by letting e and/or U be
complex. We next divide the problem into three equivalent problems, one for each region.
They are shown in Figures 2b, 2c, and 2d. The equivalent electric and magnetic currents
on the surfaces satisfy the following operator equations:
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SI-1 11 -1' -11' "21 , 1_2) -o-an

11(I. d) + *jb -!l H!i
Thll ~ ~ ~b' Q1~ lll21- 1±2) Ki-an S~

bl~l +±i 4b C~2~'!2 ~2~'12 (2)

i -1 + mbfC.M1h2~l M1-2 -'d) + ± 2 '22(-J2' M-2) -0

These equations result from satisfying boundary conditions on tangential E and H at the
boundaries. The symbol :( denotes an electric-field operator and ) denotes a magnetic-

field operator. it should be apparont that, in the notation4 q x denotes the consti-pqX eoe h oai

tutive parameters cx and px; p denotes the surface Sp on which the currents residet and
q denotes the surface S on which the tangential components of E are evaluated. Similar
notation applies to the operator for the tangential components of H.

i iThe E , H are continuous across SI, hence we have dropped the superscript on S1 in the
righE-haid terms of the first two equations. The operators andf are known, but oompli-
cated. Equations 2 are general in that they apply to any shell of linear, homogeneous,

and isotropic matter. It should be pointed out that there are other surface formulations
for the problem (HARRINGTON, R.F., 1961) equivalent to the one we have discussed.

Thin Highly Conducting Shells:
Composite materials such as graphite/epoxy have a high conductivity (a 0 104) and are used
extensively in military aircraft construction. We have considered some approximate formu-
lations for thin highly conducting shells.

For very low frequencies, that is, when the wavelength in the shell is large compared to
shell thickness d, we can use an impedance sheet approximation. Tn this case, the prob-
lem reduces to that of a loaded body, for which the operator equation is (HARRINGTON,
R.F., and MAUTZ, J.R., 1975)

X '(V- + g,• "Z -Eitan S (3)

Here we have considered S1 and S2 to be approximately the same surface S, supporting an
electric current J. The load impedance for this case is .L z i/cbd. Since the shell ishighly conducting, this solution is valid only at very low frequencies.

For higher frequencies we can consider region "b" to support traveling waves and a
transmission line model. Consider a section of the shell between surfaces Sl and 62,

Sassumed to be locally plane. The intrinsic impedance of the shell~r nh_ HD-Jwpb is nor-.,.i

'.i :'mally much smaller in magnitude than na and nc (usually free space). Hence, region "alsees almost a short circuit at SI, and region "b" sees almost an open circuit at S2 .

Thus, in region "b", we have

sinhyb (d-z)
"l sinh ybd

cosh y,(d-z) (4)
•,•. ,,,,. •t " b l .inh Y•bd.

where Yb is the intrinsic propagation constant in the shell, Yb "i ' and z i. the
distance from S1 in region "b". The impedance seen at S1 is

Et re-aas d+'O
L " "lcoth-Ybd lb (5)

The interior fields are found by considering the boundary conditions at z - d. An
approximate solution for M1 is not needed for the internal problem. The 1 ensures that
the wave in the equivalenE problem of Figure 2c travels only inward; i.e., there is zero
field external to region "b". Setting z - d in Equation 4, and using approximate equali-
ties because we have used the approximation that region "b" sees an open circuit at S2,
we have

n xH~b-12 z 0
-nb (6)

E - -M2 =sinh ybd - -Zt - 1

where the surface transfer impedance Z5t will be discussed in Section 4.
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For a better approximation to 22 we could use the wave impedance looking into region "c"
to relate 22 to X-2- For this, we could use M2 as known in the third equation of Equa-

tions 2 withb, - 0 to determine J 2. Alternatively, we could use M2 as known in the
fourth equation of Equations 2 with - 0 to determine J2. If necessary, we could

also take j, and M an known quantities in either of theme two equations. For a cruder,
but easier, approx •otion we could assume plane waves at 2 in region "c" and obtains2

Z i

Equation ro io (7)

Since l/n. << 1 usually, 12 is small compared to M2' but not zero as implied by the first
of Equations 5.

4. RELATIONSHIP OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND
TRANSFER IMPEDANCE TO ELECTROMAGNETIC
SHIELDING

Th* electromagnetic protection oflered by a shield is generally specified in terms of the
electric and magnetic shielding effectiveness (ESE and MSE) of the shield, which is de-
fined by i
where (8)

M* ZSR1 - HINCIDENT

and

ESE - 20 log1 001ESR- 1

where (9)

E -I EINCIDENT

HINTERNAL

EsR IN ER A

The quotients of the interior and incident iields are referred to as the magnetic and
electric shielding ratios.

The basic problem with such shielding specification is one of uniquenees. In general, the
interior fields are not spacially uniform even when the incident fields are. There are
certain geometries for which a spacially uniform incident field will produce a uniform in-
terior field. These geometries inclue electrically small spherical and cylindrical
shells as well as two parallel slabs. For these casos, the shielding effectiveness do-
finitions are unique.

Shield Effectiveness for a Uniformý1Magnetic Fields

For a uniform magnetic field, the magnetic shielding effectiveness is a function of the
shield material parameters (a, p, e, d), the frequency of the impinging wave, and the
shield geometry. The shielding effectiveness formula for single flat plate shielding is
given by (LEE, K.S.ll. and BEDROSIAN, G., 1976)

MSR" 1 - cosh(yd) + Zo/2n sinh(yd) (10)
•iand for the enclosure geometries mentioned above at low frequenciev by

MSRL - coah(yd) + (V/S)ysinh(yd) (11)

where y - [jPc]1/2, ri " [jn/WP]/ 2 , Zo . o - 377, d is the shield thickness, and V/S
denotes the volume-to-surface ratio for the geometries of Figure 3. Vigure 3 illustrates
the low frequency magnetic shielding effectiveness available for aluminum, titanium, and
mixed-orientation graphite/epoxy composite enclosures with V/S 1 and a shield thickness
of 0.00107 m (corresponding to 8-ply composite material at 0.00525 in/ply thickness). It
should be stressed that these shielding results are valid for the enclosures described
only when the incident field is a uniform magnetic field. Similar formulas have been de-
rived for the magnetic shielding effectiveness of an infinite flat plate with an incident
nonuniform magnetic field generated by a nearby loop antenna (DIKE, G., 1979).
Electric Shielding:

For enclosures of the type prvviously mentioned, the inverse electric shielding ratio is
(KADEN, H., 1959), where X is the wavelength in free spacei

ESR, 4/o) (12)
(47r/A 0 (V/B)

'uT -a :.
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Figure 4 illustrates the typical form of the frequency dependence of electric shielding
effectiveness for an 8-ply mixed-orientation graphite/epoxy enclosure and similar aluminum
enclosure of the same thickness.

For fixed frequency, conductivity, and shield thickness, the electric shielding effective-
ness decreases with increasing volume-to-surface ratio. This is in contrast to the magne-
"tic shielding effectiveness which increases with increasing volume-to-surface ratio.

Electromagnetic Relationships Between
Shielding Effectiveness and Transfer
Impedances

The difficulty with expressions for electric and magnetic shielding effectiveness is the
strong dependence of the shielding effectiveness un the nature of the incident field and
on the geometry of the shield (i.e., they must be used for those basic geometries for
which they weri derived). similarly, the extensive laboratory measurements of electric
and magnetic shielding effectiveness that have been made ov~r the spectrum of composite
materials of current interest are valid only for the grometry of the test fixture. It is
difficult to extend the test results to more complicated geometries.

For shields whose local radius of orvature is large with respect to the wavelength in the
shell, a measurement of the degree of electromagnetic protection offered by the shield,
independent of geometry and incident field type, is the surface transfer impedance of the
shield material. Thin impedance is defined to be the ratio of the interior tangential
electric field to tho surface current density which would exist on the exterior shell sur-
face if it were a perfect conductor, The surface transfer impedance, let, of a homogene-
ous conducting shield (including mixed-orientation graphita/epoxy compoiatese is deter-
mined by the material conductivity and thickneos, and the frequency of the incident field.

Figure 5 illustrates the dependence of the surface transfer impedance on the material
thicknoss and material conductivity, repeoctively, as a function of frequency. The low
frequency asymptote to the surface transfer impedance is let * I/ad,

For homogeneous conducting shields with a geometry of the types discussed above under a
uniform magentic field, the surface transfer impedance can be related to the magnetic
shielding effectiveness as (DIKE, G., 1979)

where MSE N 20 logl 0 z/zti (13)

over a frequency interval do endent upon the shield geometry, conductivity, and thickness
Swhere z w (V/S)Jwp for a cylindrical, spherical, or parallel plate enclosure with volume-
to-surface ratio (V/S) under a uniform magnetic field.

Similarly, for a homogeneous conducting enclovure of the type discussed above, the alec-
t'ic shielding effectiveness can bo related to the surface transfer impedance as

USE M 20 loglolz,/Zstj (14)

over a frequency interval dependent upon the shield geometry, conductivity, and thickness,
where Z' - J([Bcf(V/S)j "l

These relationships provide a means for extending the application of laboratory measure-
ments of the magnetic shieldinq effectiveness of a homogeneous condicting material to
locally planar homogeneous conducting shields, in general, through the concept of suxrface
transfer impedance. Conversely, laboratory measurements of the surface transfer impedance

q! of a homogeneous conducting shield of arbitrary locally planar geometry can be used to
determine the associated magnetic shielding effectiveness for shields of the basic qeome-

i •trios and associated incident field types discussed. These relationships are valid over
a frequency interval dependent on the shield geometry, conductivity, and thLcknens.

r An immediate corollary to the relat),onship MSE w 20 loglq0Z/%,t5 , valid for the frequency
intervals over which the relationships hold, is as follows2

For two shields of the same geometry with conductivities and
shield thickness (ai, dl), respectively, with i - 1, 2, the
difference in the magne ic shielding effectiveness offered by
the shields is

MSE(Olf d) - MSE(o2, d) - 20 log 'ý Z 2 ) (15)t2 1',7 1 2'21 d1
This corollary also holds for ESE. This relationship provides a "back-of-the-envelope"
solution to the gain or loss in magnetic shielding effectiveness when conducting films
are added to shields or when different materials are used for the shield.

IJ~l v~A



5. JOINT COUPLING
Definition of Joint Admittancet

Skin currents flowing across a joint in the aircraft skin induce electric fields in the
aircraft interior. These fields in turn induce transients on inýirior wiring. The maxi-
mum voltage which can be induced on an interior wire is the voltage drop across the joint,
namely, V4 w J/Y , where J is the surface current density at the joint and Y is the jointadmittasno per ufiit length.

SWell-formed joint# in shield material (those of uniform construction and good electrical
contact and without cracks or apertures) can be described in terms of a distributed joint
transfer admittance per unit of joint length. The exterior surface current density Ilow-
ing across the joint produces a voltage V. across the joint on the inside. For a lixear
joint contact iiipedance, the interior joiit voltage is proportional to exterior surface
current and .nversely proportional to joint width. A typical joint construction is shown
in Figre 6. Corresponding measured joint admittances are in Figures 7a and 7b.

Joint Models

HarLJngton (HARRINGTON, R.F. and AUCKLAND, D.T., 1979) defines the joint admittance in a
similar manner but identifies it as . transfer admittance. For the simple butt joint of
width W and depth d, 1-raniission line theory and circuit theory applied to the equivalent
circuit yield

¥ayO
y * (ya + Yc) cosh ybd - (Yo + y s) minh ybd (16)

Here Ya is the aperture admittance of a thin slot opening into half space region "a".
It is given by the equation

va (Tr - 2j ln(CkaW)] (17)

where na, Xa, k Q are the impedance, wavelength, and wave rumber in region "a", and C is a
constant (C w 0.2226). The Y0 term has the same form, but the a's are replaced by cle.
The term Y. a 1/Nnb is the characteristic admittance of a parallel-plate transmission line.
For a highly loamy slot, db if y d * 0, Mquation 16 becomes in-

dependent of frequency. Th the behavior shown over l1w frequencies in Figure 7a for
the joint shown in Figure 6.

The power transmitted through the aperture is equal to the power dissipated in ya of the
equivalent circuitt that is,

where 1i . 21 for the simple butt joint.

6. COUPLING OF rZCTROMAGNETIC VIELDS TO
TRANSMISSION LINIS (DURT, SC., 1979)

An loolated two-wire transmission line is illuminated by a uniform electromagnetic field.H ~The line lies in the x-, plane urall.l to the s-axis with terminations tarallel to the
x-axis und is of length L, The incident field propagates in the x-dire tion with the
S-field parallel to the line for maximum coupling. The open-circuit voltage and short-
circuit current as a function of time can be written as

Voc(t) IO(t) 0 nl n 2n - 12n.1) (19a)

zo s0 c(t) I 10 (t) + • (-r)n(r~n ' I2n-1) (19b)

where

(n+l)T 0
Iwnhe - v o e(t - r)dt (190)

where v in the velocity of propa,ýof:ton on the line, 1 (t) is the amplitude of the incident
field, To L/v and r is the voltage reflection cootfftcient on the terminated end of the
line. Bach of the terms in these expressions can be interpreted as a (multiple) reflec-
tion of an excitation arising from the incident field at some past time.

Similar expressions can be derived where the field !z incident on only a portion of the
line. This allows one to approximate the case of a nonuaitono field due to coupling

...... .. ... .. ..
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through a joint between composite material. In particular, if we assume as before that
the incident field is parallel to the line, with no z-dependence, and only affects the
line between z1 and x2' 0 < ml < 2 2 L, then

, Voo Ct) . r ,t) + • rn (1In "- ZIn -. ) (20a)Sn-l

Z0oIn (t) (t) + n (1 -)n( 1  + a2.+l) (20b)

Iln(t) - v fno t -I )d' (20b)

2nTo + t1

and 2n To + tI

12*n1l(t) - f 1 a(t - T)dT (20d)
s ein2nT° " t2

Using the expreaions for VoOt) and I •(t) as given in Equation 19 (or 20) various upper
bounds can be found for the open-circuft voltage and short-circuit current. The accuracy
of these estimates depends on the form of the incident field. If a particular incident
field in assumed, then better estimates can be made.

We can sum Equation 19 if we assume In (t) is positive for each n and define Ima = max

X Mt) to give n max t

oc max

and (21)

Sozm peak, _ 1max~ 1 + IZl)/(l -+Pj)

Imex can be computed for a given incident field or estimated by Xmax < L max where m

- max b (t)•.

ror an invident field with a very rapid rise and decay such as a nuclear EMP, the peak
voltage and current will occur mhortly after the commencement of the incident field. If
the rise time to peak for the Vield im comparable to the length of the line then only the N
1first several terma of equation 19 will be nonsero at the time the peak occurs. There-

1 0 0 Pak 1_ax (1 + IaI)
and (22)

i 1 peak,, I< al + i'

If a resistance R is placed acrors the terminals of our transmission line model, then the
delivered instantaneous power, P(t), pan be bounded in three ways,

21) (t) I VC (t)/R (23)

P(t) < s 2(t) R (14)

P(t) V (t) I 5 0 (t (25)

It can easily been seen thnt Equation 23 will give the best estimate if R> Voc(t)/I C(t)
anid Equation 24 will be best if it < Voc(t)/Ig2(t). If R w V 0 (t)/1 .(t), then all three
bounds are equal. If no specific value of R a known, then •quatioR 25 should be used.

Using Equation 25, together with our previous estimates for Y peak and I peak, we have
cc so

ppeak < Vopeak , peak <_ 1 (1 + II) (26)
cc so (1 - Ir)

Art upper bound for the maximum energy which the incident field can deliver to the line
call be obtainod as
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(27

where IILP'l is the L norm of the incident electric field.

For an incidont field of the double exponential form gvniEqaon1tecluaione
involved in evaluating Equation 19 for the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current
can be carried out exactly for any given value of t. Unfortunately, becaue onlim fiit
numnber of terms in these scerie are nonzero and this number changes with time, aimple
closed torm expressions for Vo Wt and I 0 (t) do not result. However, the resultant ex-
pressions can be incorporated .Tnto a comnputer program to efficiently calculate these
quantities. in order to check the validity of the expresIsions given in Equation 19 and
also check tho accuracy of the estimates, comparisons were made with results obtained by
a much more detailed analysis. in particular, in (FORCE, R.1 et al.# 1977), an elaborate
%c.omputar simulation is described. This simulation uses a wire grid model of an P-la to
prediot through a moment method code the fields incident on internal wires. The open-cir-
"cit voltag~e and short-cirotuit current are then calculated. Comparisons were performed to
chook aqatr~st thiA reference. Cluse agreement was obtaine i n all. cases checked.

7. CIRCUI.T WAU4AE AND StIOCEPTIB1:LITY

Wunueh Wkloel tor, Uumiconductor Vulnerabilityi

The model usud to prodict device burnout as a function of electromagnetic pulsewidth is
the Wounsoh modal, given by

V ic th prop t ti~rdgerntfory:)unctio talr,9i the damage constant determined by Juno-
I' ioth proper;; requia d fumeryadT mtesu pulse time to failure.

Thi toitn apoimetaly eriedraetaionship. At, put.. durations in excess of about
1DWi, the Amount of powur recjuired for damago in wet by the rate at which heat can be

conductod away from the hotL spot.

2XI~ egratod CI~roul~t £(sceptibii Ity1

Sones informiationi has beon gathoeLed by' 4.0oimol). Douglas in the susceptilibity of indivi-
dkrA1 1.14,41 vted circuits over the farquenoy reo7ion trom 200 MHz to 10 Glis (ROO, J.m,
1970). INhe swmpla curves shown xopr~onatit. only a small portion of tnle data available from
the Soutou doowuh.dtliit. The datd In I'iqurq 0& shiows that the most. sensitive devices are
oG'eL'stoiinhl &mplif ions, fo~llowed by mul~ti-pi~n reagulator. and 1141L devices, The worst-case

01,100'tibility, iW L'QV:nI Of iAhdsoebed POAVw to cause a minimal interfere noe, covers a range
of #L~i2t three ordors ot nu~piituda. The three- Pin regulator and the CHOS circuitry are
1L6sa susceptible Chan the TTL' and mulit-'pin reu1a.tor,

rn the oxprimant-a aiid aniklymow purfo imedo the ohildeld mabling presented a wormt-case
aparture r4 a hatf-wave dipola (O.13AS), do that the pouwar absorbed by the cablingf P0
without conoidering losvow can bo related -t tho inicident power density, P a N cabl-

Ing ty d''

whao ioi tho weveolngth of uperation. Using this relationship with the curves shown in
Fi±gare Ba (WXJ*LAhJW, L., BAARE~TT, J., .1900) the worst-case power density susceptibility

ibwnAn Figmro Ob w4as obtained. TZheos uurvcs exhibit a vory wide range of power density
euoa~ptibillty over tho frequency rany#A. tiring those curves with the environmental PY
thA'O t prov'ides A neons1 fOr &Qsessiri the increasad shieldial; required. As ant exanple,
the pwoer donuity at A vango of I, nil funm a 10 kW tratiamittvir with a 40 da gain antenna
is 6 rown in dotted lines aoroisi the top of Figure Ob. At the 220 Milz end of the spectrum,
over 60 db incroastuh in %.hielt1ing might. bo ivequiincd. kevioi an incoreAue in distance from
thQ mntonsia to 10) nwi wiuld only reduce tho rocgUiromersts to 40 dn more shielding. The ro-
quiremant is conuidesrably lean at the higher frequmncie, duv to tho inverse frequency
equanre proporties of the dipoloe abuorrption apertures.

Intagratod Circuit Lbanagee

The p receding information pert~ai-n to interferonce sumceptidility whichtgoes away whet,
the interfeoring source is removed. flowavex, permanent diun.age results &t some level higher
than the interforence level, Depwinding upon the effect- on parformance, it would be clas-
sifiled as degradation or catastrophic fbilure. The. fdilure Piechansim is due to thro in-
crease in temperature caused by the absorption of, power (energy) reaching a damakling level
in thu silicon junctions, the mnetalisation stripes, or the b~ond wiros. The thermal dissi.-
pation time constant of the devices it; such that pulse durationu in exomss of 30 ps has
the mame offsect as CW signals. At pulse durations in sixcepss of 30 ps, the pojak power
times pulse duration times pulse ropetition frequency product (i.e., the ser.rgy absorbed)
is the critical Issue since the effect is thermal doutruction. The data rIhows that a mini-
mum of 0. 5 W of absorbed power in required to caume burnout. Using the halt-wave dipole

aperture absorption model, theL CW owgr denmity f~r burnout, ranges frola 0.43 W/m2

(0.043 mW/cm 2 ) at 100 MHz to 4273 iJ/mý (0.43 W/cm )tit 5.6 GHs.
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The failure mechanism due to the EKP generated by nuclear blasts is reported to be domi-
nantly due to semlconductor junction failure. For integrated circuits, a model parallel-• ling that for the semiconductors was empirically generated. This model is P - K T"B. The
data found experimentally by McDonnell Douglas for microwave power absorption shows a

value for B of 0.5. The range of Wunsch constants for various device ,kas been published
in many sources. Typical values are in the range from 0,01 to 50 W.TA/ for transistors
and 0.0 0 to 20 W-sl / 2 for diodes. Integrated circuits lie in the range from 0.0005 to
0.2 W

8. EQUIVALENT SQUARE-WAVE POWER PULSES(BURT, H.C., 1979)

The Wunsch damage constant for semiconductor junction devices used in estimating the vul-
nerability of electronic devices I-) burnout is obtained under the assumption of a square-
wave power pulse. in order to use the Wunsch damage constant for other power pulses, it
is useful to relate a given waveform to a rectangular pulse with the same peak amplitude
which produces the same or greater device damage. For a general power waveformp P(t),
whose peak amplitude is Pc, we can define an equivalent square-wave pulse which has the
same energy content as P( ). We denote the duration of t1•s energy equivalent pulse by
T This energy equivalent time may be used in K ,, PoT l1- to calculate the smallest
alowable Wunsch damage constant a device can have and still withstand burnout when sub-jected to a power pulse P(t).

Lightning or nuclear SHP threats may be described by a simple exponential which describes
the threat for large time, and in fact is an uppor bound for the double exponential wave-
form for all t. For this case, T - 1/2Q. A plying this result, it is possible tc bound
the energy delivered to a device due to coupling to a transmission line. In particular,

E V peakIl peak T0 (30)

9. EXAMPLES

The concepts and formulas of the previous sections have been ap lied to determine :he
threat to circuits terminating transmission lines within comp oste aircraft. Comparisonis
are shown for aluminum and graphite/epoxy coverings.

I• Thg parameters used to develop the curves of Figures 9 and 10 were an follow:. For dif-

fusion coupling, graphite/epoxy was assumed to have a conducti•'ty of a - 10 mhos/m, the
composite thickness was taken as 0.0025 m or approximately 19 plis. Threat parameters
were taken as described in Section 2. The characteristic impedanoc, ZR Of the tiansmission
line was taken as 100 ohms with irl = 0.54, The integral I I was en as L 1.Upper bounds on V0 01, IC, P(t) were computed an a function oxffective wangth Lto0 ex-posed line.

The mininum allowable Wunsch constant of devices that will survive these threats was also
plotted. The equivalent mquare pulse length for the shipborne radar threat was taken as
4u0 ps with an amplitude of 400 V/m. The results of Figures 9 and 10 may be compared withdevice susceptibility data to determine the amount of Ahielding that must be provided by
coating the graphite/epoxy skin with a metallic coatiiiy or by shielding the transmission
lines. The upper bound# for direct strike and near miss lightning cuupled through alumi-
num are iacluded as a referenco.

Below 100 MHz the loint admittance was taken as constant at 15 mhos/m. Upper bounds on
the parameters of interest are tabulated below for frequencies below 100 MHz.

I, X Power Wunach Constant
,, (V) (A) (W) (W-0 1/2)

.1 Direct Strike 6ightning 9.5 x 103 150 1.4 x 106 0.76 x 104

1 7I Near by Lightzing(20 m) 460 7.1 3.2 x 103  18

14• . 27.7 0.2 7.37 0.0029

bve GzShipboard Rs 0.306 0.0047 1.44 x 10 0.000028

SAbove 2 Giz, the results vary with frequency as the joint admittance chanqes a. shown in
Figure 7b. Upper bounds in the parameters are shown in Figure 11 for the shipboard threat,
take as 4000 V/m. Results for the power coupled to the transmission line termination
using Equation 1.8 and 29 are included as in the minimum Wunsch constant of devices that
will survive this threat. The power curves of Figure 11 can be overlaid on the curves of
Figure 8a to compare the threat at the cable termination to the integrated circuit mus-
ceptibility power level.
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APPENDIX A

Some additional data on shielding and the possible trade-offs when

coatings are used on composites is shown in Figures A-1 through A-5. A break-
down of burnout constants for various kinds of devices is provided in Figure A-1
(Widmann, 1980). Figure A-2 illustrates the gain in magnetic shielding effective-

nes3 over graphite/epoxy when coated with different materials. The separation

between the curves would remain the same versus frequency if plotted for elso-

tric shielding effectiveness although the shape of the curves would change.

Figure A-3 shows bar graphs of the improvement protective coatings

provide relative to 8-ply graphite/epoxy as measured by the low troquancy

approximation to the ratio of transfer impedances. The bar graphs show the

variation with coating thickness and material,

Figure A-4 demonstrates the figure of merit based on weight denisty
and transfer impedance for 4 mile of coating on 8-ply graphite/epoxy, The fi- '

ure of merit is simply the shielding improvement ag measured by the ratio of

the transfer impedances of the coated and uncoated materials divided by the

weight density of the coatings.

Finally, Figure A-5 presents bar graphs of coating thickness and the

weight penalty for coating with a sufficient thickness of material to make the

equivalant tranusfr impedance of coated material equal to -60 dB if 100 square

feet of surface is coated.

fI
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DISCUSSIONS

SESSION I

REFUIm•m so OP PAMn 1/3
DZSCUSSOR#S NAJIE - K F ROMERS
AUTHOR'S VANN - T SURPLIB

," ODOMM Do you see any applications for higher temperature resins, for example the polymiden, in the

future struotures you will be buildingr applications such an higher temperature ducting etc.

AUTHOR'S RVPLYt We shall be interested in any modified or new system whioh oould give cost or weight
benefits. At the moment we are looking for a lose moisture sensitive material and one whioh has a
simplified oure oycle. Polymides are not yet figuring strongly in our plans for the near future, but
we hall be keeping an interest at laboratory level.

ONIT ON HEPLYs I would not wish to add anything to your excellent reply; except to note that there
may be in the future areas where epoxies oan not be used.

mmmx NoN or PAUr 1/3
DXSXS1SORIS NAME - P F LITTLz
AUTHOR#S NAME -? T SARPLU

COOMENTi Lightning attaohments to metal oonduotors outside a G0M skin which penetrates the skin tou' an
iiuminitim honeyoomb beneath will allow ourrents to flow in the honeyoomb rather than the skin. This
could be dangerous if the material is employed in positions where the high current component of the
lIghtniug stroke oan flow. The risk depends on detail design and the positioning of the oomponent, and
the deg~ree of risk should be oonaiders4 at an early stag in the structural design phase. One safe

way always would be to replace the oonduoting honeyoomb by nomex or other insulating material# but this
may not be neoearary.

AUTHOROS RNPLYe We at Mie have not seen any evidence which shows that damage from lightning strikes
in unacoeptable. Xvideno can be seen at "AarospatialeW shows the damage to be minimal.

Each component should be treated on its merits, taking into account the probability of sustaining a
lightning otrikel for example a taileron may be protected by a swept wing.

We have used aluminium alloy honeycomb because of cost conriderations and it is a material which we are
used to handling. kt, if evidenoe is available which shows that this is not acceptable for production
use, then we will take this into aooount in deciding upon a design standard.

DIVIISSOR'S NAME - 0 AITOF I
AUTAIORI 8 MANIl - T 01LtllO S

O011gIME11s With reference t0 problems with the CYC Skins/aluminium honeycombs I oonsider the problem
is not ag reat no expected. One ham only to consider where the structure is and its layup. The
problem only occurs on nay thin panols, in direot ligftncng eoneoj.

RMOflMOM O? PAM 1/3
D13CUSWJRIS VAN - VA1T28 VcE3L MBR iJNI(M
*PHSO10 SME - T 6RARPXLS

OONNXJCIs Under the asbumption that all petsut1iona are taken at manufacturing to mini-mise the
onv~ironntaA•• .gra•dohtio whal ie the expesncv, so ftax on the life time of composites, taking into
tcoount the change of the ohemioal structure of the material under the various stress oonditions,

(atatcio PAn dynagalo)?

p 5'%HOR63 U•t('.s The exp•rienoe to date iu very annouraging in tha, no problems appear to be occurring
iii service w•ich c" be attributed to untoreseen phymioal degradation. 13 should be noted, however,
that in order to obtain this sort of inforration, full knowledge of the environmental conditions,
inulud" otioes levels and loading opelora, would be required. fTig 4.g no small task.

Referenoe should be made to the recant MJARI) meeting in Athens where the USAF and Navy stated that their
n-,erviou experieunoe was favourkblo and tiat they are beooomi.g quite ralaxed about using aircraftnontai ninC M•.

.X, i £
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? REERENCE•' N00F PAME 1/1

DISCUSSOR'S NANE - BJ C'EURROWS
AUTHORS' MNAE - LENARD & MULVILL.

aluminium front leading edge. It is a fact that the high oount pulses of current flow distrib"te

initially induotively around the wing - so a large current will flow down the near edge too.

AUTHOR'S RPMY3  The point is that no special lightning protection provisions are made beyond reliance
on the metal leading edge and tip struoture, and the conductivity of the carbon composite itself,
including the composite trailing edge. (See the additional reply by G Weinutok.)

REFERENCE NO OF PAPER 1/1

DISWUSSOR' S NAME - 0 WEINSTOK
AUTHOR'S ANE - R W LEONARD

COMMENT: In a reply to questions of lightning current distribution on the AV8B wing (question by
Burrows)

An a representative of McDonnell Aircraft Co, the manufacturer of the AV8B, it wan recognised that aome
lightning current would flow through the AV8B composite wing. The design of the wing is such that there
is sufficient orous-seotional area in the wing to carry the lightning current without damage. Extensive
tests have proved this design.

MROE 1NO0 OFO PAPER 1/1
DIScuSsOR'S NAAE - F S STRImNGR
AUTHOR'S NAME - R W LEONA•D

COMMEnTs DC10 illustration. I was concerned that the damage shown by lightning does not appear to have
been discovered until some time after the occurrence. Does this mean that strikes are a more serious
problem where CFO is applied?

AUTHOR#S REPLY: I doubt that the late discovery by itself implies serious CFO problems. Rather, it
undersoores the benign nature of the damage incurred and, perhaps, the conservative structural design
of the DOW CFC rudder. The fact that attachment occurred certainly implies a deficiency in either the
lightning protection system dbeign or its application. Moreover, if a certain degree of mechanical
damage can be incurred and only discovered after many flight cycles, design of highly stressved primaryutruoture for durability must account for such damage and required inspection intervals.

RE'ERENCE NO OF' PAPER 1/1
DISOWSSOR'S NAME - B J 0 EJRROWS
AUTHOR'S NAME - R W LEONARD

COMMENTs You showed the picture of a tail fin of an aircraft which suffered a direct strike which the
operators knew nothing about. It was unlikely to have been a swept etroke, and the e:xtent of the damage
indicates a Zone 1B attachment point, is an initial attachment with hand-on.

It is not unknown for strikes to have occurred to aircraft and the crew being unaware of them. Lightning
strike statistics are probably incomplete because of this reason.

AUTHOR'S REPLYs The incident was charaoter-icod by airline and Douglas personnel as attachment of a
swept stroke. The point of damage is at the forward edge of a (about) 5-inch-wide fibreglass trailing
edge wedge where it is relative, with titanium rivets, to the aft flange of the oarbon/epoxy rear spar
of the DOW upper aft rudder. It lieu about 20 inches below the lower end of a "grounded" trailing-
edge metal strap with the static discharge pointer. Deposits on the trailing-edge wedge clearly mark
the horizontal air flow.

WFERENCE No OF PAPER 1/2
DISCUSSOR'S NAJ4B - K , ROGERS
AUTHOR'S NAME - 0 JUBt

OOKNENT: Est on qulil y avait I Athenes un rapport ou use discussion au oujet do la 4~paration desstructures en plastiques renforoie de fibres de carbons, le r~paration g•n6rale, pas seulement des pi'les
de h~li ooptirs?

AUTHOR'S REIMP: Le sujet des reparations n'a pas fait ltobjet d'un rapport particulier et n'a sts que
oit6 brievement dane plusieura communications.
En geniral la r~paration consists ' enlever la partie endonmmae et I r~tablir la oontinuitt du
composite par des couches de matiriau pr 6 impregne convenablement dScalies. Le duroissement sfopdre par
un ohauffage local.
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REFERE•NCE NO OF PAPER 1/3
DISWUSSOR'S NANE - G ORION AND. BA.
AUTHOR' $ NAME - T SHARPLES

O010KI•'T In your cost and weight naving stud~y, you did not consider the impact of solutions you will

have to introduce to protect the aircraft against lightning and electro magnetic effects. Do you Intend
to introduce this in your study at a later date?

AUTHOR'S REPLY: We have to consider the problems oft-

Soreening and Bonding - We do not expect any cost or weight implications coming from the solutions to
these problems, especially since the same problems appear to be occurring with the current metal
structures.

REFENCX NO OF PAPER 1/3
DISCUSSORtS NAME - PRESTON GE•REAUTHOR'S NAME - T SHARPLES

O0MUT: How do you design .joints with good RF shielding properties? Will adequate joint design

significantly impact weight/oost advantages of COM

AUTHORIS REPLYT We are under the impression that RF shielding is a fairly local problem and that this

depends mainly on the efficiency of Avionics bay door joints. As these joints wil; be made with metal
fittings and are stated to be independent of the CFO part of the structure, then "h,;! solutions which
have to be applied to current metal problems will also apply to the CIM structures. The RAE will be
disc-ising this at a later stage in the Symposium.

RENERS( E NO OF PAPER 1/3
DIS(US60R' S MANE - J A PLUNER, LIGHTNING TECHNOLOGIES, INC, USA
AUTHOR'S RMNE - T SHARPISj

COW•IEJ Some of the lightning protection methods that are available involve the application of
aluminium strips or coatings to carbon composites (in places where protection against severe direct
strike effects is necessary). The possibility of aorrosion at aluminium-graphite interfaces has often
been raised. What are your opinions regarding such possibilities?

AUTHOR'S IMPLY: We have no long term exper.ence of this particular problem, but we are well aware of
and concerned with, problems of corrosion.

If we were to use aluminium strips then these would be laid up with the composite and therefore well
protected, but we would certainly like to hear from anyone who has any relevant experience.

FURTHER COMM BY 0 WV.NSTOK$ on the question regaiiin corrosion of aluminium and carbon composite

material, because of the possibility of corrosion, we at McDonnell Aircraft have used TIN instead of
aluminium for lightning protection. We have found that tin presents no corrosion problems when applied
to aluminium.

I;•1.
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SESSION 11

REFERECE No. OFTHE PAPER: 2/5I
DISOUSSORIS NWGE: B.W. Smithers (ERA Technology Ltd)

AUTHOR'S NAME: D.C. Brewster

COMIMNTS:

Commenting on a question to •he author from another delegate, the CFO sample referred to by the author is
sample D, (see Table I of our Paper No. 6 for detail3 of number of plies and l1y angles). The fibres
are made by Courtaulds Ltd, and the resin by Fothergill and Harvey Ltd.

The fibre volume fraction is not known but was found to be 0.62 for another CFO sample from the Oame
source. The last reference in our Paper, (WHITNEY J.M., 1978), contains the statement that volume
fractions vary from about 0.60 to 0.65.

REF•ERENE N7o. OF TH PAPER: 2/5

DISIUSSOR NAME: Borgonovo - Italy

COMMENTS:

Very little has been said about interference problems to be expected from new digital avionics
(ARINC 700 series), due to the very low shielding properties of composite materials. This aspect should
be worth attention in the general discussion.

REFERENCE No. OF THE PAPER: 2/6

DISCUSSORtS NW: G. Weinstock

AUThOR t S NAME: D.A. Bull, G.A. Jackson and B.W. Smithers

COWNTSs

Does 20 dB of shielding present a problem?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

NO,

1. Existing metal aircraft use non-conductive metal seals and do not necessarily provide 20 dB
of shielding.

2. Many sensitive digital equipments are installed in locations on aircraft where no shielding occurs.
These are cockpit areas, engine electronics, wheel wells. These equipments can easily be designed to
operate properly.

3. 20 dB shielding presents no problem just normal EO Design Procedures.

REFRIEE No. OF THE PAPER: 2/6

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G.A. Du Bro

AUTHOR'S NAME: Bull, Jackson and Smithers

COMMENTS:

The measuzement of shielding effectiveness properties should be viewed as only a relative number. Such
measurements are dependent upon the test set-up as well as various parameters within such a test set-up.
Measurements made by different authors may yield results not comparable in f-n absolute manner.

AUTHOR'S RWLY:

Inevitably screening measurements must to some extent be dependent on the test arrangement. Nevertheless,
the results quoted, see Figures 14 and 17 of Paper 6 demonstrate good agreement between near and distant
field tests and it is therefore considered that these results can be applied with confidence to the
practical aircraft structures and are not "only relative numbers".

i V,..
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R.•ERME No. OF ,mE PAPERM 2/6

DISCUSSOR'S NAWE: J. Birken

AUTHOR IS NM: D.A. Bull, G.A. Jackson and B.W. Smithers

Electrical SE(f) and Magnetic SH(f) Shielding Effeotiveness has been theoretically derived and measured
with excellent agreement in papers by Strawe, D., Wallenberg, Dike and Birken at this kneating. As
0. Da Bro, AFI1N stated, many shielding efforts have been conducted and are difficult to compare. Forthis reason the US Navy is now using transfer impedance Zst(f) which is not dependent on the instrument

measuring volume. SE(f) is very high at low frequencies. Because of this SE measurements are often
incorrect .*... as the enoerg coupled into the box is through the joining to the box ..... not through
the materials.

In regard to the question tWill the reduced electrical conductivity of composite cause EKC problems?'
US Naval studies have shown direct lightning stri'ces can cause problems, while high frequency coupling
problems are not significantly worse than metal aircraft problems.

AUTHOR'S REFLY:

The relationship between surface transfer impedance and overall attenuation is complex. Zst can give an
indication of attenuation by reflection but will not necessarily give a good indication of absorption
loss.

Considerable care was taken in the measurements described to ensure that penetration or oouwling through
imperfections in the structure was negligible. The results show that attenuation in the magnetic mode
at frequencies less than 30 MHz is significantly lower than for a metal structure, and it therefore seems
likely that EKG problems will arise in the HIP band.

V:.REMME No. OF T11E PAPERt 2/7

DISOUSSOR'S NIW: B.W. Smithers (ERA Teohnology Ltd)

AUTHOR'S NAME: W.F. Walker

O0MMMTS

Question 1: What is the resistivity of the carbon fibres and what is their type?

Question 2: Is the technique employed of use with OFC materials other than
unidirectional?

Question 3: What is the effect of varying the width (and hence aspect vatio) of
cross-section of the sample in the transmission line?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Answer 1: Prof. W. Gadda has data on the T300 material used.

p Answer 2: Possibly, although a theoretical 'lescription of behaviour would be
difficult.

V1 Answer 3: Very little effect.

REFERNCE No. OF THE PAPER: 2/7

DISCUSSORt S M,.: J.L. van Lidth de Jeude (Fakker Aircraft Co.)

AUTHORIS NAME: W. Walker

COMaMTS:

It was suggested by a number of the audience during the disoussion, that taking care of good shielding
performance of the aircraft structure would relax our shielding requirements on the avionics equipment
and system itself. This cannot be true however as the equipment should withstand the interference

• :•.•generated within the aircraft itself. The conducted interference over the power lines probably belong

to the worst of all.

AUTHORtS REPLY*

1 iI think that this comment may have been intended for one of the other upeake • - whose papers dealt more
directly with shielding effectiveness.

Nevertheless, I agree with the comment - but I do not know anyone who expects the aircraft atruoture
(particularly if made of CFO) to satisfy all shielding requirements.

* ,,11 ,iL•tIVr-,'
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DISCUSSR'S NAME: . Dr J. Birken

AUTHORIS NAMW: Prof. J. Walker

Regarding the question of material, Prof. Walker measured conductivity of fibre which Prof. Gadjo built.
(Type T-300 material 20,000 shoo/M..) Details are in books by Roy Stratton, Rome Air Development Centrea,
Rome N.Y. or J. Birken, Naval Air System Command, Washington DO 20361 entitled Composite laeotromagnotio
Design Guidelines Handbo*k.

REFE No. 0F THE PAPER: 2/8

DISCUBBOR'S NAME: J.M. Thomeon'(Royal Aircraft Establishment, UK)

AUTHOR'S NAME: D. Jaeger, K. Ripp1

COMMTS:

With respect to the part of your paper disoussing DC emission and susceptibility standards, I follow the
flow of your analysis. UK experience is also that one of the biggest differences between 0EO and
conventional aluminium alloys in that there is less attenuation to magnetic fields at HY and below.
Therefore if it was neoessaiy to prepare an equipment test specification today we would have to think
seriously about increasing the susceptibility requirements and reeucing the emission requirements.
However, we heard a good deal of discussion yeaterday about the problems of relating laboratory measure-
ments of shielding effectiveness to the aircraft case. In partioular, if there is a mixture of 0ON and
metal in the aircraft structure, then the pattern of skin current distribution, and hence penetration, is
changed: but the shielding is not neoessarily worse, just different. Therefore, in the UK we consider it
very important to back such analyser as yours with experimental work. At EPA Technology, for example, we
have a Wessex helicopter fuselage in which composite panels can be mounted, so that we can measure the
changes in shielding effectiveness.

Is your analysis backed up by any such practical work on large structures?

AUTHOR'S REPLY: K.Rippl

We at M Munich have not yet performed similar measurements on large aircraft. strioturesl but
theoretically an influence of 0ON panels against aluminium panels is evident if they are mounted at a
critical place where shielding effectiveness plays a significant role. Nevertheless we consider your
tests as a good approach to the problem and intend to perform similar tests in the futmire.

R E No. OF THE PAPER: 2/8

DISOUSSORIS NAME: Audone

AUTHOR'S NAME: K. Rippl

COllENTS4

1. How have the curves of shielding effectiveness of aircraft structures against magnetic fields been
0obtained?

2. Why is the magnetic field effectiveness related to electric field tests (REO2) and no mention
given to the relevant magnetic field tests (REO1, RS01)?

3. Why is the shielding effectiveness of the aircraft structure related to tests which should deal
with interactions between equipment installed within the structure?

AUTHOR'SI REPLY:

1. They are obtained from practical measurements and are also comparable to theoretical considerations.
2. The comparison to RE02 was used as an example only - other comparisons to tests as RMOI/RS01 could

be done, but it must be considered that the limits of these tests are not applicable to aircraft.

3. a. External DKC should also be considered in establishing new limits.

b. Structural parts also exist between equipment within the aircraft eg antenna/equipment
interactions.

0. Limits concerning equipment must always be seen against the background of the eystem problems.
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DISCUSSOR'S NAMEs G. Weinstook

AU0RIBS NAME: D. Jaeger, C. Rippl

COMMITS:

With reference to comments mde by the author as to need for new MC requeamoint. We at NoDcnnell
Aircraft Co. have increased requirements relative to 3NI/EKC/LIGHTMM ani defited design approaches for
composite aircraft. The following have proved successful on aircraft tha+ ý6re 50% composite.

1. Magnetio/Low frequency - require use of balanced circuits asnd twisted pair wiring.

2. Magnetio/eleotrio mid frequency - use shielded wires and cable and discrete RLC filters.

3. High frequencies above 10 MHz - extensive use of filter pin oo~meotors and small feed-through
filters cn signal lines.

The RS03 requirements have been greatly inqreased over MIL-STD-461 also transient and ground plane
interference tests have been added.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

I agree tn principle with your approach. You established more stringent requirements in advance although
relevant specifications are missing to date.

REFERME No. OF TE PAPER: 2/9
DISCUSSORIS NAME: J. Birken, NAVAIR USA

AUTHOR'S NAME: K. Lodge, Plessey Research UK

COMMOTSt
How are you compensating for galvanic corrosion with copper treated graphite? Copper is further apart

from carbon on the valence chart and consequently should produce a larger galvanic voltage.

IAUTHOR'S REPLY:

We are not compensating for galvanic corrosion of opper and graphite. Copper work was purely from an
experimental electrical viewpoint.

PRMRE14OE No. OF THE PAPER: 2/9

DISCITSSOR'S NAME: T. Sharples

AUTHOR'S NAME: Brettle, Lodge and Poole

0OexplSa:

Can you please explain your statement that protective treatment to prevent electrolytic corrosion will be
detrimental to the electrical properties? (Is your experience such that you can state that the use of
conventional protective treatments is nut acceptable?)

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Not all methods of preventing electrolytic corrosion depend on electrically isolating the components, for
example, sacrificial coatings may aotually improve the conduction across the interface. However, Mrey of
the methods we have examined, for example, the rivetted joints ad the joints made with sealants (Figs 8,
9 and 14 in the written paper) have significantly degraded the electrical properties of joints. It should
be noted that the provision of a low resistance current path across a joint may be detrimental to the
corrosion protection system used.

4 "c

i I• •, . . . ,. . .
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REMW2J=0 No. OF UM PAPER 2/9

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: T. Sharples, BMe Warton

AUTOR'S NAME: R. Poole, Plessey

CO0WNT~~S:

What do the changes of resistance mean in terms of acceptance levels. Is there a mimsi value above
which the joint is uriacoeptable?

Does a well-tightened bolt cancel out the effect of a "bad hole"?

AUTB)RIS REPLY:

The lowest resistance value obtained by the passage of a current through one of our joint. was about 400 mO.
There is, as far as I know, no suitable level of acceptability for joint resistance in CPO, but we would
expect a sensible level to be in the milliohm or tens of milliohm range rather than hundreds of milliohms.
These acceptance levels would, of course, change with the electrical requirements of the joint.

As is seen in Figure 8 in the written paper, tightening the bolt up does not overcome the damage caused by
poor hole drilling. We are currently working on a method of joint construction which will obviate the
electrical need for accurate hole drilling.

RERE No.OT PAPER 2/9

DISCUSSORtS MME, G. Barton

AUTHOR'S NAME: K. Lodge

CO MS:

The work reported was on bolted and adhesive joints, have you done any work on percussion rivetted type
joints and if so are these electrically better or worse?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The only work we have carried out on rivetted CI joints was an examination of some joints made by an
aircraft manufacturer. The electrical resistance of the individual CIO/rivet joints varied by up to 3
orders of magnitude. Overall, they were electrically much worse than bolted joints.

REFEREE No. OF Ira PAPER 2/9

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: K.F. Rogers

AUTHOR'S NAME: J. Brettle and K. Lodge

O0MbTS:

Would you care to comment, please, on the change of joint resistance with structural loading.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

i Only rough, qualitative tests have been carried out on mechanically fastened joints, but it would appear
that it is possible to produce erratic results by flexing the joints. It is intended to examine this
problem more fully in the second phase of this work.

REFMMME No. OF THE PAPER: 2/9

DISOUSSOR'S NAME: T.A. Collings

AUTHOR'S NAME: K. Lodge

CONMENTS:

On the adhesive joint, where did the adhesive burning occur in the joint? It is not surprising that. lap
joints are not significantly affected structurally if the burning occurs at the centre of the joint. The
load transfer across an adhesive joint is not linear. Load is mainly taken at the ends of the lap joint
due to differential straining of V'e adhesive.

AUTOR'S REPLY:

On our sample, the burnt area was on the edge of the overlap, but the other sample was damaged close to
the coentre of the joint.

...........
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I'MCE No. O• PAPER 2/9

DMSOUSSORIS lUWE: C.M. Heruert MIB

AUTHOR'S NAJ.X: K.J. Lodge

COMMENTS:

The given values are valid for low continuing currents. What results would you expect for high frequent
currents due to a lightning stroke?

AUTHOR tS REPLY:

From work done at Plessey Eleotronio Systems Research, it would appear that the joint impedance is
relatively independent of the method of joint construction at frequencies involved in lightning strikes,
above about 300 kHz. Extrapolating the values shown in Pig 22 of the written paper, we would expect the
value of ESR to be about 10 0 at 500 MH..

From results given at this meeting by Mr B.J. Burrows of Cuiham Laboratories, it would appear that it is
possible to alter the joint resistance by the passage of a lightning stroke.

REFERNE No. OF TH PAPER: 2/9

DISCUSSOh'S NAWS: K. Rippi

AUTHOR'S NW: K. Lodge

Conoerning the test arrangements particularly the contacts between CO and the measuring electrode.
Can you desoribe the hardware used? How did you manage to get a good contact between the electrodes and

the OYU material?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The equipment used is described in section 2.3 of the written paper. In addition several signal sources
were used including a oustom built 12 V, 8 A, 50 Hz power supply, a WAVLTM Model 143 0-20 MHz function
generator and a Marconi TF 144 H/4 standard signal generator. Voltage monitoring was by Levell ao
broad band voltmeters Type 7H3B and TM6B and Raoal RF Millivolt meter type 9301A.

The contacts were made by plating the exposed CO0 with copper plating as described in
section 2.2 of the written paper. The details of the plating solutions are given in the appendix of

paper 6 of this conference.

REFRENE No. OF THE PAPER: 2/9

DISCUSSORtS NAME: P.F. Little

AUTHOR'S NAU: K.J. Lodge (presenter)

iCONKMIS:

K What area of overlap was employed and what area was burnt out by your oontinuous 8 Amp current?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The two samples of adhesively bonded lap joints which had 8 Amps passed through them had areas of 225 and
S102 .2. The visibly burnt areas were 4.16 and 6.56 =m2 respectively.

REEREE No. OF THE PAPER: /9

. DISCUSSORtS NAME: J.H. Ashworth, BAe Woodford

AUTHOR'S NAME: K.J. Lodge

COMMENTS:

Can you please comment on measurements on bolted joints other than those measured at do.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Both the impedance and the effective series resistance of the joints have been measured at frequencies up
to 50 XHz and the results given in sections 5.1 and 5.2 of the written paper. In general, the do values
were retained up to about 10 MHz. The effeotive series resistance of all joints tended to be in the range
0.5-1.5 Q at 50 MHz.
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REFERFNCE. NO. OF THE PAPER: 2/5

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: C. M. Herkert (MBB)

CAUTHOR'S NAME: D.C. Brewster

"Concerning the CFC materials, which type of fibre did you consider at which volume
fraction and what thickness of the single layer?

The fibres considered, of UK origin, were "Super a" fibers with resiutivity approx-
imately 1.3X10-• a. The resin was 851914C. The volume fraction waa apprcximately 62%
We considered single later thicknesses from 11mm to 18 mm.

REFERENCE NO. OF THE PAPER: 2/5

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. Barton & I. Mac Diarmid

COMMENTS: You stated that CFC ground planes should behave the same as metal ones.
Does this include H. F.? Experimental results show shielding of CFC to be poor and
one would therefore expect poor performance in the HF Band.
It is possible that it is incorrect to view CFC as A perfect conductor of HF because
of the losses involved in the currents flowing in either a CFC ground plane or air-
frame. This applies both to wire antennas and notch antennas. Antennas of higher
frequencies should be less affected becaus6 their smaller size implies lower losses
in the CFC.

REFERENCE NO. OF THE PAPER: 2/5

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: B. Audone

COMMENTS:

What is the correlation between theory and your experiments?

Our experimental program is continuing but at presont there is some dicagreement be-
tween theory and experiment. We have not arrived at any definite conclusions yet.

A

K1
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D8GOUSORIS XmAsE 0. Barton

AUTHOR'S NAME, J.,. Thomson and R.H. Evans

OOMKIMT8 1

The information required by Industry does not appear to be ooming from any gaidelines provided by the
programme outlined. Timesoales do not refer to the struotural programme. This is of dreat oonern to ma.

AUTHOROS ROMz

ThArk you for your opinion,

It is one of my personal hobby-horme. to distil the information from 4he r'omearoh programmes into . for
suitable for industry to use. Ao you know I have sought sympathy and baoking from your tide of tha
fence for this idea.

I would agee that, &part from lightniig proteotion, the UK 010 atruturvI deom trators progatmio 1'aveI
not boon influenced in the slightest by eleotrioal oonaiderations.

M No. O TIM PAPX•! 3/10

DISOUBSORIS VAKj R.D, Rowley

AUTHOR'S AWME, JtM. Thomson and R.H. Vvanit

Table 2 shows bonding and jointing as a major problem but non-linear effeots (much as e termodulation
product generation) isx olassed am a minor problem. I would have expeoted the owo ampeon tto be related
and henoce fall into the "m oateagory, Would Dr Thompson pleaeN oomment on why thoy ato apparently
"unrelated?

AUTHOR'S RE&LYt

Non-linear effects are olaused au a minor problem beoauxe our reeeoh programme leado um to thim
oonolusion (see Paper No.9). If they ooourred in praotioe then an ad. hoo solution would. have -4o be aought.

We olaisify bonding as a major problem beoauNs it affeots many areas bemidse non-linear effeots. As out-
lined in our paper these inolude shielding to RI, DIP and lightning, and aerial installation. All theme
affe*b the safety or mission mtlooeum, or both, of the oomplete weapon system.

RV, RM N o. OFTIM PAPE• 3/10

DISOUBSOR'S AME: W. BAeoom

AUTHOR'S NM•t J.M. Thomeon and R.N. Evans

OOXINT$:

On the question of poor inforwtion transfer from researoh to design then to sponifioation, there is aseo
poor oommunioation on a "horitontalw !.evel. For kxample, we have heard little gaid about what happeno to
ijint strength when it im modified for better eleotrioal transfer. In general there $x a oontinuing ne*4
fox, comunioation between materials, eleotronio ecientist, and denign engineert.

AUTHORtS REPLYt

We also reoognise the need for "horisontal" ooL'mamnioation. With regard to bond strength O oolle
Kevin Lodge briefly mentioned this in him presentation. Such oousiderations aee always uppermost in our
minds and I think that we have been reasonably suooemsful in stimulating oontaot between all parties, both
in Defeno a Induatry, in the UK.

I,

A..".. .
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DXBOM0US1o2' MMW1i D.J.0. lhuxrowv

AUTO'S~0~' NAMJ2 J.9, Thoumovi wid H.. Vvaiw

1, OUMM11n )Pibre tUIReXII.C tests. It :14 Q.uý expori~owei at OUDhAm that aluminium holicytomn a*.etioaUl#
affoots the sokr4hn~irk parforu*Lwow, Rae the fWoelape tested made With aiwkailnitankhnY015 M is110
0ofietrIAOLn, ihntenAdo tot a OoM1100itmait )att? &'e the rmsutoit of' this %out appliot~bl to jvxhnr
.10mb U111U'W

2. ffia~l VwyotoFi. I woutlh have' li~ke4d Mel ystem iafety to be opootalily mentionad in your liat ojf
Priori ioft~.

3 s ystem Ae'ounidlyl, Pojwer Oyato+.lt javLvlig i? nmotar aw it to aubjot t.o 2.i~itniY41 utrikoo is a em.ver#
problem oIwing to t~he larg4 vo.tujimi dIP'ererioo wh~oh imy be seen betwoen gpounding poinhts, Do yo~u not think
it abottid be givon h'lghr jir~iur4$

Is The * *&lling' is at 't wtiovi o.1 the to-mat lukli At14 ociautidation, ut well amt the oonatrwuot~ti of

i ivIdiVdUAlM 911110ttQ1141 10 5't2~&4tUY ths rovauito apply ondl to the p*tu,~.uular soricturs testact) which ift tide
oamii had~ oortatia yartvi oonaakuntod Of? slimin'w MOV4eIonibo Howovezr, oombineid with remialtu frCIM other
struotture. and lkboratoiv- experimitnto An overall trend appotilm, whAoh Is dasoribed in -thn, paper. I would

2. We will towand our pAxper to take aocoowa~t of this.

3. Our piap*r? anil thst 1y 1kiDiarmind end l~ttloug t tha c AnA ror ft a NAqq~rate,
mv,~n ,t ghayW e~a ocis' ammno uinternal I liiigayotai wl be reuri.Orpprolanijiv tl i A11;1R iiTliy"e o9s ANiitirareuoipiiuod tile jrobloiam of indoood vuo tajg4eu fraon iiahtnin#a aind othor w. uroec at ILY aivd be:Iogwl &I though we

probably did rgA miftio-iently siophai±is r'eoiutivii opigfe li(OningoronaA dietinot oi
jnilduotive (ruipltio field) cioupling. Mr Blurrows' own patpor dN. ralwo attlenticin to resiotive of~teotii.

MUOSUU~ILllL MIWO K. MIipV-

AUQUORIS NAMMI 0. BJarton

UAve you aty *xporioneta with rotor blade modulation in using 01M0 rotor blades?

Ný AUTIIORID' ULYs

TMiml problem has nti. boonr exparitinnod to date by- WLL withl meta~l rotor bladom; however if there is ak
problem with rotor blada modi'Aetionx it should be reduosad with thle Inta'oduition. ort oouqposille bladoa.

A-uthorin footiotes Theo introdwtitoti of do-ioing mystemma, 1dkh pulived ou~rrento on the rotor bladel ciou~ld
poeniibly maiins blade modiilation it problem ira taie tuture.

IWJCI1xxJ No, Ov TO~ PAPJMU 3/1g

DXMU9¶Sk8 MAUIa (J.I. 11erkert, MDii

AUTWOfl8 NMIU~ a. Ba~rton

The two nuid*s shown for proteo-tioa' of 01DII with Al-f3lato-opre~yad and toil materia). did ahow low danage
proteotion and bolt is molved?

AUTHOIS R'8 LYP

There wu, no olsotricoal bonding to the eurtaou protsotion no we werei oonemidoring lightning, at,-ko pr.otoction ¶
only and from thle work undertaken in the past it did not make swV appreoiabla differeimo to the romul-to if
the protootion surfaoe was elootrocally itiolated or not. It snumt aluo lie twotd that bqoomumae of tile posit:,Lonof the panels on the airoraft theme panals. were only oubjeoted to I~ etrleadawp ursttus
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IIOU000 NM i1OPD

Ithta author ooMWmietnt.d on svo upply Wirin~g aNdu thel 1%041 to Prov±;lea eath T01Melsurn 09b1ing/stat to
comonmto or 'hofac tlit 01 fuola* woidd not prov~ide the vath norm:lty provided bpvj a bt eWlt atmirtft.

Haw s&Ay atetept been madea to awsess the izvr'eaoo Lu sjidEIutl oghie nc'rmponltrwd ti rootmijti~ng fvom, aoption or
ODIC sMtruture?

AU'r,1W3' R*l~x

Thes iitxd~y Was oIU'WAIA4 out ini sLUch i wi&yV thivt niptflling cablesi were surtaratead oLxt Iboauumsi it tamt tell; that
ori a fltutuo airortAft oxtm'onnive uwoi of a dwbik buto usyatees would drianwatioaaliy vedvice tW. cable weight duo to

s~pM11 M ables.

kvmWvJ3I No. Olp '1¶YN &'APWI V-1/0

D!SOUIIOR'S ~afla J. Orion

AUTUE0li'U NAME 0. 'lkatoat, X4 WflhlarnU'

1ýoblma ofdavioopiiq thn 00 antoh m A119Lu oasn 01,10Of 03XI ftiloraiN; lutit bothu veooagp owiuska lftii~ yiycw

yropoiow hi yu popmiknoutinoto wolve the problkemn Ilk ym tintendlt hv a op:;Ial ?ZTPropuskars

to rwflkfRJI indo. M 'Ait 1'Jivnigati 3/1

DIUUOLOR13vi HA]) 34. Jttn

AIMIUC)RI3 NAM V. D 91worin

Haainof alo4z1`31fltnuutnls al:ntu to lfthu bagokigroiuid 00 t IWLA ofl'ort to be sxpootiod. ftrom ther noi of' boron fibxes. iIMdto~rl'm Note:ls No :cernponssc woot ribieived. f
tN. 1ti0tWUIDINI No. 011 1'TWOE PAIAit s /13

flhIU~X~l )NAMI)1 Q.. lkvrtin

Xv Bairtoun requeeitiltd M01-0 1nfoz'nxitJon about the troating ELM. doping of boron fibres, Itio reply- indioaxted

tlvvA *oiMolI 11ixttti- no Tar worgi owmourasine but 2'otifxdol ±43 noc(idI)f to 410)IanoL oaindot~ivtty. Mr J)!tztex
added at ocnaaitt that woric wee I~n hand at -the Unvriyo ~isyvns hbignpdo/opoxg i:rd'ormbion
oouid be aso-ilsght. 'The wtrx'~riintegrity ifortrvnat4103rr 1tvnty- Udr too ciil,

* ii unraMwUo No. O1P TRID PAP1ift .3/ 13

Kwor ort
AU'll10H'113 MNAN):wo

Why tine oarlio.noi atji dopeo instead of other ustterifla..?

1Thu p.-arcoetnt of' the )papI' was unsable t!) give ani authoritative answer, Xv Ashworth w*ar invited to Write
V ~to the uathox, for a oonauidmred. reply,
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V DIRSM143Awl . 0aion

AtJBflRPS NM~IE ~(..Miwo

AMOIROS AM~ OL Wainstoc*

On thn w dewsha.iding -that tha soulte atom pr~imar'ily f1rom grounv1. *66ts And from irk..flij~it teats, ycva

'yI I ebfriouilly MUNst iVey u~po.n omoew rIeporille

1. Hlaim ýmru o~mvicuolewtd &rq envirozmaentkI ivsaot, tinder extr'eme oondi-Uons an of temperature, dust sand
bw1xularyr ibfctolCti

P~. Did. the oromI iVipovll 01( tkLib1r subeotWOiv Imrouniora, or was -ýhorm any maesurable basis for the
uqwmnwith l M Ofrell 25iumtdawll~ ±11 the cooopii?

T~vivMoot meoreno wer heg the noe groerde

R1.e~ Aon the avonic weuirenot- that toud iner carbivotaow~it .W ae on on adibrse

in- ±'1ge.uenvironmcenkad wferet scha those f rom lwH toehiher andrau. hre orr riot
. Teste cilose by us no- crbpon-e fiyprbrem relas~ted oomoies.o niao, hy(i o
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AUTHOM Nx&Ji: 0.. Wairitook

Youhic m retionedyi raoge alk tat winh yoi elds youtrn were nteats ton tet aF18 performed winhu anotnapicing r~

ofon an aircatlgrliso the adequ qipet taty ofl the boentiid itos tbe ing caussdb tcog the loalb OfEibrea

Wehave equipent id sho teste theo gain patr adVW o ldeatnasa 001I

Th Gez and 0ean chavked found nhos sinficanw Fto digfeenc betend retal. adr carb on
0!et asdb-ue6 abnfibre composite rudpaes.

10MC No1FTH.': /~
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DI•SCU0SOI NAMN: A k~~t darcan mmat :r n h
MMA•OMt WLt G.L. Weine .ook

Early in the meetin w# heard about problsmexpcoted by aircraft manufacturers in the application of CIo.

TIe author of this paper now olA.imn that thore is no problem. Is this because the equipment standard was
improvod to meet the new siiuat ion?

AUTHRORS W•LYt

Wlring was very carefully rhieldeL. 4•d~tional equipment requirements were added also; they inluded

transformer ooupl.ing. &'fort was made to i,.prove fuselage bonding on the F18. Problems could have been
expected but the engineers were forewarned and designs were arranged to meet likely problem areas. Weight

rather than raioe war a mjor oonaideration; equipment weight is espeoially important in the AV8-B
airoraft. Preoa•t• ont , 'were taken therefo~,e.

XMF~ERM -go. 010 THE 4APE~s 3/15

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: J.H. Ashworth

AURO•R NAiE: G.L. Weinstook

COa)6M1

It has been stal•ed 1;hat there was no deteotable difference if the antenna ground plates were grounded to
CFO or not. If this is true it is very puzzling. Can the author explain?

AUTHOR'S REYLY:

SThe author stated that he was not an antenna expert. He suggested that the available ground plane need
not be a good ooniuctor but performane would depend on the antenna type. Tests were performed for the
US Navy during 1974-75.

In a further counent the British Aerospace attendee from Woodford UK claimed that metal aircraft
experience had shown that an adequate bond was essential.

REM E No. UP THE PAPE: 3/15

DISOUSSORIS NAMfE: F.S. Stringer

AUTHOR'S NAM: G.L. Weinstook

UOiKWNTSt

What is the ';rue cost of the F18 exercise so far as systems are concerned to solve the problems imposed by
the use of 0Ct? Would a lot of mas?-hous be required at significant oost to prepare the total aircraft to
meet the el(cotromWl•astio problems?

AUTHOR'S RJDPLY:

The cost ;o obtain system compatibility in the F18 as a result of using CFO is not known exactly, but it
is estirwttd to be very small in relation to total program costs.

REVESH CE No. OF THE PAPEl: 3/15

DISCUS1Oi:VS NWiIE: J.M. Thomson (Uk)

AUTHOR'S NAME: G.L. Weinstook

What ridio transmitters do your aircraft carry? In particular, do you carry HP sets operating in the
2-30 MYz band? If you do not, is this the reason you do not have INC problems? Do you have an- intention
of inntalling HF systems and do you foresee any pxLoblems?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Our aircraft Oarry radio transmitters using fý'equencies of 30 M~z and higher. We carry no 2-30 Ms
transmitter. However, extensive radiated susceptibility tests were performed by the US ihvy in the HP
range (2-30 MHz) and NO EIC problems were noticed. If our oustome'rs specify HF radios we will provide
them in our aircraft. Jntil tests are performed, it is difficult to estimate if any problems will occur.

4

....
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RCR3IFIX NO, 0F T93 PAPER 3/15

DISO DI tSORS NAME: J.C. uaeine

AUT1DRIS NW.E: G.L. Weinstook

OONNETSa

Were field strength effects noted on the 718 or not, due to oarbon fibre composite application?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

There were no serious problems. The F18 has landed successfully on an aircraft carrier. Some minor
problems such as ground power supply were experienced.

EN I No. OF TH PAPER: 3/15

DISCUSSORIS NAMEs 0. Orion

AUTHOR'S 1=3: G.L. Weinatook

What measurements were made to check that the value of 20 dB as satisfactory? It seems to be a low
figure, why could it not be improved? I think that you will need to introduce a conductive bond; you
could get a much better value without undue diffioulty.

AUT'iDOR*S REPLY:

It is difficult to make measurements inside an aircraft. The real value was perhaps better than 20 dB.
The design figure was 26 dB and in fact it may have been 30-40 dB on test.

RZ2=E No. OF THE PAPER: 3/15

DISCUSS0R'I NAME: G. Orion

AUOR'S NAME: O.L. Weinstock

COOMMMS:

In your presentation, you mentioned that fuel system has to be grounded.

Because part of the fuel oircuitry Is routed underneath carbon panels, did you introduce new lightning
proteotions? (ie larger tube section). We know that a large amount of current could transfer through the
pipes instead of flowing through the structure as it is the case with an all-metal aircraft.
We did introduce a better protected fuel guaging system and improved its resistance" to induced voltages a0

REFERE No. OF THE PAM: Session II and III- Overall Discussion

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: B.J.C. Burrows

AUTHORtS NAME: G. Weinstock

The importance of geometry in soreeiiing is equally valid for wires behind carbon doors, as for wires in

aperture regions, as the cockpit. Much of the present success in introducing carbon fibre materials to
aircraft and lack of EJW and lightning problems probably comes from the natural screening provided by
the metal structure.
Do McDonnell ground their twisted pair wiring screens both ends, and if not, how do ytu relieve the

problem of common node voltages; by transformers?

AUTOR'S REPLY:

I agree with the first comment.

Yes, we ground twisted pair wiring screens at both ends.
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RMM 3 Xo. OF UM1 PAPSa 3/15

AVMRIS NMI3 G3. Weinstock

Ior the trials you compared Al samples with Carbon fibre ones, with respect of shielding Capability.
Was the thickness of carbon fibre samples made acoording to stress requirements or eleotrio oonductivity
etc requirements (taking into account your mentioning of practically no ditTerene in electric pe'formomae)?

Arfl1R'S RXPLYs
The thickness of the carbon composite material was for the most ;'wrt determined by
structural reouiremente. Some testing was performed however, on thin I or 2 ply mat-
erial for c "', oi.lrCO"ŽS.

F4 3 No. OF 1 PAM: Session II and III - Overall

MacUSBOR'S NAME: C. Blake, USAY

CO• ITS:

Relativa to modifioations to Xilitary Standards or Specifications tho comment was that the modifioations
are definitely necessary, eg bond specification ohangos; however, insufficient data exists on which to
base sich Changes. Rather, as peculiar deviations are neoesssry, they must typioally be hWaled os

one-time Ch•a•n.

It is unlikely that, given good definition of nooessary ohanges,t the upuoifioation arnd etndu rda would
be rapidly modified.

I3rW No. OF ME PAPME Session 11 and lI- Overall

DISJSWR'8 NAME: R.N. Evans

I apsee that many mpeoifioation on EM and lightning have not yut been revited iW line with recent
advanmes in teohuolog,. However, the NATO Air eluotrioal , orking fPary Un 5ta:arimabion is aotivelJ
considering a now libttnixg testing standard, based on documents issued by US- i31 USA and -the Cluham
lAboratory inUK Als ~I~ undestand th~at SE ar drwn up reuoomnmeabiorw for the revisioni of the
I]0 Specification NIL 461/462, and the UK is taking part in thene disouiuiona. In the meantime,
speoifioations 47or new aircraft projects use oxisting general speoifioationa so thz us this iv ponsible,
but with some of the test methods and test limits obanged to oorreepondl to present-day needs.

REDIP E No. OF TO PAPEIzs Sessionr II and III -. Overall

DISCUSSORIS NaMe: G. Du IL'o

12 COIUUZTS:

V 1. I should lIJ:e to make a point oncerning the need for careful and v4lidated dssign for aircraft
utilising composites. When measurements for shielding offeotiverwes were made by Air' Force Flight
Dymnmios laboratory, samples for honeycomb enclosed composites indicated that F,-M energy was enhae4 .1
rather than attenuated, in a frequency range 10-50 kHz, a range which reflects t& maximum power spectral
density (energy) for a lightning direct stroke. No mitter whether the measurements were properly =Ade
with or without proper grounding teohniques, the more occurrence of ounh phenomen showe an rnspooially
unexpected negative result.

2. Secondly, I wish to emphasize strongly a perception stated in thic weeting. Couposites are not a
probAlem. In fact, they afford substantial benefits -

increased strength-to-weight ratio
improved energy effic tenuy.

The issue is how to address an integration of new emerging teohnologies without exoewsive cost or
decreased performance.

I,
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REU E No. OF THE PAPER: 4/16SSSNI

DISCIJS8OM' NANE R.H. Evans

AUTHOR'S NANE: R. Weber

Wou~ld the speaker please say whbat changes in the electrostatic oharaotoriatiov of aircraft are likely to
be introduced by the use of carbon fibre composites.

AUTHOR' REPLY:

on no pout pas doxiner un avis dd±'initif pour tin mat~riau aussi hktdrog~ne que 1e composite carbons. Non

fibres do carbons permottent toujourn tine certain. oonduotivit; - 1e prooessua do ccnduotiviti eat 1.
memo quaooclui pormottant a den changes elieotrootatiques de traverser una peinture isolante depone. stir
tine surface motallique.IREFEREMlE No. OF THE PAPER:s 4/16

DISCUSSORts NEms 0. Orion

AUTHOR' NAN: R. Webor

COMOMTS:

1. Des techniques existent aujourd'hu.i pour protdger loa surfaces optiquement tranapa~rontes loreque
ooleso-oi sent realio4 en verre. A ce jour, on no oonnait pan do traitoment pour lea surfaces r~alio~es
:aveo des rnatgriaux plastiqueo (can des vorrioros) qui soit, sons l1'aspect do lý resistance a 1 'drosion,
acceptable.

2!. VHF. Bien quo lea bruits d'origine dleoc~rostatique aciont reduit. par rapport i oeux observio en
plus barse. fr~quence, il existe nn'anmoins dos can ou lon portuirbations dano l0 communication VHF ot cello.
engend5ries dano lea systems do radio navigatioii VHF oont tree p6ridisentes ot neoesaitent 1 'application do
techniques do protection.

3. VILF. Un moyon do r~duire Itinfluonoo don perturbation dans oetta gamma oat dtutiliser do. antoimas
captant 1o composante magne'tique du champ.4

J ~AUTHORIS MELY:
1. Vjut ý& fait dtaooord nnin 11 sumble qutil oxisto tine poosibilit4 consistaent k placer dans 1e plaxtique,
ausei pr~,n quo possible do la, murface ertdrinuro, tine trains mdtallique nimilairo !L cello utilise'o pour
cortainu :o'aoaux ohaiiffants do d4s.Lvrage.

2. Le traitoment qui oura, appliqtt6 pour les bosses friquenoes coriviendra, ega~lemont aux hautes friquenoes.

). I ettez ibablew quo ao iuvouvllea autonnes, captant 1e composante mocgndtique du champ seraientI
beauooup moima porturbties. YAkio aunt-sllos au point actuolleisont?

REWHMOE No. oF THEl PAPER: 4/16

DISOUSSqOR'S BAH orgoriovo -Italy

AtYIIOR' I~ME: R. Weber

What type of otatic protection has been used to drain static charges from windahieldo and other cockpit

AIPLIIORtS REPLY*

Los pare-brine on verre sent trait~a par ddpot 'a ohaud dfUnoxyde d'4tain - la transparenco reate tr~o
bonne prbbenntd 'rr de 80 A 90%. Los pare-bris on piantique no sent pan actuollemont traitis,

m 1 se gmble qrue doe solutions soient possible., par oxample on utilisman i proximitef immodiate do la
surface exterleuro, des grillages metalliquos tols quo oeux utilisgs pour los reseaux chatzffants do

degivrage.

I.0
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1N103 No. OF T PAPE: 4/17

DISOUSSOR'S NAXIN: G. Barton

AUHReS NAME: B.J.C. Burrows

Induced voltage levels of 1000 V/m were predioted for a CJV fuselage and it was further stated that it is
a low frequency problem and therefore isolating transformers in equipment can be used. I doubt this is
true because when oonsidering 1000 V/m the possible induced ourrent levels could be in excess of 100 A
on all wires, is Power, Signal and Control.

ADtMOR#S RPLY:

The 1000 V/m is a worst oase figure assuming wire routes do not maks use of available soreening from
metal and other high oonduotivity regions. Clearly this level may well be too severe for long routes
(msy greater than 1 m). Hence wire routeing is important and part of the design problem is to use routes
which have low common mode voltages. For reasonable values of OX voltage, isolating transformers may
well be satisfactory, eg for data bus lines. By this means, or some other, comon mode voltage isolation
will have to be provided.

REMCE Mo. OF TEX PAPE: 4/17

DI3CUSS)R'S NAME: a. Orion

AUTR'S NAME: B.J.C. Burrows

COMITS:

Use of metal honeycomb with glass fibre skins is not recommended as far as lightning protection is
involved.

By ompapring lightning behaviour of metal honeycomb with glass fibre skins and metal honeycomb with carbon
fibre skins, is your recomoendation not to use metal honeycomb with carbon fibre skins?

AtWOR'IS REPLY:
I have no ex;perienwe of glass fibre skinned aluminium honeycomb sandwich panels. However regarding the

lightning threat there should be no physical damage problem with it so long as the electrical insulation
of the glass fibre prevents all risk of current flowing in the honeycomb.

As a general reply I should like to say that aluminium honeycomb car. be successfully used both in glass
fibre and carbon fibre, but each application most be considered on its merit for safety.

PEFEMCDE No. OF T PAPER: 4/18

DISCUSSOROs NAME: Little

AUTHOR'S NAMe: Heiohele

S[oThin aluminium foil ( ri m) or a similar covering vacuum-deposited would give a smoother profile than

the carbon fibres themselves because the aluminium would lie on top of the epoxy resin surface. The
mechanical properties should not be much affected by such a thin layer: would the performane as an
antenna be improved? Are there any extra problems that would result?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

A smooth cover of aluminium foil or vacuum-deposited aluminium usually improves the RF performece
of the CPRP-suwfaoe. But there are many problems which have to be considered. Metallic surfaces of high
accuracy focus the sunlight in the paraboloid. Therefore the reflector has to be covered by paints
diffusing the sunlight in order to avoid heating and destruction of the fuel system.

Another aspect is that from the connections between CFRP and aluminium problems arise because of the
different thermal expansion coefficients. Therefore it is difficult to arrange contact of aluminium
foils on the OMP material so that the oonneotion can withstand the space environmental thermal conditions.

A third aspect is that facilities foz vacuum depositing of metal on large reflectors are not available.

Ii-
Am
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REPZ=E MG. OF T PAE:• 4/18

DISCUSSARIS NAWe: Hildebrandt, MDB - Hamburg

AUTHOR'S NA•: Heichele, FRG

COMMENTS-

Were measurements made of the quality of geometry of reflector under different temperature conditions?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The meohanioal qualification tests of the CFMP antenna have been carried out by Dornier Systems. I
personally have no knowledge of measurements of the antenna geometry under different temperatureconditions. Dornier Systems have calculated the thermal distortions of the antennaL structure assuming
different oases of temperature distributions on the structure which can be expected in space. The
msxmum computed degradation of the antenna geometry from the ideal parabolic curvature was about 0.2 mm.

EEREN OF THE PAPER: 4/19

DISGUSSOR'S NAME: J.C. jaeine ESG - Munohen

AUTHOR'S NAME: Dr. P. Geren

CONOWS:

Do we have to consider new and more effective measures to protect -the pilot inside an all-composite
aircraft?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Possibly wires attached at one end to the airframe will experience large voltages at the open end.

RE!ETENR E No. OF W PAPER: 4/19

DISOUSSOR'S NAME: G.W. Underwood

AUTHORtS N•LMD Dr. P. Geren

COMMENTS:

The use of a fibre optics data bus might appreciably reduce the problems of EKO and WG - both for the
systems engineer and the structures engineer. Is Boeing interested in applying this technology and, if
so, within what timesoale could one expect to see it adopted?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

My Group, Systems Technology, is investigating the applications of Fibre Optics (F/O) to aviordus. As a
Group, we are promoting the incorporation of F/O into future Boeing aircraft. I believe th&t F/O will be
included in the successor to the 767/757, provided there are no insurmountable reliability/maintenanoe
problems.

REFERENC o. OF THE PAPE: 4/19

DISOUSSOR'S NAME: B.J.C. Burrows

AUTHOR'S NW: Mr. P. Geren

COflMMTSt

1. You mentioned the need for calculating the additional effect of screening by control wires, metal
hydraulic pipes etc. For 21 geometry this can be accomplished now (for the lightning frequeray range up
to '-1 MHz) by the use of Oulham's computer program IMXB-L.

2. Does the swept OW system enable you to measure really low interference levels in wires, since, for
the test current ured, you need to measure signal levels in the aegion of microvolts, which is below the
noise level of the receiver?

AUTHOR'S RFPLY s

A. The additional screening I described is generally due to aopectb of the geometry which may not be

treated as 2-) structures.

2. In our swept-OW tests, we systematically perform coherent noise measuremons. We consider a
signal/coherent noise ratio of 20 dB acceptable.
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Rla' E No. 0? TH PAPER: 4/19

DI8CUS3R'S NAW: G. Weinstock

AUTH)OR'S NWJU- Dr. P. Goren

cjOX1,S:

Reduction of liibtning induced voltage by using twisted pair balanced wiring as opposed to a single wire
has been found to be 60 to 60 dB reduction. I think the 40 dB reduction mentioned by the Author to be
very oonaervative. Our test results show 60 to 80 dB for our wire and cable methods.

AUTHOR*$S REPLY:
The 40 dB figure was a pessimistic guess. I am pleased to note that you found a 60 to 80 dB reduction in
aotual installations. Undoubtadly the circuits were very well blanced.

REWMAfCE No. OF THE PAPER: 4/19

DISCU3SOR'S NAME4 C. Blake

AUTWHR'S NXA: Dr. P. Geren

lould you describe the extent of the conservatism implied by assuming single-ended structural return

wirirg. What is a number that would be expected in a more realistic design?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

A possimistic guess is 40 dB reduction for differential mode voltage with twisted pair wiring and
balanced loads, 0. Weinstook's experience with the P18 is 60 to 80 dB reduction

flMENCE No. OF THE PAPER: 4/19

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: Jaoobsen, AUP Member Germany

AUTHOR'S NAME: Dr. P. Geren

COMMENT9:

To what exten6 does the pitot tube on the airoraft noi! r to the lightning thieat?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Considerably. The pitot boom will unO-k 'e'2dy be an attaohment point for lightning. The boom must be
grounded to the airframe by a heavy ga ' lcnductor. Pitot heat3r wiring nrast be proteoted by routeingKI it inside tue lightning ground strap.

1I
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SESSION V

REFERNCE• No. OF THE PAPER: 5/20

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: K.P. Rogers

"AUTHOR ' S INAME: Blake/Corbin

COOMRYS:

Thank you for a most interesting paper. It is most useful to see the problems set out myste.atioally in
this way. Hopefully, members of the audience will be able to supply some of the answers. There is one
aspeot that you touched upon indirectly under corrosion, and that is the behaviour of the composite in a
wet environment, about which we have heard very little at this Conference. As we know, it can affect us
by changing the electromagnetic properties of the composite, or 1W accelerating electrochemical effects at
joints. May I ask that we should determine definitely whether a prob).em exists, and that the problem should
not be lost in a gap between this Conference and the Athens meeting?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

I agree that the environment is important relative to degradation. This is to be included in our
recommended programme to Headquarters A.F. Also, relative to repair technology the broad subject is
little known to the author; however, I agree that it is an issue which must be dealt with and will assure
its inclusion in our proposal for follow-on work.

REFERENCE No. OF THE PAPER: 5/20

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. Barton

AUTHOR'S RIME: Blake/Corbin

When are the electromagnetic problems going to be addressed and will they be compatible with the mechanical

and structural programmes? Will the production of Specifications, standards to assist in the solution of
possible 124C problems, be within the timescales of those structural programmes?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

We are involved in the EKG problems of metal aircraft. We do not have enough quantitative data yet to
provide Specifications to meet the CF0 situation. We are addressing the problem however. It is a matter
of cataloguing all the available data and applying it systematically.

REFERENCE No. OF THE PAPER: 5/20

DISOUSSOR'S NAME: K. F. Rogers

AUTHOR'S NAME: BLAke/Corbin

COMMSNT:

May I raise the proble)m of repair, which was not included in your paper* For example, if repairs are
effected to composites skins in the field, how do you ensure that electrical bonding is effected acre

the repair? If this is not adequate the M properties of the skin will be altered and the positions
maximum field intensity within the aircraft may be redistributed. Do you have any plans for work in this
area?

AUTHOR'S REPLY.,

This topic has been raised many times, It has bLen addressed and was unfortunately not included in the
paper. It will be covered adequately in future however.
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REflEHICE No. OP THE PAPER: 5/20

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: B.W. Smithers (ERA Technology Ltd., UK)

AUTHOR'S NAME: C.L. Blake

COXKSRYS

A Vu-graph shown by the Author, but not reproduced in his paper, was a lucid flow chart, part of which
emphasised the need for adequate oharaoterisation of ON constituents and proparties.

We support this view, which has also long been held by Mr K. F. Rogers of Materials Department, RAE, UK.
We therefore ask all who present fundamental electrical data on CPO, (eg resistivity, screening
performance eto), to identify fibre type and resistivity and the resin type wherever possible.

. Fibre volume fraction is also valuable and when, for example, combined with do resistance values on testsamples of unidirectional material, (current flow in direction of fibres), can add immense support to the

plausibility of resistivity values quoted at high frequencies.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The transcript indicated that the author was of the opinion that this matter is one for the standardisation
organisation, to be included in future specifications.

DISOUSSOR'S NAME: G. Weinstock

AUTHOR'S NAME: J. Birken

* •COMMENTS:

With reference to the statement that AV-8B used aluminum foil for FE protection; actually there is no
Al foil on the AV-8B for EH protection - a spray is used for lightning protection only, not for IN
shielding.

ii AUTHOR'S REPLY:

I stand corrected on the statement that Al foil is used on the AV-SB. Tin spray is used as you say,
imposing a greater weight penalty than Al foil to avoid oorTosion. Our definitions of shielding differ.
Any means that modifies aircraft surface current distribution Js alters the internal electromagnetic
field hence this may be construed as shielding.

REFERENCE No. OF THE PAPER: 5/21

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: W. Bascom

AUTHOR'S NAME: j. Birken

COMMENTS:

I understood that the butt joint involves using bolts through the composite section. Although CFRP is
very tough in the 'through fibre' direction the interlaminar toughness of epoxy-graphite composites is

4 very low; slightly higher than the epoxy itself. The probability of fatigue interlaminar crack growth is
very great and, although laboratory tests of bolted material muay be satisfactory, it is my opinion that
the risk is very real. The cost of the stop joint may not be all that high in the long term.

fAUTHOR'S REPLY:

Extensive examiration of joints commonly being used for production aircraft as woll as composite joints
for future composite aircraft quickly demonstrated that butt-joints are the prime joint generic family.

•I 'R.FEECE No. OF THE PAPER: ,5/21 ,

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: T.A. Col 1 ings

AUTHOR'S NAME: J. Birken

SCOMMEhZS:

It is implied that bolted joints in CFRP are inefficient. Work at RAE Farnborough has shown that statioally

CFRP joints are more efficient on a specific strength basis than other methods. Evid~noe exists to suggest
that they are also better in fatigue,
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REFERENCE No. OF TME PAPE: 5/21

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: L. Scorozewski

AUTH•OR'8 )6Me: J. Birken

COKKEWTS:

1. The trend in component technology seems to be towards lower power, higher density, more sensitive
devices (eg silicon components).

Is the author confident that, in the absence of effective airframe shielding due to increased use of 0CP
material, the alternative protection methods referred to (twin twisted wire, balanced loads, cable
screening) will be sufficient.

2. Are additional protection methods required?

3. Should we be looking towardo inherently harder devices?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

1,2. Yes, the protection technology is available. The key problem is that of deciding how much protection
is needed.

3. Designing hardness into devices is desirable, however, satisfying the high density required by likely

future devices makes this difficult.

REFERENCE No. OF THE PAPER: 5/21

DISCUSSORIS NAME: C. Blake

AUTHOR'S NAME: J. Birken

COMMENTS:

A question relative to the ability to deal with increasingly sensitive electronic circuits or components.
The comment made was that a Joint (combined) USAF, NAVY, NASA and FAA programme on Atmospheric Electricity
Hazards Protection is intended to deal with this, including the effects of lightning induced energy. This
programme will cover composite structures as well as metals.

AUTHOR•S REPLY:

The Author meets with the questioner at these Atmospheric Electricity Hazards meetings and is Director on
the Naval portion of their programme.

"REFERENCE No. OF THE PAPER. 5/21

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: T.A. Collings

AUTHOR1.S NAME: J. Birken

COMMENTS:

Can the author be more explicit about moisture absorption in CFRP. Moisture can be absorbed in many ways
and moisture gradients can be formed in the composite that can be as large as 2% at the surface to zero at
the centre. The average moisture soak-up for CFRP for an aircraft service life is given as 1%, which is a
quasi-steady state that is fairly stable throughout the composite thickness. To reach an average of i% in
the laboratory is difficult and accelerated ageing can result in a non-representative average of I%.

In looking at EMC problems-with wet laminates it is importanL that this difference in obtaining the i%
moisture level should be noted. Since laminates soak up moisture from the time they are cured then moisture
content should be another material paraieter that is quantified and stated ýs well as fibre volume fraction
and orientation etc.

Thermal spiking of CFRP can cause laminate cracking, this can lead to further moisture being retained in
the micro cracks. Both the process of cracking and further moisture pick-up may have implications on EMC
effects.

AUTHOR' S REPLY:

Limited data is available. The current US Navy programmes will include an investigation of this topic.

. . . . . . . ........ ..
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REFEENE No. OF THE PAPER: 5/22

DISCUSSOR9S NAME: J.M. Thomson

AUTHOR'S ZAME: R. Wallenburg at al

COMMMS1

The last viewgraph you showed had details of weight penalties for a given shielding effectiveness. This
does not appear in the Conference pre-print. Can you arrange for it to appear in the Conference proceedings,
please?

AUTHORtS REPLY:

#' The information will be sent to AGARD.

PERENCE No. OF THE PAPER: 5/22

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: X.F. Rogers

AUTHOR'S NAME: R. Wallenburg

i•' ~O0MKM•S:
May I ask again a question I asked Dr Lodge on the first day. Regarding Fig 7, have you considered the

effect of meohanical loaCing and fatirie on the admittances of joints in composites?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

At this point in time, I have not, but Boeing Aerospace Co. may have data.

REFE E No. OF THE PAPER: 5/22

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: K.F. Rogers

ii'AUTHORtS NAME: R. Wallenburg

COO~bMTSt

Just to note tha•t, In reply to the previous discussion, -the erosion protection in structures such as, for, example, the projected DO 10 fin is provided by a sheet metal wrap-round leading euge strip, and the

question of further lightning protection does not arise.

REFERECENo. OFTHE PAPER: 5/22

DISOUSSOR'S NAME: G. Barton

AUTHOR'S NAME: R. Wallenburg

COMMENS :

SWith referse to the threat levels to components and the method of defining susoeptibility of the

components; has any thought been put into employing similar tests to equipment EMD qualification texts
to provide susceptibility criteria of the equipment rather than Just a 14O,aO test?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

I do not have data. Integrated circuit susceptibility (degradation) is based on approximately 0.2 volt
change in output.

RE RCE No. OF THE PAPER: 5/22

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: I.P. MaoD .armid

AUTHOR'S NAME: R. Wallenburg and G. Dike

COMMENTS:
Without any information about the size of the enclosure I was a little unsure as to whether the rise in
shielding effectiveness was due to some resonance of the enclosure with the wavelength.

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The erclosure was of cylindrical, spherical or parallel plate design. The volume to surface ratio (VS -)
specified the size of the enclosure.
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RMWil•COZ No. OF THE PAPNm: 5/22

DISMISSOR'S NAMe: Hildebrandt

AUTMORS NAXEt R. Wallenburg

COMMENTSt

The Boeing reprsesntative was asked to describe the Company experience with erosion of protectivecoOat ings.

AUTHOR'tS REPLYs

The Al foil shielding for lightning induced tranoieits is placed on the inside surfaoe, out of the air flow.
A flame spray, added for protection from direct damage effects and P-statio reduction, has been shown to be
adequate from the in-servioe record. I believe it is also a maintenance item.

R!MW CE No. OF THE PAPERs 5/22

DISCUSSOR'S NAMM: I.P. MaoDiermid

AUTHORS NAMEz R. Wallenburg and 0. Dike

COM WS:

What did you use as your oriterion for oomponent upset?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

A change of 0.2 volts at the output of the integrated circuit.

HEIRMW CE No. OF THE PAPER: 5/22

DISOUSSORIS NAXE: J. Birken

AUTHOR#S NAME: R. Wallenburg

COMMENTS:

Joint admittance of operational degradation Y has received a limited amount of attention. A short
examination of Yj revealed a 10-fold reduotign under vibration.

REMME No. OF THE PAPER: 5/23

DISOUSSOR'S NAME, B.W. Smithers (ERA Technology Ltd., UK)

AUTHOR'S NAME: Prof. F. Lincoln Vogel

CONMTS:

We have noted the work done by Cajda, published in 1978 involving intercalation of carbon fibres by antimony
pentafluoride and hydrofluoric acid. Fibre breakage was a problem and he disuontinued his work in view of
the effort underway at the University of Pennsylvania and the Naval Research Laboratory.

,I like many others, was intrigued to hear you speak of your work at the University of Pennsylvania in
producing intercalated fibres using nitric acid or arsenic pentafluoride, with electrical oonductivities
exceeding that of copper and undegraded mechanical properties.

QI. Is there a significant toxicity hazard in a fire or crash involviug an aircraft containing such
materials, and what in the proportion of arsenia involved?

Q2. Are there significant toxic hazards to operatives during marufacture and assembly of these materials?

q3. Are increased corrosive effects observed with these doped materials when used with fasteners of,
say, ronel or titanium?

Q4. Are there any deleterious effects on cable sheaths or insulants in contact with such dop3d CFO?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Al. The arsenio content is 2% to 3% and a hazard could arise. This hazard could be avoided by the use of
the nitric acid treated material.

A2. Simple precautions and protective equipment are required for operatives.

A3. No corrosive effects with monel fasteners. Effects with titanium are not known at present.

A4. No deleterious effects on cable sheaths or insulants are expected.

| 1 I

|1N. ~ r . . ; - ~..,>- ;~£ . . 1 j~.CEZ;(
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Addendum

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF UNTIERCALA'IED GRAPHITE FIBERS

AND ORGANIC MATRIX COMPOSITES MADE THEREFROM

by

Glenn Davis and F.Lincoln Vogel
Moore School D-2

University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, PA 15 ! 04
USA

It has been shown that acceptor intercalaticn compounds of graphite which kire
synthesized in well structured crystals hame electrical conductlvitieý which are comparable,
and even higher, than that of copper at room temperature. High strength, high modulus
carbon/graphite fibers demonstrate an increase of condudtivity on intercalation similar to
that in well structured crystals except that since the initial conducti;tfty of the virgin fiber is
lower than that of the crystal, is correspondingly lower in the final intercalated material.
The intercalated fibers can be used to reinforce epoxy matrix composites thereby increasing
the conductivity of the latter by several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, new high
conductivity carbon/graphite fibers have been prepared which are expected to exhibit cven

higher conductivity in the organic composites.

1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon/graphite fibers are finding increasing applications as the reinforcing component in epoxy matrix composites

bý,cause of their very high specific modulus and tensile strength. Fibers of the type that are used to reinforce epoxy
mantrix composites are characterized by the crystal structure and properties of a highly defected graphite'-'. The crystal-
hites are highly oriented with the crystallographic a axis parallel to the longitudinal axis of the fiber and c axis normal

there to.

The need for a more highly conducting composite stems from the trend currently in progress to replace metals in
aircraft structures with graphite fiber reinforced composites which have strength, weight, and stiffness advantages over
metallic materials but which possess lower electrical conductivity. As a larger fraction of the aircraft is fabricated from
graphite reinforced composite it becomes vulnerable from various sources:

Lightning Stroke. In order for aircraft to escape serious damage from lightning stroke, the electrical path between
the points of impact and discharge must be of relatively low resistance ' - a condition riot satisfied by present composites
lacking metallic content.

Static Discharge. Under certain conditions, which canmot always be avoided by military aircraft, an electric charge
develops on the craft which on reaching a sufficiently high potential discharges with unpleasant, sometimes disastrous
results.

Electronic Ground Plane. The electronic communications and navigations equipment in aircraft require a common
ground connection maintained by a low resistance path. This is more difficult to provide as a larger fraction of the
structure becomes non conducting.

Shielding. The sensitive electronic equipment inside an aircraft is protected from electromagnetic interference (EMI)
and electromagnetic pulses (EMP) by the conducting skin which in the case of present composites would be of much
reduced effectiveness.

In the general electronics area an urgent need is developing because of the conveigence of three factors. First,
el~ctronic computer controls, now becoming widespread in use. are increasingly sensitive to minute currents and voltages.
Present generation MOS circuitry can change its state with currents as small as 10-1 amperes and currents of 10-16
amperes are expected to be effective in operation of thds type of circuit in the future. This means that very small induced
currents can disrupt sensitive control mechanisms. Second, the space around us is being filled with electromagnetic
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radiation from a wide variety of sources and having a broad spectrum of characteristics",6,7. This can have a relatively
modest effect such as may be encountered by a home computer' or a mobile communications system, or it may be
critical such as on the flight deck of an aircraft carrier where the atmosphere is literally charged with signals of all descrip-
tions. Third, there is a trend to replace metals with reinforced plastics, polymers and epoxies. As a result of the lower
electrical conductivity of these organic materials the protection afforded by the metals to the transmission of electro-
magnetic radiation is absent and thus the hazard goes unabated.

All of the problem areas delineated above benefit from the advent of highly conducting graphite fibers with good

mechanical properties which could be used as reinforcing for organic matrix composites.

2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Graphite Fibers

Graphite, a semi-metal, is a moderately good conductor of electricity with a conductivity a. (300K) -
2.55 x 10 - cm- (Refs 9, 10), the subscript "a" indicating a measurement parallel to the hexagonal planes. This value
results from a mobility pu - 1.2 x 104 cm2/volt-sec and an equal density of holes and electrons of n (300K) = p
6.7 x 101"/cm 3. The conductivity of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) in the direction normal to the planes is
less by a factor of about 3000, with a. in the range of I to 10 61-1 cm-' (Refs 3, 4) the variation probably being caused "
by variations in planar defects parallel to the hexagonal planes.

Carbon/graphite fibers demonstrate a much lower electrical conductivity than three dimensional crystals ranging
from 25 a-' cm-1 for very poorly structured carbon fibers made from pitch to 3000 RZ-' cm-' for the most highly
graphitic commercial fiberst . This relationship between structural order as determined by elastic modulus and the
electrical conductivity has been known for some time 12,t3 Bright and Singer"' studied the relationship between
structural perfection as determined by x-ray diffraction and electrical conductivity for various temperatures of treatment
of pitch precursor fibers. For their highest temperature of treatment, 3000*C, the electrical conductivity was in excess
of 6000 42-' cm-'. In a further paper, Bright'" analyzed resistivity and magnetoresistance data using a development of
Yazawa's model"6 . He was able to explain in a semi-quantitative way the unusual negative magnetoresistance of poorly
graphitized fibers and the change to positive magnetoresistance as the heat treatement temperature (HTT) increased,
bringing about a more nearly three dimensional (3-D) structure.

A significant piece of research on fibers done in Japan by Endo and his colleagues at Shinshu University has received
scant notice in this country but has produced some startling results. Endo's fibers are grown on ceramic or graphite sub-
strates by thermal decomposition of vaporized hydrocarbon such as benzene at - 11 00IC using metal particles as
catalysts"'. The fibers range in diameter from 3 to 100 Am and length from 10 to 23 cm. The electrical resistivity,
tensile strength and Youngs modulus were found to be 1-2 x 10-3 ohm-cm, >50,000 psi and 25 x 106 psi respectively.
Scanning electron microscopy revealed a scroll type structure and the x-ray orientation was determined to be I" paraliel
to the longitudinal axis of the fiber and c" in the radial direction. In common with either PAN based fiber or the pitch
based kind, the properties of interest are improved by heating the vapor grown fibers in the range 20000 to 30000 C for
30 minutes. On heating to about 2600-2800"C the vapor grown fibers undcrgo an increase in perfection which is shown
by the oo0 x-ray diffraction lines". The graphite lattice constant, Co, decreases from its starting value of 6.90A to
6.72A indicative of a conversion from a two dimensional (2-D) to a three dimensional (3-D) graphite structure. Under the

same conditions the CO of a PAN fiber decreases from 6.90A to 682A.

The ideal CO for graphite is 6.73A. This conversion to a perfected 3-D graphitic structure brings with it other
property changes such that a fiber with 10 pm diameter displays a tensile strength of 625,000 psi and a Youngs modulus
of 38 x 106 psi (Ref. 19). The resistivity of the high temperature heat treatment vapor grown fibers is 60-p100 m cm
(Ref.19) - the lowest values ever reported for a graphite fiber and a close approach to the ideal graphite. - axis resistivity,
P, = 40 x 10-- S2 cm.

The property values quoted for this vapor grown fiber after high temperature heat treatment give a firm indication
that this fiber has a highly perfected 3-D structure which makes it a good candidate as a starting material for intercala-
tion to achieve high electrical conductivity. Furthermore, the ratio of the Youngs modulus to the tensile strength of this
fiber indicates a larger strain to fracture for this fiber than is generally experionced with the PAN or pitch based variety.
This characteristic presages favorable mechanical properties.

Based on several types of physical property measuremant, we may summarize the properties of carbon fibers of
interest at - 300K in the following way:

(1) Graphite planes are approximately aligned along the axis of the fiber. C-axis are therefore perpendicular to the
fiber axis, but are more-or-less randomly oriented in the perpendicular plane. The manner in which the c-axes
are aligned with respect to each other in this plane varies considerably. In the present case i.e. vapor grown
fibers, a "scroll" structure has been observed. In some commercial fibers a somewhat similar arrargement of
c-axes outwards from the fibers ar's has been observed (radial structure) while in others the c-axes are nearly
random.
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(2) Although the heat treatment temperature (HTT) is generally not a sufficient parameter for specifying the
physical properties of fibers, it has been found that materials prepared from the same precursor, and treated
under similar conditions, have properties which vary in a sensible way with HTT. In particular, with higher
HTT the graphitization process becomes more complete. These changes in structure are reflected in the resisti-
vity of the fiber, and it has been suggested'12, 3 that many properties such as fiber strength, can be correlated
better with either the electrical resistivity, or its temperature dependence than HTIT.

(3) The stacking of planes within a region characterized by a given C-axis is sufficiently random for poorly
graphitized fibers, that the electronic overlap parameter y2 (Ref.3) is essentially zero, and the band structure is
more nearly that of two-dimensional graphite. This 2D nature is particularly associated with negative magneto-
resistance' 5 ",1. In the 2D case the valence and conduction bands do not overalap but just touch.

However, the Fermi-level is depressed from the intrinsic value by the presence of acceptors (related to defects),

so that the number of free carriers in the conductivity formula:

a = nep

is controlled by the defects. For very defective (poorly graphitized) fibers the relaxation time is so short
10- 10-Os sees) that the electronic states are broadened considerably as shown in Figure 2(d).

(4) Fibers with heat treatment at 2600-28000 C prepared by decomposition of benzene or other hydrocarbon
vapors appear to develop electronic characteristics of 3D graphite. This must be related to the improved
stacking of adjacent planes in the regular - ABAB --- equence of crystalline graphite. Accordingly, the
electronic structure might more nearly be that which has a Fermi level depressed by the presence of acceptors.
For these 3D fibers the magnetoresistance becomes positive in all temperature and magnetic field ranges
studied."0

(5) Although the properties of the fibers will be inhomogeneous on a microscopic scale, it is reasonable to assume
that they are homogeneous on a macroscopic scale, e.g. along the length of the fiber. .
The defects will control the scattering of the current carriers for poorly graphitized fibers, since the mean free

path for scattering by defects, Xd, will be much shorter than the intrinsic value due to phonon scattering Np

,d < X (300K) (poorly graphitized fibers).
For material with prolonged heat treatement at 30000 C, however, Bright' 5 suggests that the mobility at 4K is

"1.1 x 104 cm 2/v-sec, which is almost identical with that of crystalline graphite at 300K. In this case.

(Xd p) 300K (well graphitized fibers).

It is this observation that gives us particular reason to suspect that intercalated fibers may be prepared with

2.2 The Electrical Conductivity of Intercalated Compounds

When pure graphite crystals are intercalated with donor alkali metals, 21,22 2 3 such as 1i or K, both the a-axis and
the c-axis conductivities are observed to increase, the former by a factor of five, reducing the anisotropy to about 30.
Acceptors on the other hand produce much higher a-axis conductivities as shown in the following table.

TABLE I

Selected Conductivity Values of Acceptor Intercalation
Compounds of Graphite

.1 Compounds and Stage 42_, cn0a_ cm t

HNO 3 --1 1.7 x 101 2 24
HN0 3-2 3.3 x 105 - 24
HN0 3 -3 2.9 x 101 - 24
HNO04 -4 2.4 x l05 -- 24
AsFs- 1 5.0 x 10' 0.23 25
AsFs -2 6.2 x 105 0.24 25
AsF--3 5.8 x 105 0.26 25
SbF 5- 1 3.5 x 101 - 26
SbFs -2 4.0 x 101 - 26
SbFs-3 1.0 x 106 - 27
SbF -6 5.8 x 106 - 26
FeCI 3-I 1.1 x I,0 10 28
FeC13-2 2.5 x 105 - 28
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Several other generalities can be taken from the table above. In all known cames involving the acceptor compounds,
the maximum conductivity does not occur at stage 1 but at some higher stage, usually 2 or 3. Also, in connection with
the experiments on AsF5 intercalated graphite"5 continuous data were taken on samples simultaneously registering the
thickness and conductivity as intercalation occurred from pure graphite to stage I. While there was an orderly progres-
sion of conductivity with stage, between stages the conductivity was observed to drop precipitously".

Therefore, the most important experimental results can be summarized as follows:

(1) Higher conductivities are found in strong, acid (acceptor) compounds, rather than either weak acceptor or
donor compounds.

(2) Maximum conductivity is apparently found for second stage compounds, at stolchiometry.

(3) Generally the anisotropy of principal conductivities Increases for acceptor cumpounds but decreases for donor
compounds.

Relatively little is known about the electronic structure of the acid compounds. We make the following conjectures
to explain the high conductivity in these compounds:

(1) Because of the strong acid nature of the intercalants there is a charge transfer between the graphite lattice and
the acid creating an ion which has a highly localized negative charge compared to the graphite wherein the
charge (positive) is delocalized. This charge transfer produces an increase of two orders of magnitude in the
carrier density of the graphite.

(2) The mobility of the charge carrier in the case of the acceptor compounds is reduced only moderately compared
to that in the pure graphite°0 .

2.3 Intercalation of Carbon/Graphite Fibers

Several attempts have been made to intercalate carbon/graphite fibers but the values reported in the literature to
date barely match that of pristine graphite crystals (a, = 2.5 x 1042-1 ore-1). In 1976 the author reported a value of

1.8 x I 0 I2-1 cm-n (Ref.3 1) on fiber specially prepared by Dr Herbert Ezekiel of the Air Force Materials Laboratory,
and intercalated to stage 2 with nitric acid. Recently in the Graphite Intercalation Laboratory at University of
Pennsylvania several highly structured, high modulus PAN based, pitch based fibers have been intercalated with the
following results.

TABLE 2

Electrical Conductivitles of Selected Intercalated Fibers

Fiber Type Starting Conductivity Intercalated Conductivity Resistance Ratios After
Intercalation

sr-, cm-1 S2-1 cm-1 ,:

HN0 3  HN0 3/AsF 5  AsF5  HNO 3  HNO/AsF5  AsF 5

Union Carbide
(UC)
Type P 2.0x lOs 1.bx 10x 5x110 9.0 11.4 31

Celanese-GY70 2.5x 101 2.2x 10' 2.4x 104 4.5x 104 11.1 12.1 27.2

That the conductivities of the UC type P and Celanese GY-70 approach those of intercalated crystals is undoubtedly
due to the critical role played by defects in these materials:

(1) The degree of intercalation can be strongly affected by the density and type of defects present.
(2) The mobility at ambient temperature can be controlled by defect scattering, rather than electron-phonon

Si scattering, suggested in Section 2.1 for virgin fibers.

Accordingly, the primary requirement for the preparation of a highly conducting fiber is that the defect concentra-
tion be reduced as much as is practicable.

2. Carbon/Graphite Fiber Composites

axs The conductivity in a well graphitized commercial fiber is approximately an order of magnitude less than that of the a-
aris conductivity in graphite crystal, fiber -- 2.5 x 103 S2- cm-' (Ref. 14). The elastic modulus and tensile strength of the
well-graphitized fibers are in the range of 15-125 x 106 psi and 14.5-105 x l05 psi (Ref.14), respectively, which
accounts for their use in epoxy composites of very high specific strength. Also, it has been shown that the electrical

..-•----,- ,,'• ___________'______
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resistivity of commercially available fibers can be reduced by greater than one order of magnitude, Table 2, by nitric acid
intercalation without significantly affecting the mechanical properties.

The electrical conductivity of some typical laboratory fabricated composites is displayed in Figure 1. For the
pristine fibers two types of laminations are shown: one where the plies are all parallel, marked 1800 (unidirectional) and
ore where they are alternated +t45%, marked 9C°. The conductivities of these materials with 55% vol % fiber
(a = 1.9 x 103 n2-1 cm-') in 45 vol. % epoxy are I 11- 1 cm-1 and 10 f-1 cm-1, respectively, the higher conductivity
resulting from better contact between fibers with crossed plies.

Also shown in Figu-e 1 is the conductivity for a composite fabricated from fibers intercalated with HNO3 to an
average conductivity of a = 8.3 r2 103 t 5%, an increase over the pristine fiber conductivity by about R factor of 4.5. For
the same filling factor, however, the composite conductivity is increased by more than an order of magnitude.32

Recent work in the Graphite Intermalation Laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania makes the fabrication of a
highly conducting carbon/graphite fiber composite a very real possibility. Interralated fibers have yielded o's of
> 50,000 n-1 cm-. Using a sir-pie linear relationship from the data presented in the previous paragraph 32 , a composite
of a > 10000 fl- cm-1 is quite realistic. This level of conductivity would yield - 45 db of attenuation at 1 MHz when
laid up in a 9 mm thick pane33. Such a composite when layed up in a slightly thicker dimension would yield corres-pondingly better attenuation. This composite would present a significant step in solving tý, previously mentionedproblems of lightning stroke, static discharge, electronic ground plane, and shielding for EMI and EMP
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DISCUSSION

Question:
While intercalation can improve material conductivity what does it do to the structural properties of the graphite/

Answer:
The structural properties, tensile strength and modular are largely unaffected. The fibers themselves undergo a
slight (20%) increase in modular and a slight (10%) decrease in tensile strength as a result of the intercalation.
When these intercalated fibers are incorporated into an epoxy matrix composite no difference is observed comparedS~to an epoxy matrix composite made with unintercalated carbon/graphite fibers.
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